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I Tell You
B^ i success and command big pay. You can
easily do it if you will only prepare yourself/ \Vhy-

liill men neglect to prepare themselves, when trained

Elcctrtciaiis are always in deniaiul at big-pay? When
employers are scarchiiu/ for $3,000 and $10,000 electrical

men. while this country is crowded with poorly-paid

men who could easily qualify for these positions I

$50 to $200 a Week
As a Trained

ELECTRICIAN
If vou have a common school education you can easily qualify at /tome by my new
Course in Electricitv, no matter if you know nothing at all about electricity now. My
Course, while complete and absolutely scientific, explains ever)^hing so clearly that any one can

understand it and (io the work. But this Course is designed to give you a real Electrical education, to

help men become bigger, better men—men who can command big pay.

And remember, T give every student a GUARANTEE BOND which insures you sat-

isfaction or everv dollar of vour money refunded. I can make such a guarantee because

I know my Course and what it does for my students, .^end for free illustrated book telling all about it.

P.\RT OF YOUR SPARE TIME devoted to this interesting work is all that is needed. You will find

it most fascinating, and in a short time your earning power will be greatly increased.

I $1700 Electrical Outfit Free:
v^.jNv Kvcrv student who enrolls with me now gets a $17.00 outfit of electrical equipment,

N,^ \.^ instruments and material—FREE; also my Quick Money-Making Electrical

N..jV^N. Course FREE as soon as enrolled, so that you can eana while learning; you also get

CHIEF ^x^y-N. FREE Employment Service : FREE 5-year .Advisory Service. And besides all this I

ENGINEER N. ^(\v have a pleasant and tndv valuable surprise, for everv student who answers this ad.

::::«""^7cr.'cX^,^X send in coupon now.
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CHEMCRAFT No. I Price Delivered $1.25

West of the Mississippi and Canada $1.50
This Is a dandy sci ui a very n-asiuiiililc price.

Willi it yciii can work lots of wonderful experiments
cat'li one cjI ulncli can bo rciu'mud many tunes.
'J'ht-re are 14 flil^^'^^llt Chemicals, lest tubes, elasa
tube, iiien-siirL's. fic., tutjelher wltJi the No. 1
Chinii-rntt \uuiU xiliich uives coniplclo dircctionH.
exjilaiiii^ all Iho experiments In a clear, interesting
niainier. and tells many wonderful and Interesting
Ihiniis about Clieniifiry.
With Chemcraft No. 1 you can inalie flro Ink and

Here is your opportunity to learn about the wonderful science of chem-
istry. Chemcraft gives you the most fun, the most experiments and the
most real knowledge.
Chemcraft service and a
subscription to the Chem-
craft Chemist are free

to Chemcraft owners.

CHEMCRAFT No, 2

Price Delivered J2.50

Weit of the Mluitilpoi and Canada $3.00

Chemrraft No. 2 Is iiiurh lardt-r lli:in tin- Sn. 1
ect. ll ..jhuiits o:i dlircrt'iil rin'im-als and a lib*
fral assurliiiL'iu or Aiii-aratUM and cuulpiiiunt.
lluro arc many rare and valuable Chonilcala In-
cluilud In Una oulllt winch rt-prfsonu Uie blKai.'jil
valur t'viT put on inarkt't for such a low price.
The In.struclion book which coniea with this wt
Kiies dirccii.jns for working nearly a hundred won-
derful experlnienla and after jou liave used the
set for a little while you will be able to ilovUe
touiitle.ss athlitinnal cxpcrinienls of your own

liiery purchaser .if clieiiieraft No. i receives a
< heimTaft service card, and Is entitled to a frCD
subscription to the Cbenicraft fheniist This is
the biKgcst kiiid of a help In carrying on your ei-
Deriiiieming and no one should mgrlooli tills otter.

CHEMCRAFT No. 3

Price Delivered S5.00
West of the Mfsslislppl and Canada $6.00

Tlic No, 3 Chemcraft is the hij:scsl and most
comijlete Chemieal set on the market. This »:
contains <8 dllTcrent Chemicals all of which are
carefully chosen becAuse of their many Interesting
reactions. A large assortment of valuable aiitiara-
tus Is included, among which is a blowpiiie. aicoliol
lamp, 8 test tubes, test lube holder, lest tulM?
brush, measures, measuring siitsm. gas delivery
tul)c an<I stopper, glass tube, stirring rod, and
olher niiseellaneous (siulpmenl.
The Chemcraft Iwiok for ouillt No, 3 is complete

III every detail. It contains ;:!0 extierlmenis and
gives the user a comiilete course In Chemistry In
artdlllon to furnishing ail kinds of fun.

Kvery owner of the No, 3 Chemcraft set Is also
entitled to Chemrraft service and a free subscrip-
tion to the Chemcraft Chemist,

we ^s"^ui;i^;^'Sr^™';;;sr^:i'i''^^sr'J.S!!r.,Si;:!^':tuafSnS''"
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CHEMICALS AND CHEMICAL APPARATUS
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chemical experiments

oreatist value to you and there is nothing more Intereiting than

THE PORTER CHEMICAL CO. Dept. B. Hagerstown. Md.

ater, preparn
yuM powiliT, rol-
black and colored

You know I never put anything on the market until I'm sure it's the best of its

kind. I wouldn't risk losing the frieridshi]) of the tens of thousands of you bovs
who know from experience with Erector and my other toys that I always put
the finest stuff into everything I make. Well ! The

©i^ili' m

CHEMISTRY OUTFIT
is no exception. It's one of the finest outfits ever manufactured for
jiinidr cliemists. Some of tlic best known chetnists of the country
tvU me they never saw anything tliat begins to compare with it.

If you're soin? to get a Chcmi.stry Outfit—and every boy should
who likes scientil'ic tilings and loads of fim—be sure to get the
(iilbcrt Chemistry Outlit. It's the only one that enables you to gen-
erate your own electricity through chemistry.

It is the only one having a wet cell and equipment for electroplating and
nickel plating.
With the Ciilbert Chemistry Outfit, you learn a lot about the wonderful

science of chemistry, and your friends will marvel at your ability. You /

can make soap, disappearing ink, make an egg pass through the narrow /
neck of a bottle, replate spoons, knives and forks and do counties? *'

other wonderfully interesting and mystifying things. /
A large, beautifully printed manual, containing an elementary /'

course in chemistry, is included in each set. .'

Your local toy tlcaler should have this set in stock,
hasn't, write us and we'll tell you who lias. Price
(Canada $4.50).
Mail iiack the coupon today for a free copy of my m.ai

azine for boys' "Gilbert Toy Tips," which explains all
about my other toys and the Gilbert Engineering In-
stitute for Boys.

/^c^^^a-S^

If he Mr.
$3.00 A, C.

Gilbert.
?- Pres

/ THE A C.
/ GILBERT CO..

.' 160 Blatchley Ave..
- New Haven. Conn.

President.

The A. C. Gilbert Company,
CANAl)I.\.\ Ui:i'Ri;SF.NT.\TIVE.S, Mcnries & Co.,

160 Blatchley Avenue
New Haven, Conn.

Limited, Toronto, Ont
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Electric
Columbia
Grafonolas

at n35/145, nSS and *240

'T^HE first time you hear an electric-

-*- ally equipped Columbia you will

want to own one.

The electric motor, which is a marvel of

silence and smoothness, holds the mellow

but brilliant Columbia tone absolutely

true.

It operates perfectly on any standard

direct or alternating current. Just at-

tach plug to socket.

A beautiful Columbia Electric Grafo-

nola is just as much a part of the modern

home as a beautiful electric lamp.

You can purchase a Columbia Electric

Grafonola 125 E for as little as $135.

The same model equipped with Colum-
bia Individual Record Ejector—price

$145-

Step into any store where Columbia
Grafonolas are sold and listen to the

Columbia Electric Grafonola. You and
the Columbia Electric Grafonola will

quickly become friends.

Columbia Graphophone Company
New York

X .itAe

Columbia Electric
Grafonola 225 E

Price $240
Cabinet of mahogany, satin

walnut, or quartered oak in

all finishes, measuring 49ji
inches high on castors, and
2254 X 24 inches. All ex-
posed metal parts heavily
plated in 18 karat gold.
Ample record storage room.

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when tvriling to advertisers.
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SOLAR "HEAT"
E may take it as an established fact that

sun is a huge ball of incandescent
matter. Spectral analysis shows that the

sun contains every element known to us
as found on the earth. Every metal, every
gas is represented in the incandescent

plioto-sphere, i.e., the gaseous envelope surrounding the
sun, burning at a tremendous heat.

We know the sun to be some 93 million miles distant

from the earth. Enormous as this distance is—incom-
prehensible to the human mind—we receive daily from
our luminary a quantity of energy nothing short of
astounding. Only by remembering that a light-ray

traveling at a speed of close to 186,000 miles per second,
requires a little over 8 minutes to traverse the gulf
separating the sun from the earth, do we begin to

realize what sort of a problem we face, when we wish
to make it clear to our minds how such a stupendous
energy, which lights and heats our planet, is conveyed
to us thru a vacuum. For the odd 93 million miles
separating the sun from the earth constitute of course
an almost perfect vacuum. Nevertheless the earth is

lighted and heated. But how does it come about?
Now we know that if we go only 30 miles above the

surface of the earth, we strike a temperature of —273
degrees Centigrade, the absolute zero of interstellar space.

Nevertheless, heat in some form gets thru this tremendous
cold, paradoxical as this sounds at first. Otherwise,
how do we account for the earth being heated by the
sun? If you doubt that it gets colder as you go up,

you have but to climb a mountain of moderate height.

Even three miles up the cold becomes so intense that
the top of the mountain will be found covered with
perpetual ice. Notwithstanding this, we are closer to
the sun by 3 miles at the summit than at the base of
the mountain ! Also we find by way of further proof
that if we expose a thermometer directly to the sun's

rays at the top of the mountain, the temperature will

be about the same as that of the ice at our feet. And
it makes little difference if we perform this experi-
ment on an ice covered mountain at the equator.

or on a similar mountain in more northern latitudes.

Logically then we are forced to the conclusion that
we do not receive heat rays from the sun at all. For
the dark heat rays can not pass thru a vacuum. By
placing a thermometer in an ordinary Thermos bottle
this statement can be verified readily.

But where does the heat come from? How is the
earth heated after all, for heated it certainly is?

By the sun's light rays. We know these rays not to
be merely luminous rays, but they are in reality electro-
magnetic rays. Now then, when these cold rays strike
the earth's atmosphere at its lower strata, where the
latter is heavily comprest. to some 15 lbs., per square
inch, these cold light rays seem to undergo a trans-
formation, and in the act greatly heat the surrounding
air. Just what this transformation is we do not as yet
know, mainly because we do not actually know the true
composition of a light ray. We don't know what lies

beyond the ultra violet, nor the ultra red section of the
sun's spectrum. Nor do we know much of the light
rays' electrical structure.

At this point we wish to make an interesting reflec-

tion. Not so long ago the famous Dutch philosopher
Dr. Kamerlingh Onnes made certain experiments of
tremendous import. He placed an electrical conductor
in an almost absolute zero, and found to his astonish-
ment that a current started in such a conductor would
continue to flow for 19 hours. The tremendous cold robbed
the conductor of all its former resistance, and the
electric current finding no resistance to wear itself out
in heat, became a sort of perpetual circuit, which lasted
as long as the conductor was near the absolute zero.

Now the point is, the space separating the earth from
the sun is at an absolute zero. Is this not perhaps the
reason that the sun's light-rays which are of course
electrical in nature—act in a like manner to the elec-
tric current in Dr. Onnes' experiments? This then
would explain, why practically no energy is lost in the
transmission thru 93 million miles of icy space.

H. Gernsback.
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The Boy*s Electric Toys
There have been other electrical experimental outfits on the market thus far, but we do not believe

that there has ever been produced anything that comes anywhere near approaching the new experimental

outfit which we illustrate herewith.

"The Boy's Electric Toys" is unique in the history of electrical experimental apparatus, as in the

small box which we offer enough material is contained TO MAKE AND COMPLETE OVER
TWENTY-FIVE DIFFERENT ELECTRICAL APPARATUS without any other tools, except a

screw-driver furnished with the outfit. The box construction

alone is quite novel, inasmuch as every piece fits into a special

compartment, thereby inducing the young experimenter to be

neat and to put the things back from where he took them. The
box contains the following complete instruments and apparatus

which are already assembled

:

Student's chromic plunge battery,

compass-galvanometer, solenoid, tele-

phone receiver, electric lamp. Enough
various parts, wire, etc., are furnished

to make the following apparatus

:

Electromagnet, electric cannon, magnetic
pictures, dancing spiral, electric hammer,
galvanometer, voltmeter, hook for telephone

receiver, condenser, sensitive microphone,
short distance wireless telephone, test stor-

age battery, shocking coil, complete tele-

graph set, electric riveting machine, elec-

tric buzzer, dancing fishes, singing tele-

phone, mysterious dancing man, electric

jumping jack, magnetic geometric figures,

rheostat, erratic pendulum, electric butter-

fly, thermo electric motor, visual telegraph,

etc., etc.

This does not by any means exhaust the list, but

a great many more apparatus can be built actually

and effectually.

With the instruction book which we furnish, one

hundred experiments that can be made with this

outfit are listed, nearly all of these being illustrated

with superb illustrations. We lay particular stress

on the fact that no other materials, goods or supplies

are necessary to perform any of the one hundred
experiments or to make any of the 25 apparatus.

Everything can be constructed and accomplished by
means of this outfit, two hands, and a screw-driver.

Moreover this is the only outfit on the market to-day

in which there is included a complete chromic acid

plunge battery, with which each and everyone of the

experiments can be performed. No other source of

current is necessary.

Moreover, the outfit has complete wooden bases

with drilled holes in their proper places, so that all

you have to do is to mount the various pieces by
means of the machine screws furnished with the set.

The outfit contains 114 separate pieces of mate-
rial and 24 pieces of finished articles ready to use
at once.

The box alone is a masterpiece of work on account
of its various ingenious compartments, wherein every
piece of apparatus fits.

Among the

No. EX2002

finished mate-

rial the follow-

ing parts are

included:
Chromic salts for battery, lamp socket, bottle of mercury, core wire (two diffn-ent lengths)

,
a

bottle of iron filings, three spools of wire, carbons, a quantity of machine screws flexible cord, two

wood bases, glass plate, paraffine paper, binding posts, screw-driver, etc etc. The instruction book

is so clear that anyone can make the apparatus without trouble, and besides a section of the instruc-

tion book is taken up with the fundamentals of electricity to acquaint the layman with all important

facts in electricity in a simple manner. , . , , , , t /: , • .i. <„„.„,„
All instruments and all materials are well finished and tested before leaving the factory.

We guarantee satisfaction.
. , , .

We wish to emphasize the fact that anyone who goes through the various experiments

will become proficient in electricity and will certainly acquire an electrical education which

cannot be duplicated except bv frequenting an electrical school for some months.

The size over all of the outfit is 14 x 9 x 2Ji. Shipping weight, 8 lbs.

No. EX2002 "The Boy's Electric Toys," outfit as described $5.00
Ready for delivery Dec. 1st. As we anticipate thousands of orders on this oufit, we urge you

to order at once.

"The Lives! Catalog in America"

Our big, new electrical cyclopedia No. 19
is waiting for you. Positively the most com-
plete Wlrele-ss and electrical catalog in print
today. 228 Big Pages. 600 illustrations. 500
instruments and apparatus, etc Big "Trea-
tise on Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FHES
coupons for our IGO-page FRBH Wireless
Co\u-se in 20 leesons. FREE Cyclo- ^^
r>edia No. 19 measures 7 z 5^". ^H
Weight % lb. Beautiful stiff covers. ^H
Now before you turn this page write ^^

your name and address on margin b«-
low, cut or tear out. enclose 6 da.
stamps to cover mall charges, and the
Cyclopedia Is yours by return mall.

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.

231 Fullon Stieel. New York Cily

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., 231 Fulton St.,N.Y.
iiamiiBoiiiHiBiiiiiiHiiiii
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Locating The Submarine by Radio
By H. WINFIELD SECOR

WjriLF, there have been hundreds

of schemes proposed in the past

few months, for the detection and

destruction of submarine war-

craft, there have been but very

few really practical suggestions in the total

number.

The present discussion deals with a new
wireless scheme for detecting the presence

of submarines as far as two miles away
from a given base, which may be either on

worthless. At the present time very favor-

able results are being obtained with micro-

phones for this purpose, but several

problems have yet to be solved in order

that these sound-sensitive devices will per-

form their functions under water properly

in order to accurately spot the "Hun" in

his stealthy U-Boat.

Among the different forms of sub-

aqueous microphones devised by this in-

ventor is one mounted in a special resilient

taking place will be gleaned from the ac-

companying illustration. A vessel is here

shown radiating a wireless wave of say

three thousand meters length, which is

equivalent roughly to two miles. Also for

the purpose of bringing out the efficiency

of the scheme more fully, two submarines

are shown and also their effect upon the

radiating wave from the antenna.

The inventor of this means of detecting

enemv sub-sea boats, received his first

SUBn/lglNE-J

WAVE. DISrOHTED
BY C»P/ICITYEFFECT

SUBnfiHINE- Z OF SUBM/mif^E

This Radio Wave Method of Detecting and Locating Submarines and Even "Torpedoes" Has Been Tested Out and Gives Surprising Re-
sults. It Is Effective up to Two Miles and More and the Enemy Cannot Evade Its Action, so Long as "Subs" Are Made of Metal.

a ship or on land. Credit for this submarine

detector is due to Mr. Leon W. Bishop,

tvho is now associated with a staff of ex-

perts engaged in solving military and naval

problems. Mr. Bishop invented the well-

known multi-audi-phone radio and tele-

phone amplifier.

Mr. Bishop has done a great deal of ex-

perimenting with microphones for the de-

tection of submarines and has evolved a

number of verj' ingenious and advanced

types of microphones, especially suited to

these requirements, and for which purpose

the ordinary microphone is practically

substance so as to keep it free from or-

dinary vibrations and noises. Particularly

has he devised special circuits for using

microphones in this work whereby they

are electrically balanced. He is also ex-

perimenting with microphones which pro-

duce direct current pulsations, thus con-

ducing to the elimination of external

noises.

Coming now to the wireless scheme for

the detection of submarines, whether sub-

merged or not, over ranges of two miles

and more, (depending upon the wave
length used), the general idea of the action

509

demonstration of the ultra-sensitive elec-

trical action involved while operating an

undamped Audion receiving set some

months ago, and which effect is quite well

known.

It was found that when the Audion

receptor was suitably tuned, so as to pro-

duce a regenerative effect, i.e., producing

radio frequency oscillations, that at certain

times a peculiar sound effect could be

noticed in the telephone receivers connected

to the circuit. For sometime this change

in the circuit, as manifested by the sound

in the telephone receivers, remained an un-
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ELECTRIC PLOWING IN GER-
MANY.

The German fanners, being very hard
prest in tilhng large tracts of land with
an heretofore unknown shortage of labor,

have made extensive use of large electric

plows and other agricultural machines, one
of these immense
plows being shown
here.

Electrically oper-
ated agricultural ma-
chines of this type
have been used for
a number of years
on German farms,
the electric light

companies distribut-

ing current for the
purpose over very
extensive areas, the
current being trans-
mitted at very high
potentials, often in

the neighborhood of
70,000 to 100,000
volts for distances
of 75 to 100 miles
and more.
In some cases cur-

rent is supplied to
each individual ma-
chine by means of
trolley poles, which
make contact with
trolley wires sup-
ported above the
field under cultiva-
tion. In the instal-

lation here illus-

trated, current is

taken from two trolley wires supported but

a short distance above the ground, these

wires being moved along as the plow starts

off on each new run.

Two specially designed trolley wheels
carried on an extension arm at the side of

the plow conduct the current from the trol-

ley wires to the electric motor on the plow.

The plow is under perfect control of the

operator at all times, and this control is

effected thru the means of a drum con-

troller, similar to those used on trolley cars

and small electric locomotives. These con-

trollers, of which there are two, can easily

be seen in the photograph here reproduced.
This particular machine possesses several

novel and unusual features, one of

which is the fact that at the end of one

Probably there is no country in the world

in which vast numbers of gigantic machines

have been so extensively applied for cul-

tivating and harvesting crops as in the

western part of the United States, but in the

application of electrically-driven machines

for accomplishing farm labors on a titanic

scale, the Teutons
have far out-dis-

tanced other coun-
tries.

—

Photo cour-

tesy Society for Elec-

trical Development.

The Teuton Tillers of

Which Is lllustra
the Soil Make Extensive Use of Electrically Operated Plows, One of

ted Above. Current Is Supplied the Motor Thru a Trolley Wire.

run across the field, during which it cuts

several furrows, the machine is simply tilt-

ed up with the main axle as the center, and

the operator then walks to the other end of

the plow and controls it on the return run

from that end of the machine. This over-

comes the problem of having to turn the

cumbersome machine around each time.

Two manual as well as electrical con-

trollers are provided for this purpose, one

set at each end of the plow.

RADIO STA-
TION FOR
HONGKONG
OBSERVA-
TORY.

A receiving in-

stallation for the

radio station. Royal
Observatory, Hong-
kong, is now being
constructed. The
station is located at

the observatory, in

latitude 22° 18' 13"

N., longitude 114°
10' 15" E., of Green-
wich. The installa-

tion consists of a
single triangular
steel-lattice mast 150
feet high. The aerial

(which is on order
in America) will

spread from the

mast to six chimney
stacks of a terrace

of houses ISO yards
to the south of the mast. The receiving
apparatus consists of a receiving set to be
used in conjunction with a Brown relay and
high-resistance telephones.
At present the installation is to be used

only for receiving time signals from Shang-
hai, Manila, and Hanoi, and possibly from
Tsingtau and one or more Japanese stations

by night. After the war it is proposed to
install apparatus for distributing time sig-

nals via Cape d'Aguilar radio station.

solved problem, but by careful observation

it was ascertained that this was due to the

effect of a passing railroad train at a dis-

tance of about one quarter of a mile. The
railroad tracks did not approach the build-

ing in which the wireless receptor was
located, and therefore it was decided upon
that the capacity effect of the steel railroad

train on the wave radiated by the antenna,

was sufficient to change this wave in such
a manner that the change could be readily

noted in the translating apparatus, vis., the

telephone receivers in this case.

By looking at the accompanying illustra-

tion it will be seen how the presence of a
submarine, whether submerged or not, will

cause a reaction on the radiated wave from
an antenna located on a ship or on shore.

Mr. Bishop has actually tried this out
successfully over considerable distances,

and has found that it is possible to detect

the presence of not only a submarine a mile
or so away, but even the presence of a

torpedo; so ultra-sensitive is this method
of locating a metallic body.

Moreover, the direction in which the

metallic body lies may be ascertained by the

use of a directional antenna, in somewhat
the same manner as the wireless compass
scheme.
This effect of bringing any form of

capacity in proximity to an oscillating

Audion circuit is well-known to most everj'

radio experimenter. Those possessing os-

cillating Audion sets have found invariably

that all of the circuits associated with this

device are extremely sensitive to such ef-

fects. Even an approach of the operator's

body, or for that matter his hand, toward
the apparatus upsets the electro-static

balance of the circuits. Some of the sets

used have proven so sensitive in this respect

that it became absolutely necessary to at-

tach long insulated extension handles,

sometimes two feet long to the various

condensers and timing switches, so as to

eliminate as much as possible this untoward
capacity effect of the body.

The accompanying diagram showing con-

nections of .A-udion oscillator circuits as

well as a third, or Audion detector circuit,

suitably equipt with telephone receivers,

gives an idea of the apparatus employed by

Air. Bishop in some of his researches along

this line. Assume for instance an Audion
oscillator with its proper capacity and in-

ductance circuits all connected to an an-

tenna as shown. This causes' the antenna

to radiate radio-frequency waves of a

length depending upon the capacity and in-

ductance in the circuit.

We may assume for example that the

circuit is tuned to radiate a wave of 3,000
meters, or roughly two miles wave length,

which gives a frequency of one hundred
thousand cycles per second. Consider also

that the second Audion oscillator circuit is

set in operation in inductive relation to the
first circuit, which is connected to the an-
tenna. The second or inductively associated
-Audion oscillator is tuned to the same
frequency or one hundred thousand per
second. Further we note that there is a

third coil inductively related to the oscil-

lating circuits and which connects to the

Audion detector and a pair of sensitive,

radio telephone receivers.

Now, if a submarine lies within detect-

ing range, say a mile away, and the an-
tenna is excited by the Audion oscillator

No. 1 with a wave having a periodicity of
one hundred thousand cycles per second,

then its frequency will be slightly changed
by the capacity effect of the submarine.
Suppose it causes the oscillation frequency
of the antenna svstem to change from
100,000 cycles to 101,000 cycles. If such
should be the case, then there will be pro-

duced a beat frequency note in the third

or detector circuit, having a periodicity of
one thousand cycles per second, which is of
course an audible frequency, and therefore

(Continued on page 572)
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New Electric Bomb Dropper for Aeroplanes

BOMB dropping from aeroplanes can
only be approximately accurate. It

can be made at least seventy-five

per cent more etTicient by sighting

and releasing the bomb by mechani-
cal means and eliminating guess-work, as

there is only one aviator out of five hun-
dred that is really proficient in the work
without some mechanical aid. One of the

slide is graduated into seconds. The avia-

tor decides in what direction the wind is

blowing and in order to ascertain the speed

at which he is flying, he picks out some ob-
ject on the ground, having first set his

slide at the altitude he is flying, taking a

sight along the hypothenuse formed by the

two bars of the sight, and as soon as the

object comes in line he presses his "itoii

aviator to discern his object at all.

A Yankee genius, Mr. F. R. Lewis, has

overcome this deficiency by employing a

telescope mounted on a tripod or base,

swiveled and hinged to turn vertically or

horizontally, with quadrant and hand-screw
to keep it in the desired position or angle.

Figure 2. It is designed to have day lenses

made interchanireaMe with night lenses, each

i |» fl e>'s P 8 i Q f! a5l Sig §gj_gj
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A Yankee Inventor Has Perfected the Simple Electric Bomb Dropper Here Illustrated for Use on Aircraft. The Aviator Checks up His
Actual Flying Speed, Sets His Range-finding Telescope and Flies Over the Target. At the Proper Moment the Automatic Electric

Clock Switch Releases the Bomb.

best bomb sights in use by the Allies is the

C. F. S. (Central Flying School) in the
British service. The sighting is done over
two bars arranged vertically, one above
the other, about six inches apart. The third

is fixt in a slide, level with the upper sight,

thus forming a right angle triangle, with
the right angle forward and upward. The

watch, keeping the sight all the time on the

object he has selected, until it comes in line

with the two vertical bars of the sight
He then reads the time on his watch and
adjusts his index slide to read that time.

But the great difficulty with this sight

is that at a high altitude, or at night, it is

very difi'icult or nearly impossible for the

provided with cross-hairs, and external lo-

cating sights, Figure 3, as it is very difficult

to focus an object on the cross-hairs oi

the telescope, even when flying at sixty

miles an hour, until after the object is lo-

cated.

(CoH/miit'(i on page 754)
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RadiumiPaint in the War
THE persistent electrical activity of

radium, especially when used in com-
bination with zinc sulfid, which gives
rise to a luminous effect which is

readily noticeable in the dark, has
led to the adoption of this peculiar mixture
for many different uses in the great world
war. A large English concern has been
extremely busy of late turning out these
"luminous paint" articles for use by the
soldiers and sailors of His Majesty the
King.

enemies in the dark by the second line of
men who follow.

The illustration. Fig. 2. shows a most
useful beacon provided witli a spike to be
driven in the ground. They are also made
in the shape of large buttons, the luminous
painted top being covered with transparent
celluloid, and surmounted on a small steel

spike ^-inch long, which, by pushing, en-
ters into any woodwork, and when affixt to
the top of short stakes driven into the
ground and placed 10 yards apart, afford a

Radium Paint Is Finding Many Diversified Applications in the World War. In the Form
of "Beacons" It Guides the Stretcher-Bearers Thru "No-Man's" Land and Enables Sig-

naling to Be Carried on Safely in the Front- Line Trenches.

Over 100,000 marching compasses are in

daily use by the allied armies, each fitted

vitli a luminous radium dial readable at

any time, e\ en on the darkest night. Aero-
planes skim along thru the night, the avia-

tors guided by radium be-dialed compasses.
At sea, the doughty little "sub" destroyers
shoot hither and thither with never a light

to be seen—the radium lighted compass dial

answers the question. The man using it

can see the dial all the time, but you cannot.
Fig. 1 illustrates a clever use for "luminous
paint" collars. These linen tabs present a
luminous surface of 10 square inches, and
ate for attachment to the back of the tunic,

so that when the first line of men go over
the top, they will not be mistaken for

guide to relief parties going and returning
in the dark. One hundred of these 10 yards
apart will serve 1.000 yards, the stakes be-
ing placed in the day on chosen fairly level

ground.
One of the most useful articles for dark

night operations is "luminous tape." This
tape, if placed on the ground and secured
by stakes, metal rods or stones, is prevented
from being shifted by the wind. The "tape
layer" places the tape in position during the
day, choosing a safe path across the coun-
try, and diverting from the straight path
according to the condition of the ground.
The path should be wide enough for men to
march four abreast up one side of the tape
and returning the otlier side, say, in all

about 12 feet wide. Where this is not pos-
sible the tape layer makes a break in the
tape every few yards, and starts again con-
tinuously when the path is wider. Any
obstacle in the way, such as a tree or post,

could have a small length of tape tied

around it (see Fig. 3).

Should a ditch come across the path he
would lay short pieces of the tape at right
angles on either side of the ditch. In case
of the ditch being over 4 feet deep, the
man should have a luminous beacon with
him and write on it the depth of the ditch,

also the width, with a special pencil, and
place it by the tape, when near the ditch.

It is readily possible to form large let-

ters out of this tape by nailing it up with
zinc nails. Such signs as "Fireman," "Doc-
tor," etc., also direction arrows prove ex-
tremely serviceable, see Fig. 3.

The luminious tape is also very useful
for the work of the medical corps—the
tape-layer by daylight choosing fairly level

ground to guide the stretcher bearers—thus
saving their labor in the dark, with less

jolting to the wounded. Moreover, lamps
afford a mark for the enemy—whereas the

tape can only be seen by those immediately
over it—enabling work to be done silently

in the dark, the darker the better.

Signaling in the front line trenches at

night is always a precarious undertaking.
Luminous paint beacons have been used
very successfully for signaling silently by
night. They are specially useful in trenches
which are in close proximity to the enemy,,
saving the need of whispering the words
of command, which causes a hushing sound,
when complete silence is required for lis-

tening to the enemies' movements. These
luminous beacons will carry a message a

distance of 20 yards or 60 feet; sufficient

for all average requirements. The signal-

ing can be either done with the Morse code
or by describing large capital letters of
the alphabet the reverse way, and by the

hand waving them in the air. The Royal
Engineers of the English army are said to

have been the first to use these novel, yet

wonderful signaling devices.

TO TELEGRAPH PHOTOS BE-
TWEEN BERLIN AND CON-
STANTINOPLE BY KORN

SYSTEM.
It is reported that Dr. Korn, the eminent

German scientist, proposes to introduce his

system for the telegraphic transmission of

pictures on the Berlin-Vienna-Sophia-Con-

stantinople-Bagdad route.

For this purpose either telegraphic or

telephonic connections can be utilized. So
far as telephone connections are concerned,

one could conceive stations at Vienna and

Budapest in connection with Berlin, the

lines being occupied for a quarter of an

hour only. In these circumstances pictures

of an event taking place in the afternoon

could appear the next day in the Vienna

journals. Transmission for longer dis-

tances, such as from Berlin to Constanti-

nople, would involve the use of telegraphic

lines, which would enable an ordinary pho-

tograph to be transmitted in about an hour.

The chief expense involved is the occupa-

tion of telegraph and telephone lines be-

tween such distances, but it is thought that

the governments of the four countries con-

cerned might grant ver\- moderate rates if

the lines were only used during hours when
there is little or no traffic.
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Daylight Signaling With Electric Searchlight

WHILE the electric searchlight is

used very often for signaling

purposes at night, by means of a

suitable shutter device, enabling

the operator to send out short and

long flashes of light corresponding to the

signals of the telegraphic code, it seems

somewhat paradoxical to think of signaling

in broad daylight with a small electric

searchlight.

Such is the case, however, as the accom-

panying photograph tends to corroborate,

this particular illustration show-

ing a member of the French

Signal Corps in the act of signal-

ing to an aeroplane in flight.

While very efficient wireless

communication apparatus have

been developed for aircraft re-

quirements, the range is some-

what limited under certain con-

ditions, and this improved

scheme of signaling in daytime

as well as night, for carrymg on

communication between two or

more aeroplanes or between an

aeroplane and the ground, comes

as a very welcome auxiliary to

the aforesaid means of signaling

gun ranges, etc.

As our front cover illustration

shows, as well as the accompany-

ing official photograph, the

miniature searchlight used for

carrying on communication by

means of short and long flashes

of light corresponding to the

dots and dashes of the tele-

graphic code, is a very simple

affair, and not as cumbersome as

might be imagined off hand.

When the searchlight is to be

used, it is held in the hands of

the operator in such a marmer
that it will bring the telescope

into sighting position, the tele-

scope member being attached to

the top of the searchlight frame.

The operator then aims the

searchlight at the aeroplane with

which communication is to be

establisht and maintained. He
then transmits tlie message by
means of a telegraph key mounted
on the side of the searchlight.

In this way, long and short

flashes of light are sent out,

spelling out the desired words X)T

numerals in the telegraphic code.

The telescope enables the oper-

ator to see the distant flashes of

the answering light beam from
the aeroplane, and thus it be-

comes possible to carry on com-
munication both ways.
The searchlight is operated

from a portable storage battery, which is

contained in the carrying case, shown in the

illustration, the case being provided with

suitable rheostat and control switches, so

that the light may be burnt constantly at

the highest efficiency.

The entire outfit, altho it has a range

of 10,000 feet or approximately two miles

in broad daylight, and about twice this

range at night, is very light in weight. It

might be imagined that such a beam of light

used for important and secret communica-
tion with a signal corps post on land, might

be intercepted by the enemy, but such is

not the case, and besides if such a state of
affairs should happen to occur, it is quite

possible that the enemy would not gain
much valuable information. This is so for
the reason that these messages are sent

in a special cipher, and moreover the make-
up of the code is changed frequently.

In order that the aviator may know
where to look for these visual signals, the
land operator is stationed near a sort of
tent, made of four brightly colored cloth

GRAVITY REVERSED.
Absolute proof that the gravitational at-

traction between masses of matter varies

with changes in their electrical potential

due to electrical charges upon them has
been obtained by Dr. Francis E. Nipher in

a whole year of experiments in the private

laboratory of Washington University, St.

Louis, financially backed by the Carnegie
Institution.

Dr. Nipher is one of the greatest
authorities in tlie world on electrical meas-
urements and the nature of electric cur-
rents.

He suspended two spheres of

lead, one inch in diameter, from
silk fibres about 5 feet 8 inches
Ipng inside an insulating screen
specially constructed of wood,
metal, cardboard, wax and glass,

with a layer of air in the middle,
and cut off radiation from the
sky and all changes in tem-
perature. Spheres of lead ten

inches in diameter were adjust-

ably mounted below and a tele-

scope was set to peer thru a
slit in the screen, opposite to a
specially designed scale.

An influence machine, driven
by a single phase motor, was
used for varying the electrical

potential in the lead spheres.

Dr. Nipher not only dimin-
ished the gravitational attrac-

tion by charges of electricity

upon the large spheres, but he
reduced it to zero and then
turned it into repulsion. He was
able to measure this repulsion,

and at times it reached a de-

crease of 250 per cent in the

normal value of the gravita-

tional attraction.

Photo (c5 By International Film Service

The French Army Has Recently Perfected a Miniature Searchlight
and Telescope for Signaling To and From Aircraft in Daylight, as
Well as at Night. It Has a Range of Two Miles in Broad Daylight.

strips, as portrayed graphically on our front
cover. From above, these strips appear as
a bright cross, visible from a great height.

Below, on the ground is placed another
piece of cloth showing the aeroplane in-

signia, in this case the newly adopted red
central spot on a white field, surrounded
by a blue star—the American colors.

The winds at Curacao are so steady that
three wireless stations depend upon wind
mills for power.

HIST! GERMAN RADIO
SPIES.

The wireless operator at divi-

sion headquarters at one of the

National Army camps got a
shock recently that will not be
duplicated until the troops start

"over the top."

He was playing idly with the
condensers of his apparatus try-

ing to pick up a word or two
from Arlington or Honolulu and
not getting much when the re-

ceivers began to crack

;

"C-Q" came the general call.

"C-Q"—"C-Q."
And the character of the spark

showed that the sending instru-

ment was close at hand. All the

sleuths of the signal corps pre-

pared to chase this interloper to

his lair.

He began to have visions of
illegal plants hidden in the bayous of the

gulf coast—of spies carrying on their work
under the very fence of the camp.
"Who are you?" he flashed at once. "By

what right are you operating a radio?"
It's hard luck to spoil a thrilling story

like this, but right here the whole plot blew
up.

"I'm Jones, came the answer at a rate

of about 20 words a minute. "I'm Jones,
sending from the 124th field artillery—use
of set approved by Lieutenant-Colonel H.
B. Hackett. Nice evening, isn't it?"
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The Marvels of Radio-Activity

Heat Emission of Radio-Active Matter.

IN
1903, it was shown by Curie and

Laborde that a radium compound was
always hotter than the surrounding air

and radiated heat at a constant rate of

118 gram calories per hour per gram
of radium. This means that a gram of

radium, or 0.0028, pound, will boil about

0.0045 pound of water every hour. Enough
radium properly contained, would run a

boiler continuously with only the addition

of water. There is now no doubt that the

evolution of heat by radium, and other

radio-active substances, is a secondary
phenomenon resulting mainly from the ex-

pulsion of alpha particles. Since the latter

have a large kinetic energy due to their

high velocity, and are easily stopt by matter,

they are absorbed by the radium itself or

its immediate container, and the energy of

motion is converted into heat. From this,

the evolution of heat is proportional to the

time agA number of alpha particles ex-

pelled, as the kinetic energy transformed is

in lurn dependent on the expelled particles.

Rutherford and Barnes first confirmed this

view by their experiments. They showed
that emanation and the following products
were responsible for about three-fourths

of the heat evolved by radium in equili-

brium.
The heating effect decays with the activity,

as observed in studies of emanation. The
products radium A, and radium C, each
have a heating effect proportional to their

activity. Measurements of the heating ef-

fect of thorium, uranium, pitchblende, and
polonium have been made, the evolution of
heat being in each case proportional to the
kinetic energy of the alpha particles.

An enormous amount of energy accom-
panies the transformation of radio-active

matter where alpha particles are emitted.

It must be remembered that these particles

are themselves matter, as was said before,
and hence have energy when traveling at

a high rate of speed, just as does a thrown
baseball, for example, the emanation from
one gram of radium in equilibrium, with
its products, emits heat initially at the rate
of 90 gram calories per hour. The total

heat emitted during its transformation is

about 12,000 gram calories, enough heat to
change 0.12 pound of ice into steam. Since
the initial volume of the emanation from
one gram of radium is 0.06 cubic centi-

meters, one cubic centimeter of emanation
will emit during its lifetime 20,000,000 gram
calories of heat. Now taking the atomic
weight of the emanation as 222, one gram,
or 0.0022 pound, of radium emanation will

ya/ye Helium Vclye

Fig. 2
(

Fig. 2.—Apparatus Used In Producing
Helium from Radium Emanation. The
Alpha Rays Pass Thru the Thin Glass

Inner Wall and Produce Helium.

give off 2,000,000,000 gram calories of heat.

Let us assume a boiler that evaporates
100 pounds of water per hour at normal
boiling point and atmospheric pressure, the

temperature of the water to be 15° C, or
60° F. Then, neglecting the absorption of

heat by the boiler itself, the heat necessary

By JEROME S. MARCUS, B.Sc. (Ch. E.)

PART IV. (Conclusion.)

per hour will be lOOx (100—15) xlOOO/2.2.
3r 3,863,000 gram calories ( 1000 grams equals
2.2 pounds, and 1(X)—15 or 85° is the rise in

temperature). Then dividing 2,000,000,000

by 3,863,000 we have 516.7. So one gram
of radium emanation will, by decaying, give
olf enough heat to run such a boiler 516.7

hours continuously, evaporating 51,670
pounds of water. (See Fig. 1.)

This evolution of heat is really enormous
compared with that emitted by any known
chemical reaction. And there is every
reason to believe that the total evolution of
energy from any type of radio-active matter
during transformation is of similar propor-
tions to that of the radium emanation. The
atoms of matter must consequently be
regarded as containing enormous stores of
energy, which are released by the disinteg-

ration of the atom. Investigations along
the lines of the electronic theory of atomic
structure bear out this view.*

Prodl'ction of Helium

In 1902 Rutherford and Soddy suggested
that the helium which is invariably found
accompanying radio-active minerals was
derived from the breaking up of the radio-

active matter. A year later Ramsay and
Soddy, in their famous researches which
recalled to us thru newspaper comment the

old alchemy, definitely showed that helium,
a gas we consider as an individual element,

was produced by radium and also by its

emanation. The presence of helium in the

atmosphere of the sun is one of the argu-
ments for radio-active matter in the body
of the sun itself. It seemed very probable,

that from its observed mass, the alpha par-

ticle was an atom of helium. This was
proven by tlie work of Rutherford and
Geiger who showed the alpha particle to be
an atom of helium, carrying two unit

charges of electricity. Hence, a form of

transmutation of matter according to our
general theories of chemistry has really

taken place.

In order to prove this definitely, it was
necessary to show that the alpha particles

themselves give rise to helium. Rutherford
and Rayes did this by allowing the alpha
rays from a large amount of emanation to

pass thru the very thin glass walls of the
containing tube. The collected particles

gave the spectrum of helium, proving them
to be indubitably helium atoms. (Fig. 2.)

Hence, all radio-active matter expelling

alpha particles gives rise to helium. The
rate of production of helium as calculated

by Rutherford and Geiger, who counted the
particles and measured their charge, should
be 158 cubic millimeters per year. Think
of working with a quantity so small! A
close agreement is shown by the observa-
tions of Boltwood and Rutherford, who
found the production to be 163 cubic milli-

meters per year.

Products of Radium

The successive transformations of radium
were shown in the table in the last article

(part III) of this series. When a wire
charged negatively has been exposed for

some time to radium emanation it becomes
coated with a thin film of radium A, B, and
C. .'Kbout twenty minutes after the removal
of the wire from the emanation, radium A

has practically disappeared and the rays

arise entirely from radium C. This has

proven of great value in measurements, as

radium C is a source of an intense homo-
geneous alpha radiation. The wire, how-
ever, still shows a residual activity, very
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• A few years ago, H. G. Wells, in a story ap-
pearing in The Century Ma-jasine, used this en-

ergy as a weapon in the world war which he
predicted. The story is really fascinating.

Fig. 1.—A Theoretical Radium Boiler.
One Gram of Radium Emanation Will
Evaporate 51,670 Pounds of Water, Before

It Becomes Exhausted.

small and reaching a maximum in about
three years. The slow change, of course,
consists in the successive transformations
in the series.

Radium D is rayless, and of a calculated
period of 17 years. It was at first thought
that radium E was complex, but no special

evidence has been observed. Radium F is

identical with polonium, the first active
material separated by Mme. Curie. Sim-
ilarly, radium D is the source of activity

in "Radio-lead."
It is interesting to note the valuable

results acquired from the observation of the
extremely minute residual deposits from
emanation.

R.«IUM Em.\nation

The radium emanation has been purified

by condensing it in liquid air, and then
pumping oflF the residual gases. In a pure
state the emanation is, weight for weight,
100,000 times as active as pure radium.
Pure emanation in a spectrum tube gives
characteristic bright lines. The electrical

discharge in the gas (Geissler tube action)
is of a bluish color, continued sparking
driving the emanation into the tube walls
and electrodes. Even with the minute
quantities obtainable, the boiling point has
been determined as 71° C. When first con-
densed, liquid emanation is colorless, at

lower temperatures it freezes, while at the
temperature of liquid air it has a bright
rose-colored glow. The density of liquid

emanation is about 5.5.

The emanation has definite chemical
properties, and belongs to the group of
monatomic inert gases, with argon, helium,
etc. It is somewhat soluble in water, and
readily absorbed by charcoal.

h large amount of work has been done
in measuring the amount of thorium and
radium emanation in the atmosphere, and
in determining the quantity of radium and
thorium in the earth's surface. Important
theories regarding atmospheric electricity

(the aurora borcalis, etc.) and bearing on
geology are based on this work.

Origin of Radium

Radium is separated from the two
uranium minerals, pitchblende and carnotite,

the former coming from Austria, and the
{Continued on page 572)
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How I Telegraph Pictures

THE ELECTRICAL EXPERI-
MENTER has asked me to explain

to its readers my system for the

transmission of pictures by electricity

— i.e., Telegraphing pictures. The
actual workings of the instruments have
never before been explained in detail to the

readers of any periodical.

The idea of telegraphing pictures is not

way. I perceived immediately that a picture

composed all of black and white could be
made to make and break a current by form-
ing the black or white on an insulating
material upon a metal plate and causing a
current to pass from the plate to a tracing
needle, so that the insulating parts would
break the said current.

Photograph of President Wilson As Re-
produced At Distant End of Telegraph
Circuit By Mr. Leishman's Recently

Perfected Apparatus.

new ; in fact, a scheme for accomplishing

this was suggested fully seventy years ago.

Of recent years, most experimenters that

have entered this field have made use of the

peculiar property of selenium for changing

its electrical resistance when exposed to

light. My system is far less complicated

and expensive than those using selenium,

and it is possible by its use to receive a

very clear and distinct picture at almost

twice the speed heretofore obtainable. It

is needless to say that I make use of prin-

ciples entirely different from
those upon which other ma-
chines are based. This is due
to the fact that I entered this

field entirely ignorant of any
other single wire system, my
entire attention having pre-

viously been given to certain

mathematical instruments.

In order to make this dis-

cussion wthin the under-
standing of all, I shall avoid

all technical language and
make the explanation as sim-

ple as possible. Let it first be
understood that the telegraph-

ing of pictures is not tele-

vision; it does not make it

possible to see the person to

whom you are telephoning, as

that would necessitate the

transmission of moving pic-

tures, or about seventeen pic-

tures per second. At the
present time, such a thing is

impossible for both electrical

and mechanical reasons. It

is possible, however, to send
and receive one picture in a very few min-
utes. Some people ask what would happen
should the picture collide with a building.

This, as readers of The Electrical Experi-
menter probably know, cannot happen be-

cause the actual picture being transmitted
remains at tlie sending machine, a reproduc-
tion being effected at the receiving end by
the building up of minute portions, one at a

time, until the entire picture is received.

The telegraphing of pictures therefore
resolves itself into the following distinct

elements : A means for gradually covering
the entire surface of the picture by some
device capable of translating the light and
the shade of the picture into pulsations or
variations of an electrical current ; and a

means for successively recording these pul-

sations or variations in the form of what
appears to be graduations of light and
shade.
How I accomplish these things can best

be shown by first explaining how the tiny

parts of the picture are successively trans-

mitted and recorded. Obviously, this can
best be done by an arrangement similar to

a cylinder phonograph or dictating machine,
both the sending and receiving instruments
using this mechanism. The carriage that
is sending or receiving, gradually progresses
from one end of the cylinder to the other
on a spiral or screw, and the picture itself

rotates on the cylinder. This makes it pos-
sible for all parts of the picture to be
covered in the same succession at both ends
of the line. The cylinders must of course
revolve in exact synchronistn to prevent
distortion, but for the sake of clearness
this will be explained later.

The next problem is that of causing
light and shade to affect the passage of
an electrical current. This, of course, prop-
erly constitutes the sending device. As
previously stated, some systems vary an
electrical current by causing the light and
shade of the picture to act upon a portion
of selenium thru which the current passes.

This is a very direct way of solving the

'^i

ii^^:

Mr. Leishman and His Machine For Telegraphing Pictures,
Script, Etc., Over Telegraph Or Telephone Lines.

problem, because there must be an "eye"
that recognizes light and shade and that

will vary an electrical current accordingly.

It is possible, however, to accomplish this

in an easier, cheaper and less complicated

Another Sample of the Work Which the
Leishman Machine Will Reproduce In
a Few Minutes Over Existing Telegraph

Circuits.

This idea then had to be elaborated upon
to permit the transmission of a half-tone.

All newspaper half-tones, and the great
majority of those in magazines, are really

composed entirely of black or white ; that

is, any given point is either the one or
the other. Examine one of these pictures
closely and you will find it to be composed
entirely of little black dots, the shaded
effect being an optical illusion due to the
size of the dots. There are a fixt number
of these dots to the linear inch, varying in

newspaper work from forty

to eight>'. If the half-tone is

what is known as sixty screen,

then there are sixty dots to

the linear inch ; and the light

and shade, as before stated,

is produced by the size of the
dots, the lighter portions hav-
ing small dots and the larger
portions large dots that some-
times join and produce a mass
of black.

These dots may of course
be formed of insulation and
will break the current for a
period of time proportionate
to their size. This is the gen-
eral idea of transmitting a
half-tone.

Before explaining the ex-
act operation of my picture
transmitting device, it may
be well to explain the method
of preparing the half-tone in

order to obtain the insulating
dots. For this, I follow up to

a certain point the regular
process of photo-engraving.

The picture to be transmitted is first

photographed thru a screen, the function
of which is to break up the picture into

dots whose sizes vary as previously ex-
plained. A copper or zinc plate is then

Photos,
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coated with a solution of glue, bichromat

of ammonia and water. This is placed in

contact with the developed negative and is

exposed to strong light. The bichromat of

ammonia is the element acted upon. When
the plate is washed, the part that has not

received the light washes away, leaving the

rest fixt to the plate. Upon heating, the

gelatine picture turns to a chocolate color.

The regular photo-engraving process goes

still further, but this is all that is necessary

in the preparation of a picture for trans-

mission, as the dark portions form a very

thin and highly satisfactory insulation.

The plate is then rolled into a thin cylin-

der and slipt over the cylinder of the

machine. The transmitting carriage con-

sists of an arm into the end of which may
be screwed an ordinary phonograph needle,

which is held against the plate by a spring.

A current passes between the needle and

the cylinder excepting when an insulating

dot passes beneath the needle. As pre-

viously explained, the mechanism permits

the needle to cover every part of the

picture. In this manner a picture is trans-

mitted.

At the receiving end of the line, the

current from the transmitting machine
passes thru the coils of the electro-magnets

on the receiving carriage. These attract

a very light armature, causing the saffire or

diamond in the forward end to press against

the cylinder. This pressure does the re-

cording. The stylus may be made to cut a

stencil ; scratch camphor smoke from white

enameled paper ; scrape white wax from dark

paper ; or press upon a carbon sheet, thereby

recording and reproducing the picture upon
ordinary paper. The pictures illustrating

this article were received by the latter

method. In this manner, all the dots on the

sending machine are accurately reproduced
on the paper at the receiving end. These
dots, since they vary in size according to

the light and shade of the picture, form an
excellent half-tone likeness of the original

object.

Some of the readers of this article may
wonder why the recording is not done by
making a pen out of the receiving stylus

and causing it to write upon ordinary paper.

The reason lies in the fact that a pen and
ink arrangement is necessarily more com-
plex than the system above explained ; it

gets out of order easier, and when recording
at the rate of <ic'0 hundred and fifty-one
dots per second, which is the speed at which
a picture is recorded, it is not as efficient as

the methods described.

The construction of the receiving arm
should be very light to overcome friction,

gravity and inertia. It should also be suf-

ficiently stiff to avoid vibration. Friction

can be very largely eliminated by using
jeweled bearings.

The electro-mag-

nets used for actu-

ating this arm may
be polarized so

that the current
has merely to

change the degree
of magnetization.

It is possible to

make a receiviiig

carriage that will

respond to feebler

impulses, but this

is not as desirable

as speed.

By connecting a

rheostat in series

with the receiving

carriage, the current can be adjusted to

make the receiving arm record as efficiently

as possible, and pictures can be made lighter

or darker at will.

There is another detail worth mentioning

in regard to the sending apparatus. Unless

some means is taken to prevent it, a spark

forms at the break of the current, which
of course takes place as an insulating dot

passes under the needle. This can be pre-

vented in three ways. One terminal of a

condenser may be connected to the cylinder.

This Reproduction of a Photograph By the
Leishman Process Shows Particularly Well
the Way In Which Features Are Brought Out.
Hold Picture at Arm's Length to Obtain

Best Effect.

and the other to the needle ; or enough re-

sistance may be introduced into the line to

absorb the energy; or resistance may be

shunted across the gap so that the current

at break merely becomes too weak for the

electro-magnets at the receiving machine

to attract the recording arm. The latter

plan has the advantage of reducing what
may be called the inertia of the line, due to

its capacity and inductance. This, however,

is of little consequence excepting in long

distance work.
So far as the use of this system with
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General Arrangement of Leishman Transmitting and Reproducing Apparatus for Telegraph-
Ing a Picture Via Wireless.

wires is concerned, there remains to be

discust only the synchronizing of the send-

ing and receiving cylinders. It sometimes

happens that power is furnished from the

same generator at fairly distant points. In

this instance, synchronism is merely a mat-

ter of using synchronous induction motors.

But in the great majority of cases, no

such convenience may be resorted to. It is

then best to use direct current motors

operated by storage batteries with a sliding

contact rheostat in the circuit.

The operator of the receiving instrument

watches the recording of the picture; and,

if the machines are not in perfect synchro-

nism, he is warned by a deviation of the

straight lines formed by the picture's upper

and lower borders. If the line turns m
one direction, his motor is going too slow,

so he cuts out some of the resistance. An
opposite deviation warns him to move the

handle of the rheostat the other way. When
storage batteries are used, the current is

steady and very little adjusting of the rheo-

stat is required.

Automatic synchronization is of course

desirable. One means of doing this, which

greatly interferes with speed, very much

resembles the method used by the Western

Union Telegraph Company for hourly cor-

recting their "standard time" clocks. At

each revolution of the sending cylinder a

heavy current is sent to the receiving ma-

chine, magnetically correcting the cylinder

by stopping it momentarily. Some such

means for synchronizing is absolutely neces-

sary where the recording is not visible;

but where the recording can be seen, manual

control, of the nature described, may be

used, altho mechanical synchronizing is

preferable. I have recently designed a rna-

chine for this purpose—one that is far

ahead of the system described above, but

at the present time, I do not wish to disclose

the details. The system permits the cylin-

ders to revolve continuously, and the

receiving machine may be started and stopt

from the transmitting end.

A good deal has been said regarding the

operation of my system by radio. It will

be obvious that the transmitting apparatus

may be connected into the circuit instead of

the wireless key, and the picture trans-

mitted in the usual manner. At the receiv-

ing end, an Audion detector and amplifier

make the signals sufficiently strong to op-

erate a relay, and this throws in a local

circuit to record the picture.

It may be of interest that I have re-

cently applied for a patent on an entirely

different method of transmitting photo-

graphs, this scheme permitting the cylinders

"to revolve at about ten revolutions per

second. This particular apparatus makes

use of the automatic control previously

mentioned. On this system, gravity and

inertia have no effect, and all friction is

eliminated, excepting that caused by the

turning of the cylinders.

At the beginning of this article it was

stated that tele-vision is at present impos-

sible for both me-
chanical and elec-

trical reasons.
These facts are in-

teresting, and I

wish to mention
them for the bene-

fit of all electrical

experimenters. As
before explained,

the best moving
pictures require
seventeen flashes a
second. For the

sake of explana-

tion, let us con-

sider the transmis-
sion of one picture

per second, and let

the picture be one of the easiest to trans-

mit—a portrait, for instance. The picture

should be gone over from top to bottom

bv the electric "eye" in the neighborhood of

four hundred times. This woujd necessitate

(^Continued on page 572)
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PHOTOGRAPHING LIGHTNING.
To many timid persons the fine art—for

art it really is—of snap-shotting "lightning"
is actually about the most dangerous job to

An Excellent Photograph of Ribbon Light-
ning Taken In Iowa the Past Summer. This

Is What We Mean by "Odd Photos."

be found. But many amateurs and profes-
sionals have taken excellent photographs of
lightning discharges and still live to tell

the tale. For instance witness the accom-
panying photo taken last summer by the
Rev. C. Lilie, of Iowa.
To take a pood "lightning" photo is more

often than not a matter of pure chance.
Having loaded up the camera, the first thing
to do is to open the shutter for a time ex-
posure ; as soon as the first flash appears
close the shutter quickly. The job is done.
Simply develop the plate in the usual man-
ner. Heat or flash lightning will give pecu-
liar results. The writer took several photos
of heat lightning recently and the results

are—^an ordinary photograph of the sur-
rounding landscape, just as if the sun had
been shining. Combinations of forked and
heat lightning often yield excellent pictures.

Chain or forked lightning will produce a
startling photo if the camera is swung from
side to side while taking the picture.

ELECTRICITY AND GOLD FISHES.
By H. Gernsback

Not .so long ago, the writer, while watch-
ing some gold fishes at play in his
aquarium had the idea of testing the fishes

as to the effect electricity would have upon
these highly sensitive animals. Accordingly
two metal plates were sunk into the tank-

as shown in the illustration, and three
batteries were connected to the two plates.
A curious thing at once happened. Using

a current of three dry cells and upon clos-
ing the switch, all the fish immediately
grouped themselves parallel with the plates
and as long as the current was left on the
fish remained in this position, refusing to
swim or move in any other way but parallel
to the plates.

The explanation of this phenomenon of
course is that the current traveling from
plate to plate, traverses the fishes' bodies,
and as a fish is longer than it is wide, and
as it is quite sensitive to the electrical cur-

rent, it follows that inasmuch as the current
probably proved disagreeable to the ani-

mal, it presented the shortest path to the

current by placing itself parallel to the
plates. It seems the fish did not cherish
the idea of taking the full strength of the

current thru the nose and mouth and thence
thru the sensitive fins of the tail.

Another thing observed was, that the
moment the switch was closed, there was a
certain amount of excitement among the
fish and if the closing and the opening of
the switch was kept up, they would dart
around in a most extraordinary manner,
while thus under the influence of the cur-
rent. As soon as the current was turned
on and left on, however, the fish did not
seem to be uncomfortable except that they
only moved parallel with the plates as above
mentioned. Another point observed was
that while under the influence of the elec-

trical current, the fish refused to come up
and feed tho quite hungry, having gone
without food for twenty-four hours. The
instant the current was disconnected, the
fish immediately would begin feeding, but
did not seem to be quite so anxious as at

other times. This would tend to show that
the electrical current was not of immediate
benefit to them, altho this can not be vouch-
safed, the e.xperiment having not extended
over a sufficiently long period. At any rate,
the fish did not seem to be harmed by the
continuous application of the current, and
after a few hours, seemed to be as lively
as ever.

When Battery Current Was Connected to Two
Metal Plates in a Gold Fish Aquarium, the
Fish Immediately Grouped Themselves Par-
allel With the Plates, as Shown in Lower Cut.

Alternating current from a step-down toy
transformer was also tried, but strange to

say the fish were hardly affected by this

form of current. This was rather unex-
pected, inasmuch as a rather convulsive
action of the fish was thought to take place.

ELECTRICITY WASHES CLOTHES
FOR U. S. TARS.

"Somewhere on the Atlantic," electricity

is "taking in washing"—doing good work
for Uncle Sam's Tars. On the supply, or
"mother," ship an American electric laun-
dry is operated, said to be the most com-
plete and modern ever seen in that part of
the world. The "boys" report that the
work is perfect, and prices less than half

those at home. One of the features of the
ship's laundry is a complete soap factory.

NURSERY RHYMES TO DATE.
By John T. Dwver.

Sing a song of sixpence,
Of "muckers" brave and bold.

Who turn the household upside down
In search of things untold

—

Pins and needles; clocks and jars,

All articles of use
Are soon upon the missing list.

When a "mucker" is turned loose.*******
Little Jack Horner,
Sat in a corner
Eating a CURRENT pie.

He put in his thumb.
And then cried, "bv gum

!

This is SHOCKING indeed. Oh ! my."*******
There is a fellow in our town
And he is wondrous wise,

The things he doesn't know about
Would fill a "skeeter's" eyes.

Now, it's got some folks a'guessing
How he could get such knowledge.
The more so, when they do consider
That he never went to college.

But to me the matter's simple-

—

And the reason can be seen;
He's merely one of many more
WHO READ THIS MAGAZINE.

NOVEL SHADE FOR INCANDES-
CENT LAMPS.

A simple design for an efficient incandes-
cent lamp shade is described in a U. S.

patent recently issued to Frederick R. Pope
of London, England. This invention de-
scribes a type of shade which closely sur-

rounds the upper portion of the lamp bulb,

and which also serves as a reflector to di-

rect and concentrate the light rays. It is

claimed to be particularly efficient in loca-

tions where the supporting structure for the
lamp is subject to a heavy vibration, as in

factories and like places.

The arrangement, in brief, comprises an
annular threaded collar, which screws on
to a threaded sleeve on the lamp base
proper. The collar is preferably U-shaped
in cross-section, and forms a seat for a
flange formed on the narrow end or neck
of the shade. The shade may be of por-

celain or any other material suitable for

the purpose. It is very easy to replace the

shade at any time, as the shade as well as

the retaining collar both slip over the lamp
base, as they are both of larger diameter
than the screw plug forming the base of
the lamp.

An Electric Shade for Incandescent Lamps
That Screws Onto a Threaded Collar, so as

to Be Supported by the Lamp Itself.
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ELECTRICALLY HEATING THE
FISH TANK.

Tlie advantages to be obtained from the

heat of electric energy are many and great,

both as regards thermal efficiency as well

as ease of application. Greater thermal

efficiency is obtained in that electric energy-

is transformed into heat at 100% efficiency

and is utilized at from 3J/2 to 4 times the

efficiency of fuel combustion devices.

Here we have the Fish Tank electric

heater. The customer has an aquarium in

his residence containing fish brought from

a warm climate. This necessitates warm-

ing the water which is accomplisht by in-

stalling a heater of the immersion type in

the feed pipe supplying water to the tank.

This heater unit is indicated by the arrow

in the photograph.

Among other things, electrically made
heat is clean, safe and sanitary. It can be

used in any atmosphere and generated in

any quantity or at any temperature desired.

By its use the fire hazard is greatly reduced

and the working conditions of labor vastly

improved. It is susceptible of perfect and

automatic control as regards localization,

time and temperature to an extent not yet

attained with any other method, and exact

conditions can be duplicated at will.

The heating unit is invariably small, com-
pact and substantially built, which allows of
greater flexibility in application than with
any other heating device. When applied to

various industries or processes of those in-

dustries each unit has its own specific ad-
vantage.

In heating of liquids, melting of metal in

pots and hotplate work, the units are so
shaped and embedded in tlie apparatus used
and of such thermal characteristics as to

accomplish the work with the least possible

expenditure of time and energy and at high-

est efficiency.

"GIVE SOMETHING ELECTRICAL
THIS CHRISTMAS."

Higher wages, consequently more money
to spend; a newly created desire for con-

WOMEN MAKE GOOD RADIO
OPERATORS.

The accompanying illustration shows a
number of women being taught the rudi-

Women Radio Students Are Daily Increasing in All Parts of the Country. This Group
Was Snapt Hard at Work in a New York City College.

veniences and the demand for thrift are

all working to make this year the banner
Christmas year for the electrical industry.

The strong appeal of practical electrical

gifts for the home will bring scores of peo-
ple into the electrical shops where formerly
they have been buying toys and knickknacks.

ments of Radio-telegraphy at one of the

leading colleges in New York City.

The photograph is reproduced thru the

courtesy of the National League for ]Vom-
en's Sen'ice. These women who take
up the study of wireless will find plentj-

to do in helping their country to win the

war.

and realizing the trend of opinion. The So-
ciety for Electrical Deielopment has planned

a big nation-wide Christmas Gift Cam-
paign. The broadside announcing this

Campaign has been mailed to 20.000 per-

sons. The features of ".\merica'5 Electri-

cal Christmas" are outlined and inforrna-

tion given regarding the display publicit3'

material available to help the electrical in-

dustry get its share of the $200,000,000 an-

nually spent for holiday presents.

Remembering the success of "Electrical

Prosperity Week, 1915", ".America's Elec-

tical Week, 1916", "Wire Your Home
Time", central stations, manufacturers, job-

bers and contractor-dealers will realize

upon this opportunit>'. The electrical in-

dustry never has gotten its share of the

big money spent in Christmas gifts. This
is the first concerted effort in this direction,

and the time is opportune for an immense
business.

The sales helps being prepared for the
campaign with the slogan "Give Something
Electrical This Christmas" include a spe-

cial holiday edition of the Monthly Sales

Service of the Society. Timely advertising

suggestions will be given and special win-
dow displays will be shown.

Photo Courlesy Society for Electrii-al Peveloi'nient

This Picture Shows How an Electrical Heater (See Arrow) Was Adapted to Warm
the Water In a Fish Tank Containing Tropical Members of the Finny Tribe.

CORRECTION NOTICE.
We wish to correct a statement made in

the article entitled "Historic Electric Ap-
paratus," which appeared in the Xovember
issue, concerning the history of "Wireless."
The first trans-Atlantic radio signal (the

letter "S") was recived at St. Johns, New-
foundland, instead of Cape Cod, Mass.
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FAN FLAME SPARK PLUG THE
LATEST.

Any plug will spark when it's new and
clean. But no ordinary spark plug actually

adds power to the motor, actually cleans

itself, and still is so simple and sturdy in

construction that it is

unaffected by the most
severe conditions of
heat, speed and high
compression, say the

sponsors of the Fan
Flame plug.

The center elec-

trode of the fan
flame plug terminates
in a miniature rotary
fan which is heat
proof because it is

98% pure nickel. This
fan is constantly ro-

tated at high speed by
the successive com-
pressions and explo-
sions.

The whirling fan
produces a circle of
flame instead of a
mere spark. It liter-

ally throws a shower
of fire in every direc-

tion, igniting the com-
prest gas several

times as rapidly as an
ordinary spark can do
it.

By careful tests the

makers claim to have
proved that the
nickel fan constantly

This Spark Plug
Has a Fan Elec-
trode That Re-

volves.

rotates in the cylinder when the engine is

in operation.

The effect of the rapidly whirling blades

is to throw off all oil and soot by centrifu-

gal force so that the sparking points are

always clean, and the accumulation of soot

on the rest of the plug is also retarded.

A 40,000 AMPERE SWITCH.
The accompanying illustration shows a

remarkable end-cell storage battery switch

which has a steady capacity of 10,000 am-
peres or a momentary load of 40,000

amperes for six minutes. It is used for

regulating the voltage of storage batteries

in large central stations.

The construction of the 10,000 ampere
cell switches is shown clearly. Each
switch has two horizontal rails of rec-

tangular section and two rows of massive
contact points, arranged alternately at the

corners of an imaginary square, the four

traveling brushes occupying the sides of

the square. The brushes are mounted on
and suitably insulated from a traveling

carriage, driven by the horizontal driving

screw. Two 10,000 ampere cell switches

are shown in the illustration herewith.

The driving screw in each case runs the

entire length of the switch, and is geared
to a motor at one end. This motor is pro-
vided with semi-automatic distant control,

so that tlie switchboard operator
can start the brush in either direc-

tion from any point and bring
it into full contact with any other
point, but cannot stop it between
two adjacent points.

Two electro-magnets, of the

plunger type, located adjacent to

the motor and excited selectively

by the control circuit from the

switchboard, serve to operate con-

tact switches to connect the motor
armature for either direction of
travel, respectively. As soon as

either plunger starts upward it

breaks the exciting circuit of the
other magnet, thus preventing any
possible conflict between the two.
As soon as the motor starts, a

cam wheel so geared to the motor
as to make one complete revolu-

tion while the brush is traveling

between two adjacent points, locks

the active magnet plunger in position, thus
maintaining the motor in constant action

between switch points.

from the incandescent lamp are cast into

the eyes of the physician, and more free-

dom of the hands is obtained by its use as
becomes readily apparent, owing to the fact

that three separate and distinct instruments
are combined in one. A push-button switch
is provided to open and close the lamp-
circuit as desired. This idea has been pat-

ented by Hermann Weder, Sr., and Charles
H. Wolff of Philadelphia, Pa.

A Recent
and

Invention Comprises a Diagnostic Lamp, LenSi
Tongue Depressor All in One Instrument.

HEATING PERSONS INSTEAD OF
ROOM IN WESTERN RESTAU-

RANT.
In following up the policy of "localizing

heat," a leading electric heating concern
recently secured a contract covering the

installation of 30 electric heaters in the

Tuberculosis Sanitarium of Independent
Order of Foresters in Lopez Canyon, a

short distance from Los Angeles.
These heaters will be installed, without

the stands, on the under side of the table

in the dining-room, radiating the heat down-
ward to strike the floor and be radiated up,

by this means keeping the bodies of those

at the dining table warm, rather than at-

tempting to heat all the air in the room.
In other words, they heat the individual

instead of heating the room. Inasmuch as

the diners will only be in the room 20
minutes, or half an hour during meals three

times a day, it seemed unnecessary to at-

tempt to heat the entire room, accommo-
dating over 100 people, when it would only

be occupied this short period of time.

UNIQUE COMBINATION SIGNAL-
ING LAMP AND BELL.

In many instances, the orthodox form of
electric signal or alarm is not desirable, and
with these objects in mind, Mr. Christian

Reinker. an Ohio man, has devised and
patented the unique combination signal

lamp and bell shown in the illustration

herewith. Current is supplied to the device

from a battery or other source of current
thru two binding posts carried on the
central stem at the base of the bell, and
when the circuit is closed, the bell vibrates,

while the lamp remains lighted constantly,

as long as the switch remains closed. The
design of the signaling device is unusually
artistic, the lamp being enclosed in an
ornamental chamber which is provided with
one or more white or colored lenses cut in

the form of jewels.

Rear View of the Largest Storage-Battery End-Cell Switch Ever Built.
It Has a Continuous Carrying Capacity of 10,000 Amperes and a

Momentary Capacity of 40,000 Amperes.

COMBINED
FLASHLIGHT
AND LENS FOR
D I A GNOSTIC

PURPOSES.
The present inven-

tion sho\\'n in the
accompanying illustra-

tion is an ingenious
arrangement combin-
ing a special form of
pocket flashlight with
an adjustable lens
holder on the side of
the battery case, and
also means for attach-
ing several forms of
diagnostic instru-
ments, such as a
tongue depressor,
which is here shown
in actual use.

Several advantages
are claimed for this

particular form of
flashlight diagnostic
instrument : for one
thing, no direct rays

Unique Electric Signaling Device for Use on
Autos, etc. Pushing a Button Lights tha

Lamp and Rings the Bell.
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OPERATING THE COFFEE
CUTTER BY ELECTRIC

MOTOR.
By means of the cutter shown herewith

steel-cut coffee can be furnished by the

grocer in bulk with convenience and at a

profit. It is built along entirely different

lines from any of the mills on the market,

and has been evolved to meet the insistent

demand for machines that would cut, not
grind, coffee.

The coffee cutter cuts the coffee uni-

formly and evenly. Granulating and pul-

verizing are done on the same burrs, giving

a sandlike grain especially adapted to all

kinds of percolators or drip pots now in

such wide use. There are two sets of
burrs, one of which revolves. The other
set is stationary. The burrs are especially

designed with diamond-shaped teeth. They

THIS FAN THROWS BREEZE "UP are being made now. The pins are easily

AND DOWN" AS WELL AS
SIDEWISE.

The past few years have witnesst so
many novel introductions in "Fanland" that

No Up-To-Date Grocery Store Is Complete
Without an Electric Coffee Cutter.

are self-sharpening and self-aligning, hav-
ing special ball bearings which take out
all play. Thus the burrs cannot "wobble"
and produce uneven granulation.
These machines are operated by totally

enclosed, low-speed electric motors de-

sired for heavy duty and without com-

£heated mechanism to need adjustment,
lue to the fact that a low-speed motor

is employed, no gears are necessary. The
motors are equipt with radial and thrust
ball bearings, which reduce friction to a
minimum and prevent wobbling of parts.

They are silent and true running. The
only parts needing lubrication are the ball

bearings, and these need only be oiled
about once a year. Thus there is no
oil to accumulate in the burr case, none to
get into the coffee, and all the nuisance
of oiling is removed.

This Remarkable Electric Fan Revolves and
Throws a Breeze Up and Dow^n as Well as

SIdewise.

it would seem that about every imaginable
form of electric fan had been perfected or
thought of, but we have to salute Gustaf
Olson of Chicago, 111., for his very ingen-
ious electric fan gear.
One of the most interesting points which

had to be worked out in this idea was the
shape of the gear teeth on the stationary
rack, and also those of the pinion which
meshes with this rack, as becomes clear
from the accompanying illustration. The
small driving pinion which rotates the fan-
motor body proper, by means of this rack,
is secured to a vertical shaft geared inside
the motor casing to the armature shaft, so
as to provide a positive drive for the rota-
tional function.

Current is supplied to the rotating fan
motor thru a set of slip rings and brushes
mounted in the base. Thus, this fan will

not only throw a breeze in every part of
the room at a certain level, but will throw
the breeze toward the floor and also toward
the ceiling periodically or about four times
in every revolution of the fan motor, which
may be adjusted to occupy about one fifth

of a minute.

GLASS EYELETS FOR TEMPOR-
ARY WIRING.

Glass push pins provided with an eyelet

for use in temporary low-voltage wiring

attached to woodwork or walls, and it is

pointed out by the maker that they are
particularly useful for amateur battery

work where small wires are to be run
about the house. They should prove par-
ticularly efficient in wiring up sensitive

electrical apparatus such as galvanometers,
radio receiving apparatus, etc., where a
slight leak, such as thru wood, means a

big difference in the efficiency of the in-

strument.

NEXT! WILL YOU HAVE AN
ELECTRIC HAIR-CUT?

Barbering is one of the very old and
universal trades. For years past there has
been practically no advance or change in

the general method employed of using
shears, razor or clipper. It is true that

the modern clipper with its improvements
is a device which is of comparatively re-

cent development, but aside from that the
methods of the barber are the same as
they were hundreds of years ago, so we

A Handy Glass Eyelet for Temporary or Low-
Voltage Wiring.

Good Mornlngl Have You Met the Electric
Barber? Here's the Latest Tonsorlal De-

vice—A Motor-Driven Hair-Clipper.

had begun to believe that it was only styles

in trimming the hair or beard which
change. But electricity can improve almost
any unelcctrified method or device. The
electric hair cutter here illustrated is rapid-

ly becoming popular, many Chicago barbers

speaking very highly of it.

As will be seen from the illustration,

the machine consists principally of a light

iron standard with cross arms at the top

supporting the small electric motor, which
is connected to the clipper by means of a

flexible shaft three or four feet long. This
shaft enters a translating device in which
the revolving motion is changed to a hori-

zontal motion for the handles of the clip-

per. This is necessary in order to cause
the shearing edges of the moving clipper

blade to pass back and forth over the other
in the usual manner.
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A TRACKLESS TROLLEY SYSTEM.
By L. Schoolcraft.

In Massachusetts there are now several

lines of trackless trolleys. These vehicles

resemble automobiles more than they do
street cars, but their motive power is elec-

tric and the current is obtained from over-
head trollev wires.

the lungs or in the pleural cavity, just

where a sore is situated. If the child has
swallowed a pin or a penny, it will be
nicely revealed.

There are forsooth failures with it : not

every use of the X-rays is successful in it-

self. Tuberculosis may be present and
escape discovery, if the other facts found

'^rf!S^.

'^^^^

Massachusetts Now Boasts a Trackless Trolley. Th« Current Is Taken from Two
Wires Thru the Double Pole Arrangement Shown. The Vehicles May Pass One

Another on the Road Without Trouble.

It will be noticed in the illustration that

there are two trolley poles on this car as

well as two over-head wires, whereas in

the ordinary street car there is but one.

This is due to the fact that these cars do
not run on steel tracks but on an ordinary
road or pavement. The second trolley wire
being for the return circuit. The cars are

controlled by the ordinary controller as is

found in street cars.

There are two advantages of this system
of trolley

—

First—The car may pass around other
vehicles which may be in front of it or
passing it in an opposite direction, thus re-

ducing delays.

Second—The elimination of one of the
largest items of expense in constructing
electric railways which is the track or foun-
dation.

THE USE OF X-RAYS IN DISEASES
OF THE CHEST.

By Dr. Leonard Keene Hirshberg,
A.B., M.A., M.D.

(Johns Hopkins University.)
When you look thru the greenish glass

used as a screen, when the X-rays are
focused on anyone's torso, you see an old
time bird-cage or wire hoop-skirt with the
ribs as circular wires, with shadowy, fugi-
five, fleeting phantoms of birds within the
age. An X-ray photograph imprisons

this picture.

The X-rays, with the ribs as precise guid-
ing posts, allows us to make an exact and
minute examination of the topography hid-
den from the unaided human senses. A
man without senses is a mental wreck.
A doctor with all his senses is a most in-

complete creature. He must call to the
aid of his best endowments, those instru-
ments of precision, which reach out to hid-
den things undreamt of in his best senses,
much less his philosophy. The X-rays is

one of many such assistants.

The X-rays can sometimes tell you to

the fraction of an inch, the exact spot in

in a physical examination are not also

taken into consideration.

In maladies of the lungs. Dr. Howard
Lilienthal of the surgical staff of Cornell
Medical College, holds that no final judg-
ment should be given unless the X-ray ob-
servations are also checked up with other
soundings and investigations of the indi-

vidual's state of health. He describes a

little boy's condition in support of this.

The little patient in question was three

and a half years old. He began to have
spells of unproductive cough. There was
no evidence
of fever or
we a k n e s s

for the
young-
ster played
about be-

t w e e n the
paroxysms.
When this

had gone on
about ten
days, he
really be-

ca m e s e-
riously ill.

Fever ap-
peared and
the little fel-

low began
to cough up
mucus.

.\n exam-
ination with
the stetho-

scope and
fingers o n
the back of
the chest,
showed it to
be a bit flat

and dull in

soimd with
incre as ed
voice p r o -

duction. It was decided that there must be
some fluid or pus between the lung and
chest wall. This is pleurisy—not the pop-
ular fallacy of a pain in the chest.

An X-ray picture was then taken of the

chest on the side affected. The solid patch
of dark in the negative suggested pneu-
monia, but from the stethoscope examina-
tion this was properly interpreted as pus-
pleurisy or "empyema."
An anesthetic was then given and a tiny

needle-tube was pushed into the pleural
ca\ity much as a beer-keg is tapt, the

matter and pus were drained away, and lo

and behold a second X-ray photo showed
a large watermelon seed in the child's wind-
pipe.

This was removed and the youngster was
soon well and happy. The two X-ray pic-

tures alone would not have been enough to

make a correct diagnosis. The stethoscope
alone would not have done so. A wonder-
ful doctor with all the fulness of sound
senses could not have done so without the

other aids.

UNIQUE BATTERY SIGNALING
LAMP WHICH STRAPS ON HAND.
While the ordinary battery flashlight has

proven its efficacy in many instances, an
inventor, August Sundh, has devised and
patented the flashlight signaling and il-

lumination outfit here pictured. In his pat-

ent he states that the apparatus is intended
and especially adapted for the use of per-

sons working around machinery or in place

where portable lights are used. Also it is

pointed out that it will prove useful for

automobiles and trainmen, such as for

signaling purposes, and its use in this direc-

tion is illustrated in the accompanying view,
where the autoist is shown giving a night
signal that he is about to turn a corner.

The device is quite simple and merely
comprises a leather or other form resem-
bling a glove, which straps on the hand and
at the wrist. This glove contains a flap

pocket to carry a small flashlight battery-

Several miniature battery lamps are dis-

posed in various positions at the back of the

leather mitt as the illustration discloses, and
the circuit between the battery and lamps
is closed whenever desired by pressing on a

small push-button switch secured on the

inside of the mitt.
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CARRY THIS VACUUM CLEANER
ON YOUR BELT.

We think vacuum cleaners have been
perfected to the limit in this country, but

here's an English type of portable electric

"suction" cleaner, as they call it over there,

This Electric Vacuum Cleaner Straps to Your
Belt. It Is Light in Weight and of Extreme

Flexibility.

that will do real pretentious work, and
weighs but 7;4 pounds. It is really one of

the most ingenious vacuum cleaners de-

veloped. A man can work ripht along with

it without tiring and besides it is especially

adapted to cleaning stock on shelves, books
in libraries, et cetera.

The belt type electric suction cleaner, by

a turn of the switch and a guiding hand,

sucks out the dust from fixtures, shelves,

stock, stationery, machinery, etc., in a jiflfy.

WHY YOUR WINTER ELECTRIC
LIGHT BILLS ARE HIGHER.

The accompanying chart shows just why
your electric light bills are higher in some
months than others.

In winter you depend upon artificial light-

ing nearly three times as many hours in

each 24 as in summer.
In June the average use of electric light,

in a residence, is 2 hours and 35 minutes
a day.

This is perfectly natural. As the sum-
mer days lengthen, the "electric light hours"

become longer, says the Society for Elec-

trical Dcvelofiment. So on until January
when the days grow longer and the "elec-

tric light hours" grow shorter.

There are other reasons, too, why your
bills in fall and winter are larger than in

the spring and summer—good reasons that

show it is simply the result of the season's

changes ; your more extensive use of elec-

tric light, and not the fault of the electric

light company at all.

When summer is over, vacations are over.

Everybody is home again ; more rooms are

occupied ; more light is needed.

Long evenings—late bedtimes. The out-

side cold keeps us indoors. The soft, cozy

glow of electric light makes reading a

pleasure. More people stay home on this

account. The newspapers, magazines, study

or a good book, music and games pass the

evening all too quickly. It is bed-time be-

fore one knows it

!

More entertaining is done—parties at

home for the grownups and little folks.

Sometimes the house fairly radiates with

the good cheer of electric light.

she probably will have classes at the Y. W.
C. A. to teach women the continental code.

RADIO-ACTIVE LUMINOUS COM-
POUNDS AND THEIR DECAY.
At a recent meeting of the Royal So-

ciet>', Mr. J. W. T. Walsh read a paper

on this subject. The theory of destruc-

tion of "active centers" put forward by
Rutherford to account for the decay of

luminosity of radio-active luminous com-
pounds leads to a simple exponential re-

lation in the special case of a compound
of constant activity. It has been found
for radium zinc sulfid compounds that this

relation expresses the observed results to

a sufficient accuracy over short periods of

less than 200 days, but that it fails to do
so over longer periods, such as 500 days,

the rate of decay of luminosity becoming
gradually slower and slower, so that the

brightness tends to a limiting value which
is not zero. The present paper is an at-

tempt to find a luminosity- time relation

which will allow of the prediction of the

intimate behavior of compounds of vary-

ing composition

ARTIFICIAL
LIGHTING

mrs.per.day NOOM

januarv 6.s3

februarv 5j8

MARCH A. 10

3.48

2.95

AFTERNOON «-»EVENING
I2«0

APRIL

MAY

JUNE 2.55

260JULY

AUGUST SIS

SEPTtMBEBI.OO

OCTOBER 490

NOVEMBER 6.18

DECEMBER 6.65

This Chart Shows Just Why Your Electric Light Bill Runs
Higher In Winter Than In Summer. Daylight Is Shorter for One

Reason.

In December the average use of electric

light, in a residence, is 6 hours and 50

minutes a day.

GRANDMA, RADIO EXPERT,
VOLUNTEERS.

.K grandmother has offered to conduct
classes in wireless telegraphy in St. Paul.

Mrs. Fredricka Bell, 58, of that city,

learned to
send and re-

ceive by wire-

less from her

erandson,
Harland Hall,

now at the
United States

navy radio
station, D u -

luth.

Before their

station was
disman tied
she "listened

in" and heard
messages
from all parts

of the coun-
try.

If the gov-
ernment will
grant permis-
sion for the

erection of a wireless station in St. Paul,

Mrs. Bell says she will teach all branches of

wireless operating. If that is impossible,

THERMOSTATIC REGULATOR
CONTROLS RADIATORS.

One thermostat will control a number oi

radiators. The valve and thermostat are

connected by electric wires conveniently

placed ; the operating current is so small

that it is hardly perceptible and is obtained

from the lighting circuit.

The opening or clos-

ing of this circuit oper-

ates the valve or valves

connected to the radia-

tors in the room. The
thermostats are so ar-

ranged that a range of

30 degrees can be ob-
tained.

It may be necessary
at times to shut steam
off the radiators in or-

der to make repairs or
in case certain rooms
are to be unoccupied.
The makers provided
for these emergencies
by placing a valve stem
in the top of each valve,

which may be operated
by a key which is fur-

nished with each valve,

to close the valve by hand.
In the thermostat is a small metal dia-

fram capable of expanding and contract-

ing. Within this diafram is sealed a small

amount of a volatile liquid. The slightest

variation of temperature either expands or

contracts this diafram, expanding with rise

of temperature and contracting with the

fall of temperature. This diafram actuates

a metal strip, thereby opening or closing

the electric circuit as the case may be.

Thermostat f o
Regulating Radi-

ators.

ELECTRIC VALVE GRINDER FOR
AUTOISTS.

.\ valve grinder fitted with an electrit

motor and which may be connected to any
handy lamp socket has been placed on the

market by a Michigan manufacturer. Thi?
grinder develops speeds of 400 to 750 oscil-

lations per minute. Between the mechanisir
of the grinder and the valve a flexible con-

tact is provided for furnishing a li.ght

medium or heavy pressure upon the valve
The motor supplied with this grinder

operates on either direct or alternating

A Motor-Driven Valve Grinder
Engines.

for Auto

current. A set of valves may be re-ground

in an average time of thirty minutes.

ALLEN P. CHILD.
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TELEGRAPH LINEMEN OF THE
FAR NORTH.

The line gang of a telegraph company-
operating in temperate climes may think

Instead of Spurs These Telegraph Linemen
of Alaska Wear Snow-Shoes. The Poles Are
Tripods Which Rest on the Ice and Snow.

they are roughing it some, when the snow
and chill winds begin to blow, but consider
the hardships experienced by a lineman in
such frigid countries as Alaska.
The accompanying photograph shows line-

gang employed in stringing the wires for the
government railroad telegraph lines in
Alaska. Instead of the old reliable "climb-
ers," or spurs, each man is equipt with a
pair of snow-shoes. In the lower right
corner of the picture may be seen a string
of porcelain insulators and a coil of wire.
Did you ever stop to think how the line-

men place their poles in such localities, cov-

ered the year around possibly with snow and
ice? "Dig a hole"—is your first answer.
Well they don't use poles, not as we know
them down here in the States. In the
background of the present photo can be
seen an Alaskan telegraph pole. It is really
a tripod formed of three fir poles, nailed
together and surmounted with one, or more
insulators, depending upon the number of
circuits in use.

—

Plioto courtesy Donald Mc-
Nicol.

RADIO FOR WOMEN AT UNIVER-
SITY OF CALIFORNIA

Wireless telegraphy for women is to be
one of the University of California's
courses and the new study has been added
because of the request of the wife of an
officer stationed at the Presidio. It is the
first time such a course has been offered
by the extension department.
The class will be held at the Polytechnic

high school in San Francisco every Sat-
urday beginning September 1. There are
to be two sections, one in the morning and
one in tlie afternoon. Professor A. L.
Jordan, head of the department of science
in the Polytechnic High School, will teach
the course in the wireless laboratory of
the school building.

The brtish does not revolve but contains
an open center thru which a fan located
in the metal container draws the dust.
The dirt is loosened by the brush and the
fan suction catches it and it is carried on
into the dust bag. A special attachment is

made for this device which permits the
thoro cleaning of the buttons in the tufting
of upholstery, which always hold, so
tenaciously, against sweeping a great quan-
tity of dirt.

This cleaner may be used as well for
cleaning draperies, mattresses or uphol-
stered furniture. The device will attach
to any socket.

—

Photo by Allen P. Child.

CLEANING YOUR CLOTHES BY
VACUUM.

Here is a device which will keep your
clothes, and upholstered interiors of auto-
mobiles, et cetera, as fresh
and clean as the day it left

the respective work shops. By
using the principles of brush-
ing and suction this instru-

ment thoroly cleans out the u h a
dust and collects it so that it trfc ^Vacuum
will not settle again.

est Way to Dry-Clean Clothes—Use an Elec-
Cleaner. This Method Spells Results with

the Work L^ft Out.

The Submarine and Kindred Problems*
THE thousands of suggestions and

plans presented to the Naval Con-
sulting Board for assisting the Gov-

ernment in the present emergency indicate
the patriotic fervor of the mass of our
citizens.

The Board makes a careful examination
of every proposal presented. To facihtate
this work, by suggesting the elimination of
impractical ideas, the Board calls to the at-
tention of those who desire to assist it

some of the popular misconceptions as to
certain fundamental principles which are
most frequently misunderstood by the lay-
man.
A careful consideration of the following

statements will greatly simplify the work
of the Naval Consulting Board.

Electro-Magnets and Magnetism

The Electro-magnet, the Magnetic-needle,
Permanent Magnets and Magnetism have
been carefully studied for many years ; and
the laws governing their application may be
found in any book on the subject.
Although these laws are generally known,

and applied in a practical manner, in a
multitude of devices in common use, even
the man of wide experience will be aston-
ished at the limited range of practical effect
of electro-magnets of large size. For in-
stance, the magnets used in our manufactur-
ing plants for lifting heavj- masses of iron
or steel are designed to exercise maximum
magnetic effect, and for operation require
a very considerable amount of electrical
energy

; yet a magnet which can lift twenty
tons, when placed in contact with an iron
plate of that weight, will not lift a two-

•Publisht bjr Naval Consulting Board of the
United States.

inch cube of iron or steel if separated from
it a distance of two feet. Therefore pro-
posed devices which depend on the attrac-

tive power of magnets for their operation
in deflecting or arresting torpedoes, mines
or submarines, must be governed by the
simple laws of magnetism. A torpedo
weighing approximately 2,500 pounds, and
traveling at a speed of 25 to 45 miles an
hour, will not be deflected to any practical

degree by any known application of mag-
netism ; and it is not believed that an enemy
torpedo, mine or submarine will ever be
found in a position to be interfered with
effectively by any electro-magnetic means,
however powerful.

Electrical Effects in General

There is a general misconception regard-
ing the "electrification" of water and the
atmosphere. There is no known method
of "charging the sea with electricity," or
"shooting a bomb of electricity," or of
"charging the atmosphere with electrocut-

ing current." Suggestions along these lines

should show that the writer has made re-
search in the laws governing the application
of electrical energy and should contain
sufficient proof of their feasibility to in-

sure serious consideration.

On the other hand, applications of the
transmission of electrical energy by means
of alternating or pulsating currents—as
used in wireless systems, for example—be-
long to a different class of electrical de-
velopment. Inventive genius is rapidly im-
proving apparatus of this type for the send-
ing and receiving of signals and messages,
and the possibility of valuable results in

this field is unlimited.

Protection Against Submarine Attack

This subject, which is occupying the pub-
lic mind as is no other, divides itself into a
number of problems, the most important
being the following:

(a) Means of discovering the approach
of a hostile submarine and locating it so as
to permit of prompt action for combating
its attack.

(b) Protection of cargo-carrying ships
by nets, guards and screens.

(c) Protection thru decreasing the
z-isibility of vessels.

(d) Methods of destroying or blinding a
hostile submarine.

Submarines, to operate most effectively,

must approach within close range of the ves-
sel which is intended to be torpedoed. The
installation of offensive weapons on the
merchant marine has increased the neces-
sity for the utmost care being exercised by
the submarine commander in remaining un-
seen by the officers on the vessel to be
attacked.

Reports from abroad indicate that in

many cases submarines must have remained
along certain lanes of travel for periods ex-
tending into weeks of waiting with the ex-
pectation of torpedoing certain vessels.

Under certain favorable conditions, where
the waters are less than 200 feet in depth,
a submarine might lie at rest on the bottom,
and if equipt with sensitive listening de-
vices attempt to detect the approach of a
vessel. As soon as this evidence was se-

cured the submarine might come to the sur-

face for a quick observation by irieans of
the periscope and in this manner obtain the
proper aim which would be required to
register an effective hit.

(Continued on page 579)
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A TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER THAT
LEAVES HANDS FREE.

The telephone as it stands today is prac-

tically a perfect instrument. There are

times, however, when the hearing efficiency

is far below normal. At such times you

are forced to ask the person at the other

A New Combined Stereoscopic and
Fluoroscopic Table

This Telephone Amplifier Is a Distinct Ad-
vance. It Has No Direct Connection with
the Telephone. You Simply Place the Re-
ceiver on the Amplifier, Leaving Both Hands

Free.

end of the line to speak louder, some-

times to shout. Even then you don't al-

ways hear clearly. You must ask him to

repeat almost every word that is said.

The new telephone amplifier here pic-

tured, greatly increases the hearing ef-

ficiency of the telephone, all harshness

disappears and you hear > the voice in its

natural tones, its inventor claims. This

is accomplisht by the accurate tuning of

the sound chamber in the instrument.

This sound chamber contains no mechan-

ism to get out of order. Just as a sound-

ing board behind the speaker increases

the voice volume, so this new amplifier

amplifies the telephone sound.

It often happens that while telephoning

you wish to write down some note, con-

sult a cataloR or read a letter over the

'phone. At such times the busy man will

welcome such a device.

NEW ELECTRIC HEATER.
A novel portable electric heater for home

use is shown herewith. The outfit is sub-

stantially constructed of prest steel, on the

principle of the portable lamp. A steel re-

flector 9^ in. in diameter is connected to

the top of the pedestal by a hinged jpint

which is adjustable to numerous positions

from horizontal to diagonal, upward. This

reflector, which is of a special parabolic

design, is heavily

plated with a triple

coat of highly pol-

ished copper. The
back of the reflec-

tor is finished in

black enamel. Wire
protecting guards
over the heating
element are at-

tached to a copper-
plated rim. These
guards may be
easily removed for

cleaning the re-

flector or changing
the heating ele-

ment, which is also

easily and quickly
detachable.

The heating de-
portable Electric Heater, ment consists of a

composition core 1

in. (2.54 cm.) in diameter, around which
is wound high-resistance wire. The wire
is first wound into a small coil and then
wound around tlie composition core, giving
a large amount of resistance material in a

small area. This coil will attain a tempera-
ture of about 1,200 deg.

The new X-ray table here illustrated has
recently been evolved by a New York con-
cern. It combines a tube stand with table,

which may be used for stereoscopic

roentgenography and also for fluoroscopy,

both in cither the horizontal or vertical

position. All moving parts are so poised
and balanced that they may be smoothly
manipulated by the operator without as-

sistance.

Suspended beneath the table is a trocho-

scope tube box running on ball bearings

and so designed as to afford ample pro-

tection from rays to the operator and pa-

tient. A special feature of this tube box
is that it is lined with opaque rubber and
covered outside with sheet lead. This af-

fords the necessary protection from rays,

while at the same time preventing con-
denser effect and resultant tube trouble.

Another innovation is that of a vacuum
reducing switch within the trochoscope tube

box. By this means the operator may lower
a gas tube without leaving the table. Pro-
vision is also made for the use of the

The tube stand, which is a part of the

equipment, travels along the full length of

the table. The tube bracket is well counter-

balanced and is free to swing around, away
from the table for use in conjunction with

stretcher or other apparatus.

The insulation of the high tension cur-

rent has been well designed and is such
that tubes can be safely worked up to 9

inches back-up without fear of sparking
or flashing across to the table.

All moving parts of the tube stand are

carefully graduated so that records can be
made of actual positions and it is thus pos-

sible to duplicate these conditions if nec-

essary at any further time.

TO TREAT WOUNDED WITH
ELECTRICITY.

Plans developed by Dr. Virgil C. Kin-
ney, of Wellsville, N. Y., one of the best

known electro-therapists in the country, for

the formation, equipment and administra-

tion of an electro-therapeutic hospital unit

to be establisht in France for American

A New Stereoscopic and Fluoroscopic Table Which Enables the Operator to Take X-Ray
Pictures in Either the Horizontal or Vertical Position. All Parts Are Balanced So as to Be

Easily and Quickly Manlpulated-

Coolidge tube. The movement of the tube

box gives a large field of vision and moves
freely, no matter in what position the

table top may be placed. Attached to a

bracket, in conjunction with this tube box,

is a curved support which suspends over

the patient a fluorescent screen which can

be twisted around in any direction re-

quired. This fluorescent screen is so con

ighting men, were indorsed recently at the

twenty-seventh annual convention of the

American Electro-Therapeutic Association

at Atlantic City.

"The remarkable results achieved by

European belligerents thru physical treat-

ment for crippled and nerve racked sol-

diers, whereby from seventy-five to ninety
quired. 1 nis nuorcscenc screen is bo loh- "— - -^---".j ".r"- •-

.
" ' . .,,'

structed that it will accommodate a plate per cent, of invalided men so treated have
; .. , .. _ < J- K»^n r».fiirnfH tn fhp trenfhes. should stim-
holder for the purpose of recording cer

tain findings immediately by utilizing the

rays from the tube beneath the table.

The stereoscopic plate changer within

the table top is a feature which has evi-

dently received considerable care. This

works very smoothly and decisively in the

horizontal position and yet works without

jar when used for vertical stereoscopy.

been returned to the trenches, should stim-

ulate the whole American medical profes-

sion to procure similar results for our own
fighting men," Dr. Kinney said in pre-

senting his plan for Government sanction

of electricity and light in place of surgery

and dni^s in combating battlefield casual-

ties. "This large percentage of cures is

practically impossible under old methods."
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ELECTRIC MOTORS IN NOVEL
ROLES.

A large new Western manufacturing
plant was made electrical thruout ; the hu-
man hand and brain were strengthened by
that magic force. Because the ten thousand

wrench by screwing down nuts at the rate

of 100 per minute, and with a cost of but
one cent an hour.

It is difficult for the eye to distinguish

brass from iron in a miscellaneous assort-

ment of filings, but here a two horse power
motor rotates an electro-

magnetic sorting machine
which stacks the metal up in

two piles at the rate of a ton
an hour.
The heavy job of handling

the coal for the heating plant
is easily mastered by one man
with an electric crane at the

rate of twenty tons per hour.
The second photo here re-

produced shows one of the

plant's electric storage battery
locomotives. It runs anywhere
and everj^vhere, without ha\-
ing to depend on rails or trol-

leys. Fourteen electric trains

of this type are operated with
speeds up to fifteen miles per
hour attainable.

MAGNETIC SEPARATOR
PULLEY GREAT TIME

SAVER.
By Frank C. Perkins.

THE accompanying illus-

tration, Fig. 1 and draw-
ing Fig. 2, shows the con-

struction and method of opera-

tion of the magnetic pulleys de-

velopment at Milwaukee, Wis.
These magnetic pulleys are

used where coarse material is

to be handled, where the iron

to be extracted is limited in

quantity, and where large

capacity is important. This

equipment is used extensively to protect

crushing and grinding machinery from
breakage and damage due to "tramp" iron

found in various kinds of material. It is also

used for removing iron from material for

other reasons, both mechanical and chemical.

It is pointed out that a good magnetic

pulley must possess qualities not generally

given sufficient consideration. To be effi-

cient a magnetic pulley must be strongly

effective at any point on the surface of its

face. The magnetism must be distributed

The Nuttiest Job Agoing. One Operative with This Elec-
tric Nut-Screwing Device Can Screw Down Nuts at the
Rate of 100 a Minute at a Cost of 1 Cent an Hour.

horse power on the two million feet of floor

space was to be electrical the production

units were arranged with the sole thought

of making an unbroken stream of opera-

tion which would catch the raw metal in

its current at the source and discharge fin-

ished valves and fittings at the mouth.
The stream idea of production was so

perfected that now the work, where it for-

merly eddied and swirled, flows thru with

the speed of a mill race. Castings are

handled red hot,—sorted, tumbled and _ _ „

cleaned, they never stop until delivered to as evenly as possible and not be short-

the machine room still warm. The very circuited within the pulley, but radiate out-

dust that comes from them is electrically ward far enough to be attractive thru a

collected and forms a valuable by-product, heavy conveyor belt and any thick layer of

Every operation is animated by electricity, material that is to be treated. The area of

Even the dav of the spanner wrench has the surface of a pulley is the width multi-

plied by the circumfer-
ence. To thoroly mag-
netize this whole area so

that it will exert the

strongest possible attrac-

tive power at any point,

requires experience in

designing and the care-

ful use of every bit of

available space from
shaft to circumference.
The pulley is built of

dynamo steel and insul-

lated copper magnet wire.

It will be seen that

u-hen completed it is prac-

tically a solid mass of
metal wire and insula-

tion. The energizing coils

are carefully protected

irom all possibility of
mechanical injury by
hea\'y, hard brass shields.

W'hen in motion the heat is rapidly

dissipated by the conveyor belt, so that it

runs practically cool. However, all ma-

Fourteen of These Busy Electric Locomotives Haul Heavy Loads

Up to 15 IVIIIes Per Hour in One Industrial Plant. They Operate
on Storage Batteries.

chinery is more or less subject to abuse
by careless operators. Any magnetic pul-

ley left standing idle for a long time with
the energizing electricity not switched off,

an dthe pulley partly enwrapt in a heavy
rubber belt, is liable to become hot enough
to injure common insulation.

In order to meet such contingencies and
to avoid all possibility of damage from in-

ternal heat and to make magnetic pulleys

d^^^^4:

&^

Fig. 1. The Magnetic Pulley Separates Mag-
netic Substances, Such as Iron, from a Con-
stantly Moving Stream of Mixed Material.

as near "fool-proof" as possible, the very
best grade of fire-proof magnet wire and
fire-proof insulation is used.

It is urged that the advantages of this

separator over the ordinary drum type sepa-

rator are in its greater magnetic strength ;

in having no commutator to flash and cause
trouble, as the electric circuit is not broken

;

and in having no brush or scraper to re-

move the attracted iron.

It will be observed that the operating
principle of these machines is very simple.

The material to be separated is fed upon
a horizontal (or a horizontally inclined)
belt conveyor, passing over a magnetized
pulley. The non-magnetic material falls by
gravity from the brow of the pulley ver-
tically into a suitable receptacle or to a
conveyor leading to final delivery, while the
iron and magnetic materials are attracted
and held firmly against the belt until it

is carried to the point where the belt leaves
the pulley on the under side and is there
discharged back of a partition set a few
inches beneath the pulley in line with its

axis as shown.

It may be stated that the conveyor is

usually a rubber belt of the best grade,
heavy, and mechanically strong enough for
the material to be handled. It should be

past. Note the accompanying photo of a

curious, unassuming little machine used in

the assembly room to replace the old hand

Fig. 2. Sectional and Side Views of New
Magnetic Separator Pulley.

made endless, so that no dust or fine ma-
terial can work thru at the splice. The
belts are usually run at a speed of about
100 feet per minute.
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ERECTING OVERHEAD MOTORS
A CINCH WITH THIS DEVICE.
Recently quite a nunilicr of concerns have

been using a unique method of putting up
overhead motors which permits of installing

ing-, special heavy plattornis, l;locks and
falls and other lioisting arrangements which
were formerly used for tliis purpose.

The Revolvator as may be seen from the

accompanying illustrations is a portable
elevator or tiering machine. It

consists essentially of two up-
rights or elevator guides, an
elevating platform and a re-

volving base which can swing
around on its ball-liearing cen-

ter like a turntable. The unit

is mounted on strong truck

wheels and is equipt with a

lloor lock. A motor or other

article to be raised is placed on
the platform when down, and
by means of a crank and gears

the platform is raised to the

level desired. In elevating, the

load is sustained independently

of the crank, for a ratchet is

provided with a special pat-

ented pawl which sustains the

load at every point, eliminat-

ing all possibility of the plat-

form being dropt.

The illustration shows the Why Waste

device lifting a 30 H.P. 1400 ^^^"on Gol

NOVEL ELECTRIC SELF-WINDING
CLOCK.

The idea of a clock that you would never
have to wind is very old, and men have
spent their fortunes and even their life-

lb. motor into position.

A Time and Labor Saver Which Every
Electrician Will Appreciate. Is This Latest
Portable Elevator for Erecting Ceiling

IVlotors.

from 4 to 6 motors in the time formerly
required for one. This method simply in-

volves the use of a Revolvator, as it is

called, to elevate and hold the motor in

place until it is secured to the ceiling. It

insures absolute safety in elevating the mo-
tor and does away entirely with scafTold-

NEW CORE TYPE TRANSFORMER
DESIGN.

The new core type transformers here
illustrated have concentrically arranged
high and low tension coils. The low-ten-

sion winding is on the inside, and is sepa-

rated from the high-tension winding by a

dielectric strength, are unaffected by oil,

and are in every way the best barrier de-

vised for insulation between high-voltage

and low-voltage windings of concentrically

wound core type transformers. Ample
ventilation is secured in both high- and

low-tension windings by means of liberal

size ventilating ducts.

The high-tension coil is wound with

small round wire. It is given a layer of

tape to bind it together, after which it is

impregnated in gum. Another layer of

tape is then applied, followed by succes-

sive dippings in varnish and dryings, in

order to fill the tape and give the coil a

good gloss.

The low-voltage coil is generally wound
in cylindrical or rectangular tube form, de-

pending upon the shape of the core over

which it is to fit. It is generally wound
with one layer, altho it is not uncommon
to have two layers or more, if proper

ventilating ducts are provided.

For the lower voltages, the core is some-
times rectangular, but

for the high voltages

it is usually cruciform
in shape. Round coils

fit well over a cruci-

form core and this

form is adopted for

high voltage windings
for which round wire
is used.

The coils are braced
at the ends of the

columns so as to hold
them rigidly in place

and to prevent dis-

tortion or destruction
in case of short cir-

cuit.

Several Hours Every Year Winding Up Clocks,
Electric Self-winding Clock Here Shown Will
ng Without a Grumble for a Few Cents a Year?

times in attempting to perfect and market
self-winders. With few exceptions these

clocks were electrically operated, but diffi-

culties arose in each attempt that seemed
insurmountable, such as cost of manufac-
turing, poor electrical contacts, batteries

lasting but a few months, and usually the

construction was entirely too delicate and
complicated for practical purposes.

You never have to wind the electric

self-winding clock here illustrated. The
zvorks or movements are standard time-

keepers with the added attraction of be-

ing wound electrically by two standard
sized dry batteries which fit neatly in the

cases. The batteries will run from a year
to eighteen months, and new ones can be
easily installed by anyone. The style

shown is supplied in mahogany and meas-
ures 13" wide. 10" high and has a 5" cop-

pered dial.

NEW PUSH BUTTON WORKS
WHEREVER TOUCHED.

Here is the latest in push buttons. The
entire top is movable so when it is prest

at any point the contact is made. The
button shell is finished in black enamel, and
the top is a black composition, making
a neat and attractive article. If you have
an electric horn on your car this button
will enable you to operate it easier.

New Core Type Transformers with Concentrically Arranged High
and Low Tension Windings.

heavy insulating barrier of Bakelite-Mi-
carta in the form of tubes. These tubes
are strong mechanically, have a high

DIVISION CRE-
A T E D TO
HANDLE ARMY

RADIO.
Creation of a radio

division under the
iliief signal officer of

the army, to handle
radio matters for both
the aviation section

and the signal corps
proper was announced

on July 17, by the war department. Major
Nugent H. Slaughter, reserve corps, is de-

tailed to take charge.

This Push Button Works no Matter Where
Touched.

EFFECT OF MOON ON WIRELESS.
Mr. J. W. Cohen, a wireless expert, states

that while stationed in the tropics for sev-

eral years as a wireless operator he ob-
served that in the period of the full moon
the atmospheric interferences are slight and
the ether seems to carry the wireless waves
with less absorption than when the moon is

in its quarter periods. With the full moon
he could receive signals from stations two
hundred miles farther away than when the
moon was in the first and last quarters.
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r
FLASHLIGHT IN FORM OF BOOK.
The accompanying illustration shows one

of the latest novelties in pocket flashlights,

the containing case being made in the form
of a small memorandum book, which will

just fit the vest pocket.

It is equipt with special

high power tungsten

lamp and push button

on the side in the usual

manner. An efficient

dry battery furnishes

current for the lamp

and can be easily re-

placed at any time.

This particular form

of pocket flashlight will

appeal to many people

for the reason that it

does not look like a

flashlight, and also it

ser\es as a very appro-

A Flashlight That P^^^e gift to most any-

Resembles a Book. one.

/

A'

LITTLE THINGS.

Little drops of water.

On the turbine blade.

Make the total horsepower,

Something fierce and great

Little volts and amperes.

Flowing thru the "grounds,"

Make the meter's reading.

Grow by leaps and bounds.

Little dots and dashes.

Little signals grand.

Span the mighty oceans,

And the busy land.

Little shocks of tension.

Little battery leaks.

Make the 'dabbler's" verbiage,

Emanate blue streaks.—By Edward Schultz

NEW STEP-DOWN TOY TRANS- m
FORMERS. B

The toy transformers here illustrated will J
operate ordinarj- toys such as small train

outfits, small motors, etc., from the ordinar\-

lighting circuit. The transformer, shown

at Fie. 1, has a voltage range of from 3

to 30"volts in 3 volt steps—this eliminates

the need of a toy rheostat for varying

speeds. It is provided with spring clips

for secondar>- terminals, making it possible

for boys to quickly and accurately connect

up their toys. There are no binding posts

to become loosened or nuts to get lost. The

curs after short usage in many toy trans-

formers. It has a capacity of 30 watts, or

2 amperes at 18 volts.

For the operation of large sized toys and

for other purposes requiring varying volt-

ages, the same concern supplies the Auto-

matic Cut-Out Transformer shown at Fig.

2. For the operation of electrical toys and

I In the January "E.E." j
B The January number of The Elec- J

TRiCAL Experimenter kUI be a rec- ^
M ord breaker. Don't miss it friends, j

It will be replete with science, elec- ^
H tricity, wireless and mechanics. Do ^

you know that thousands of our sol- ^
H diers and sailors "over there" as well g
M as "over here" look forward eagerly ^
M to the monthly arrival of the "E.E."? ^m If they read it to learn the newest j

things in electrical and radio science, g
H xi'hy not you? And don't forget to s
H rcmail this magazine when you are ^m thru with it. See notice on front ^s cover. For the January issue, among g
H other attractions we offer: ^m "The Electric Depth Bomb—Terror jM of the Submarine," by F. R. Lewis, ^
m Military Expert. M
m "The Electron—Just What It Is"— ^^ a remarkable treatment of the sub- m
M jcct with some wonderful photo- ^
m graphs by Prof. R. A. Millikan. m
m Baron Miinchhausen's New Scien- jH tific Adventures, by Hugo Gernsback. gM "Machine Shop Kinks for Atna- ^
H teurs"—a new series for the practical js man, bySamuet Cohen. ^H "The Home Treatment of Tuber- ^
M culosis with High-Frequency Cur- j
B rents"—a most valuable article by an ^m author it y—Dr. Frederick Finch JM Strong, M.D. Js "An Electrical Entertainment de g

Luxe," describing a host of unusual gB and instructive experiments as pre- m
M sented by Mr. William J. Hammer. ^

"Ham" Aerials—A wireless tale J
ii.'ith a kick, by W. J. Howell. ^^ Detail Construction of a Damped ^

J and Undamped Wave Receptor. With Jm full working drawings by F. Mac- m
M Murphy. gm A Neiv Electrical Time Recorder, g
H fey H. Hartman, C.E. ^
H The First Edison Electric Light j^ Station—with some interesting photos, g
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ufacturer has devised the simple battery-

saver illustrated.

The invention consists of a latch device

which is made to attach to the hook switch

experimental work, the automatic second-

ary cut-out not only protects the trans-

former from short-circuits and
over-loads, but it eliminates any
danger of injury to toys or appa-
ratus in circuit. It is said to be
very positive in its action. It has
a capacity of 125 watts, or 5

amperes at 25 volts maximum.

Fig. 1,

Fig

Fig. 2.

Bight, 30 Watt Toy
Fig. 1

Step-Down Transformer;
2, Left, 125 Watt Step-Down Transformer.

special construction of the voltage regulat-

ing lever insures good contact at all times

—

this prevents sparking at contacts which oc-

BATTERY SAVER FOR
TELEPHONES.

On rural telephone lines there are

often times when subscribers desire

to "listen in," as for example, when
market and weather reports are

being issued from the central ex-

change. This "listening in" habit

is a great battery consumer and to eliminate

it, but at the same time preserving the

farmer's joy, a progressive telephone man-

Thls "Battery Saver" Telephone Attach-
ment Permits One to Listen in on a Line

Without Wasting Battery Current.

escutcheon plate on the left side of the

instrument. When the receiver is removed
from the hook the lever springs up but is

caught half-way by the bent finger of

the batterv'-saver latch. In this position the

circuits of the telephone are connected so

that the user may hear but not talk; the

transmitter is not connected to the battery

and no current is consumed.
If the person using the telephone wishes

to talk he presses the latch back as in

illustration herewith. This disengages the

hook switch lever and allows it to resume
its upward movement to the full operated

position. When the lever is in this posi-

tion the battery is connected to the trans-

mitter and telephone may then be used for

talking purposes.

A MOTOR-DRIVEN MILK TESTER
FOR DAIRYMEN.

This is a machine for rapidly and ac-

curately determining the percentage of but-

ter fat in milk and milk products, such as

cream, skim milk, buttermilk, etc. A definite

quantity of the liquid to be tested and a
definite quantity of sulfuric acid are thoroly

mixed in the special bottle provided with a

graduated neck. The object of adding the

acid is to dissolve _
all the solids in the

milk except the fat.

Its strength must be
proper for this pur-

pose, say about 1.82

specific gravity. This
bottle is then rotated

at sufficient speed so

that the centrifugal

force generated
throws the lighter

part of the liquid, in

this case the butter

fat, up into the neck
of the bottle, where
its percentage of the

total amount may be
read. Such a machine is nominal in cost

and saves much trouble and work for

dairjTnen.

Motor. driven Milk
Tester.

AMONG the hundreds of new devices and appliances publisht monthly in The Electrical Experimenter, there are several, as

a rule, which interest you. Full information on these subjects, as well as the name of the manufacturer, wUl be gladly

furnisht to' you, free of charge, by addressing our Technical Information Bureau.
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A Revolving Electric Christmas Tree
By JOILN T. DVVYER

FOR those experimenters who have not a

storage battery or whose homes are not

cqiiipt with a 110 volt house circuit, it

is a difticult matter to rig up an electrical

Christmas Tree display, even with only six

or eight lamps, as for efficient results, it

generally takes about a half dozen dry bat-

teries at the least, and at the present "war

prices" this is prohibitive to the average

"mucker". However, the hook-up here

shown not only possesses several novel

features but can also work well on as low

as six batteries—two for illuminating the

lamps and the other four for running the

motor. This is made feasible by the fact

that only one light is brought into the cir-

cuit at a time and, as the revolving of the

tree by means of the motor (see Fig. 1)

automatically makes and breaks the circuit

to each lamp alternately, the result is a

charming "twinkling" effect, which is verj'

pleasing to the observer.

While the drawings are practically self-

explanatory, a few remarks concerning

some of the details may make them even

more readily understood. Regarding the

two wheels in Fig. 1, these act as a smoother
bearing for the revolving tree and may be

obtained from either an old pair of roller

RADIO BETWEEN SAYVILLE AND
HAWAII.

The navy's new wireless station at Pearl

Harbor, Hawaii, has a radius of five thou-

sand miles, and its opening on September
29th, was signalized by an exchange of

messages with the station at Sayville, Long
Island. When the stations now building

in the Philippines are completed com-
munication between Washington and the

Philippines can be carried on with only
one relay by way of Honolulu.

The Pearl Harbor equipment makes it

the most powerful radio station in the

world. It is one of a chain of high power
radio stations under construction by the

Na^'y Department. The principal stations

completed in the chain are at Arlington,
near Washington, at Darien. in the Canal
Zone, and at San Diego. The remaining
stations, at Cavite, Philippine Islands, Guam
and Tutuila, will be completed in the next
two months. The outfits include three
masts at each station to support the aerial,

each mast being of steel and self supporting.
The apparatus is of the Poulsen arc type,

which is standard in stations of the high
power chain. Suitable and comfortable
quarters are provided for the personnel of
each station.

Wireless telegraphy has been wonder-
fully developed since the experiments made
by officers of the United States Signal
Corps during the Civil War. These began
with the use of water-courses to carry the
current. Aerial telegraphy was then at-

tempted and demonstrated to be practicable
for short distances in experiments whereby
messages were transmitted from one height
to another across valleys in the Cumber-
land Mountain region. As late as the
period of the Spanish War it was possible
for Dewey to debar the Philippines from
communication with the outside world by
cutting an ocean cable—a feat which can-
not be repeated, for progress in electrical

science has been going forward with electric

rapidity since the spring of 1898, and the
world is now in a new age, the age of wire-
less telegraphy.

skates or else discarded furniture castors.
The axle on which they turn passes thru
the stem, or trunk of the tree, and has
soldered to it the main wire in the circuit.

The metal disc or washer shown in Fig. 2,

can be made from the bottom of a tin can

purpose of regulating the speed of the
motor, a rheostat of the small coil type
available on the market, should be us«i,
and if the reader has not this instrument, he
may readily construct a simple one in a few
minutes by referring to back numbers of

The Electrical Xmas Tree Can Be Made Twice as Charming by Arranging It to Revolve
In the Manner Illustrated. The Groups of Lamps Blink on and off Alternately, Giving a

Most Beautiful Effect That Will Please Kiddies as Well as Grown-ups.

but must present a flat surface. The com-
mutators, of course, are preferably of brass
and it will be noticed that one is connected
directly to the battery while the other acts
as a closing switch between the upper and
lower contact points. These latter are sim-
ply round brass headed tacks, hammered
into the tree and their number depends on
how many lamps are employed. For the

the Electrical Experimenter magazine.
The wiring diagrams are shown in Fig.

3. Provided that the tree is a small one,
say not over 4 ft in height, a toy motor
will be strong enough to revolve it freely.
For the purpose of cutting out the lighting
circuit, as during the day-time, without
however interfering with the motor, a
switch may be inserted as shown.
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How to Use High Frequency Currents in the
Treatment of Disease

By Dr. FREDERICK FINCM STRONG.
Lecturer in Electrotherapeutics, Tufts Medical School, Boston

N
them

OW that the exigencies of war
have temporarily suspended the

activities of amateur Radiotele-

graphers, many of those possess-

ing transmitting outfits are using

for the experimental study of the

be used by the amateur. It is made up as

follows :

—

Transformer,—Any standard J4 K.W.
radio transformer (E. I. Co., Clapp-East-
ham, Thordarson, etc.)

Condenser,—Standard wireless glass plate

This Photo Shows Dr. and Mrs. Strong with the Elaborate Apparatus Used in Lecturing in

Different Cities. Note the Large Conlcai Oudin Coiis in Full Activity.

phenomena of High Frequency currents.

In the Electrical Experimenter for

May, 1917, the writer described the con-

struction of a Tesla D'Arsonval hi^h-fre-

quency outfit made from standard "Wire-

less" apparatus, consisting of a 54 or ^
K.W. transformer with glass plate con-

denser and oscillation transformer, the

latter used as a series inductance to obtain

various effects from the Tesla coil, or as

a "D'Arsonval Solenoid" for obtaining the

"Diathermic" and "Auto-condensation" cur-

rents so valuable in the treatment of certain

diseases.

Many excellent results can be obtained

from high-frequency treatment adminis-

tered by those who have little or no knowl-

edge of medicine. A physician's advice

should always be obtained before undertak-

ing the treatment of any serious case, but

the amateur may safely employ moderate
doses of Tesla currents, and even mild

diathermy and autocondensation, provided

he makes himself reasonably familiar with

the elementary principles of electrothera-

peutics*
In a few States there is a law prohibiting

the therapeutic use of electricity by any but

licensed physicians, but even this would
not apply to treatments given gratuitously

by amateurs to relatives or friends. A num-
ber of the writer's former pupils have
become successful practising electrothera-

peutists, altho they are not physicians.

Most of them wisely refrain from the use
of the sinusoidal. Galvanic and static cur-
rents ; these belonging more to the field of
the electro-medical specialist.

A simpler and cheaper apparatus than the

one described in the May issue of this jour-
nal will give all the varieties of therapeutic
high-frequency currents that may safely

• The new edition of the writer's book, "Essen-
tials of Modern Electrotherapeutics." now in
press, gives all needed information, with an alpha-
betical list of various diseases and the method of
treating them electrically.

condenser, one section of .005 microfarad

;

two sections of .01 ra.f., each in series will

be safer.

Fig. 1. A Simple Form of Fixt Spark Gap,
Found Very Satisfactory for High Frequency

Outfits.

Inductance Coil, ("D'Arsonval"'

solenoid), thirty turns No. 12 bare copper

wire, wound around a wooden cage 8" in

diameter., }4" between turns.

Spark gap,—Adjustable series gap, made
as shown in the diagram, Fig. 1. The spark-

ing surfaces are of copper, turned in aiinu-

lar or concentric grooves as described in a

previous article- Copper washers of Yi"
and 1" diameter, are slipt alternately on an
8-32 machine screw, and form the heat radi-

ating wings. The further construction and
operation of the gap is indicated in the
drawing.

Tesla Coil,—Identical in winding to that

previously described, viz.,—secondary—on
a 2" diameter paper mailing tube wind 480
turns of No. 2W S. C. C. magnet wire (40

turns to the inch; 12" winding, 1" margiii

on each end). Slip the secondary into a 4"

mailing tube, center accurately by means of

three corks in each end, seal one end by

standing coil on end in a shallow pan filled

with melted resin, and when cold fill the

annular space between tubes with a mixture
of beeswax (yellow) one part, to resin, 5

parts. Wind primary, consisting of six

turns "Magneto" cable (which can be

bought for five cents a foot) around center

of outer tube ; turns spaced Yz" apart. Sec-

ondary leads, of magneto cable, should be
connected to the outer posts of the writer's

"triple terminals." One arrangement of the

complete apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. The
triple terminals greatly facilitate the thera-

peutic use of the Tesla Currents, and also

afford an opportunity for studying differ-

ent forms of the high-frequency discharge.

The actual terminals, A and C, are formed
of two moulded high-tension insulators,

surmounted by 2" brass bed balls, (known
to the furniture trade as "brass vases") ;

thru terminal A slides a brass rod having
a rubber or hard-wood handle on the outer
end, and a 3" flat brass disc on the inner
end. Terminal C is similar but has a small
brass ball on the inner end of the sliding

rod. A "Dummy'' terminal, B, is mounted
as shown, midway between the actual ter-

minals. By closing the gap between the
brass discs and opening that between the
balls B and C, an arc discharge is obtained,
while by closing gap B C, and separating
the disc electrodes, the discharge forms a

beautiful purple brush or "effiuve."

In giving treatments the patient is seated
on a folding co>uienser pad of thin fibre

of Bakelite, Fig. 4, backed with copper or
tin foil to which is attached an insulated
cord connected with terminal C. The
operator will require a set of vacuum elec-
trodes. Fig. S, a metal hand electrode
formed of an eight-inch length of 1^"
nickeled brass pipe, "eflluve" electrode made
from the gong of an old electric bell

screwed on the end of a hard-wood handle,
and two pieces of sheet block tin 3" x 3" x
1/32" with insulated conducting cords
soldered to their corners, Fig. 6. The con-
denser-pad can be obtained from any elec-
tro-therapeutical supply house, as also the
vacuum electrodes and other materials.
For ordinary general treatment to pro-

mote nutrition, increase circulation and
elimination--a treatment of value in almost
any condition of impaired health—the
balls and discs are widely separated and

T"^^Xj"^^""""''^ """'^^°^^'"^v-» '

ii

CS^
Ayi- ©

Fig. 2. Assembly of Apparatus In the Au-
thor's High Frequency Therapeutic Outfit.
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the patient is seated on tlie condenser pad
connected to the terminal C. Open the

spark gap until a vacuum electrode lights

up when held about a foot from the pa-

tient : this shows that the body is being

charged inductively to a high potential, the

charges alternating some 1,500,000 times per

second. The patient feels nothing and is

absolutely insulated from all electrical con-

nection with the apparatus, yet hot sparks

can be drawn from any part of the body
showing that the whole organism is being

subjected to a rapidly alternating molecular

massage, which has the effect of increasing

all the vital functions without acting as a
stimulant. In other words the treatment
tends to bring the patient into a normal
condition, but it has no more effect upon a
perfectly healthy person than pouring
water into a pail already full. This is the

reason why high frequency treatments may
be safely given by those who are not phys-
icians, whereas all other forms of thera-

peutic currents act as stimulants or counter-
irritants and must be employed with pre-

cise knowledge and discrimination.

The condenser treatment as described
above, is usually given for about fifteen

minutes after which the bulb-shaped vacuum
electrode is applied for a few minutes over
the spine and solar-plexus. It is applied

either directly to the surface of the body
or thru one thickness of clothing. The in-

sulating handle of the vacuum electrode is

connected to the middle post B, in Fig. 2,

and after turning on the current and plac-

ing the electrode on the patient, the discs

A and B, are closed, being opened again
before lifting the electrode from the sur-

face of the body : if this is not done painful
sparks will pass from the glass electrode

to the patient. In treating obstinate cases
of recurrent neuralgia, chronic rheumatism
and partial paralysis, this vacuum sparking
treatment is often beneficial, but it is rather
unpleasant for most cases. A milder form
of this counter-irritant effect is obtained by
using the vacuum electrode over two or
three thicknesses of clothing; it must be
moved rapidly from place to place, other-
wise the skin might be blistered.

For sedative effects and to reduce local
inflammation and congestion, the vacuum
electrode should always be applied directly

:>

-—-^,

If

to the skin or mucous membrane ; this ap- around the metal "pipe" electrode connected
plies to such conditions as acute rheuma- to the upper turn of the coil, the current
tism, neuritis, tonsilitis, etc., an acute "cold is turned on and the spark-gap opened until
m the head" ("cnryza) can often be aborted a pleasing sensation of warmth is felt flciw-

'l\!U

DENS/IT/OA'
P/fD

Fig. 3. Showing How a Patient Is Given the High Frequency "Effluve" or Spray Treatment.
The Patient Sits on a Folding Condenser Pad Placed In the Chair.

in one treatment by the above technique,
using the vacuum electrode over the nose

Fig. 5. Various Forms of High Frequency
Treatment Electrodes. They Are Made of

Glass.

Figs. 4 and 6. Condenser Pad Used for Giv-
ing Auto-Condensatlon Treatment and

Auxiliary Tin Electrode.

and the thin slender vacuum electrode in

the nasal cavity.

In treating skin diseases, such as eczema
and acne, where we wish to avail ourselves

of the antiseptic and tonic effects of the

"effluve," we connect the effluve electrode in

place of the vacuum electrode, close the

discs and gradually approach the bell of the

electrode to the patient until a full, blue

violet effluve plays upon the surface to be

treated (see Fig. 3). To obtain the best

eflluve effects several turns of the tuning
coil should be used in series with the Tesla
primary (see article in May issue). The
eflluve is also valuable as a general tonic in

sluggish conditions of the digestive system,

also in nervous depression and functional

nervous diseases.

For the relief of abnormal arterial ten-

sion— ("high blood-pressure"), and in the

treatment of arteriosclerosis, as well as in

conditions involving excess of uric acid, we
employ "D'Arsonval autocondensalion." To
obtain this current we short-circuit the
Tesla primary by means of the single-

throw switch, and attach the condenser pad
to the lowest turn of the "Solenoid" or
timing coil. The patient clasps both hands

ing up the patient's arms. In all regular
therapeutic high-fretpiency outfits, a hot-
wire milliampercmeter is placed between the
patient and the machine. This is not neces-
sary in connection with the above descrilK"d
apparatus, as it only delivers a maximum
of 800 milli-amperes to the patient—an
amount well within the limits of safety.
In chronic cases autocondensalion should be
given daily in twenty-minute treatments.
This treatment should never be given imme-
diately after eating, or in cases of '"Bright's
Disease," or in organic heart trouble. High
frequency treatments are of great value
even in these conditions, but they should
he aiiplied only by a skilled specialist.

In inllammation following acute infec-
liun, as in acute bronchitis, incipient pneu-
monia, etc., we employ "local autocondensa-
tion" or "indirect Diathermy." In this
method the patient sits upon the pad as for
autocondensalion, but instead of the metal
handle \ve employ one of the plates of
block tin; this is applied in close contact
with the skin over the affected area, cov-
end with a folded towel and held in placi
by the patient; a sensation of deep penetrat-
ing heat is felt, and relief from the pain
and congestion follows. This is one of tiie

most valuable methods in electrotherapeu-
tics ; were it available for the general prac-
titioner, or Ijettcr still, in the patient's home,
there is no doubt hut tliat nine-tenths of
the cases of acute local infectious disease
could be aborted. This is also of great
\alue in the treatment of asthma.

Statistics show that one-seventh of all
recorded deaths are due to Pulmonary
luberculosis ("Consumption,") : proper
treatment in the home by high frequency
currents would greatly increase the per-
centage of recoveries from this dread dis-
ease. Dr. Howard \'nn Renssellaer of the
.Albany Tuberculosis Hospital has reported
S07r of cures by high frequcncv treatment,
and an even higher percentage is reported
by Dr. Alfred (ieyser of New York. The
writer feels that this subject is of sullicient
importance to be treated in a separate ar-
ticle, which will appear in next month's
KLKt^rKic.\L Kxi'ERi.MKMKR mider the title
"The Home Treatment of Tidierciilosis
with High-frequency Currents."
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^^RADIO LEAGUE
s^AMERICA
H. Gern shock. Manager

HONORARTT MEMBERS
CAPT. WHG BUILARD. U SJ^ NIKOLA TESLA
PROF REGINAU) FESSENDEN. DR.LEE DE FOREST.

W. H. Kinvan, Master of Radio Relays

The Radio League of America.

233 Fulton St.

New York City.

Gentlemen :-

But if need be

A MATEURS of America ! Read the

/\ accompanying letter, and after j-ou

/~\ have read it, read it again. If you
X -^ are a red-blooded American Radio

Amateur, to whom the honor of

his country means anything at all, you

cannot fail to see the moral contamed in

Mr. Leland Allen's let-

ter.

Here is a young man
with wife and children

dependent upon him, and

who as a rule would be

readily excused from
serving with the colors.

But no ! HE realizes for

what ideals this country-

is fighting. He is will-

ing to do his share,

nay, lay down his very-

life if need be to make
this world free for de-

mocracy. He knows that

this is not just an ordi-

nan,- small war. He don't

think about letting the

other fellow do the

work. Far from it. He
does know that if we
don't fight the enemy
"over there," we surely

will fight him over here,

just as sure as the sun

will rise tomorrow.
Now- fellow amateurs

what are YOU doing

about it? Does it not

make you blush when
you read Mr. Allen's

letter, while you sit se-

curely in your home, fooling away your

time? Where is your far-farned and oft

boasted American' fighting spirit? Don't

you single fellows with no real ties to keep

you home, feel small and ashamed of your-

selves, when the married men come for-

ward, while you do nothing? Red-blooded

Americans! Yes, where are they? Hidmg
in the security- of their homes. And you

pride vourselves as being the descendants

of Washington and Lincoln! Both would

blush with shame were they to return today

to witness the spectacle of seeing only 1,000

Amateurs out of a possible 300,000 step for-

ward to do their share for their glorious

country. For up to this writing only about

one thousand amateurs have shown their

willingness to help their Government by
becoming operators in either the Army or

the Navy. Just think ! 1,000 out of 300.000

!

What a disgrace to the Radio Fraternity!

Could you blame the officials in Washing-
ton after the conclusion of the war if they

said:

"We have before us the question of re-

opening the Radio-amateur stations. The
American amateurs demand of their Gov-

ernment the free use of the ether. The#

had it before the war. Of all countries

in the v»orld, the American amateurs had

The Spirit of 1917
the greatest liberties. These liberties

were given them so that in case of war

the Government would be assured of ob-

taining an unlimited number of operators.

Now let's see what happened. The war

came and the Government wanted opera-

L

SuDllbinr Eight aitii Scaling (Enmpang
LEL-A.ND ALLEN. I

WOOOaiNE.

October 4th 1917.

filled and signed.You will please find enclosed the membership blank

I have a faiaily to support but I 'will start the ball rolling and send in my

membership card. If dear old Uncle Sam wants me 1*11 be there.

Of all the single fellows that had wireless sets , and to have hung off this

long when the chance of thier life-time is now calling then.

The government ought to have been over-run with applications.

I will step forward , leaving behind a wife and two babies.

Yours for Radio,

^c^^C/M--^

tors. It needed some 25,000 of them.

Rather a small percentage out of a pos-

sible 300,000. Did the Government get

these operators after sending out distress

calls thru the daily press and thru the

technical publications? Not much. Either

there are no Radio amateurs in the

United States or their Americanism has

gone bankrupt. In either case let's wash

our hands of the matter. If the amateurs

don't need their Government, the Gov-

ernment does not need the amateurs, who
at best are a nuisance anyway. Seems

to us that these fellows don't believe in

the doctrine of 50-50. Their religion is

90-10—ninety for themselves and a bad

ten for their Government! Move that we
"can" the whole tribe! The Amateur

Radio Stations STAY CLOSED. Finis!"

Now Amateurs this is e.^actly what will

happen if the situation does not improve,

soon. No, we are not as a rule calarnity howl-

ers, but we can see ahead of the times, and
frequently we have our ears to the ground.

We know what's coming, but you appa-

rently do not. If you did, you would come

forward and sign your application blank.

Now before you close this magazine, go
into your den where no one watches you
and have speech with yourself. Just say:

"What on earth is wrong with me any-

way? Why am I such a confounded, slow-

moving, unappreciative, unimaginative,
good-for-nothing radio-

slacker? Yes why? I

am a husky brute,

know all about Radio
that's worth knowing,
(and then some), eat

three square meals a day,

loaf a good deal, act the
great knows-it-all when
the girls are around, but
my patriotism has gone
bluey. Of course no-
body suspects this
but myself. When I am
with the gang I can wave
the Stars and Stripes and
shout "Amerika iiber

Alles" as well as the best

of them ! To be sure I

mean to sign that old
"Radio Honor List"

blank sometime. But why
hurry? Let's first see
how many others sign it.

Then sometime I'll sign
it too.

"Yes, let the other fel-

low be the patriot first

"But why do I always
put things off till tomor-

J row ? Why ? I r e a 1 1 y^^^^^^^^"^ ought to know better.

This procrastination of
mine has given me nothing but trouble all

my life. It has been my greatest single
liability—my great handicap. Some day it

will cost me my neck .... Damn some
dav .... damn tomorrow .... I'll sign
that blank NOW!"

P. S. And be sure to mail it tonight !

!

g RADIO WRITERS — ATTENTION ! ! ! S
^ Can you write radio articles dealing ^= with the practical problems of wireless ^= operating? We can use some good ^
^ papers on such subjects as "the tuning ^= of radio transmitters"; "the use of the ^= wave meter, including its application ^= to measuring the frequency, wave =
= length and decrement"; "operation of =
= commercial transmitting and receiving =
= sets*': "the operation of army trunk =
= sets"; "improved ways of receiving ^= undamped wave signals," also new ^= ideas and short-cuts for learning the ^= codes. We pay well for all articles ^= accepted. Help yourself, your maga- =
^ zine and your country. ^
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^atio ^oU of llonor

Editor's Note. For obvious
reasons, the city addresses
of the applicants listed be-
low have been left out. Only
the name of the Radio
Amateur as well as the
State in which he resides
have been publish t. Every
applicant listed in these col-
umns has pledged his ser-
vices to his country as a
radio operator.

All honor, and our sin-
cere congratulations to
flvery young man whose
name appears here.

Alabama

Harold L. Mitchell
Paul Draper

Arkansas

Miles Sharp
J. Walter Moore

Arizona

W. N. McKnight
W. H. Buntin

California

Hugo Pearson
H. J. Schnarr
James Glenn
Floyd HoUister
E. E. Twombly
Arthur Munzig
John Stevens
Wm. G. Harris
William Siegcl
Joseph A. Axen, Jr.
Howard R. Lee
Jack Rosenberg
Geo. Shong
David Spowart
Roy A. Wilkins
Gilbert A. Trosper
G. A. Trosper
A. W. Martin, Jr.
Chas. F. Filstead

Colorado

Elliott Buchanan
Ed. B. Landon
D. P. Deich

Connecticut

Leslie A. Didsbury
Bud Hartman
Howard Simons
C. S. Keatinge
Walter Payne
Arthur Barney
Ed. J. Heffernan
Suno Larsnn
F. A. Mulvihill
Wm. F. Murray
William H. Mansfield. Jr.
Adelmer R. Bryon
E. Gaynor Brennan

Delaware

R. A. Gentman

District of Columbia

Edwin A. Emerson
Barton White

Florida

R. C. Holtzclaw

Georgia

Edward Merritt
C. D. Short
Geo. Hamilton

Idaho

Floyd Taylor
Ley Hagerman
Robert Eldridge

Illinois

Fulkc Martin
Wm. Schrand
H. N. Johnson
Otto Meyer
H. E. Rcrgae
E. A. Blum
O. L. Keller
C. N. Larson
Richard Rca
Karl Pratt
B. F. Chiles
[os. H. Chajjman
kowell Herrick
Wm. J. Langan, Jr.

Marvin Messing
Leo. L. Hamilton
Marcus Potter, Jr.

Stanley G. Jones
Ira F. Coon
Lawrence Armantrout
P. J. McGee
R'. J. Iversen
Verner Hicks
T. S. Lively
Chas. Bare
Kenneth Baldwin
Chas. D. Thomas, Jr.

Jesse D. Weast
R. C. Kingsley
H. O. Reitsch
Chas. Coe
Harold Sever
Carmi Edward Miller, Jr.

E. Jerome Wolff
Walter S. Franseen

Iowa

Odell Smith
Leroy F. Bremmer
Paul D. Anderson
G. Windenburgh
F. Starzl
Homer D. White
P. A. Stover
Ray Farmer
John B. Martin
Carl A. Mathiasen
Glenn F. Dunfee
B. Harold Miller
Leland Allen
R. H. Smyth

Indiana

Robt. H. Douglass
Richard Boharavoz
W. H. Keller
Clarence F. Kramer
H. A. Mcllvaine
C. A. Powers
Leland Miller
G. Bloom
H. Schlemmer
Tom Frazer

Kfuisas .

Carl Paulsen
D. I. Shepherd
T. L. Smith
W. T. Wilshusen

Kentucky

Elby Becker
Lawrence O. Davis
E. A. Hahn
Oscar Ward

Maine

Elwell C. Dyer
Walter Marr
Walter G. Stone
C A. Rounds
Emery D. Austin
Harold Wilson
Reginald J. Curtis

Maryland

Wm. Beriihard
Wm. A. Needs
Allan C. Poore
Paul A. Burrier

Massachusetts

Thos. G. Waldie
Wm. Lewis
G. A. Werner
John Fouhy
M. Stearns
Arthur Bremilst
Frank De Visschcr

Hollis L. Gray
H. W Troop
Johi. B. Paine, Jr.
Wm. HartwcU
Manuel Casta, Jr.
H. W. Jonnson
F. D. Sharpe
Walter J. Morse
Ed. F. McMahon
Harold Smelt zer
D. Meirowitz
E. IL Raymond
Edward Dwycr
Hugh M. Henry
Fred Sncll
David H. McDonald
A. J. Smith
A. Chester Clifford
Willard Staten
Geo. W. Pettengill, Jr.
F. J. Lindsay
Fred. W. Bowman
O. F. Davis
Loi:is A. Jaques
F. R'. Pray
Howard Bauman
Emery A. Millettc

Cecil Randall
Louis A. Frost

Minnesota

Chester Krait
Nathan Thon
Alvin R. Mattson
Theodore H. Lutes
Robt. J. Engler
M. Swanson, Jr.

Robt. Hall
M. Bergstrom
Sam Wilkeson

Missouri

R. L. Coc
E. S. Bodine
Hall Anderson
Arthur S. Hughes
Chas. Albert Pfisteres

Irwin Umbright
Lawrence Wilhelm
A. L. Fluesmeier
Lawlon Andrews
loc P. Rynearson

RADIO AMATEURS! IS YOUR
NAME HERE?

The Editor of The Electrical

Experimenter has patriotically pro-

posed the "Radio Roll of Honor," the

first signatures having been publisht

in the November issue. Let every

Radio Amateur and Expert not at

present engaged on work for the

government or in the government

service sign the blank on page 571.

Red-blooded Americans, it is the

least you can do. Uncle Sam needs

your services NOW ! not next year

or the year after that. He is calling

for tens' of thousands of RADIO
OPERATORS—not thousands. No
other country in the world treats its

fighting men better than the United

States. The food, clothes, and pay

are right. Advancement is rapid and

sure. H you are ready to help your

country sit right down, sign the ap-

pended blank, and mail it to us. We
will record your name for next

month's "Radio Roll of Honor" and
forward the blank to Washington.
Come on

—"Buck Up" as Tommy
Atkins says, and sign up. We have

got to have thousands of names.

The Editors.

H. R. Gurney
Walton Stockwell
Francis T. Connelly
Raymond Gough
Harry Seifert
Harold Hatch
Chas. Robert Calef
Wm. P. Aldrick
.\bel L. Jewett
K. Hayden
Howard Allen
Robt. C. Kingsley
Wm. (j. Mackay

Michigan

Howard Peacock
Samuel Bortz, Jr.
Sam'l R. Colburn
G. E. Flower
Edw. G. Koch
Geo. L. Whiting
Carroll S. Miller
T. S. Brown
Leonard E. Paige
Goodwin Crinbie
Harold Hcndel
Thos. H. Boardman

Montana

Albert Menke
Jack Richards

Nebraska

Chauncey C. Potter
Everett Wash
Wilbur Cramer
Harley Davis
G. A. Gamble
Richard Jesse
Lee Nelson
Harvey Neuguist

New Jersey

lohn Arsics
Lester I. Wiltse
Henry Brechle
C. M. Blackford 3d
Milton Dreyfus
Wm. Gartner
Halscy W. Kline.
Leo Kraemer
C. M. Lindhcimer
Harold Toland

Lester D. Brierley
.\rthur R. Aldous
Dave Borduin
W. Arthur Colledge
.\rthur Kennedy
Harold Thompson
John Van Orden
E. W. Hunt
Wm. H. Brunt
L. H. Brandt
Otto A. Unger
F.dward T. Warner
Harry Curtin
Chester R Gernert
Oscar A. Dohn, Jr.

Wm. Goldstein
M. K. Pillsbury
Ed. G. Raser
J. L. Scherer
Robert A. Worley
H. C. Fischer
Fred F. Fuhrman, Jr.

Howard Smythe
Chas. G. Fritz
R. D. Valentine

New Mexico

I barley Herman

New York

.Sydney Maunder
Herbert Re.\ford

H. G. Mulligan
Geo. Stephani
Paul Chambers
Roland H. Conklin
Edward J. Halch
F. J. Rcilly, Jr.

T. £. Merrihew, Jr
R. T. Searing
H. L. Phillips
Herman Ziegler
E. C. Wiendleck
Albert Bachelet
Roderick Flandeau
Ed. W. Haag, Jr.

Geo. S. Brush, Jr.

Wesley Seitz
D. S. Catchim
James Beales, Jr.

P. J. Welcome
Livingston Welch
Harold Bradish
Donald Le Fevre
Wm. E. Schaler
Wm. Ehret
Morris J. Almstead
H. S. Barnes
Abe Frankel
C. W. Gibbs, Jr.

Ira Goldman
A. M. Lindsay
A. G. Loebs
James L. Newbolt
Leo Charles Essig
Jack S. Morris
H. D. Oakley
Ed. D. Fitzpatrick
Chas. Nason
Richard Oram
Stanley L. Cox
Wilbur P. Wellington
Clarence Kerr
Rtoland F. Rebyea
Morgan Thompson
W. E. Gillette
H. G. Hill
H. J. Frahm
C. W. Newman, Jr.

r. R. Richardson
U. T. Kinsley
A. T. Krynski
G. Ladermann
A. H. Lang
Howell W. Sliller

Walter L. Miller
Harry C. Mills
chas. Minter
C. A. Muller
A. E. O'Brien, Jr.
Chas. Pierti
Irving Regan
Herold S. Vincent
Robinson, Jr.

Sam'l Ruben
Geo. Schadt
Max Schaefer
A. Silverstein
R. J. Smith
T. S. Steinigcr
A. Taylor
Leonard B. Victor
Carl W. Vollmer
Wm. Warren
Chas. R. Weir
Walter Wiese
B. Wertheimer

North Carolina

Jesse W. Hodges
Wm. A. Campbell
Lcssesne R. Allison
Chas. W. Clodfelter

North DiJcota

William Warren
Harold W. Ka Dell
Dean Cottam
Claude B. Phillips
Herbert T. Hintgen

Ohio

John Disser
Geo. R. Wolfgang
Fred. Briggs
Cyril Harvey
Howard G. Huddle
Allen Rose
Leonard S. McMillen
Orlin Hibbett
John Washburn
Harry B. Ogle
R. V. Weimer
Glenn W. Curtiss
.Starling Vinger
J. M. Westcott
L. E. Russell, Jr.
E. G. Whitney
Emil Ostertag
Kenneth Gumm
Lloyd B. Phillips
R. Smith
Hillis Bcrkey
Perry Weiser
R. C. Husselman
Fred Schwartz

Oklahoma

Clarence Selby
Charles Parkinson

Oregon

Graham Henson
O. J. Straney
N. J. Van Arnam
Chester B. Beamer
Clinton Miller
Robert Lee Stephen

Pennsylvania

Robert Wolf
Merle Wetzel
Ed. Eisele^ Jr.

John T. Gillen
Floyd T. Gibson
Carl T. Graner
Robt. Gonnelli
Stanley Gustof
Howard M. Hill

W. H. McCarter
Eugene McGowan
T. Wilson Gray
David Schatz
F. Talone
Alois Ullmann, Jr.
Harold K. Wilsey
Earle E. Baer
Geo. C. Calvert
A. H. Campbell
Wm. B. Hanlon
Ed. G. Hlawaiti
H. H. Beatty
Benton A. Weil
Eugene Cawlcy
Ward Stincman
C. E. Knott
E. R. Carlson
E. N. Phillips
C. S. Morgan
Robt. Shoop
Geo. D. Pardee
W. S. Shaler
S. W. Huff
Wm. H. Wagner

Rhode Island

T. W. Whitmore
H. S. Gates
Adolph H. .Mitchell

John Anderson, Jr.
Thomas Saunders
A. H. Mitchell

South Dakota

Esli H. Daniels
John A. Miller
Alfred Shaw

(Continued on page S71)
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Notice to All Radio Readers
As most of our radio readers are undoubtedly aware, the U. S. Government has decided that all Amateur Wireless Sta-

tions, whether licensed or unlicensed, or equipt for receiving or transmitting, shall be closed.

This is a very important consideration, especially to those who are readers of THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER,
for the reason that we desire to continue to publish valuable articles on the wireless art from time to time, and which may treat

on both transmitting and receiving apparatus. In the first place, there are a great many students among our readers who will

demand and expect a continuation of the usual class of Radio subjects, which we have publisht in the past four years, and
secondly, there will be hundreds and even thousands of new radio pupils in the various naval and ciinlian schools thruout
the country, zvho will be benefited by up-to-date wireless articles treating on both the transmitting as well as receiving equip-
ment. Remember that you must not connect up radio apparatus to any form of antenna.—The Editors.

Some Interesting New Radio Apparatus

THE interesting new radio apparatus
shown herewith has been recently
developed by Mr. Melville Eastham,
the well-known radio engineer, and
much of it has been recently em-

jioyed for use on Government radio equip-
ment The apparatus is of particular in-

erest to radio experimenters, as while it

meter. When we achieve accuracy, essen-

tial in any wave meter, and extreme com-
pactness. and portability, we have an in-

strument peculiarly adapted to some uses,

—

such as tuning up transmitters on subma-
rine-chasers, etc. Within the wave lengths

adapted to it the wave meter shown in

Fig. 1 is unapproached in convenience.

a circular window with cross-hair. The
inductance is mounted beneath the panel,

out of sight, together with the variaUe air

condenser and the body of the hot wire
meter. The entire instrument is mounted
in a strong oak box which measures 854
by 5p2 by 5!^ inches, with a handle for

carrying; the total weight is 454 pounds.

Fig. 1. New 300 to 1,000 Meter Range Direct- Reading Wave Meter.
A Hot Wire Meter Indicates Resonance.

Fig. 2. Laboratory Style of Wave Meter Which Is Fitted With Thermo-
couple and Gaivanometer, as well as Phones, Detector, Buzzer, etc.

Fig. 3. Radio Relay Key Good for 5 K. W. Equipt with Emergency Lever.

Fig. 4. Flame-Proof Key for Use on Baiioons and Aeroplane.

Fig. 5. Wave Meter of Similar Pattern to
That in Fig. 1. but Uses 'Phone and Detector
to Determine Resonance Point. Normal

r?anoe 200 to 2.600 Meters.

Fig. 5. A Variable Step Inductor for
Use in Audion Regenerative Circuits.
Coupling Is Possible by Placing One
Coil Box On Another. Has No-End-

loss Switch.

Fig. 7. Improved Receivmg Variometer Hav-
ing Three Windings, Connected to a Special
Switch Permitting of Series and Parallel
Combinations of the Coils. Coils Are Wound

Self-Supporting.

is of first class design and workmanship,
the cost of the instruments is very nomi-
nal.

A correctly designed direct-reading wave
meter is unequaled in many points, conven-
ience and ease, and speed of readings be-

ing important features to consider in all

ordinary classes of work with a wave

This wave meter is constructed to read
from 300 to 1000 meters, resonance for

transmitted signals being indicated by a

sensitive hot wire meter. For use with
required signals a simple crystal detector is

mounted on the panel, with binding posts

for 'phones. The wave lengths are read
directly from a scale which passes beneath

There are no adjustments to be made at

any time—simply hold the meter a few feet

from the helLx, and on the maximum de-

flection of the hot wire meter, read the

wave length directly from the circular win-

dow.
The laboratory tj-pe wave meter shown

(Continued on page 577)
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BLIND OPERATORS IN THE GER-
MAN ELECTRICAL WORKS.

The authorities in Brandenburg, Ger-
many, have been endeavoring to find oc-
cupation for men who have lost their eye-
sight, and a number are now being em-
ployed in the Siemens-Schuckert Electrical

Works. They are found quite serviceable
for such work as gaging small parts, stamp-
ing numbers, packing small articles and
testing fuse plugs acoustically. A room is

given up to their working, and special pre-
cautions are taken in the location and fenc-

ing of machines and the elimination of
sharp projections that might cause injury.

The workers are paid a minimum wage of
28 .pf. (about 7 cents) per hour, but some
earn as much as 55 pf.. (about 14 cents).

It is stated that they prefer machine work
to hand work, the noise of the machines
being apparently a useful guide to the prog-
ress of each operation.

PHONOGRAPH TEACHES WIRE-
LESS CODE QUICKLY.

Perhaps the most useful application of

the phonograph to the radio art at present

is its adaption to the teaching of the Wire-
less Code. By the aid of new records in-

vented by Mr. Walter P. Phillips, author
of the Phillips code, it is possible to use
them on the regular home talking machine,
and learn the code without any expensive
apparatus.
There are two ways of learning to read

by sound. The old way was to have the letters

very slowly made with dots and dashes at

long intervals apart, and painfully guest
out by a combined effort of the intellect

and imagination. But the letters made in

this manner do not sound as they do when
the dots and dashes are placed in close

connection, as the pupil must eventually
learn to read them.- The true way to learn

to read by sound is to follow regular and
moderate sending from a written or printed
slip. In this way the letters reach the ear
as they will always sound, and it is not
difficult with a copy of the message being
ticked out before one to follow it.

The phonograph is an ideal and perfectly
adapted machine for this purpose, and it

hardly can be realized that it was not in-

vented for this particular purpose. The
code records come in a set of eight 10-inch

discs—one lesson on each side, making 16
lessons in all. after which time it is possible

for the student to advance rapidly.

It is well known that students invariably

copy the style of their tutors. Realizing
this, only the best of professional men have
been chosen to make these records, and the

DR. L. W. AUSTIN ON THE
AUDION.

Results of observations made on the de
Forest-Hudson filament Audion at the
United States naval radiotelegraphic labor-
atory are cited by Dr. L. W. Austin, in the
Journat of the Washington Academy of

Island, San Diego, Cal., weighs about
45 pounds, and it has covered a distance of

more than 150 miles, while flying at an ele-

vation of 700 feet.

Some of these light weight aeroplane
radio transmitting sets utilize a buzzer and
"kick" coil, such as featured by Dubelier

The Wireless Class Maintained by the South Jersey Radio Association at the High School
In Collingswood, N. J. This Is What Every Radio Ciub and Association Should Do to

Help Their Country.

The Phonograph Has Proven Extremely Valuable in Teaching the
Radio Code.

operator chosen for this task holds the

Diamond Medal for proficiency in the art.

These records are the best means of

securing practise in Radio codes at a very

small outlay, and I earnestly recommend
every student to investigate the merits of

these records.

—

George Holmes.

Sciences. The gas pressure used in Audion
detectors is generally below 0.001 mm. of

mercury. By substituting nitrogen for air,

to prevent the burning out of the filament,

it has been found possible to construct de-

tectors at all pressures up to that of the

atmosphere. The action at 3 mm. is en-

tirely normal. Local oscillations are easily

produced, and the sensitiveness is fully as

great, both for continuous and damped sig-

nals, as at the usual pressure. At 10 mm.
the sensitiveness is about normal, but local

oscillations are more difficult to produce.

In the neighborhood of atmospheric pres-

sure no local oscillations have been observed

and the sensitiveness to spark signals is

much less than at the low pressures. The
conditions in this case

would undoubtedly be
much improved by
bringing the elec-

trodes closer together.

Even with the ordi-

iiarv arrangement of
electrode?, the changes
in the grid and plate

currents due to the

incoming waves are

similar to those ob-
served in the usual
vacuum. With 200
volts, the plate cur-
rent amounts to 20
or 30 micro-amperes.
Data are also given
on the effect of the

D. C. voltage between
grid and filament on
grid and plate signals.

NEW JERSEY RADIO ASSOCIA-
TION TO TEACH WIRELESS

CLASS.

The South Jersey Association Radio
Class opened in the High School at Col-

lingswood. N. J., recently with a large

number joining the wireless telegraphy
class, including seventeen persons who
were not members of the association.

Harry W. Densham, secretary of the asso-

ciation, is the permanent instructor and
gave the first lesson in radio experiments
and wireless telegraphy at this meeting.

Several women joined the class and it is ex-

pected that nearly one hundred will be-

come members. Those who desire to reg-

ister and for information 'phone or write

H. W. Densham, 410 Woodlawn avenue,

and C. Waldo Batchelor, president, 207

Woodlawn terrace. Mr. Densham gives

his services and instruction free as "his

bit" for Uncle Sam.

WIRELESS SETS ARE LIGHT.
One of the wireless sets, employed by

the United States Signal Corps, succeeded
in communicating over a distance of 119
miles, from an aeroplane, weighs only 60
pounds. Another set, developed at Nortli

BIG RADIO PLANT PUT UP AT
CAMP DEVENS.

A portable wireless station, said to be the

most powerful in the countrj-, is being set

up at Camp Devens, Ayer, Mass., and
completed, as a monument to the zeal and
patriotism of a grroup of college men,
scions of wealthy families.

Capt. J. J. Fanning is the skipper of this

crew of signal corps experts, crack radio
and telegraph operators, mechanics and
electricians, who bear the label of 301st
Field Signal Battalion, Reserve Corps.
Departmental red tape having interfered

with the furnishing of their equipment, they
bought their own, and have erected a pole
70 feet high on which the antenna will be
spread to intercept messages from Panama,
London and other places, and also Ger-
man messages.
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The Audion and The "Edison Effect
By GEORGE HOLMES

>>

MUCH has been said both pro and
con on the Audion of late and con-
siderable litigation has taken place

betiveen various claimants for the discovery
of same. This naturally has set our vast
numbers of amateur and professional

The Simplest Form of "Edison Valve," Hav-
ing a Platinum Eiectrode IVlounted Between
the Legs of the Filament. When the C. P.
Was Raised a Current Was Found to Flow

Thru the Galvanometer.

radio men wondering where to secure their

Audion apparatus and as to what will de-
velop that will place this instrument on the
market again or some substitute equally
as efficient.

De Forest and Fleming both have certain
claims, it is true, altho it has been shown
that both their types of bulbs are used
differently and achieve excellent results

;

especially is this true of the Audion.
At a recent meeting of the Institute of

Radio Engineers at New York, the why
and wherefore of the Audion was thoroly
discust and the fact presented that the
sarae_ could be used as an oscillator and
amplifier, whereas with the Fleming valve,
it was impossible to do this.

Then again there is a call from Mr.
Meadowcroft, Edison's associate, to the
technical press, to the eflfect that Mr.
Edison has first place as the inventor of
the principle from which was derived the
present day valve, Audion and other
hybrid forms of vacuum bulb detectors.
Looking up the history of the subject,

the writer succeeded in locating the fact that
in a paper presented before the first meet-
ing of the Institute of Electrical Engineers,
way back in 1884, there was shown the
principle of the valve as discovered by
Edison, and bulbs containing third members
(electrodes) were displayed.
Due credit must be given to Edison for

his practical improvements of the incandes-
cent lamp and it seems that while ex-
perimenting on this device with various
elements that the following phenomena
were noticed and recorded.

It is not my object or purpose to make
any certain claims, only to give the readers
a light on a very obscure point as to the
first discovery of the principles of the
vacuum valve. Later, with certain im-
provements and different forms of elements

the present day valve was brought out,

but it seems that Mr .Edison should receive
credit for it in some way, altho he prob-
ably had no conception at that time of the
application his principle would be put to.

Referring to Fig. 1, a platinum strip or
plate (P) will be seen supported between
the two branches of the usual looped fila-

ment. The posts P and N are connected
to the ends of the carbon loop, and O to

one end of the platinum plate ; P is the
positive and N the negative terminal of
the electric source. The lamp is placed in

the circuit of an electrical source or battery;
the current will then flow as per arrows.
The galvanometer G, has one of its ter-

minals connected with the positive ter-

minal P and the other with the platinum
plate.

Now, it was proved that if the ordinary
current used in producing incandescence
is passing thru the filament, no unusual ef-
fects were noticed. But if the current is

increased, so that incandescence is raised
above normal, for instance eight candle
power to twenty, thirty, forty, fift>-, or
perhaps one hundred candle power, then
the needle of the galvanometer is violently
deflected by a current passing thru its

coils.

When the connections were reversed,
that is to say the galvanometer terminal

A Similar "Edison Valve" to Fig. 1, Except-
ing That Two Auxiliary Platinum Plates Are
Used. Galvanometer Deflections Were Also

Obtained With This Arrangement.

from P to N terminal as per dotted line,

then a current of negative polarity flowed,

but greatly reduced, or about one fortieth

of the previous flow.

It was thought at the time that a Crookes'
discharge from one of the poles might
produce an electrical bombardment against

the plate, each molecule taking a small

charge that might produce the effect of a
current.

Such being the case, if we conceive a
flow of molecules passing from the platinum
electrode to the heated carbon, then the

phenomenon may readily be explained as

a Crookes' effect, since we can regard a

current flowing in a parallel circuit, from
P to N thru the carbon loop and from P
thru G, O and P to the carbon loop. But
remembering tliat the direction of the cur-

rent is reversed or apparently so, then

when the galvanometer is connected to the

negative terminal N, the difficulty is to

understand how the current there produced
could possibly overcome the current from
the source supplying the lamp. It was also

noticed that the deflection of the galvano-
meter needle was quite feeble when con-

nected to the negative terminal.

In Fig. 2, we have another lamp whose
parts are the same as in Fig. 1 only two
platinum strips, PD, placed parallel to each
other are incorporated. Prof. Edwip J.

Houston at that time said that if a current

is produced when terminals, O, are con-
nected to the galvanometer, then the

phenomena is still more difficult of ex-
planation, but he believed that one pole of
the electrical source or power is always
connected with the galvanometer, the other
being connected with either or both of the
platinum plates ; such being the case the

phenomena would simply be a modifica-
tion of the action in bulb shown in Fig. 1.

He also believed that in some way the
molecular bombardments against the plat-

inum plate produced an electrical current;
such being true, then if terminal N, is con-
nected with the galvanometer, the current
would flow thru the galvanometer in an
opposite direction to the current from the
electrical source, rendering the previous
idea untenable, owing to the fact that the
phenomena could not be described as a
Crookes' effect.

But if we suppose this opposite current
out of the wa\', then it may show the suf-
ficiency of the Crookes' effect as an ex-
planation of the phenomena. This was
illustrated by further experiments per-
formed by Mr. Edison, which threw no
little light on the matter. Referring to
Fig. 3. instead of placing the platinum
pole, P, inside the carbon loop, it was
placed at the end of a long tube T, this

tube forming a part of the lamp chamber.
When connections were made, as shown,
with the platinum plate at P, so as to place
it in line with the carbon, and therefore
expose the filament to the bombardment
of the molecules shot out from the charged
platinum disc, the needle of the galvano-
meter was deflected, even tho the tube T
was surrounded by a freezing mixture.
However, when the platinum plate was
placed at P\ in the branch tube, out of

(Continued on page 578)
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Modified "Valve" Tried by Edison, In Which
the Auxiliary Electrode "P" Was IVlounted
at the End of an Extended Chamber "T."
Distinct Galvanometer Deflections Were

Easily Obtained With This Device.
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The How and Why of Radio Apparatus
No. 5—Radio Transmitting Inductances.
from time to time we will describe one

particular instrument used in either the ra-

dio transmitting or receiving set, explain-

ing just how it works, and why. We have
received so many requests from new read-
ers asking for such explanations, that we
have decided to publish this matter in serial

form. In the course of several issues all

of the principal transmitting and receiving

apparatus will have been covered. The
subject for the second paper is RADIO
TRANSMITTING INDUCTANCES.

RADIO transmitting inductances are

of several types. The principal

characteristic of this particular

piece of apparatus is that it in-

variably has an "air" core, in con-
tradistinction to the ordinary alternating

current inductance, vifhich is most always
provided with a laminated iron core.

The difference between these two forms
of inductance as just described is due to

the fact that the frequency is so high in

radio oscillatory circuits that iron cannot
be efficiently used for several reasons.

There may come a day when we shall have
radio inductances with iron cores, but up
to the present time it has not been found
practicable to provide them, even tho there
is a very large loss due to the electro-

magnetic induction which has to take place
thru air which, as is well-known, is a very
poor conductor of magnetism. Iron at radio
frequencies and in such circuits as these
tends to lag behind the rapidly changing
current, and gives a very low power factor,

besides producing a high loss due to

hysteresis.

We will take up in this paper several

types of tuning inductances used in radio
transmitting circuits, and which have been
adopted in actual practise. Fig. 1 shows
what is known as the "pan-cake" or spiral

inductance. This is a very effective form,
particularly when wound of flat copper rib-

bon. It is sometimes built of heavy round
wire, but the flat ribbon of course gives
the most efficient results. Spring clips are
provided with practically all inductance coils

of these types, so that any part thereof may
be included in the circuits to which they
are connected.
The inductance illustrated in Fig. 2, com-

prises what is known as an auto-trans-
former. In this case a single winding serves
as both primary and secondary. The pri-

mary circuit being connected across at P,

and the secondary circuit connected across
the clips at S or SI, etc. It is possible to

vary the coupling between the primary and
secondary circuits to some extent with such
a transformer, by connecting one of the
circuits to the position SI (i.e., widely
separated), for instance, as related to the

second circuit at P.

The dotted lines running axially in dia-

grams here shown indicate the magnetic
field set up when current passes thru
the coil, and the action of the auto-trans-
lormer becomes evident from Fig. 2, as it

will be seen that all of the turns in the
coil are threaded or cut by magnetic flux

created in it. Thus it is possible to in-

crease the potential of a circuit with a
single winding as .shown. When potentials
are to be increased by auto-transformers,
the ratio between primary and secondary
voltages is usually not greater than 3 to

1 or 8 to 1.

Diagram Fig. 3 shows the simplest form
of loose-coupled oscillation transformer for
transmitting circuits, and which comprises
a helix P, into which a smaller coil S,

or secondary, may slide. The spark gap
circuit is usually connected to the outer coil

or across the clips P, while the aerial and
ground connections are made to the movable
secondary coil S. In any case, the number
of turns, or fraction of a turn, in either
circuit are adjusted, with a hot-wire am-
meter connected in the ground lead, until a
maximum radiation current is obtained. Of
course, the wave length must be checked on
a wave meter, or else computed, but the
wave meter method is always preferable.
The action of this two-coil oscillation tun-
ing transformer is evident from the illus-

tration Fig. 3, where it is seen that the
magnetic flux lines from coil P, cut across
the turns of the secondary coil, even tho the

thus variable and the amount of inductance
in either circuit is adjustable as in other
types of transformers; i.e, by changing the
numbers of active turns in circuit. The
position for maximum coupling with this

oscillation transformer occurs when the sec-
ondary and primary coils are placed in the
same axial relation ; when the secondary coil

is rotated 90 degrees, or in a position at
right angles with respect to the primary
coil, a position of minimum coupling is ob-
tained. The magnetic flux field is shown by
the dotted lines as in the other diagrams.
There is another form of two-coil oscilla-

tion tranformer which has been used quite

Pancahe orSpiralInductance

-1-

Sec
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Sec
Moyable

T\ Mo-transf
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All of the Principal Types of Radio Transmitting Inductances Are Illustrated Above. The
Peculiar Characteristics of Each One Are Explained in the Accompanying Text.

coils are often quite widely separated.
Maximum coupling is obtained when the

secondary coil is all the way within the
primary coil, and vice versa. A unique type
of transmitting inductance having two coils,

one for the secondary and one for the pri-

marj', is shown at Fig. 4.

This type has found much favor in com-
mercial radio circles, and works very effi-

ciently when it is properly related to, and
designed for' use with a certain type and
size transmitting set. The primary coil

which is usually the larger one is shown at

P, while S, or the secondary coil, is rota-
tably mounted in a fixt axial position above
the primary. The degree of coupling is

extensively in commercial radio work as

well as in experimental and amateur sta-

tions, and this is illustrated at Fig. 5.

Here the secondary' as well as the pri-

mary windings are fixt and mounted upon a
stationary frame. Considerable variation in

the coupling can be obtained by causing the
secondary- active turns to be at the upper
end of the fixt secondary winding, while
the active primary turns are caused to be
at the lower end of the fixt primary wind-
ing, and vice versa.

One of the easiest ways of making a two-
coil oscillation transformer is based upon
this principle, and necessitates the cutting

(Continued on page 574)
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Efficient Dry Battery Service for Audions
By RALPH BATCHER

NOTWITHSTANDING the progress

made in storage battery construction

in recent years still the uses for dry

batteries are increasing as never before.
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Fig. 1. Graphic Curve Showing the Energy
That Can Be Obtained From a Dry Cell with
Various Discharge Rates. The iVIaximum
Ampere-Hours Output Was Obtained with a
Load of .35 Ampere, as Will Be Observed.

Since the advent of the "Radio vacation"
all amateurs who are really experimenters
have been planning improvements for their

stations when the day should come when
the "lid" was removed. Those who have
not used an Audion are planning a way to

procure this important piece of apparatus.
But with an Audion a storage battery is

necessarj-, they are told. But since all

amateurs have not access to charging facil-

ities they must use dry batteries.

The question now- remains to find out if

dry batteries can be used with any degree
of efficiency, and if so how they should be
connected.
A tubular Audion bulb has a resistance

[hot] of about 4.25 ohms. This value is

the average of several bulbs burned at about
normal brilliancy. Such a bulb takes from
.9 to 1.1 amperes (generally nearer the

former value). From Ohm's Law (voltage
equals amperes multiplied by ohms resist-

ance) we find that it will take from 4 to 4.S

volts imprest on the filament to furnish
this amount of current. A dry cell gives

1.5 volts so at least three cells in series will

be required. It may be necessary to use
a rheostat with a lower resistance and finer

variations than the one generally used, if

but three cells are used. With this arrange-
ment but verj' little current would be lost

in the rheostat resistance itself.

Referring to Fig. 1 a curve is given show-
ing the energ\- that can be obtained from
a dry cell with various discharge rates. The
curves are plotted from data furnished by
the National Carbon Co., obtained with
ordinary batteries. In the computation of
the life of a cell, the time was taken until

the voltage dropt to .8 volt.

It will be seen that for intermittent use of
1 hour daily, that the greatest number of
ampere-hours are obtained when .35 am-
pere is taken from a cell. Thus three cells

must be used in parallel if 1 ampere is to

be used to give efficient dry cell service.

The battery must contain nine cells con-
nected in series-parallel to give the 4.5

v«lts and 1 ampere. The combination will

give a little over 325 watt-hours of energy.

It will be necessary in time to either add
another cell to each series set, or reconnect
them so that four cells are in series to main-
tain sufficient voltage to operate the bulb.

There is another idea that can be followed
up when it is desired to furnish the great-

est amount of energj' to an external circuit

with the minimum consumption of current,

from the dry cells.

Ohm's Law states

E
1. I =— , where I equals the current in

R
the circuit, E the voltage, and R the total

resistance.

The electrical expression for energy is

P = RP
Therefore, since 1= = E' P = RI' = E'R

R'
~^

R is equal to the total resistance of the
circuit, which in the case of a circuit using
dry batteries, is equal to the sum of the ex-
ternal resistance (load) and the internal

resistance of the cell or cells. (It should
be remembered that the internal resistance

of cells in series adds up, while the resist-

ance of cells in multiple follows the re-

ciprocal law) which we will call R and r

respectively, as in Fig. 2.

E" R
Then P =

(R+r)'
Now what value of R can be found so

that the useful energy in the circuit is at a
maximum with the smallest amount of cur-
rent, this is : RI^ is greatest for the small-

est value of I. This value can be found

Fig. 2. To Obtain the Greatest Value of

Energy In a Circuit the "External Resist-

ance" Must Be Equal to the "Internal Re-
sistance" of the Battery. That Is R = r.

by a simple application of diflterential

calculus.

Differentiating En. 3,

dP _2E2R-|-B' (R-)-r) —2I?R-|-I?R-fE'r

dR (R-l-r)'
E= (r—R)

(R-fr)"

= O

Solving the above equation for the real

roots gives for the maximum value

r— R = or R = r

The same thing can be sho-ivn in a rough

w-ay by substituting values for R and find-

ing the value RI" in each case.

Therefore to obtain the greatest value

of energy in a circuit the "external re-

sistance" must be equal to the "internal

resistance" of the cells.

The simple peasant soldiers, many of

whom come from remote villages where
wireless has never been heard of, are great-

ly fascinated by the station, and like to

stand around when they can get a chance
and watch the flashing of the spark and
listen to its song. "It sounds like butter

in a frying pan," they say. They have
coined a nickname for the men in the wire-
less crew, which, as near as possible in

English, is "sparkers" or "the spark men."

RUSSIAN SOLDIERS AMAZED AT
WIRELESS.

An interesting description is given by a

Russian officer of one of the numerous little

mobile field wireless outfits operating near

the front. The whole wireless station can

be Unloaded from its auto truck, rigged up,

and be ready for work in twent>' minutes.

The seventy-foot masts are hollow and made
in sections, w^hich are screwed together

when taken off the truck.

HOW TO OPERATE AUDION ON
110 VOLTS D. C.

By Norman A. Woodcock.
(De Forest Radio Telephone and Tele-

graph Co.)
In a recent article in the Electrical

Experimenter^ by R. F. Yates, the question
was asked as to why the use of a high
potential battery could not be dispensed
with in the plate circuit of an Audion.
Whilst at the present stage of development,
a high potential is absolutely necessary be-
tween the plate and filament, there is no
longer any reason why batteries should be
used for this purpose.
Thanks to a recent invention due to Dr.

Lee de Forest, a means has been developed
whereby the ordinary 110 volt, D. C. supply
can be utilized instead of the expensive and
cumbersome flashlight batteries generally
employed.

"The circuit shown in the accompanying
diagram is simple, and could readily be
made up by any amateur experimenter pos-
sessing a little ingenuity. To avoid mistakes,
the entire Audion hook-up is shown. This
is standard, with the exception that the high
voltage battery in the plate circuit is re-

placed by the arrangement now to be de-
scribed.

The ordinary 110 volt D. C. mains are
connected thru a pair of choke coils LiLi,

to the terminals of a condenser Ci. These
choke coils may be composed of fine in-

sulated wire wound upon iron cores, whilst
the condenser may be of 1 or 2 m.f.

capacity.

R represents a high resistance potentio-
meter having a sliding contact as indicated.

The resistance should range from about
5000 to 25,000 ohms. A grafite rod will

serve the purpose admirably.
The remaining condenser Cj may be of

1 m.f. capacity, whilst the circuit may be
grounded as shown at E or not, as found
advisable by experiment. Suitable con-
densers may be purchased from any elec-

trical supply house, as they are in common
use in telephone practise. When the circuit

is properly adjusted, there should be prac-
tically no noise heard in the telephones. If

this is not the case at first, a few trial ad-

The Proper Connection of an Audion Detec-
tor to a Direct Current Lighting Circuit, to

Eliminate the "B" Battery. The Latest
Audion Sets Operate In This Way.

justments will usually give the desired re-

sult.
_,^ ^

It should be hardly necessary to add that

the above arrangement will not work on
Alternating Current.
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The Uncrowning of the Gimcrack King

I did.

DID you ever have a large, fat for-

tune come and stare you in the

face, hold out its hand in the most
enticing way, and then suddenly
turn its back on you and beat it ?

It came about thru my advertising

novelty, the "Sailing Boat."
In my early days, the only advertising

novelty was to advertise at all. If you were
going to all the trouble of running a store

to sell thread and buttons and hoop-skirts,

the public surely ought to reciprocate by
giving you their trade. They had to, any-
way, if yours was the only place in town.
You didn't need to tell them where to go

:

and to tease them into buying when they
didn't really need to would have been
wicked.
Advertising was resorted to only as a

simple home remedy for an attack of com-
petition. Suppose some mercantile pirate,

without regard for (jod or man, opened up
a store next door to yours, with a line of
buttons that the women—the crazy things

!

—liked better than the ones the drummer
stung you on three years ago, and com-
menced swiping your trade. Well, when
you'd become sufficiently scared, and your
wife was going strong on how she'd always
told you so but you wouldn't listen to her
and what was going to become of the happy
home now, you sought the village editor and
paid him seventy-five cents for an adver-
tisement in his paper, something like this :

H. GREEN
Dry Goods.

14 Main Street

No pictures of women in the corset-stage
of plumage-—mercy sakes !—or offers to sell

goods for less than they cost you—what
were you in business for, anyway? No, mere-
ly a dignified reminder that the public was

—

no doubt inadvertently—straying from the

only legitimate joint in which to garb itself

in proper garbage. What

Detail of Crepe Paper "Water" and Method
ot Covering Slot So That Post Supporting

Boat Would Not Leave Slot Open.

Seventy-five cents just for that, when you
knew the editor used the same type over
again for something else, so it didn't cost

By THOMAS REED

him anything. However, it had to be done

;

and now you hoped to goodness your

trouble with that competitor was at an end.

Such was advertising before it began to be

he had bestowed u moment. It was in the

window of a restaurant, and consisted of a
miniature of that restaurant itself, just as

inrfect as could be, with a file of lean

Here's the Boss "Gim-crack"— It Almost Coined Money. The Breeze From the Electric Fan
Caused the Sail-boat to Swing Over Realistically As It Rounded the Curves. The Boat

Was Propelled on a Miniature Electric Railway Car.

spelled with a large, bold face capital "A."
I remember well when the capital "A"

first came within my ken. Uncle George
had been to New York, and one evening he
dropt in and told us about it. Things had
got to an awful pass there, he said. Quan-
tities of stores kept the very same articles,

and the only way to get any trade at all,

or even keep what you had. was to adver-
tise. Some people did it every little while.

It was a terrible expense, and ate into your
profits like anything.

Well, he told of the various things they
did to catch people's attention, and I was
dozing oflf because it was kind of warm
in the sitting-room, when I sat up with a
start, for he was talking about certain
motion-novelties, animated "figgers" in the
windows, that folks stopt to look at. Any
silly contraption would draw a crowd, he
said ; tho he couldn't see the use of it, be-
cause most everybody just looked and past
along, and never even went into the store
at all. Personally, he wouldn't waste his

time looking at such "gimcracks."
There was one exception, tho, on which

people going in one door, and a file of fat

ones coming out another door. "As much
as to say they'd eaten a lot inside the place"

—explained I'nclc George for fear we'd

miss the point
—

"see what I mean?"

If this novelty was the only one Uncle
(ieorge had favored with his attention, he
sure made up for it with his neglect of
the others; for he watched its operation so
long that he digested his last meal and got
hungry again ; and this restaurant being so

near him, the impulse struck him to he a

wild-eyed sport and go in there and dine.

The I'umiy thing about it was, he found
the (lituKr first-rate, and cheaper than at

his hotel, so he took all the rest of his meals
there while he stayed in town. He strongly
recommended the place to Father the next
time he should go to New York, and gave
him a card that he'd asked the proprietor
lor on pur])ose, so Father could find it.

"But gosh," said Uncle George, "you'd never
know the place was any good to look at it

—

no pies or cake in the window, nothing at

all but that fool toy—perfectly useless, and
it must have cost a lot, too" According
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to him, those New Yorkers didn't know
any better than to throw their money away.
They say it takes the new generation to

get the fresh viewpoint; and I got it, tho,

y-T^

side View of Sail-boat Mounted on Minia-
ture Electric Railway Car. The Car Motor
Obtains "Juice" from the Two Insulated

Ralls, the Axles Being Insulated Also.

of course, I didn't mention it aloud because
in those days there was no great demand
for younger generations' fresh viewpoints,
or freshness of any kind. In spite of Uncle
George's disdain, it struck me that if a
gimcrack was persuasive enough to wean a
man like him from the table of the trusty
Broadway Central, sell him a long line of
"eats," and send him home a booster, such
contrivances must have the merchandising
world absolutely by the tail.

Instantly a vast prospect opened to me,
of success and wealth in this direction, for
gimcracks were decidedly in my line. The
only trouble with those which I was always
making and imagining was that, tho un-
doubtedly interesting, they were not of the
slightest use. But here was a way to turn
the interest into use ; and I pictured an end-
less series of brilliant mechanical devices
emanating from my brain like the fat people
from Uncle George's restaurant, faring
forth to earn me royalties and make me
famous as the "Gimcrack King." There
was practically nothing to it ; in fact, I

wisht the thing had been a little more diffi-

cult, because some historian in later times,
reading of my meteoric rise, might get wise
to the fact that it had been nothing but play
to me, and so belittle my achievement.
The next day, I was at work on Gim-

crack No. 1. i realized I should have to
begin in rather a small way, strictly on my
private resources. I was averse to bor-
rowing money from Father for the promo-
tion of new enterprises, and he shared my
aversion ; I may even say that since the
clock episode his share was the larger. So,
out of the many ideas already in stock, I

chose the "Sailing Boat," as the least ex-
pensive.

The accompanying illustrations show the
principle. The boat, of the lightest possible
construction, was mounted on a small truck,
rolling on a track, and driven by a toy
electric motor "geared down" to produce
the slow and stately motion of a floating
craft. A slender steel post elevated the
boat itself above a wooden flooring, con-
cealing the tracks and motor-truck, and
covered with blue crepe paper to represent
the sea ; the paper being continued over the
edges of the narrow crack thru which the
post ran, meeting at the middle and parting

and reuniting on the passageof the post, so

that the surface appeared unbroken.
The boat, balanced lengthwise on pivots

and weighted at the bottom, heeled over

with a natural slant to starboard and port

as she "beat to windward" against the

breeze from a concealed electric fan.

Rounding the weather buoy, she would
straighten out and go off "down the wind"
to the other end of the ocean floor, when
she would luff majestically round the lee-

ward buoy and recommence her tacking.

Elaborating the idea, certain sections of

the tracks were insulated and provided with
small resistance-coils, so that the boat
varied in speed, as tho the wind lulled and
freshened. I thought of introducing later

a second boat, which should follow the first,

sometimes appearing almost to overtake it,

but always losing headway at the critical

moment—a bid for the sympathy of the

large "also-ran" element of the populace;
but a single boat was all I was able to

finance at the start.

When this rinktum was in operation, the
family were invited to a private view.
Being obliged to impersonate the electric

fan myself, my lung-power gale produced
an unusually "wild night on the coast," the

good ship Mary Ann careening till she
almost (theoretically) capsized while mak-
ing hardly any progress, then going at a
rapid pace without her sails filling at all.

This inconsistency being duly explained, the

family admired the invention mildly, but
toward its wealth-producing function they
were cool. Hadn't I heard what Uncle

^:::-9

/^!^

Phantom View of Sail-boat Showing Dispo-
sition of Lead Balance Weights Inside Hull.
These Keep the Boat on a Level Keel

Normally.

George said? New Yorkers might waste
their money on such things, tho even they

must learn wisdom pretty soon ; certainly

no New Englander would think of mutilat-

ing his hard-earned profits in that way. I'd

find out, they guest. Thus they put the

gloom on me, as families always do.

An inventor is never a good promoter

;

and I was so far from an exception to the

rule that I amounted to what you might
call a retro-moter, or one whose scheme,
instead of going forward to profit, goes
backward to a point where he's lucky if

he can let go of it before it tows him into

the Bankruptcy Court ; but I didn't know
that then. Regarding the demand for the

boat as a certainty, I gave careful con-
sideration to the amount of royalty. $50.00

a week occurred to me as a convenient
round number. It was worth that, of
course : but it would probably be better

along the first, until the business was es-

tablisht, to charge much less, say $25.00 or
even $10.00 tho it would have to be under-
stood that this was a temporary rate for

introductory purposes only.

From even the introductory $10.00 rate, I

evolved some highly satisfactory figures.

The Sailing Boat had cost me, all told,

$2.03, so that practically five new ones could

be built from each week's profits. At the

end of the second week, therefore, my
income would be $60.00; at the end of the

third week, $360.00; fourth week, $2,220.00;

fifth week, $13,320 00 ; and sixth week, $79,-

920.00. I stopt there because the supper-
bell rang. It seemed like a lot of money.
Perhaps, to be perfectly safe, one had better

call it an even $70,000.00; there might be
setbacks, of course. Anyhow, when the

weekly receipts reached some such figure,

it would be safe to divert part of the profits

from development, and perhaps purchase
one or two articles of luxury.

Now please don't interrupt me while I

tell of the disastrous beginning (which was
also the end) of my campaign to introduce

the Sailing Boat, because I'm much older

now and very, very much wiser, and I

anticipate your suggestion that instead of

tackling the most successful merchant in

town, I should have approached the strug-

gling fellow who felt the need of something
to stimulate trade. Sure, sure ; I know.
But as the amounts of money already in-

volved were so large, I felt that the lessee's

credit was the first consideration ; so, as

intimated, I opened negotiations with
Zebediah Crowell, whose dry-goods and
notion store was the thriftiest thing within

the purlieus—Zebediah, while the tightest

wad in town, being apparently best equipt

to stand the strain of my royalties.

Altho my anticipations of profit were
somewhat too intoxicating for a no-license

town such as mine, I needed them all to

offset the parental scepticism ; for father

said that no money ever got away from
Crowell's grip without suffering internal

injuries in the process. So my state of
mind might be described as firmness, rather
than optimism, as I entered his imposing
store, lugging my large package with diffi-

cultv', blusht when asked what it was I

wisht to purchase, and stammered my desire

for a personal interview with the proprietor.
I had nerved myself to the spectacle of

Zebediah enthroned in a spacious and lux-

uriously-fitted private office, and only hoped
it would contain a table on which I could
make my demonstration with proper effect.

Mr. Crowell at that particular moment,
however, was said to be in the basement

;

and bumping with my parcel down a flight

of very steep and dark stairs, I came upon
the great man engaged in one of the intrica-

cies of trade.

He was seated in the dim light of the only
window, before a box of tangled strings,

'Todaf/ery

End View of Boat and Electric Car. The
Motor Drives a Counter-shaft So As to Re-

duce the Speed of the Wheels.

patiently undoing the knots and snarls,

sorting the strings into sizes, and tying each
(Continued on page 578.)
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REMOVING RUST ELECTRICALLY.
What we call rust on iron or steel is

merely a coating formed "by the combining

of the iron with oxygen, which coating is

apt to form in the presence of moisture.

Since the obnoxious color of the rust is

due to the oxygen in the moisture, any

method which will decompose the rust so

as to set the oxygen free will leave the

bright metal. Now it is well known that

when two terminals of an electrical circuit

are dipt in water, hydrogen is set free at

one of the terminals and oxygen at the

other; therefore, what we need to do is to

have the rusty metal form the cathode at

which the oxygen is given off. Pure water

is a poor conductor of electricity, hence one-

tenth of its volume of ordinary sulfuric

acid should be slowly poured into the water.

Adding the acid heats the water and this

should be allowed to cool before inserting

the terminals, which would consist of the

rusty pieces as cathodes and a piece of

lead or lead pipe as the anode.

Contributed by PETER J. M. CLUTE.

A CONVENIENT LOCATION FOR
AUTO HORN BUTTONS.

Usually when one is driving a car, the

horn has to be sounded just when both

hands are needed most on the steering

wheel, or for some other purpose. The
electric horn buttons are located quite de-

sirably on a large number of the new cars

;

however, there are many older cars, on
which it is desirable to install an electric

horn, as many people enjoy the charm of

a second horn in addition to the one al-

ready on their car. In either case the lo-

cation of the horn button is almost sure

to raise a question. A most convenient
location for this horn button can be made
by boring a half-inch hole in the rim of

the steering wheel, as in Fig. 2. In this

hole put a small push button, which can
be obtained at (any Willys-Overland ser-

vice station) most electrical supply stores.

If the push button is placed a little toward
the inside of the rim, the danger of touch-
ing it accidentally, will be eliminated. The
wires may be run on the under side of a
spoke, and down the steering post in the
usual way.
As the horn is used mostly at crossings

and before rounding curves, the button will

always be under the hand which is the least

needed for steering at the time, if placed
at the lowest point, as shown. For ex-
ample, if you wish to make a turn at your
right, you will naturally pull toward you
with your right hand ; this will bring the
push button a little toward the left, bring-

fush buf/on

The Best Place for the Auto Horn Button Is

on the Steering Wheel.

ing it under the free hand, which will not

have to be removed from the wheel to

reach the horn button.

Contributed by
H. CORCELL STUART.

Due to the advent of the war, we are

particularly desirous of obtaining snappy
manuscripts describing original and prac-

tical "Electrical Experiments."

The Mysterious'Voice
A Clever Electrical Illusion

By C. A. OLDROYD

THE effect of this electrical illusion is

as follows : The performer sits at a
piano and plays a tune which has been

selected by one in the audience. After he
has been playing for a few moments a voice

He sings into the microphone, M, and puts
the lever Y, of the three-way switch N,
into the position Z,. The current will then
pass over the wire V into the loud-talker,
W, which is concealed behind let us say

^^ M (micro}
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Room 'A

The Amateur Electrician Will Find This

fioom B'

Very Effective. By IVIeans of Sensitive...= ^...aw^». ^.^......,.„ - Stunt .-., -, -

IVllcrophones and Loud-speal<ing Telephones the Audience Is Induced to Believe That a Real
"Mind-reading" Seance Is Taking Place.

is suddenly heard which sings the very same
tune. The voice seems to come from behind

the stage, but after a few bars of the song
the voice seems to come from a far corner

of the room—perhaps from the ceiling.

While the audience is looking in that di-

rection, trying to discover the mysterious

singer, the voice suddenly changes and
seems to come now from a third place—the

midst of the audience—only to change
back again to one of the former points in

a jiffy. The explanation of this "stunt" is

given below.

Referring to the diagram, we have two
rooms, A and B, about twenty yards apart.

The performer C, and piano D and the au-

dience are in room, B. A sensitive micro-

phone, E, is concealed behind some cur-

tain or other decorations and two wires,

F and G, lead from E to a telephone I in

the room A. This telephone is provided

with a head band, worn by an assistant, K.

A battery H, consisting of a few dry cells

is connected in series with the microphone
and telephone. The assistant K, sits in

front of a table L, to which is secured a

sensitive microphone, M, in a convenient

position. One binding post of this micro-

phone is connected to a wire O, a battery

P, and finally, by means of the wire Q, to

loud-speaking telephone receivers, R, T and
W.
The other binding post of the micro-

phone M, is connected by a wire X and a

three-way switch, N. This switch consists

of a wooden base upon which are mounted
a lever, Y, and three contacts Zi, Za

and Z.. Zi is connected by a wire V to the

loud-speaking 'phone W ; Zj by U to T and
Z, by wire S to R.

It is now clear that the assistant can, at

will, by means of the three-way switch, N,

connect any of the loud-speaking 'phones

T, R, or W, to the microphone, M.
The operation of the illustration is car-

ried out as follows

:

The performer C, in room B, is asked by

a member of the audience to play a cer-

tain tune. The assistant K, in room A,

hears the music of this tune in his 'phone I.

a jardiniere. After a few moments the

assistant changes the position of the switch,

N, to say Z,, and the voice will then be

heard coming from the 'phone T, which
may be concealed in the midst of the audi-

ience or behind a picture.

If the lever Y is changed to position Zj

the voice will be heard in the loud-talker

R, and so on. The placing of the 'phones

must be left to the experimenter, but very

good places are : in flower-pots, under ta-

bles and behind pictures. In every case,

care must be taken that the opening of the

'phone horn is not obstructed. With a little

care this can be easily provided for, as by
having a number of artificial rose bushes or

other flowers arranged in two rows and the

lane between them leading in a direction

down which the audience cannot see.

A NOBLE USE FOR AMATEUR
RADIO TRANSMITTERS.

I have thought of a plan to utilize every
amateur sending set in the country and help

in the saving of life and the success of the
war. Simply, it is this :—Let every amateur
take his sending set and fix it up to work
at the ordinary commercial wave length,

and put the outfit, which should be worked
off dry cells, in a 5 gallon coal oil tin,

securely fastened. The whole is then sold-

ered up absolutely air-tight. The key-

should be on the outside in a little compart-
ment, with a glass cover, also air tight.

The sending terminal may also be in this

space. The aerial, about No. 20 copper
wire (a single strand) is attached to a fold-

ing box kite, the wire being wound on a
reel mounted on bearings attached to the-

set. which is crated or rather protected

with wood to withstand knocking about.

Now one of these sets with simple instruc-

tions and a copy of the code is to be placed

in every life boat on the merchant ships

leaving American ports. This would avoid
some of the dreadful stories of hardship,

starvation and death, which reach our ears

everv now and then.

Contributed by WILLIAM H. GRAY.
Lake Buntzen, B. C, Canada.
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An Electrically Played Mandolin

WELL, Bugs, it's time to think about
those long winter ev'enings, so
clear out your think-tank and
light up your jimmy pipe. This

is a real job, fellow experimenters, and a
task that will keep you interested right up

By McCLURE ALBRIGHT

ing the note of "E-natural." If contact
32 was closed instead, then the fret (finger
position) magnet corresponding to "F-natur-
al" would be actuated, (see detail of this
mechanism in Fig. 4) ; the current passing
on thru pick actuating magnet "E," this

4 P/cff confrof/na^ne/s

'G 'sfr/ng \

Picffmagnet^

44finffer Contact.
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Fig. 1.—General Plan of Circuits. Pick Magnets. Pick Rotating Motor and Switch-board Used in Electrically
Played Mandolin. The Same Idea as Here Described Is Also Applicable to a Guitar With a Little Ingenuity. The

Details Are Quite iSrmple.

to the time you are ready to throw in the

motor switch and listen to the automatical-
ly i)layed mandolin. The ideas here out-

lined are also applicable to a .sruitar witli

some modifications.

All of the details are not given as mo^l
e.xperimenters like to have the pleasure of
working out the general arrangement and
style of the outfit themselves. The as-

sembly scheme involves a sufliciently large

base-board upon which the mandolin will

fit, together with various jrci and ('ick con-
trol magnets, as well as the pick-rotating
motor.

Referring to Fig. 1, we have a general
layout of the fret (finger) and pick control
electro-magnets, also the circuit connections
to pick driving motor and finger control
board. A perforated paper roll is drawn thru
the latter, each perforation permitting a

contact finger to make contact with the cup-
per plate as shown in detail in Figs. 3 and 1.

This part of the work presents a fine chance
to learn something about music, if you arc
not already proficient in that classic.

The wiring can be easily traced out.

When an open string is to be played, the
current passes right thru to the desired
pick-magnet only ; when any other note is

to be played the current i)ass«s thru the jrct
(finger) control magnet first and then to the
pick magitct. .\ll four strings can be played
simultaneously if desired. As an example
of the pick and fret magnet action, con-
sider that contact 31 is closed; this causes
the pick (constantly rotated by the motor i

over the open "E" string to function, gix -

sounding the note of "F-natural," et cetera.

There are 40 fret control magnets, which
may be old bell magnets.

Fig. 2 shows the simple manner of ar-
ranging the pick rotating motor and gears.

The four pick shafts could also be driven
by friction wheels and would make less

noise. The constantly spinning picks are
raised away from or lowered into contact
with the strings by virtue of the pivoted
suspension shaft Y, and the pick control

arms X, X, X, X, at-

tached to four electro-

magnets as indicated in

Fig. 3-A. The arms X,
are normally held
above the strings by
spiral springs as shown.
By means of the stop
screw XI, the move-
ment of the pick arm
X, may be controlled
so as to get the best
sound. It must not
strike the string too
heavily ; neither must
it sound the string too
lightly. A little experi-
ment will soon clear up
this point, when the
whole arrangement is

lined up for final ad-
justment. The pick
control magnet may be
a large bell-magnet coil

or telegraph sounder
magnet. If the builder
desires to make his own
magnets (four required)
they can be built from
a wrought iron core Yt"
in diameter by 2^"
long. Fiber spool ends
are fastened on the
core, these having a

diameter of 1^". The
bobbin is wound full of
No. 26 single cotton
covered magnet wire, if

6 volt battery current
is to be used.

The small motor
which drives the pick

shafts can be a 6 volt battery type, giving
say 1/40 horse-power. The "Little Hustler"
motor is too small ; those selling at $3.00 to

$4.00 are about the right size. It can be
either shunt or series wound. One main

/Perforafedpaperrv//

s//de3 fhrv /Jere

--Copper dack p/ate

.

Bet/efgears.

Figs. 2 and 2-A.—A Detailed View of the Motor Drive for the Rotary "Picks," With Reduction
Gears and Also the Rods for Raising and Lowering the "Picks" Themselves.
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switch controls the motor and magnet cir-

cuits as becomes evident.

The wiring to the fret magnets, etc.,

may consist of ordinary bell or fixture wire.

It should be fanned out neatly at the term-
inals and shellacked or tied in place, the

same as telephone wires on switchboards.

It will pay to cultivate some musical

friends if you are not thoroly familiar with

notes, and chords. With a little ingenuity

a paper roll perforator can be devised, hav-

ing a keyboard corresponding to the con-

tact switch-board layout in Fig. 1.

ratchet drum inside the body of the car.

This drum has a small handle projecting

on the outside of the cab, and by means of

the ratchet wheel, the drum remains in

whatever position it is turned to.

A MYSTERIOUS PICTURE.
If you are invited to a party and want to

amuse the Kood people, the folhnving trick

will keep them guessing for weeks

:

Procure a portrait of a member of the

ELECTRIC ARCS UNDER
PRESSURE.

Recent improvements in searchlights

have taken the form of various methods of

cooling the electrode with a view to ob-

taining greater local concentration of the

light, either by a spray of alcohol or, as

in the Sperry searchlight, by a blast of air.

Another line of development being in-

vestigated in Germany has been the use of

arcs under high atmospheric pressure.

Lummer was reported to have obtained
promising results shortly after the out-

break of war, and it was thought possible

that a considerable improvement in the ef-

ficiency of arc lamps and projectors might
be secured in this way. According to some
experiments described by Mathies^^n in the

Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift, this anticipa-

tion is not being realized. Pressures vary-

ing from a vacuum up to 5 atmospheres
compression were utilized, both with in-

clined and vertical carbons. In the former
case a marked gain in efficiency was se-

cured, but the arc was found to become
very unstable for pressures exceeding one
atmosphere. On the other hand, with ver-

tical carbons more stable con-
ditions are realized, but the

gain in efficiency seems to be
very moderate.

ffo/e forpick^' roe/

ioMor

flsrforotio/v

"BOO

,.• 44f/ngers //fre

M/s rcqairetj
• Jpnnff findercontact

^Connection
to magnets

-4-

Figs. 3 and 4.—Showing Details of "Fret" Stop and Pick Raising and Lowering Magnets as

Well as End View of Switch-board and Sample of Perforated Paper Roll Which Opens and
Closes the Circuits.

The two-conductor cable connecting the

car with the central pedestal receives its

current thru two metal brushes making

A TRACKLESS ELECTRIC
CAR.

The accompanying illustra-

tion shows a very interesting

trackless electro-mechanical car

or engine, which is operated by
current supplied thru the ordi-

nary lamp socket and a step-

down transformer. The feed

wires drop down from above
to the special central pedestal.

Thus, there are no wires to in-

terfere with the electrically

driven vehicle spinning round
and round in a circle on the floor.

The toy may be set to rotate in any size

circle, the length of the flexible electric

cord being adjustable by means of a small

1D t -
— ~= =:

•

= :=

• •
*IH

A - -= == =
1^^ „ — 1

1

Jto
Marrotv part ofneck ts Vs 't/t/ck

mae . . . . /-=» -

frets are '/iz'/i/g/i am/ 'rsz'ttjick

Detail of Mandolin Neck Used by Author in Building Electrically Played
Instrument.

contact with two oppositely charged

rings on the pedestal. A patent on this

ingenious toy has been awarded to Walter

E. Thayer of Brooklyn, N. Y.

party in question, but without his knowl-
edge, of course. Have an enlariiement made
of the picture, which after being fixt must

be thoroly washed. Place it

in a solution of mercuric
chloride (be careful: poi-

son!) until the image has
absolutely disappeared. Wash
well again and let dry.

Now you are ready for the
party. Fasten your enlarge-
ment on an easel such as
painters use. From the dis-

tance it will appear as a blank
sheet of paper. Only very
close examination would dis-

close the fact that the sheet
is prepared.

Tell your audience that you
have suddenly developed an
artistic talent and that you

are going to give some proof of your
maestria, right now.

Produce your painters brush and a con-
tainer apparently containing black ink. This
liquid is prepared beforehand in the fol-

lowing manner : Fill a glass full of water
(about 12 to IS ounces, to which add two
drams of ammonia, take a little India ink
and stir it in this mixture so as to make
the liquid look black. Be careful not to add
too much India ink, so that when brushed
on the paper, it will not leave any marks.

Have the members of the party now sit

or stand—as required by your portrait

—

some distance from the easel, and begin to
proceed to bring out the picture, by applying
the ammonia mixture with your brush.
Much to the astonishment of the audience
a fine picture appears in a few seconds.

Contributed by

LEONARD VINCHINO.

A Clever Electric Toy In the Form of a Miniature Engine. Which Runs In a Circle and

without Tracks: Current Is Supplied to the Motor from a Central Pedestal.

Due to the advent of the war, we are
particularly desirous of obtaining manu-
scripts describing original and practical
"Electrical Experiments." We shall con-
tinue to publish Radio articles, but what
we need is snappy "Electrical" articles.
Be on guard for the enemy—Repetition!
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An Automatic Storage Battery Charger
By LEWIS SCRIVEN

AUTOMATIC storage battery charging
switchboards are becoming more the
general practise wherever this type of

battery is used. Its use is significant, and
as its name implies automatically keeps the

battery in its proper condition at all times,

P 1. (The charging source is presumed to

be 110 volts direct current.)

Referring to the electrical wiring the op-

eration is as follows :—Suppose the bat-

tery is fully charged ; relay L armature will

be up. All contacts on the cog-wheel will

ti

storage Battery Charging Is Always a Long Job, Besides Being a Very Critical

One. To Charge Them with the Minimum of Trouble and Care, Use Should Be
Made of an Automatic Switch-Board Such as That Illustrated.

something which the ordinary person often

forgets. The general description which fol-

lows will, clearly show how such a board
operates.
Referring to the diagram : A is a balance

bar 15 to 20 inches long, pivoted at B,

having a contact point at A 2 to meet A 1

;

and C a counter weight. D is an oil cup

in which a plunger (shown sectionally) is

allowed to move freely from side to side;

but not loose and is suspended from a light

rod from the bar A. By having the rod A,

a trifle heavy to counter-balance C, it is

allowed to fall slowly by the buoyancy
of the oil. Part E is solidly fastened to

A, and serves to push F, so as to release

armature (which it holds) when A is at

its lowest point.

G is a relay having an armature with

a contact which catches on the hook of

F, when A is up its full height. H is the

magnet used to lift A.
I is a cog wheel having a rim about 54-

inch wide with a notch in it as shown by

dotted line, and on this rim rests a rod
which is used to close contacts. J is a

ratchet pawl pivoted on A. which turns this

cog wheel on the upward motion, and K
a stop-ratchet, so wheel cannot turn back-

wards.
L is a potential relay, which when the

voltage fails, allows its armature to drop,

making contact with the point under it,

which must be adjustable. The point above,

altho not a contact point, must also be
adjustable. By having the armature a cer-

tain distance from the magnet core it is

allowed to drop at the battery's run-down
voltage. While down it should be such a

distance from the core that it will pick up
at the normal voltage.

M is a charging relay having brass plugs

N and O, to close contact springs directly

above each.

P is a trouble relay having a contact on
its armature which breaks when it is up,

but closes other contacts to light a lamp.

The armature when up, is retained by catch

be open, relay M armature down, and relay

P armature down. Since A will have fallen

to its lowest point, relay G armature will

be down, making contact.

The voltage falls. Immediately the relay

L falls, closing two of the contacts on the

cog-wheel, energizing coils H, lifting A so

that A 1 and A 2 meet. This energizes the

coils of relay G, breaking the energy in re-

lay H, and A having nothing to hold it up,

begins to slowly drop. Meanwhile ratchet

pawl J has turned the cog-wheel enough to

close all contacts on it, which energizes re-

lay M, sending the charging current thru

the battery; the intervals of time between
the contacts at A 1 and A 2 should be about
one or two minutes. The arm A will now
work up and down until the contacts are

again opened by the notch in the cog-wheel.

As the diagram here shows it, the bar A is

in the act of falling but has not yet re-

leased the armature of relay G.

Relay M should not take more than H
ampere.

Relay P shotUd not take more than 1/25
ampere.

Relay G should not take more than %
ampere.

Relay L should not take more than 1/25
ampere.

Mapnet H should not take more than ^
ampere.

The trouble relay P is a necessity. Its

armature is heavily adjusted so that it takes,

say about fifty volts to lift it. Should the

battery become disconnected while charg-
ing, the high voltage will immediately lift

the armature, being held by catch P 1,

opening cog-wheel contacts which cuts off

relay M, and lights lamp to indicate trouble.

This prevents high voltage passing over the

battery wires. Attention is also called to

the fact that the negative charging source
is grounded. Should the negative service

wire become grounded, no harm will be
done. Should positive service wire become
grounded (causing a short-circuit) its fuse
will blow. Otherwise, if the positive charg-

ing source had been grounded and negative

service become grounded, the battery would
discharge thru the resistance.

This board can be made to operate on any
size battery, by winding the coils to suit,

altho 24 volt batteries seem to be standard
for low-tension work.
The resistance could also be a bank of

lamps, its resistance depending upon the
charging rate of the battery. (Eight hours
is the standard rate for charging lead plate

cells.)

These boards are used in some of the

finest buildings and while only one type is

here described, any number of batteries can

be controlled by one board by a few minor
changes and extra relays to care for the

different sets.

HOW TO PHOTOGRAPH LIGHT-
NING.

Don't use films, but use low speed thickly

coated plates. The camera should be firmly

posted on a window sill, and focused for

infinity. Of course the shutter should be
open. Watch the storm and as soon as

lightning occurs close the shutter again.

It requires quite a lot of experiments to

get a good forked flash. Some time a good
picture may be spoiled by sheet lightning

occurring just a few seconds after the ex-
posure.

Quick handling is necessary for good re-

sults. Develop plates fully, using a con-
trast-giving developer.

Contributed by JOS. MINDER.

COIL WINDING MACHINE FOR
AMATEURS.

The accompanying illustration shows a

view of an efficient coil winding machine.
It should be made to any convenient size.

The treadle (A) is connected to a large

pulley wheel (B) by a rod (C) as shown.
This runs a smaller wheel (D) which is

fastened to an axle by a set-screw. A set

of pins (E) are also fastened to the inside

end of the axle. At the other side a pivot

is made of a long wood screw. The up-
right which holds the pivot is made movable
and may be put in different holes (G) ac-

cording to the coil to be wound. (H) is a
brace for the movable upright. With the
aid of this machine one may wind a coil

very rapidly.

Contributed by THEODORE LAUER.

A Practical Winding Lathe for the Amateur
Electrician. The- Bear Pedestal Is Movable
and Is Secured in Various Positions by Means

of Dowels.
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How to Build A One-Watt Motor
By W. J. HOWELL

FROM time to time publications contain
pictures of small electric motors and a

short description of how many "fly-

power" the motor is able to deliver. Most of

the articles state that said motor is very small

in size and that jewelers' tools were used
to make it, but all these failed to convince
me that fine tools were needed and if the

w
-

1,1

.11

Photograph of Tiny One-Watt Electric
IVIotor, Details for Building Which Are

Given Herein.

list given below is studied it will be seen
that the tools that were used are those

that every experimenter has or ought to

have in his work-shop. The list is as fol-

lows; shears, drills and drill holder, small
vise, three cornered file with one-eighth
inch sides and a half inch fiat file, small

fret saw using fine saw blades, pair of
tweezers and a needle holder, which is a
small bar with a hole in the end for hold-
ing a needle which can be used for prying
in small spaces, pair of pliers, with pointed
tips and a small soldering iron made from a
piece of brass, half inch by one quarter
round, and mounted on a piece of iron
wire stuck into a wooden handle.
The motor itself is not the smallest thing

in captivity but is just about small enough
to be easy to make and handle and there
is no danger in showing it to other people
and fearing that they will lose it under
their finger nail. I am of the opinion that
it is possible to make one even smaller
just thru my experience in overcoming
construction details with this one, but that
is something that can be tried by those
who will and have the time to work at
the task, for task it is—altho patience is

half the battle and believe me, one needs
it in large quantities besides a fair ability
to handle tools.

The shaft is made of a piece of iron wire
about the size of a number 22 copper wire
and is one and one-eighth inches over all.

The next thing to build is the commutator;
this is made of brass tube one-quarter inch
long, altho the actual bearing surface is

about two-thirds of this length. The tube
should just be large enough to pass over
the shaft and still leave room for some
insulating material such as one layer of
Empire cloth. The tube I used is a trifle

over one-sixteenth inch in diameter with
very thin walls. Before cutting ofT the

piece for the commutator, saw it with two
cuts into four parts or segments, making
the cuts about one quarter inch long. Clean
the inside surface of the tube and free it

from all burrs left by the saw and force

it over the shaft, not forgetting to put

on the Empire cloth to insulate it from
the shaft. Tie the four free ends of the

tube down by a thread wound several times

around it, about an eighth of an inch from
the end, and bend these ends up so that the

armature wires can be soldered to them.
Then saw off the rest of the tube and tie

those four ends down. This construction

gives a commutator that is round and
each segment is insulated from the shaft

and from each other.

The armature is made of five iron wash-
ers, three-eighths inch diameter, and as

the holes in the washers are too large for

the shaft the difference can be taken up
by putting on several layers of Empire cloth

and the washers forced on until they

are about an eighth of an inch from the

four bent ends of the commutator. Divide
the end washer into eight parts and make
a saw cut at each mark until the saw
reaches a point midway between the out-

side and in-side diameters of the washers.
This is done to all five at the same time by
holding in a vise. When finished, file away
four alternate pieces of iron and this will

leave four poles, around which the arma-
ture coils (of which there are four) will

be wound. Be careful to remove all rough
places and then put on a shellac coating
over the washers thick enough to act as

an insulator, because there will not be very
much room for any paper insulation of
any kind. Wind each coil when the shellac

is dry, with 36 silk covered copper wire,

taking care on the first layers not to cut
thru the shellac. When finished, the four
poles will have four coils which take up
most of the room in the slots between
them, and the ends of the coils are con-
nected to the starting ones of the next coil

;

that is, the beginning of one coil is con-
nected to the ending of the adjacent coil

and the beginning of that coil to the ending
of the next coil, and so on, until the entire

four coils are connected in series. It is of
course understood that all the coils are
wound in the same direction, so that by
following the above system of connection,
they will be hooked up in the proper man-
ner. Now turn the commutator so that the
bent up tips come midway between the
iron poles and solder the wires to the tips.

This is best done by putting a little flux

on the tip and pass the two wires which
are twisted together, over the tip and hold
the surplus wire down the other side of
the armature with the fore-finger, heating
the small soldering iron in a Bunsen
flame with the other hand, which when hot
enough and properly tinned will pick up a
drop of solder and held to the tip, thereby
securing the wire to it. The surplus wire
is of course cut off.

It is best while winding the four coils

to test for grounds to the washers and then
unwinding and rewinding carefully so as
not to cut thru the shellac. With care the
armature should be in the class that gives
no trouble. Paper could be put on for
insulation but it requires a lot of extra time
and shellac is alright, if handled properly.

Next in line comes the field-frame work
and this is made of an iron pipe three
quarters inch diameter and one-half inch
long. It is about one thirty-second of an
inch in thickness. At one point drill a
hole about three-sixteenths inch in diameter
and carry the hole straight thru the other

side, care being taken that it divides the

pipe into equal parts or halves. These
holes are then filed square so that two
pieces of iron about one-quarter inch
square and three-sixteenths inch in length

can be driven in the holes. Now cut a
brass strip one-eighth inch wide and a little

longer than the diameter of the frame and
solder it parallel to the pole pieces, across
one end of the tube. This is to be one
bearing and a little solder can be put on
the pole-pieces, to make sure that they stay
in place, but before the brass strip is put
on solder the pole-pieces and then file them
concave so that the armature has a little

clearance space between them to turn.

Place the drill holder with a number 60
drill in the chuck, in the vise and hold the
brass strip up and drill thru the middle.
This gives a hole of just about the right
size for the shaft. Remove drill from
chuck and put your three-sixteenths inch
drill in its place. Bend a piece of card-
board so that a square form is made,
slightly larger than the square iron pole-
pieces and slip this over the drill, with
possibly a piece of friction tape over the
drill to take up the difference and force over
the card-board two pieces of the same ma-
terial with square holes cut in them. Space
these about one-eighth inch apart and you
have a winding form to wind the field coils,

which are about one-half inch diameter and
made of No. 36 single silk-covered copper
wire. When wound take care in removing
the same from the form and by leaving a
little wire at the end this wire can be past
thru the hole in the coil a few times thereby
securing the turns in place. Two pole-
pieces of course means two coils, but before
placing them on the iron pole-pieces, the
inside of the frame should be insulated
with a strip of Empire cloth with two

/fo/es for brushes Bearing

irmature coilconn (^

Details for Building a One-Watt Electric
Motor.

square holes cut in it in order to allow
it to pass over the poles. The poles them-
selves have a small piece of paper wound
on them as insulation, held in place with
shellac.

(Continued on page 573)
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USING COMPASS AS WIND-DIREC-
TION INDICATOR.

The underlying principle involved in the

following apparatus is that a compass
needle is deflected when brought near a
current-carrying conductor. To make it

Sross segments^ t'

Yarn f^ E^X f^oir

Contacfsegments i

''"'.,
. ^

Sross Bearing q* tobeconrjecrea

©
The Electrical Experimenter Will Find This
"Compass Type" Wind-Direction Indicator

Both Useful and Instructive.

more clear to those unfamiliar with the

laws relating thereto, we shall take a spe-

cific case as an example: \yhen a com-

pass is placed over a wire in which the

current is flowing South, the pole of the

compass will be deflected toward the West

;

the amount of deflection varying accord-

ing to the current strength. The greatest

possible deflection is due West, or 2.1 right

angles to the North-South wire. So if \ye

provide sufficient current, the needle will

point directly West. If the current flow

were to be changed from Northward to

Southward, the needle would point East.

Thus, it can be seen that, by arranging

connections with an outside weather vane,

which creates a separate circuit for each

of the eight principal geographical direc-

tions, and applying the principles as stated

above, we may use the compass for indi-

cating the direction of the wind.

The construction of the special weather

vane and its operation are shown quite

clearly in the drawings. The arrow, made
from a shingle or other comparatively thin

wood, is mounted at its balancing point

upon a V^" diameter round brass rod. This

rod or pivot turns freely in the brass bear-

which the spring brush makes contact.

These should be screwed to upper sur-

face of the bottom of the box at proper
distances from each other, and around the

bearing as a center. One-half inch wood
serves for the box, which should be var-

nished and the cracks of which should be
rilled with paraffin to keep out rain, which
would soon short-circuit and corrode the

segments. Connections are made to each
of the segments and the lower bearing.

Current-carrinng wires which cause the

deflection of the compass needle are placed

in grooves cut in a small wooden block;

two wires in each groove. These grooves
may be cut in a mitre-box most easily.

The wires should be about No. 18-20 B.

& S. gage. If smaller, heating will result.

The grooves are filled with w^ax or paraffin,

which is then smoothed to level of block
with sandpaper. During the operation the

compass is placed directly over the cross

of the wires shown at "C" in diagram.
Much care will have to be used in wir-

ing the square block with the weather
vane. However, if the drawings are fol-

lowed closely, no trouble should occur.

The rheostat is unnecessary, but with it

the current is better regulated. The num-
ber of batteries will vary since compasses
in each case will differ, as also will the

distance from vane to inside block. Note
that the battery is connected with the bear-

ing from positive pole.

Contributed by J. L. TAYLOR, JR.
(Ed. Note : While this is a very good

experiment theoretically, the drain on the

battery would prove excessive for con-
tinuous readings, unless gravity cells were
used. However, for periodical readings

the scheme is practical for use with dry or
storage cells, utilising a switch to close the

battery circuit when making the readings.)

connect the glass tube with a small rubber
hose. The illustration will explain this.

Invert a light weight, thin shell, drinking

Circuits Used for Electric WInd-Dlrectlon
Indicator Built from a Magnetic Compass.

ings of equal inside diameter and is sup-
ported by the collar (soldered to it) which
rests upon the lower bearing. From \i,"

brass sheeting are cut the segments, with

A MYSTIC SHOW WINDOW
ATTRACTION.

A novel device to attract the attention of

passers-by to your display of goods is pre-

sented in the "inexhaustible drinking glass,"

which seemingly is suspended in mid-air

without any visible means of support, emit-

ting large quantities of water, apparently

coming from nowhere.
The illusion is set up as follows : Pro-

cure a tin-wash-basin and cut a quarter-

inch hole in the center of bottom for the

supply tube and a hole near the edge for a

Yi" drain pipe. Drill corresponding holes

in floor of show window. The drain pipe

can be made of tin, soldered in place and
extending up into the basin to within about

J4" from the top. The lower end leads

thru the floor of window, where it con-

nects with a rubber hose which carries off

the waste water.
For the supply you will need a glass tube

with an internal diameter of from %" to

3/16" and long enough to extend from a

few inches beneath the show window up
into the basin to the same height as the

nipe. WTien the tube is in place, apply a
liberal amount of soft putty on the under
side of the basin around the tube.

Place the basin in position in window,
permitting the drain and supply tubes to

extend thru their respective holes in the

flooring. Adjust the glass tube in a per-

fectly vertical position and press down tight-

ly, squeezing the putty in place to prevent
leaks.

As city water pressure varies greatly,

due to other consumers turning their fau-
cets on and off when drawing water, the

glass will not ahvays remain at the same
height, rising and descending with a jerky
motion. To overcome this take a gallon

can of any kind (an old varnish can will

do), connect it to the city supply pipe and
solder a small tube in the side, to which

The Mystic Electric Tumbler That Floats on
a Stream of Water. Details for Building
This Interesting Amusement and Show-
Window Attraction Are Given in the Accom-

panying Article.

glass over the glass tube in the basin, and
turn on the water slowly at first The
glass will rise in the air, resting on the

stream of water. Its height can be varied

with the stop cock. The water falling from
the glass obscures the supply stream, and on
striking the water in the basin it causes a

wav>' surface, thereby hiding the glass tube,

its effect making the spectators wonder what
is holding the glass up and where the

water is coming from. A coil of ^yire slipt

over the glass, with the two wire ends

sticking out as illustrated, makes the device

look "electrical." This serves merely to

mystify the onlookers still more.

Contributed by GEO. NIEDERHOFF.

Details of Basin and Water Nozzle Used In

Making the Mystic Tumbler.

WRITE ARTICLES ! !

!

Now is the time to write up that favorite

"stunt." Make it brief—a hundred words
or so will tell the story. Send a clear

sketch, or better, a photograph, of the rink-

tum. Address the Editor.
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department Is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old materlaJ,

and for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of prizes will be awarded.
BV>r the best Idea submitted a prize of $3.00 la awarded; for the second best Idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1.00. The article
need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufllclent. We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheet, llak*
sketches on separate sheets.

FIRST PRIZE, $3.00 .SECOND PRIZE, $2.00 THIRD PRIZE, $1.00

AN ELECTRIC PHONOGRAPH
REPRODUCER.

First a small box about 7"xlO" is pro-

cured, then a round disc 6" in diameter
is cut out (W). A y^" dowel is fitted

into center of the disc ; on the same dowel
a spool is fitted, a short piece of the dowel
being left protruding thru the disc to put
the record on. Next another dowel is fit-

ted with a spool and crank, these two
dowels and all attached are placed as shown
in diagram. A transmitter is made from
a round wooden box about 2" in diameter,
a round carbon (C) is fastened to the bot-
tom, a carbon of the same size is fastened
to a thin tin diafram and on the same bolt

a long binding post (B) is fastened, around
the two carbons a piece of paper is wound;
in between the carbons are carbon granules
(G). A connection is taken from the dia-
fram, and the bottom carbon. This trans-
mitter is pivoted on an arm as shown.
The needle (N) runs in the groove of the

£,I^J^^®."'"^?*. E ectrlcal Phonograph With
Hand-drive Attachment of Simple Construc-
tion. This Idea Is An Excellent One for

Experimentation.

record (R).
in position as
is turned the
turns around
record. The
are connected
and battery o

Contributed

A rubber band (H) is placed
shown, then when the crank
wooden disc with the record
and the needle runs on the
wires from the transmitter
to a telephone receiver (K)

f two to three dry cells,

by HERMAN SLOBIN.

ELECTRICAL RECORDING AND
REPRODUCING ATTACHMENT

FOR PHONOGRAPHS.
A simple and particularly efficient design

for an auxiliary electric recording and re-
producing mechanism for attachment to
phonographs is shown in the accompanying
illustration, and this idea has been patented
by Newman H. Holland. The usual re-
cording and reproducing stylii are carried
on a reversible platen or head, so that one or

TELEPHONE RINGING ATTACH-
MENT.

I herewith submit a novel idea to the

•HOW TO MAKE IT" department. With
this telephone bell attachment, a second

To Ring An Extension Bell From Any Tele-
phone Ringer, Simply Attach An Insulated
Contact Spring to the Frame as Shown.

bell can be made to ring in any part of
the house. A small piece of spring brass
is bent so that it will hit the armature
of the telephone bell when it comes up.

With a few insulating washers, it can
be attached to the frame very easily, as
there is a bolt that extends thru the upper
part of the frame. The nut is removed,
and the spring slipt on. The door bell has
a wire connected from the contact point
to the spring, so that its interrupter will

not work. Two batteries are sufficient to

run it. It will ring every time the 'phone
does.

Contributed by EARL MEISSNER.

the other will be brought into contact with
the phonograph record in the usual manner.
Instead of connecting a horn to the
acoustic chamber above the stylii and dia-
fram, this chamber is foreshortened and
splits up into two distinct or branch cham-
bers, in one of which there is placed a
micro-phone member and in the other a
telephone receiver.

[xferrx!/Xac Inter/ml r/vosm.

CARBON GRAIN TRANSMITTER
MADE FROM RECEIVER SHELL.
A simple yet efficient microphone may be

constructed from the "junk" found around
any experimenter's workshop.

Referring to the drawing: (1) and (la)
are disks sawed from an old round battery
carbon. A 3/16" hole is drilled in the cen-
ter of each. (2), (2a) and (2b) are bat-
tery binding posts. Binding post (2) is

inserted thru a 3/16" hole in the back of
the receiver shell (3) and connected to the
diafram (4) by means of a small coiled
wire (5). Carbon disk (1) is secured to

the diafram (4) by means of battery bind-
ing post preferably a No. 6-32 rod (2b).
(6) is a paper tube fitted over carbon disk
(la) and glued or shellacked so as to hold
it firmly. Carbon disks (1) must be
smoothed on its edge so as to allow it to

vibrate, as the voice waves impinge against

the diafram. (7) are carbon grains
(scraped from an ordinary piece of car-

bon) placed in the paper tube (6) between
carbon disks (1) and (la). (8) is the

receiver cap. Best results are obtained by
using polished carbon grains which can

2
3 r^- 3

<i rf

.;

n'^ t,#^"j'

"
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An Interesting Combination Electrical
Recorder and Reproducer for Use on

Phonographs.

The Experimenter Will Find This Improvised
Carbon Microphone Very Serviceable, Espe-
cially If Polished Carbon Grains Are Used

In It.

be purchased from any electrical supply
house.

Contributed by GEO. H. GORDON.

The microphone member on the phono-
graph is connected with a common battery
as indicated, and also with a switch attached
to the traveling phonograph carriage, so
that when the phonograph is talking the
speech is picked up by the attached micro-
phone and sent out over a line of any
desired length to the telephone receiver. In
a similar manner the phonograph can be
utilized for recording speech from a dis-

tance, by means of the external microphone,
which is connected thru the common bat-
tery to the telephone receiver mounted in

the second branch of the acoustic chamber
on the phonograph carriage. This idea is

often very useful in experimental and
laboratory work.
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HOME MADE GAS LAMP FOR THE
DESK.

Many experimenters have undoubtedly-
wanted a desk lamp, but have never looked
around the workshop for odd pieces of ap-
paratus with which to make one.

A Quickly Made Desk Lamp Constructed
from a Ring Stand, a Bunsen Burner, Goose

Neck, IVIantle and Globe.

The photo given here illustrates a method
of making a desk lamp from the following
pieces :

1 ring stand; 1 Bunsen burner, with the
part removed as shown in photo, 1 regular
goose-neck fixture, with mantle and globe

;

1 burrette or test tube clamp.
Assemble the apparatus as shown in the

photo and you have a very satisfactory
study table or desk lamp at insignificant
cost.

Contributed by
ALBERT W. WILSDON.

VOLT-AMMETER SWITCHING
SCHEME.

Probably many of the readers of this

journal have desired to use a Volt-ammeter
for measuring both the voltage and amper-
age without changing the wiring, but have
been required to use two instruments, as
this problem requires usually several
switches and complicated wiring.

I have had this trouble, but have worked
out a system of wiring which requires only
one switch. The diagram is self-explana-
tory, and it will only be necessary to state
that C is the common, A the amperage and
V the voltage post of the meter. Post 1

is connected to both the source and ap-

DPDTiW

yolt-Ammefer

Tosmrre
I-
-•

' ofcorrmf

Toapporsrus.^ ©
By Simply Throwing the Switch Shown to
Either Right or Left, "Amperes" or "Volts"
May Be Read On the Combination Volt-Am-

meter.

paratus ; either 2 or 3 may be connected
to the source, the other to the apparatus.
Contributed by JOHN D. FORNEY.

ELECTRIC BELL FOR A BICYCLE.
The drawing shows a very simple electric

bell for use on a bicycle which will make
people jump, thinking it is an ambulance or
an "electric." All that is necessary to
make it is—an old door bell, a battery box,
(like the one used with a bicycle electric
light) some No. 12 insulated wire, a clamp,
and an automobile push button (horn).
It's very simple in construction. Direc-
tion :—Drill a hole in the under side of
the handlebar at B, and one on the upper
side at J ; run the two wires thru and con-
nect to push button A, clamp bell D to
frame I, with clamp E, but be sure that it

is well insulated or else the bell will ring
continuously. Then attach battery box H,
and run wires to G and F, also the push
button and the bell is ready to work. I

have been using the bell described for
years, and as you can see at a glance, it is

bound to be perfectly satisfactory. By using
a two-point switch you can put a light on
front and rear, wiring it to the same
battery, as the bell consumes very little

current. The bell may be placed on a
motorcycle and use a storage battery, pro-
viding the bell is heavy wound.
Contributed by

CLARENCE SOMERS.

Every Bicycle Owner Wants an Electric Bell
Now. Here's the Way to Rig It Up.

A HANDY RHEOSTAT FOR LAMPS
AND MOTORS.

Herewith is a diagram of a simple and
quickly constructed rheostat. All the fig-

ures from 1 to 11, and all the letters from
A to L, represent points of the rheostat,
which are made by driving tacks so that
they are about %" high (from base). At
13 and 14 are two binding posts made from
battery bolts; 11 is the movable contact
arm. The base is 3" x S". The tacks are

A Battery Rheostat Can Be Made From a
Few Feet of Iron or Other Wire Looped
Around Several Tacks as Here Illustrated.

driven in the form of two circles; the first

circle has a diameter of 1" and the other

circle has a diameter of two inches. There
are 12 tacks on the inner circle and 10

tacks and 2 binding posts on the outer

circle. All tacks are placed equal dis-

tances from each other in circles. Now
connect A to 1 to B to 2 to C to 3 to D to

4, and so on around to 10 to K. The wire
used is taken from an old telephone in-

duction coil. Then connect 13 and K with

a piece of bell wire and also 14 to L to 12

with same size wire. Arm 11 can be made
from a piece of brass and 12 is a brass

screw and two nuts from the carbon of a

dry cell battery. The arm rotates to right

to increase current (from 1 to 11), and

A SIMPLE ELECTRIC DOOR
ALARM.

A simple door alarm can be made with
very little cost, by first taking a piece of

Here's a Cheap, Yet Efficient Electric Door
Alarm Switch Made From a Piece of Metal

Chain and a Brass Contact Plate.

sheet copper 4 by 5 inches and cutting a
piece 4 by 1 in. off for the arm as shown
in sketch. Then fasten a piece of chain at
the end of the arm long enough so that
when door is opened, it will touch the
lower plate 4 by 4 inches mounted on door
as shown. This closes the circuit which
rings the bell. The wire running from the
door contact plate should be soldered to
one of the hinges (F) and another wire
should be soldered riglit on the same hinge,
and run down to the switch (G), and from
there to batteries (B)
Contributed by A. GRUETZMACHER.

decreases by rotating to left ; to decrease
current (from 11 to 1). This rheostat can
be used for governing the speed of small
motor, dimming battery lamps, etc.

Contributed by JOHN WELLS.

LIGHTING THE ICE CHEST.
As my refrigerator was out on my porch

I found that the device described was very
convenient for me, and by having it out-
side I thought a wire attached to the same
circuit and brought inside to an alarm bell,

would prove an excellent burglar alarm

1

Bel/

ssf Icmp Dry ce//^')

U ,_ 0,

Jg

Doorof /ce

c/resf dosed-' ^

—|S^ \i-a.

(i
J 'a y /amp

2)

A Handy Scheme for Fitting the Refrigerator
With Electric Light and Also a Burglar

Alarm.

and it has worked to perfection. By having
a refrigerator so lighted, one can go out
to it and see what to get without the aid
of any other light.

Contributed by G. B. McCARTNEY.
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In

For:ntulas

EDITED BY S.GERNSBACK

Under this beading we publish every oaonth
useful Information In Mechanics, Electricity
and Chemistry. We shall be pleased, of
course, to hare our readers send us ajiy
recipes, formulas, wrinkles, new Ideas, etc.,
useful to the experimenter, which will be
duly paid for, upon publication, if acceptable.

EXPERIMENTER'S APHORISMS.
in the following, we wish to give to the

Experimenter some hints as to the use of the
different ingredients and how to work them:

(1) Always bearin mind that exact working
of a formula requires ACCURACY, CLEANLI-
NESS, PATIENCE, and SKILL.

(2) Know what you are about, before you
start to experiment.

(3) "THE HISTORY OF FAILURES IS THE
HISTORY OF SUCCESS" goes an old adage, and
it applies well to the experimenter.

(4) Many times impure, wrong or deterior-

ated raw materials, spell FAILURE instead of

SUCCESS.
(5) A great many of the chemicals and in-

gredients required, cannot be obtained from
drug stores; buy them at a reputable supply
house.

(6) BEFORE CONDEMNING A FORMULA,
be sure the fault does not lie with the manner of
handling it, or the purity of the ingredients.

(7) Be sure to mix the materials comprising
a certain formula in the proper sequence.

(8) When starting to prepare a mixture,
especially one containing liquids, ask yourself:
"IS THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY CORRECT, AS
INDICATED BY A HYDROMETER? IS THE
TEMPERATURE RIGHT? IS THE QUANTITY
OR WEIGHT RIGHT?

(9) Acids and water, when mixed, should be
manipulated in the proper manner, i. e., THE
ACID SHOULD BE POURED INTO THE
WATER, and not vice versa, as the solution is

liable to be forcibly ejected from the containing
vessel and into the mixer's face.

(10 For any kind of SYSTEMATIC WORK,
a floating THERMOMETER and HYDROM-
ETER, as well as measuring glasses and scales,
should always be provided, as GUESSWORK is

EXPENSIVE, and SOMETIMES FATAL.
(11) Put labels on ALL bottles, boxes and

packages with FULL INSCRIPTION as to their
contents, it will avoid troubles and mistakes.

( 12) Remember that a beginner cannot ex-
pect to make articles AT FIRST, which will com-
pare with regular manufactured products.

ELECTRIC WARNING FOR POISON
BOTTLES.

This instrument is used in two ways as

follows ; The clamps 5 and 6 in illustration

When the Poison Bottle Is Removed From
the Contact Strips, They Spring Together,

Closing an Alarm Bell Circuit.

serve to fasten bottle to avoid its falling

from shelf, and also to notify an ignorant

person of the presence of poison. Proceed
to first construct upright, A, 2" high, I'A"
wide, and H" thick. Fasten block to shelf
by screw 1. At any height put in binding
posts on block, as shown in figure. Con-
struct clamps 5 and 6 out of old clock
springs heated, bent in above design and
retempered. These should be constructed
according to the circumference of bottle,

leaving ]4" between X and Y.
Connect spring arms at posts and con-

nect posts to batteries and warning bell as
indicated in figures. When at night, any-
one removes the bottle the springs come
together and thus make contact accordingly.
The bell rings as warning of poison.
Contributed by JOHN WEINZIL, JR.

CHEMICAL GROWTHS RESEMBLE
FOLIAGE.

The following item may prove of inter-
est to your chemical readers and those who
dabble in chemistry just for the novelty of
such experiments as this

:

A 10% solution of sodium silicate (water
glass) is put into a glass or beaker, and
crystals of any or all of the following salts
are dropt in ; copper sulfate, ferrous sul-

fate, nickel sulfate, cobalt nitrat. Many
other salts will give similar results but the
various sulfates appear to be the best.

Shortly after the crystals are placed in

the solution, they will begin to grow in fan-
tastic shapes, each of the salts giving a dif-
ferent growth of different color. These
growths look so much like undersea foliage
that they have often been called "Submarine
Gardens."
The rate of growth depends on the

strength of the silicate solution as the crys-
tals are due to a formation of the silicate
of the salt used. A solution of the strength
mentioned above allows the crystals to
grow in a more even manner at a rate
which can be watched. The growths, how-
ever, will not keep unless the solution is

very weak, and then they grow too slowly.
Contributed by JEROME S. MARCUS.

RELATIVE ELECTRICAL CONDUC-
TIVITY OF DIFFERENT METALS

AND ALLOYS.
Relative

Metals Conduc-
tivity

Pure silver 100.
Pure copper 100.
Refined and crystallized copper 99.9
Telegraphic silicious bronze 98.

Alloy of copper and silver (50%) . .

.

86.65
Pure gold 78.

Silicide of copper, 4% Si 75.

Silicide of copper, 12% Si 54.7
Pure aluminum 54.2
Tin with 12% of sodium 46.9
Telephonic silicious bronze 35.

Copper with 10% of lead 30.

Pure zinc 29.9
Telephonic phosphor-bronze 29.

Silicious brass, 25% zinc 26.4
Brass with 35% zinc 21.59
Phosphor-tin 17.7
Alloy of gold and silver (50%) ..... 16.12
.Swedish iron 16.4

Pure Banca Tin 15.5

Antimonial copper 12.7

-Muminum bronze (10%) 12.6

Siemens steel 12.

Pure platinum 10.6
Topper with 10% of nickel 10.6

Cadmium Amalgam (15%) 10.2

Dronicr mercurial bronze 10.14
-Arsenical copper (10%) 9.1

Pure lead 8.88
Bronze with 20% of tin 8.4

Pure nickel 7.89

Phosphor-bronze, 10% tin 6.5

Phosphor copper, 9% phos 4.9

Antimony 3.88

TWO USES FOR GLASS IN-
SULATORS.

The accompanying drawings show two
methods of how glass telephone insulators
and some stiff wire can be so constructed
and utilized as useful receptables for
matches, drills, screws, acids, et cetera, in
any experimenter's laborator>'. Figs. 1 and
2 show plainly how the wire is bent and
soldered.

Coiitributed by JOHN M. MUNSONS.
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Handy Receptacles for Matches, Screws, Etc.,
Made From Wire and Glass or Porcelain Insula-

tors.

A FORTUNE-TELLING EXPERI- .

MENT
Procure a cylindrical carton about 2}4

inches in diameter and at least a foot in

length. Place in the bottom of this carton
a small bottle, preferably an ink bottle,

containing some pieces of iron sulfide
(FesSa) covered with either hydrochloric
or sulfuric acid. The cork of this bottle
should have a hole about % inch in diam-
eter drilled thru it to allow the escape of
the generated hydrogen sulfide gas. About
an inch or so above this bottle (or gen-
erator) a round piece of perforated card-
board is held in place by resting on four
common pins, the latter being placed at
the ends of two diameters which are per-
pendicular to each other. These pins are
thrust thru the wall of the carton so that
they protrude on the inside ; thereby form-
ing a basis of support for the perforated
cardboard. The holes in the latter should
be about Vs, inch in diameter. Take a
pad of ordinary unruled paper and write
various fortunes on each sheet with a solu-
tion of lead acetate, commonly known as
sugar of lead. The solution being colorless,

the pad paper will appear to have no writ-
ing on it.

In telling the fortunes of your friends,
have one of them sign his or her name on
the top of a sheet of this pad. Tear this

sheet off. Have another friend place his

or her name on another sheet of the pad.
After having three or four signed sheets,
roll them up, place them in the carton, and
quickly cover. Keep your friends interested
by quoting some magic patter, and after
placing tlie carton to the four winds and
going thru some magic motions, remove the
cover and take out the roll of paper. Im-
mediately cover the carton. Then distribute
the sheets of paper to those whom the
signatures designate. Behold ! Your friends
will receive the same signed sheets of paper
covered with black wTiting which upon
reading will tell their fortunes.
The chemistry involved in this experi-

ment is the formation of the black precipi-

tate of lead sulfide by the generated hydro-
gen sulfide (HsS) coming in contact with
the lead acetate Pb(C:H.,0:)i on the paper.

Pb(r,H,0,); -!- H:S = PbS -|- 2HC2HaO,
Contributed bv

FR.\NK BECHTOLD, JR.
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Experimental Chemistry
By ALBERT W. VVILSDON

Nineteenth Lesson

Laws of Chemistry

THERE are certain laws of chemistry
which the reader should study and
memorize, previous to taking up
Electrolytic chemistrj'. There are
two FUNDAMENTAL LAWS,

namely, the "Law of Conservation of
Matter" and the "Law of Definite Weight."
The Law of Conservation of matter states

that the weight of the sum of all the prod-
ucts in an experiment is exactly equal to

the weight of the sum of all the factors. The

Fig. 93.—Illustrating the Law of Conserva-
tion of Matter with Two Balanced Test
Tubes, Containing Two Different Solutions.

factors are the substances used to make
an experiment; the products are the sub-
stances obtained.
Thus, Hydrochloric acid is the product

of the combination of the two factors
hydrogen and chlorin, expression of which
reaction is as follows

:

H + CI
(factors)

HCl
(product)

By this law is meant that chemical ex-
periments can neither create or destroy
matter. We may form new substances,
separate elements from compoimds, make
compounds from elements, change solids to
liquids or invisible gases, ancf gases to
liquids or solids. We cannot create or
destroy matter, therefore, matter is in-

destructible and uncreatable, as physics
teaches us that energy is. Amount of mat-
ter is always determined by weight, not by
volume.
Properly understood, every equation, as

well as every experiment, illustrates this
law. H we were to take any chemical
equation and count the number of atoms
of any given element, on the right of the
equality sign (the products), we will find
that it is the same as the number on the
left (the factors). The compounds are
changed, but the atoms are the unchange-
able things, as Dalton declared them to be
when he named them atoms, which in

Greek means "uncutable."
Let us now take an equation and count

the number of atoms on each side of the
equation

:

Zn -1- 2HC1
(factors)

ZnClj + Hj
(products)

Here we find that we have for factors, 1

atom of Zinc, which reacts with Hydro-
chloric acid, composed of 2 atoms of hydro-
?en, and 2 atoms of chlorin. For products
rom the above factors we have (a) 1

molecule of Zinc Chlorid, composed of 1

atom of Zinc, and 2 atoms of chlorin, and
(b) 2 atoms of hydrogen.
Let us now count the number of atoms

for each element and compound, and see
if they are balanced in accordance with this

law. On the left hand (the factors) we
have 1 atom of zinc, which is also sho\vn
on the right hand as a product contained
in the molecule of zinc chlorid. As another
factor we have 2 atoms of hydrogen in the
2 molecules of Hydrochloric acid (2 x H =
2H), as a product we have 2 atoms of
hydrogen liberated. As another factor we
have 2 atoms of chlorin within the 2 mole-
cules of hydrochloric acid, which is also
seen as a product combined in the Zinc
Chlorid. Thus the equation is properly
balanced.
Law of Definite Weight (also called the

Law of Fixt Proportions).

—

Any given
chemical compound always contains the
same elements, and in the same ratio by
weight.

There are two parts to this law. One is

that a given compound is always made up
of the same elements. Hydrochloric acid
is always composed of hydrogen and
chlorin, as its ultimate constituents ; never
an^'thing else. The other part of this law
is that these elements always have the same
ratio by weight. Thus in hydrochloric
acid, that ratio is 1 of hydrogen to 35 of
chlorin—1 : 35. The ratio does not vary

;

it is the same as yesterday and always has
been the same; it always will be. The ex-
periments which prove the first part of the
law prove the second part also. Any chem-
ical experiment, in fact, illustrates it.

The practical application of this law is

that if you take too much of one of the
factors in making an experiment, only a
part of the reaction will take place, and
the excess will be left behind unacted upon

;

in some cases a different substance from
that wanted may form.

In large chemical industries it is almost

This Illustrates How Readings Are Correctly
Taken from the "Bottom" of the Meniscus

In a Tube Containing a Fluid.

as necessary to know the right proportion
for mixing substances as to know what to

put together. Suppose we wish to prepare
some ferrous sulfid (FeS) from its ele-

ments ; in what proportion should we mix
the latter? The equation which stands for

the reaction must first be written:
Fe+S=FeS. Next the atomic and molecu-
lar weight must be affixt:

FeSFe + S =
56 + 32 =

Atomic Weights Molecular Weight

This means that when iron and sulfur unite

to form ferrous sulfid, 56 parts by weight
of iron always unite with 32 parts of sulfur

/?a/i/e Burette C/amp

[i »<——A-—^c!

1

C*s= O
SraSuafed
Bureffe

Beatrer

E<L

Seo/rer

Fig. 34

Illustrating the Law of Fixt Weight, Experi-
ment No. 109, by the Aid of a Double Burette.

(or some multiple or submultiple of these

numbers) to form 88 parts of ferrous siU-

fid. We should then mix the elements in

the proportion of 56 grams of iron to 32

grams of sulfur, or 7 to 4. 56 to Z2 forms
a ratio which may be divided by the com-
mon factor 8. Let us suppose we have 10

grams of iron, how much sulfur will com-
bine with it?

The work should be arranged as follows,

placing X under the required or unknown
substance (this being Sulfur in this case),

and 10 under the known or given substance

(Iron in this case).

Fe -1- S = FeS
56 -1- 32 = 88
10 X

Evidently there is the same ratio between
56 of iron (Fe) and 32 of Sulfur (S) as

between 10 of Fe and x of S. This gives

the following proportion:

56
56 X

32 10
320
5.7

Proportion being an equality of ratios, we
have : 56 : 32 : : 10 : x. Or we may write

it

56

32

10 56 32

All give the same result. Thus 5.7 grams
of sulfur are needed to combine with 10

grams of Iron.

Again, we wish to know how much fer-

rous sulfid will be made? Arrange and
solve as follows

:

Fe -(- S = FeS S6:10::88:y 15.7gramfof
56 -f 32 = 88 56y = 880 FeS
10 >• y = 15.7

{Continued on page 559)
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Out Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to all readers, whether subscribers or not. The photos arc judged for best arrangement and efficiency
of the apparatus. To increase the interest of this department we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of the owner. Dark
pbotos preferred to light toned ones. We pay each month $3.00 prize for the best photo. Make your description brief and use only one side of the sheet.
Address the Editor, ' With the Amateurs" Dcpt.

Those "Electrical Laboratory" Photos ! ! !

Well, "Radio-bugs," it seems that you are at last awakening to the fact that your Uncle Samuel has really gone to
war, and that such being the case, the "Radio Labs.," of more peaceful times have actually slipt into oblivion, for the time
being. 'Tis a mark of distinction to be the owner of a "good" electrical laboratory in these times. Don't go about the
reorganization of your "Lab." with a half hearted spirit. On the contrary, let your motto be, "I will study and observe
so that I can be of service to my country when the time comes !" Vou radio enthusiasts should open up your minds
to the vast possibilities of "experimental electricity." If you possess a laboratory you, young man, may discover the
"germ " of a far-reaching electrical idea which would be of inestimable value to Uncle Sam. And you will be rewarded,
nexer fear. I'oitune—Fame—Honor—all these come to the genius who, by patient experiment and study evolves a "new
idea" that works. We hope to hear from every owner of an "Electrical Lab.," with a photograph of his favorite corner,
as well as a likeness of the owner. And come to think of it—don't the "Girls" experiment? Address the Editor "With
the Amateur's Prize Contest."

A GROUP OF REPRESENTATIVE AMERICAN AMATEUR LABORATORIES.

Electrical Laboratories of, 1— L. W. Hagerman, Racine, Wis. (Prize Winner); 2-Burnle Lazette. Monroe Mich.: 3—J. N. Edwards, Blue-

field, W. Va.; 4—Clarence F. Kramer, Lebanon, Ind.: 5—Osmond S. Ryer, Pasadena, Cal.; 6—Robert W. Held. .Owensboro, Ky., 7—Thos.
D Churchill and S. Goldhamer, Toronto, Can. Radio Stations of, 8—Jack Herzog, Lafayette, Ind.; 9—KIrk.E. Smith, West Springfield, Mass.
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^TEST k^TENTS
Electric Bath-Cabinet

(No. 1,241,234; issued to Honora C.
Marrinan.)

This combination electric heat-
ing and hot water bath is suitably

designed so that the proper de-
grees of heat can be produced from
a series of electric heating coils,

Elaced around the interior of the
ath cabinet. The heat reaches

the bathing chamber occupied by
the person using it, in the most
eflScacious manner possible. One
of the principal features of this
bath cabinet lies in the interlock-
ing electric switch and hot- water
valve levers. The hot-water valve
and electric switch control is so ar-
ranged that the turning on of
said switch or valve prevents the
turning of the other.

Electric Automobile-Signal
(No. 1,238,430. issued to G. H.

Nierman.)
A semaphore type of electric

automobile signal intended for at-

tachment on mud-guard of such
vehicles and controllable from the
driver's seat. The hand or other
figure can be moved to a hori-
zontal position, as shown in the il-

lustration, by means of a magnetic
solenoid, which is connected with
the car storage battery or to a
separate battery, as conditions
may dictate. The movable hand
forming the signal is fitted with a
small incandescent lamp for night
signaling, and the lamp may be
cut out during the day. The
solenoid core is connected to the
movable signal arm by a flexible
link motion as shown.

IntensiBer of Radio Oscillations
(No. 1,235.650; issued to David W.

Brown.)
An extremely simple form of in-

tensifier for high frequency elec-

^HiDicz:

Metal tubes

trie oscillations such as occur in

wireless receiving circuits, and in-

volving simply the use of two
metal tubes, or their equivalent.

thru which the aerial and ground
lead wires pass to the detector.
These envelops or tubes also be-
come themselves highly electrically
excited when oscillations from the
aerial travel along the lead wires
within them, and may be connected
to other detectors having their own
local circuits and translating in-
struments, such as telephone re-
ceiverSj etc., as here indicated.
Thus, It is possible with this ar-
rangement to use two detectors
and recorders.

Galvemic Battery
(No. 1,240,885; issued to Richard

Schuster.)
This galvanic cell employs two

electrolytes, is said to be odorless,
and especially adapted for charging
storage batteries. Its novel feature
resides in the provision of a con-
tainer or standpipe with over-flow
ascending pipe, arranged centrally
of, and in communication with the

cathode cell, for the purpose of
receiving the products of decora

-

position given off by the cathode
electrolyte. The battery consists
of an outer jar, a porous cup con-
taining the cathode electrolyte, a
carbon member, and in the annular
space between the jar and porous
cup, the anode electrolyte and the
annular zinc member. All of these
parts being nested in a well-known
manner. The cathode electrolyte
consists of a solution of bichromat
of soda, water and sulfuric acid.
The anode electrolyte comprises a
caustic potash solution mixed with
water. The upper part of the
porous cup is made impervious to
the electrolyte. The cell gives 2.7

volt and it is also reversible in
action.

Electrical Detector for Under-
ground Pipes

(No. 1,241,963; issued to Edward H.
Grove.)

It is first necessary to .connect a
source of interrupted current to two

a position at an angle to the pipes
4 and 5, While so holding the ex-
ploring coil, and walking about,
the operator proceeds to swing the
instrument in the direction of its
length. When swinging the coil,
the operator may move along
naturally. When he is directly
over the sought pipe, the sound in
the telephone receivers will be as
loud at one limit of the swing as
at the other.

Electric Gun

(No. 1,241,333; issued to Levi M.
Bowman.)

Another patent on electric guns,
and having for its principal nov-
elty the particular automatic
switch arrangement shown, where-
by the movement of the projectile
along the barrel successively trips
the switch connecting in circuit
the coil just ahead of the pro-
jectile. Thus it becomes evident
how each succeeding magnet coil
will act on the projectile progres-
sively, so that by the time it

reaches the end of the barrel, it

will have acquired a high velocity.

Valve Receiver for Radio Signals
(No. 1,238,869; issued to George M.

Wright.)
Receiver for radio signals, com-

prising an evacuated vessel con-
taining a heated filament, two
grids and an anode. The inventor
states that he is thus able to limit
the strength of the current in the
anode circuit, with the result that
the sounds caused by atmospherics
in the telephone will be consider-
ably reduced, and will thus be pre-
vented from over-powering the
sounds caused by the signals
which it is desired to detect.

Vibrator for Electric Bells
(No. 1,242,038: issued to W. E. R.

Rademaker.)
This patent covers a unique de-

sign of vibrating interrupter for
electric bells, which is of such a
type that it can be made dust-

'"^^i

different taps on the pipe line, as
shown in the diagram. This
detector comprises a small magnet
coil connected to a pair of sensi-
tive telephone receivers, which are
held to the ear. The operator pro-
ceeds to hold the detecting instru-
ment by its supporting strap just
above the ground as in Fig. i, in

COPIES OF ANV OF THE ABOVE PATENTS SUPPLIED AT 10c EACH.

proof as well as fool-proof, and
the usual contact screw is done
away with. The interrupter mem-
ber of this bell comprises a mov-

able electrode of carbon or metal,
delicately mounted within a small
tubular chamber secured to the bell
frame. When the circuit is closed
thru the bell and interrupter, the
electro-magnets are excited to
their full maximum and the re-
sulting vibration due to the arma-
ture striking the magnets, jars
the interrupter electrode, thus
opening the circuit momentarily.

Radio Frequency Oscillation
Generator

(No. 1,240,206; issued to Raymond
A. Heising.)

This radio-frequency oscillation
generator is unique in that no
spark gap is utilized. The high
frequency oscillatory circuit is

charged by a rapidly rotating com-
mutator from a high- voltage di-
rect-current generator, at those
times during the cycle at which
the difference of the voltage be-

—^oj^—

tween the generator terminals and
that across the oscillation circuit
is small. This invention covers
special means for obtaining a
constant speed in the commutator-
driving device; this device com-
prising an alternating current gen-
erator, rigidly connected to the
shaft with a D. C. motor connected
to an external D. C. source of
energy.

Radio Receiving Apparatus
(No. 1,241,565; issued to Harry

Shoemaker.)
This undamped wave receptor

patent employs a small alternating
current generator, having a speed
adapted to produce alternations of
a frequency best adapted to oper-
ate a telephone diafram, say 900
cycles, and the windings of the
machine are so connected that rec-
tified energy in the detector
circuit will pass thru its field.

it 1SIB

while the current from its arma-
ture will pass thru the telephone.
The telephone will then be sub-
jected to a sinusoidal electromo-
tive-force which will be substanti-
ally proportional to the current
flowing thru the fields. This in
turn will be proportional to the
receiving energy or the number of
wave trains received per second.
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Under this beading are publisht electrical or mechanical ideas which
our clever inventors, for reasons best known to themselves, have as yet
not patented. We furthermore call attention to our celebrated Phoney
Patent Offizz for the relief of all sufiFering daffy inventors in this country
as well as for the entire universe.
We are revolutionizing the Patent business and OFFER YOU T>1REE

DOLLARS ($3.00) FOR THE BEST PATENT. If you take your Phoney
Patent to Washington, they charge you $20.00 for the initial fee and then

Phoney Patents
you haven't a »mell of the Patent yet. After they have allowed the Pat-
ent, you must pay another $20.00 as a final fee. TThafs $40,001 WE
PAY YOU $3.00 and grant you a Phoney Patent in the bargain, so you
save $43.0011 When sending in your Phoney Patent application,
be sure that it is as daffy as a lovesick bat. The daffier, the better.
Simple sketches and a short description will help our staff of Phoney
Patent examiners to issue a Phoney Patent on your invention in a
jiffy.

PHONEY PATENT OFFIZZ

NOTE .OS^MAf^S weA/I SreCi^
'S/Cy'P/£C£S"//£A/C£ T/f£ AM<SA/£r

PERPETUAL MOTION ENGINE. This Engine Runs on Air In-
stead of Steam. The Engine Takes in Air At 14.7 Lb. Pressure
At Suction Pipe and Exhausts the Same 40 IVIiles Above the Earth
Into a "Vacuum," Or the Highly Rarefied Upper Atmospheric
Strata. It Costs Nothing to Run. inventor, Evert Pool, Hobart,

Okla.

Prize Winner.—HUN-CATCHER.—Why Not Equip Those 20.000
Yanl<ee Aeroplanes With Powerful Electric Magnets? The Mag-
nets Attract the Steel "Sky-pieces," the Attached Huns, Guns,
Gas Tanks and Ail. Dump 'em In Convenient Cages and Let Billy
Bryan Talk the Kaiser Out of 'Em. Inventor, Joseph Wachtman,

West Falrvlew, Pa.
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dUEJSTION Box
This department Is for the sole beneflt of all electiicaj experimenters. Questions will be answered hare for the benefit of all. but only

matter of sufficient interest will be publlsht. Rules under which questions will be answered:
1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on: matter must be typewritten or else written In Ink. no penciled matter considered.
S. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot be answered by mail fr*^ of ch&rse.
4. If a quick an^rwer Is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable re-

search work or intricate calculations a special rate wlU be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions ara
answered.

AUDION TICKLER COIL.
(861.) John Andrews, Philadelphia, Pa.,

asks:

Q. 1. What does the term tickler coil

mean?

Hook-up for Audlon with Inductively Coupled
"Tickler" Coil at "T."

A. 1. There have been a large number
of experimenters asking the same question.

The term tickler coil refers to a coil

which couples electromagnetically the wing
and grid circuits of an Audion, so as to

make it oscillate. A standard circuit in

which a tickler coil is employed is shown
in the accompanying drawing. The coil

"T" is the tickler coil which is coupled to

the secondary ; it reacts on the grid circuit

thru the stopping condenser.

GASOLINE ENGINE QUERY.
(861-A.) Wilbur Brown, Ontario, Can-

ada, wishes to know

:

Q. 1. Does a two H. P. gasoline engine

of the marine type use any more gasoline

than a gasoline engine of the hit and miss

tj'pe of the same H. P. such as used for

farm use.

A. 1. It is impossible for us to tell you
whether the marine tj'pe engine draws more
gasoline than the other type as the amount
of gasoline depends upon several factors,

namely : load, leak of compression, due to

poor valve speed, type of carburetor and
the general characteristics of the engine.

Q. 2. Would a 54 i"- spark coil work any
better or carry any farther in a ground tele-

graph system than a buzzer.

A. 2. A J4 inch spark coil would work
better than a buzzer for a ground telegraph
system.

Q. 3. How many glass plates 3^ x 354
will be required for a condenser to be used
on an Oudin coil 3 inches in diameter and
consisting of about 500 turns of No. 35
double cotton covered wire.

A. 3. Twentj'-tive plates will be required.

AUDION PHENOMENA.
(862.) John Pils, Chicago, 111., inquires:

Q. 1. What is the exact action that takes
place in an Audion when used as a rectifier

of radio frequency currents, or amplifier of
audio frequency currents ?

A. 1. It would be impossible for us to

give you an exact explanation of the phe-

nomena that take place in an Audion in

this column. The general operating charac-
teristics of this device depends upon the
relation which exists between the potential

on grid and the current in the plate or wing
circuit with respect to the filament. A very
thoro treatise of the operating characteris-

tics of the Audion has been publisht in the
AuRust, 1916, issue of this magazine. It is

worth 35 cents a copy.

Plliilililiilillllilllliiili™

I ODD PHOTOS WANTED AT M
s $1.00 EACH! ! !

I Now is the time to make your J
I Kodak pay for itself in a real practi- ^H cal way. We are after interesting m
J photographs of out-of-the-ordinary J
m^ electrical, radio and scientific sub- gH jects and are zuilling to pay $1.00 cash g= for every one we can tue. Please ^

bear in mind that for half-tone re- m
H production in a magazine, a photo- J
J graph should be particularly sharp ^

and clear. Of course, if a subject ^m happens to interest us particularly JH ivell, we can have the photo retouched, g
For the general run of subjects, how- g= ever, it does not pay to go to such gH expense. Therefore, please take pains ^^ to properly focus and expose your H

B pictures. It often happens that a gH really mediocre subject well photo- ^B graphed wins approval over an ex- ^= cellent subject poorly photographed, s
= And don't send us plate or film "nega- =
^ lives" ; send unmounted or mounted g= "prints," perferably a light and a dark ^
g As to what to photograph: Well, ^S that's hard for us to say. We leave ^= that up to you, and every reader now ^H has the opportunity to become a re- ^

porter of the latest things in the realm g^ of Electricity, Radio and Science, a
= But, please remember—it's the "odd, H
H novel or practical stunts" that we are J
B interested in. Every photo submitted JH should be accompanied by a brief de— J
J scription of 100 to 150 zvords. Give M= the "facts"—don't worry about the H
^ style. We'll attend to that. Enclose g
H stamps if photos are to be returned g
^ and place a piece of cardboard in the JH envelope with them to prevent mutila- ^J tion. Look around your town and H
M see what you can find thafs interest- J

Address photos to—Editor "Odd B
g Photos," Electrical Experimenter, Jg 233 Fulton Street, New York City. m
illiilliiillH

CONDENSER QUERY.
(863.) Andrew Hall, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

asks:

Q. 1. Between what points on a condenser
scale does the capacity vary as a linear

equation?
A. 1. Between 10° and 160°.

Q. 2. Is it possible to make a condenser
with a zero capacity at zero scale?

A. 2. No, as it is impossible to shield or
to reduce sufficiently the electrostatic field

produced by the edges of the plates when
the movable plates are set zero degrees on
the scale.

Q. 3. How is the Seibt condenser built?

A. 3. The Seibt variable condenser is

made out of one solid aluminum casting
and the plates, both movable and stationary,
are machined out from the same. With this

process of manufacture the variable con-
denser is made very accurate and the space
between plates is reduced very considerably,

thus increasing the capacity of the con-
denser. The capacit>' of this tj'pe of con-
denser is much higher than that of a built-

up condenser of the same size.

PROPERTIES OF RUBIDIUM.
(864.) Frederick Handel, Brooklyn, N.

Y., writes the "Question Box"

:

Q. 1. What are the properties of rubidium
metal?
A. 1. The specific gravity of the metal is

1.52. It melts at 38.5° centigrade; while at
10° it is as soft as wax. It is a lustrous

silver white metal, with a tinge of yellow,

oxidizes rapidly in the air, developing much
heat and soon igniting. Volatile as a blue

vapor below a red heat. The metal does
not keep well under petroleum, but is best

preserved in an atmosphere of hydrogen.
Next to caesium it is the most electro-posi-

tive of all metals.

Q. 2. Does lead acetat precipitate from
neutral or acetic acid solutions?

.\. 2. Yes, the product of the reaction is

a yellow lead chromat and the equation

shows the reaction between lead acetat and
sodium chromat.

Pb (CiHsQj) + Na, Cr O, =
Pb Cr O, + 2(Na Cz H, 0,)

PHANTOM ANTENNA.
(865.) Paul HefHe, Detroit, Mich., in-

quires :

Q. 1. Is it possible to operate a tele-

graph system by the use of a buzzer, water
pipe and gas pipe as current lines?

A. 1. Yes. We advise you to refer to

page 318 of the September, 1917, issue of

this magazine.

Copodty

Dtciting coil

or loops

Circuit of a "Phantom" Antenna, Used In

Testing Radio Transmitters in the Laboratory.

Q. 2. What are phantom antennae and
how are they made up?

A. 2. .\ phantom antenna is an artificial

antenna which is used in laboratories in-
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stead of a real antenna, but which has the

same electrical unit values as that of a real

antenna. Thus a real antenna has resis-

tance, capacity and inductance.
You can build one of these phantom an-

tennae by connecting in series a suitable re-

sistance, capacity and inductance coil and
the diagram here gives the hook-up of
such an antenna. The Government however
forbids its use during the duration of the
war.

TRANSIENT ELECTRIC
PHENOMENA.

(866.) A. Wolf, St. Paul, Minn., asks:

Q. 1. What are transient currents?
A. 1. According to the definition given

by Dr. Louis Cohen in his elaborate book
on alternating currents, the following holds
true: "If the electrical conditions of a
circuit are disturbed in any way, as for in-

stance by change of the electrical constants

of the circuit, or a change in the electro-

motive force acting on the circuit, a read-
justment of the current and potential in the
circuit will necessarily follow. The per-
manent state, however, is not reached in-

stantaneously ; it requires an appreciable
time interval before the electrical equili-

brium is again establisht. The electrical

phenomena which occur in the time inter-

val before the permanent state is reached
again have been properly designated Tran-
iicnt Electric Phenomena."

PERMANENT MAGNET AND AU-
DION CIRCUIT.

(867.) E. Davis, of Edgewood, R. L,

wishes to know

:

Q. L How can a permanent magnet be
used in an Audion circuit to increase the
sensitiveness of the device?

A. 1. There is only one possible place
wherein a permanent magnet can be utilized

in an Audion circuit to advantage, and that
is by placing the poles of the magnet near
the Audion tube, in which case the sensi-

tiveness of the device is increased mani-
fold, the action of which is due to the con-
centration of the ionic stream which is

discharged by the hot cathode filament.

In this case the amplification and rectifica-

tion of the instrument is considerably in-

creased.

3,000-MILE RECEIVING OUTFIT.
(868.) T. A. Snyder, of Chicago. III.,

asks:

fc Audion

Hook-Up for Audion Receiving Set for Radlo-
Telegraphy.

Q. 1. In order that I may receive from
a distance of 3,0(X) miles, what wireless
instruments are required for an efficient

set?

A. 1. The following instrimients will be
required in order to be able to receive 3,000
miles. A very sensitive detector, such as

the Audion, with its accessories, including
a high tension or "B" battery; a filament
battery; a pair of high resistance (prefer-
ably 3,000 ohms) 'phones; a "grid" con-
denser of .00015 mfd; a .001 mfd., variable
air dielectric condenser. A loose coupler of
the switch-contact type, and a loading coil. .

Electrical Engineers

WANTED
By Light and Power Plants, Railroads and Electrical Manufacturers

Here's your chance to fit yourself for a big job as Electrical Engineer. The call
for electrical experts far exceeds the supply.

_
Just your name and address on the coupon brings the books that will help vou

imn success in the electrical field.

$1800 to $5000 Yearly
There's big pay for men who are qualified to assume responsibilities.

7-Volume Library of Electricity
Covers the entire electrical field. Simple, practical. 3000 pages 7 x 10 inches—

2600 illustrations. Bound in half morocco leather, gold stamped.
ALL ABOUT Elements of Electricity—Electrical Measurements—Under-

writers' Requirements—Theory, Calculation, Design and Construction of Generators
and Motors—Dynamo-Electric Machinery—Lighting Machinery—Power Transmis-
sion—Electric Railways—Power Stations—Switchboards and Switching—Storage
Batteries—Applied Electro-Chemistry—Electric Elevators—Electric Welding and
Heating—Wire and Wireless Telegraphy. Written in non-technical language—every
difficult point made plain.

'lO/* S* ^A/^<a*»lr ^°" "" S^' *'^ ^"''""^ 7-volume Library—the
%J\JK^ O. TT CCIV standard authority on electricity—at the rate of 50c
"^TTTT^^r^'^T^^^'^^T^^TTTT^ a week—$2 a month. _ _ _
The complete set—sent prepaid—upon your simple request. / AUEmcj^il T7rZi,7A,Use them seven full days. If you don't want them, send. / society

If you decide to "go to it"—send only $2 , Dept E7449. ChicaBo. U. S. A,
them back
after seven days and then $2 a month until the special
price of $19.80 has been paid. The regular price is $35.
This offer is good only within the boundaries of the
U. S. and Canada.

Consulting Service FREE

!

_A year's consulting membership (regular price $12.00)
win be given free with the Electrical Library if you
lend your order at once. This gives you the advice /
of a corps of electrical experts who can help you over
the hard places. Yours for an entire year free. ' Name

Plsaa* ieod me the eomplete sat

of the Cyclopedia ot Applied !««-
trleity for 7 daji' free eieniinfttlaii

iiijiieiii prepaid. If I decide ! de
not want them I will recura laefB to

/ you. otherwise I wtll send S5 00 arter
7 days and $2.St a moDth tbpr«afl«r

/ imtll 119.80 haa l>e«ii paid. Thro you
will s«nd me receipt ihowtng that the

/ $39.00 set and CeasulUna Umhera&lp
are mine.

American
Dept. E 7449

Technical Society
CHICAGO, ILL.

/

/ Addnvfl

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" wheti ivriting tc advertisers.
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MescoTelegraph Practice Set

For Learning Telegraph Codes

The Practice Set comprises a regular tele-

graph key, without circuit breaker, a special

hiRh pitch buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry
Battery, and four feet of green silk covered
Sextble cord.

The key and buzzer are mounted on a
highly finished wood base, and three nickel

plated binding posts are so connected that

the «et may be used for five different pur-
poses.

List No. Price
342. Telegraph Practice Set, with Bat-

tery and Cord $2.70

MITCI^r^ Combination Practice Set for learning the Morse

lYlEiOvV/ and Continental Visual and Audible Codes

This outfit is the only reliable Instrument wliich will

enable students to become proficient operators In the

U. S. Naval Service, because It is equipped with a
buzzer and miniature lamp enabling the user to

master both the visual and audible signals quickly.

UsI No. 52—Practice Set witb Red Seal Battery and Cord, $3.3S

Send for the New Edition of Our

Catalog W28 Ready about Dec. 15
It li pocket size, contains 248 pages, with ov«r I.OOt
Illustrations and describes In plain, clear language
all about Bells, Push Buttons, Batterlu, Telephone
and Telesraph Material, Electric Toys. Burglar and
Fire Alarm Contrivances, Electric Call Beds, Elfotrlo

Alarm Clocks, Medical Batteries. Motor Boat Horns,
Electrically Heated Apparatus, Battery Conneoton,
Switches. Battery Gauges, Wireless Telegraph In-
struments, Ignition Supplies, etc.

Send for the Catalog Now
Manhattan Electrical

Supply Co., Inc.

NewYerk: Chicago: ST. LOUIS:
17 Park Place 114 8. 5th Ave. 1106 Pine St.

San Francisco Office: 604 Mlasion St.

CI.IJJJ'I.H.HJIM

KNAPPJ "Learuelectrics'

CompUu Electrical and Experimental Laboratory

A choice collection of In-
etniments. materials and in-
terchangeable parts with
which numerous electrical
machines may be constructed
and a thousand experiments
ijerformed.

TogetJier with a very valu-
able

INSTRUCTION BOOK

ELECTRICITY
All basic truths and principles made
clear and fully demons trated

by H. P. Gorman. A.I.E.E.,
profusely inustrated and covering entire subject. Out-
fit enclosed In attractive Intx with fittings for every part.

$2.75 all leading dealers
If your dealer cannot supply you order direct. Or

write for free catalog of electrical motors and spe-
cialties from lOc up.

KNAPP ELECTRIC & NOVELTY CO.
523 West Slst Street, N. Y. City

Q. 2. How would you connect them?
A. 2. Wiring diagram is given herewith.

Q. 3. Do you know of any firm who
sells blue-prints—giving full information as

to how wireless instruments can be made?
A. 3. We would suggest that you pro-

cure the two books—one entitled "How to

Make Wireless Receiving Apparatus" and
the other "How to Make Wireless Trans-
mitting Apparatus," which can be obtained
from our Book Department at 25 cents each.

SOLID ELECTROLYTE.
(869.) Stanley Dewsnap'of Springfield,

Mass., wishes to know

;

Q. 1. Can you give me the formula for

making the solid electrolyte now in use in

small portable storage cells in connection
with pyrometers of the optical type?

A. 1. The type of storage battery you
speak of, and which is used in the pyrometer,
is a dry storage battery of the portable type.

It can be readily made by immersing the

regular storage battery plates in some glass

wool which is thoroly saturated with the

regular sulfuric acid solution of the proper
density. This mixture for making a storage

battery of the dry form, has been utilized

abroad with great success.

Q. 2. Does the use of such an electrolyte

require any different type of plate?

A. 2. The use of this electrolyte does not
necessitate a different type of storage bat-

tery plate.

RECTIFIERS.
(870.) William Lewis, Rosedale, Kan-

sas City, Kan., writes

:

How Two Lamps Can Be Controlled By
Single-Pole Snap Switches From Two Dif-

ferent Locations.

Q. 1. Please show in a diagram how 1

can control two electric lamps (12 ft.

apart) by one pole (one circuit) snap
switches, one switch upstairs, and one
switch downstairs.
A. 1. We give herewith wiring diagram

of the scheme in question.

Q. 2. How many rectifier jars are

needed to change 110 volts 5 amp. A.C.
into 55 volts D.C.?

A. 2. You require four standard type

rectifiers in order to obtain the current you
desire.

PHOSPHORESCENT PAINT.
(871.) Edw. L. Wagner, of Sandpoint,

Idaho, asks

:

Q. 1. What is the composition (electro-

lyte and depolarizer) of the "Radio" or

"Tungsten" flashlight battery?

A. 1. The chemical composition of the

depolarizer as used in these flashlight bat-

teries is the commercial form of manganese
dioxid. The electrolyte is composed usually

of a mixture of zinc chloride and sal am-
moniac in water. This is used in these

batteries the same as the regular dry cells.

Q. 2. How to prepare phosphorescent
paint from calcium sulfid?

A. 2. The phosphorescent paint used to-

day is made by thoroly mixing some phos-
phorescent calcium sulfid with linseed oil.

(Continued on page 557)

WANTED! RECRUITS FOR "GAS
AND FLAME" REGIMENT.

(This statement is antliori::ed by Major
Atkisson of the Thirtieth Engineers).

THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMEN-
TER has been called upon by the

commanding officer of the Thirtieth

Engineers to help in mobilizing the person-

nel of a "Gas and Flame" Service Regiment.
This regiment is being recruited now from
men volunteering for the service, and will

be ready to go "over there" by Thanks-
giving.

This is a regiment for skilled, practical

men, who will be called upon at once to

demonstrate their worth and skill.

Enlistment in the "Gas and Flame" Regi-
ment offers opportunity to skilled men, to

be used and recognized as men skilled in

their trade.

This opportunity should appeal to men
who have previously felt that they were
most needed at home, because of their spe-

cial training and experience.

The regiment will be required in the field

of operation to supervise the American of-

fensive in "Gas and Flame" service, and
will be called upon to instruct men all along
the front in this most important work.
Consequently these men, all volunteers, will

be in the thick of the greatest activities.

The Thirtieth "Engineers" is the pioneer

regiment in the "Gas and Flame" service.

Men who enlist now will be leaders in the

Spring offensive.

Your Opportunity—This organization will

require a large proportion of men able to

assume responsibility', and to act upon their

own initiative and individual judgment.
There will be opportunities to advance to

the higher non-commissioned grades. There
will be opportunities for commissions.

The "Gas and Flame" service offers a real

chance for red-blooded Americans to get in

where their efforts will give definite results.

In addition to needing any men who are
looking for just this opportunity to help put
across the important service, specialists are
needed as outlined below.

Who Can Qualify—Chemists (analytical,

research and manufacturing). Chemical
workers, powdermen, men experienced in

gas manufacture, machinists, automobile re-

pair men, men able to operate and repair

gas or steam engines, pipe fitters, elec-

tricians, designers, interpreters, carpenters,

blacksmiths, plumbers, boiler-makers and
chauffeurs.

Men with long experience in their trade

are especially desired to fill tlie Master En-
gineer grades.

All men enlisted in the Thirtieth must
have good muscular development and be
capable of undergoing active service at the
front.

Men are wanted who know how to take
care of themselves, who are active, ener-

getic, and have a strong determination to

carry out any mission to which they may be
detailed.

Loyal American citizens with the above
qualifications between 48 and 40 years of
age, who have not actually been called by
a local board in the draft, are eligible for

enlistment.

Officers Are Specialists—Colonel A. A.
Fries, Engineers, N. A., is to be the com-
manding officer of the Thirtieth Engineers.

He is a regular officer of the corps of
engineers, with many years' experience in

military and civil engineering. Colonel
Fries is now in France and is "Chief of the

Gas Service."

Major E. J. Atkisson, Corps of Engi-
neers, is organizing the first battalion of
the Thirtieth Engineers at Camp American
University, D. C. He is a graduate of West
Point and of Cornell University.

(Continued on page 558)
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QUESTION BOX.
(Continued from pacje 556)

The proportions between tliese two chemi-

cals is dependent upon tlie amount of light

desired to be emitted by the phos;;:xrcscent

mixture.

SYNCHRONOUS GAP.

(872.) Robert D. Stewart of Cambridge,

Wis., asks the following questions

:

6. 1. What should be the number of

cycles delivered by a rotary converter of "/S

K. W. to convert 110 volts D. C. to 80 volts

A. C., best suited to wireless purposes?

A. 1. We should advise that SOO cycles

should be the most efficient frequency for

such a rotary converter to be used in radio

work.
Q. 2. How can the number of cycles

of a rotary converter of such a type be in-

creased to twice the number ?

A. 2. The frequency can be doubled
in a rotary converter by doubling the speed

of the armature.

Q. 3. Which would be the most ef-

ficient to use, a synchronous spark gap, or

a rotary spark gap, with such a rotary con-

verter ?

A. 3. A synchronous spark gap is the

most efficient form of spark discharger for

use in radio work, and if a rotary disc with
projecting electrodes is mounted on the

shaft of a rotary converter, a synchronous
spark is thus obtained.

TheseAreThe Hours That Count

MULTI-LAYER COIL.

(873.) Mr. B. A. Browne of Wash-
ington, D. C, writes :

Q. 1. I understand from the article

"Calculation and Measurement of In-

ductance" on page 320 of the September
issue of the Electrical Experimenter, that

the multilayer coil as described in figures

2, 3 and 4, may be used in lieu of a loose

coupler. If I am correct, will you please

say how the wave length is varied. The
description does not seem to provide for

any taps as in loose coupler construction.

This coil is described as "very satisfactory
for tuning long waves." Will you please

give the approximate minimum and maxi-
mum wave lengths that could be received
with a coil of this design, constructed as in-

dicated on page 321, column 1.

A. 1. The amount of inductance of mul-
tilayer coils is varied in the same way
as in other types : that is, by taking from
each layer a contact lead which naturally
controls the number of turns in the coil; thus
controlling the wave length or the circuit

in which the coil is connected. You can
have as many contact leads or "taps" from
a multilayer coil as you wish. However, it

should be carefully noted that the insula-
tion between the connection and its adjacent
layer should be very thoroly arranged

;

thus avoiding any short-circuits. The max-
imum and minimum wave length received
with such coils is entirely dependent upon
the other constants entering into the oscil-

latory circuit, viz., the antenna inductance
and antenna capaciti,-, and the capacity used
across the oscillatory circuit. It is essen-
tial that these factors be known before-
hand, before we can give the maximum or
minimum wave lengths that can be had
with this t>'pe of coil. However, you can
obtain wave lengths ranging from 100 to

10,000 meters with this coil, providing the
proper capacities are used in the circuit.

Q. 2. I understand from reading the
Electrical Experimenter that a "tickler
coil" is merely a contrivance to rapidly make
and break a wireless circuit. If I am cor-

MOST of your time is mortgaged to work, meals and
sleep.' But the hours after supper are yours, and

your whole future depends on how you spend them.

You can fritter them away on profitless pleasure, or you
can make these hours bring you position, money, power,

real success in life.

Thousands of splendid, good-paying positions are waiting in every

field of work for men trained to fill them. There's a big job waiting for

you—in your present work or any line you choose. Get ready for it!

You can do it without losing a minute from work, or a wink of sleep,

without hurrying a single meal, and with plenty of time left for recreation.

You can do it in one hour after supper each night, right at home, through

the International Correspondence Schools.

Yes—You Can Win Success in an Hour a Day
Hundreds of thousands have proved it. The designer of the Packard

" Twin-Six," and hundreds of other Engineers, climbed to success through

I. C. S. help. The builder of the great Equitable Building and hundreds

of Architects and Contractors won their way to the top through I. C. S.'

spare-time study. Many of this country's foremost Advertising and

Sales Managers prepared for their present positions in spare hours under

1. C. S. instruction.

For 25 years men in offices, stores, shops, factories, mines, railroads—in every line

of technical and commercial work—have been winning promotion and increased salaries

through the I. C. S. Over 130,000 men getting ready right now in the 1. C. S. way

for the bigger jobs ahead.

Your Chance Is Here

!

No matter where you live, tlie I. C. S.

will come \.o you. No matter what your

handicaps or how small your means, we
iiave a plan to meet your circumstances.

No matter how limited your previous edu-

cation, the simply written, wonderfully

illustrated I. C. S. textbooks make it easy

to learn. No matter what career you

may choose, some one of the 280 I. C. S.

Courses will surely suit your needs.

Make Your Start Now

!

When everything has been made easy

for you—when one hour a day spent with

the i.C.S., in the quiet of your own home,

will bring you a bigger income, more

comforts, more pleasures, all that success

means—can you afford to let another
single priceless hour of spare time go to

waste? Make your start right now!
That is all we ask. Without cost, with-

out obligating yourself in any way, put

it up to us to prove how we can help

you. Just mark and mail this coupon.

TE*R OUT

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 5364. SCRANTON. 'A

Explain, without obUffatlng me, how I can Qualify for the posi-

tion, or in the subject, before which I mark X."
ctrrc 1 ivrhtinp

J Eli'itni- t ,ir Running
lEIftln*: Wiring
jTelegraph Expert

J Practical Telephony
JUECIUMCAL ESUINEER
] Mechanical Draftsman
J Machine Shop Practice
IGas EnBinctT
JCIVII. KXilNEFR
jSuni'vini: anil Mapping
JMI>K H^K^M^\ <IK IMilSFVK
JMetallufKisi or l'ri>-ipector

1STATIO\tU\ EXitNttll

J Marine Engineer
1 ARCHITECT
jContractor and Builder

J Architectural Draftsman
JConcn-te Hutldcr
LjSiruciurn! Enuineer
§PLt MIIIM; tM> IIEaTI<(0

Sheet Metal Worker
CHEMICAL ENGINEER

E
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN

[^Window Trimmer
[JShow Card Writer
rj Outdoor Mgn Painter
:jRAlLKt>AI>FR
-ILLISIRAIOR
M DESIGNER
^BOOKKEEPER
_ Stenographer and Typlat

2J Cert. PubUc Accountaol
^Railway Accountant

(;ommt-rciji Law
n Traffic Munagomcnt
^GOOD ENGLISH
LJ Teacher
G Common School Subjects

C CIVIL SERVICE
n Railway Mail Clerk
n Textile Overseer^or Supt.
rlNn*lr»">r SpaoUh
n i(iRUlT.TrKE l_,

(iornan
r^l'ooHrr HaUlne L_ Fr*opk
nAlTOMOBILlS CltAll«a

Occupation
A Employer _

Street
and No._

City.
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Vou May Uearn Theory, Code and Laws of Radio
Communication in Our School or at Your Home

fitting you for positions paying good salaries with wonderful
chance to travel the world over. It's the most interesting pro-
fession known and the demand for skilled operators is increasing.

Send stamp for catalog giving facts. Resident classes
open Oc:. 2nd.

NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, 14lh4 U Sis., N. W., Washington. D. C

^ NAVY NEEDS OPERATORS

ATTENTION WIRELESS AMATEURS!
Our stock of Electrical and Wireless supplies was never more complete.

Prepcire now for the opening of your stations.

The demand at the conclusion of the war will be so great that
delays will be unavoidable.

Send today for copy of our big 300-page Electrical and

Wireless Catalog.

Mailed upon receipt of 8c in stamps or coin, which may be
deducted on first dollar purchase. Catalog contains 1 60 pages
wireless instruments and 1 40 pages electrical supplies. No
bigger or better values are obtainable elsewhere.

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO. 230-232 Superior St., Toledo.

STORAGE BATTERIES FOR ALL PURPOSES
Better Batteries for Less Money

Backed by An Exceptional

Guarantee

The MartO'Quality

«1$
$-0

V«o
**^G^

V«tt'^
Capacity

Quality Price

WE MANUFACTURE BATTERIES
FOR EACH MAKE OF AUTOMOBILE

PAUL M.MARKO & CO., Inc.. 1191 Bedford A>e., Brooklyn, N.T. N. Y. Depot—974 8lh Arc., N. T. Oily

THIS 110-130 VOLTS
A. C. or D. C.

Complete with emery, bufiFer, cord and plug.

This Racine Universal Motor at $7.50 represents
an nnusual value In a motor that, attached to any
light socket, will operate all sorts small ma-
chinery, grind or sharpen tools and polish any-
thing. Guarantee certificate with each motor. You
must be satisfied. See your dealer today or write
direct.

MOTOR $7.50

Racine Universal Motor Co.
Makers of Fans,

304 South Dearborn Street
CHICAGO. ILL See Your Dealer

Vacuum Cleaners. Vibrators and all kinds ot motor ../ •• r.- .

appliances. or Write Direct

THE REDTOP
Stove and Combination Cooker Complete

TTie stove and combination cooker, over thirty thousand
In use. A wonderful stove on which you can toast, fry,

boil, broil or cook. The cooker made of polished aluminum
with two compartments and cover. Cook in one and keep
food hot in the other.

Aluminum Combination cooker with stove $6.00

Stove Only $3.50 and $4.00

Always specify voltage when ordering.
Liberal Discounts to dealers.

Send for descriptive literature

REDTOP ELECTRIC CO., Inc.
8-10 West 19th Street New York City

rect in this, will you tell me how this

operation enables the reception of un-

damped waves with detectors that will not

otherwise render such waves audible?
A. 2. The exact function of the tickler

coil is qivcn in Query No. 861, and is that

a direct magnetic coupling between the

wing and grid circuit of the Electron relay

or Audion tube is obtained, which functions
serve as the means of transferring the plate

current to the wing circuit, which grid

current is strengthened by the addition of

a charge on the grid ; thus increasing the

amplifying or regenerative effect of the

tube. The only means by which oscillat-

ing conditions can be had is by coupling
both of these circuits and the tickler coil

together. In other words, energy trans-

ferred and retransferred from both of

these circuits, and the rapidity of this

transformation of energj' is so high, that

an oscillatory current of high frequencj- is

obtained, which must occur in the "beat"'

reception of undamped waves.

WOMAN WINS WIRELESS TEST.

It fell to a young woman to make thf

highest average at a government examina-
tion for wireless operators. She made the
highest of anybody—man or woman—in

Baltimore city.

Immediately after the declaration of wai
with Germany ten pretty girls decided to

take up wireless telegraphy in order that

they might be able to take the places of the

boys called to serve their country at the

front. They all now have a government
license, and one of them received thf

highest average made.

WANTED! RECRUITS FOR "GAS
AND FLAME" REGIMENT.

(Continued from page 556)

All officers have been carefully selected

from the Regular Army and from civil life^

with a view to their special fitness for this

particular service. They are experienced
chemical, gas and military engineers.

How to Enlist—Go to the nearest recruit-

ing station or U. S. District Engineering
Office, state fully and clearly your qualifica-

tions and that you wish to be enlisted in

the Thirtieth Regiment of Engineers (Gas
and Flame).
The officer in charge will examine you

physically and pass upon your qualifications

If accepted, you will be enlisted and im-

mediately sent to headquarters of the Thir-

tieth Regiment of Engineers at Camp
American University, D. C.

All men must first enlist as privates, the

rate of pay being $33.00 per month and ex-

penses. Men with the necessary experience

may be assigned to special duties and given
non-commissioned rank at rates of pay
ranging from $40.20 to $96.00 per month
and expenses. The latter include, for both

privates and non-commissioned officers, food,

clothing, medical attendance and transpor-

tation. Those who enlist will be eligible

immediately for promotion, according to

their ability and as openings occur. Men
who enlist now will have excellent oppor-

tunities for promotion as the service ex

pands.
Everybody Can Help—
1. If not qualified for enlistment, get at

least one man to volunteer. You can be

an immense help in this way, even if you
yourself are not in a position to serve.

2. Get this announcement printed in your
local new.spapers. This is exceedingly im-

portant.

3. Manufacturers, see that a few men of

your organization respond to this call.

4. Use this page as a poster in your office,

or ask us for reprints.

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
(Continued from page 550)

Again, suppose we want to know how
much oxygen will combine with a piece of

charcoal weighing 7 grams? Also how
much Carbon dioxid (COj) will form ?

Arrange and solve as follows

:

12 4-

2 O
2x16
32

COj
12 + 2x16

44

: 7 :: 32 :

12x = 224
X ::: 18.66

: 7
12y

y

44 : >

308
25.66

Thus 18.66 grams of Oxygen are required

and 25.66 grams of Carbon dioxid (CO2)
are formed.
Always have the final weight numbers

(as 12, 14, 32, 44 as above) on the same
horizontal line ; and be sure your equation

balances ; then it is only necessary to use

such numbers as the equation calls for. Re-
sults must be given in decimals to one or

two places—not in common fractions.

Suppose we want to obtain 2 liters of

Oxygen. How many grams of Potassiimi

Chloral (KClOs) must we employ, if a
liter of oxygen weighs 1.43 grams? This
question may be solved as follows

:

39
KCIO, - KCI + 30

= 39 + 45 + 3x16+35+48
122 74 48

Weight of O required,
1.43 g. X 2 = 2.86 g.

122 : X :: 48 : 2.86
48x = 248.92
X = 5.18

In working out problems according to the
preceding models, observe the following
order

:

1. Write and balance up the equation.

2. Affix the weights to such of the sub-
stances as are called for.

3. Put in the proper places under the

given weights, the weights to be used, plac-

ing X, y, or z for the wanted substances.

4. Make a proportion, using the sub-
stances involved.

5. Place the product of the means equal

to that of tlie extremes.
6. Find the value of x, y, or z.

EXPERIMENT NO. 108. Illustrating

the Law of Conservation of Matter. (Quan-
titative.)

Have 2 test tubes and wind a fine cop-
per wire around the neck of each, leaving
a loop to hang them from one arm of a
hornpan or other balance. Arrange the
balance so that it can be easily adjusted;
then pour into one tube 5 cc. of a solution
of lead nitrat (Pb(N08)2), and into the
other an equal volume of sodium chlorid
solution (common salt), the exact amount
is not essential in either case. Be sure
there is no liquid on the outside of the
tubes. Fasten the tubes to the bottom of
one beam of the scales (See Fig. 93) and
weigh the tubes and their contents, or coun-
terbalance them, noting the weight.
Now carefully detach the tubes, pour the

contents of one into the other without
spilling, note the effect produced, and then
hang them again on the beam. In case
there is not equilibrium, try the work over
again with more care.

Here we have two factors to begin with,
I. c, a solution of lead nitrat and a solution
of salt. These will be found to have a cer-

tain weight, when weighed or counterbal-
anced upon the scales. These are then
mixed and a chemical change is effected.

Count the atoms in each substance, and
see if they are balanced on each side of the

equation. W hen the small a is placed after

the brackets, as in lead nitrat, it means tliat

both the elements within them must be
multiplied by two. When a 2 is placed be-

fore a substance, as in sodium chlorid, it

means that all the elements following it

(not beyond a plus or equality sign) must
be multiplied by two.

TABLE.
INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC WEIGHTS

The following is a complete list ,of the 81 ele-

ments, with symbols and atomic weights, in which
= 16, H = 1.008.

ATOMIC
SYMBOL. WEIGHT.
Al 27.1

Sb 120.2
A 39.9
As 74.96
Ba 137.37
Be 9.1
Bi 208.0
B 11.0
Br 79.92
Cd 112.40
Cs 132.81
Ca 40.09
C 12.00
Ce 140.25
a 35.46
Cr 52.0
Co 58.97
Cb 93.5
Cu 63.57
Dy 162.5
Er 167.4
Eu 152.0
F 19.0
Gd 157.3
Ga 69.9
Ge 72.5
Au 197.2
He 4.0
H 1.008
In 114.8
I 126.92
Ir 193.1
Fe 55.85
Kt 83.0
La 139.0
Pb 207.10
Li 7.00
Lu 174.0
Mg 24.32
Mn 54.93
Kg 200.0
Mo 96.0
Nd 144.3
Ne 20.0
Ni 58.68
N 14.01
Os 190.9
O 16.00
Pd 106.7
P 31.0
Pt 195.2
K 39.10
Pr 140.6
Ra 226.4
Rh 102.9
Rb 85.45
Ru 101.7
Sa 150.4
Sc 44.1
Se 79.2
Si 28.3
Ag 107.88
Na 23.00
Sr 87.62
S 32.07
Ta 181.0
Te 127.5
Tb 159.2
Tl 204.0
Th 232.42
Tm 168.5
Sn 119.0
Ti 48.1W 184.0
U 238.5
V 51.0
Xe 130.7
Yb 172.0
Yt 89.0
Zn 65.37
Zr. 90.6

DOES
YOUR STOMACH BALK?

ELEMENT.
Aluminum
Antimony
Argon
Arsenic
Barium
Berylium
Bismuth
Boron
Bromin
Cadmium
Caesium
Calcium
Carbon
Cerium
Chlorin
Chromium
Cobalt
Columbium
Copper
Dyprosium
Erbium
Europium
Fluorine
Gadolinum
Gallium
Germanium
Gold
Helium
Hydrogen
Indium
lodin
Iridium
Iron
Krypton
Lanthanum
Lead
Lithium
Lutecium
Magnesium
Manganese
Mercury
Molybdenum
Neodymium
Neon
Nickel
Nitrogen
Osmium
Oxygen
Palladium
Phosphorus
Platinum
Potassium
Praseodymium
Radium
Rhodium
Rubidium
Ruthenium
Samarium
Scandium
Selenium
Silicon
Silver
Sodium
Slrontium
Sulfur
Tantalum
Tellurium
Terbium
Thallium
Thorium
Thulium
Tin
Titanium
Tungsten
I'ranium
Vnnadiura
Xenon
Ytterbium (Neoytterbium)
Yttrium
Zinc
Zirconium

Pb(NOa)a + 2NaCl
(factors)

PbCU -f 2NaN03
(products)

EXPERIMENT NO. 109. Illustrating

the Law of Fixt Weight. (Quantitative.)

Have 2 graduated burettes arranged as

in Fig. 94. Have one of these nearly filled

with very dilute Hydrochloric acid (HCl)
(C. P. acid with about 10 times its volume
of water). Into the other pour approxi-
mately the same volume of sodium hydroxid
solution (NaOH). This solution can be
made by dissolving 5 grams of Caustic soda

(Continued on page 571)

STRONGFORT
The Perfect Man

An athlelt of tchum Dr.
Sarijenl </ Hanxtrd Uni-
vcrgi tu fuie Maul:

"//) is uiJ/ueatuynaoi]/ tM
finest avc^iimen of phwicxt
development ever ae^en.

'

'

art: :..,ii jir.-., 1
: i' -'

L\ 1, If a lii..-t. ;> :-

X X Wtiai «lo you kurjw

abulll ill What, vervi.,-

U it Klvinjt ytiu? \uii .ir.;

no sirongtT than k
stomach; Your • .:

fur wc»rk. your eii.li.: .

your lut'nial ki:i;i.iiv*o,

are all tlf|fiuli--iit ui«'ii

whftlior your uioinacU
rtiiictlniiK fujundly a n U
i\itvn iu shary III pro-
iluc-iiitc [juro hluotl f<ir the
licarl tu bend tu all puriit

or tho lMKt>'. eiit-riiizltit;

Uiu mind, and puttiiiK

"I'llt" In every iliou^jht

and action.

DOES YOUR
HEART MURMUR,
SKIP AND
FLUTTER?

r>o you l;nnw that your
heart is alsu inenaceU hy
a tliTaiiucd stomarlif If,

Instead of properly di-

Bestiiig your food, it Is

allowed to remain In tho
Btotiiach to sour and fer-

uicnt. thu t; a s e H thiiH

gi'iiiTated by tiiti decom-
iw>sition will -iwell your
abdominal ruttioti untiat-
urally, inierferint: with all

UiL- ttrt^aiLs, and bringiiis

the pressure Wwn caused
principally against the
heart. It is this con-
dition titat is responsibia
fur many of thy fatal, so-
called cases of Heart
Failure.

You can correct
this with

STRONGFORTISM-
NOT WITH DRUGS AND PILL PIFFLE

!

If your stomach is in good conduion ynu can

dieeit aiiythinK. and then your natural appe'.ite

will call for the food your body- needs. The Stomach
is a muscular organ and its perfect funclioninK de-

pends upon maintaining a nuniiLil muscular activity.

This is where

YOU NEED MY HELP !

This is where my study of anatomy and the in-

ternal organs becomes so valuable. I have devised
methods which bring about such an internal

muscular development so ttiat tho functioning cm
be controlled, thus giving you full control of your

health.
It is not what you eat. but what you are able

to digest that gives you the vitality to do thing's.

Stop pampering your stomach. It Is the STRONG-
FORT Methods that you need, based on the trie
ipiiiiciplf^ uf Nature's laws of health and body

Tam a builder of men
YOrR whole body can be rebuilt. I will show

you how to help Nature and replace the old worn,
decaying cell life and rebuild it with now vital

tissue. No matter what your weakness may be,

whether it has been brought on by indiotxtion,
gaeev stomach, neTVoit^mege, or by youthful indiscre-
tions, my natural methods will correrl it. If j-ou

are SKINNY, run do\m, bilious, always tired and
sleepy, have headaches, rupture, no "Pep." you
need the STRONGFORT Methods. Eveo* bodily
ill gives way to the gentle. he.aling and building
irifliienrcs of my System. Mark the ailment tliat

interests you most on the couinin below, and I will
.send yon personal inforraatiun that will help you.

It will cost you nothini; to cnnsul: nie - it may
saw your life. Send TOD.\Y for nij- book. "In-
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A NEW NERNST VAPOR LAMP.
Prof. W. Nernst describes a vapor lamp

in recent German patents which is some-
what similar to Darrah's lamp, and is a

decided improvement from the point of

view of eificiency.

According to the patent, the lamp in-

cludes a spherical bulb, as shown in Fig.

1, which contains the two carbons a and b.

The upper electrode is connected to the

iron core of a solenoid, c, which is suitably

protected against the chemical effects of

the vapor. The lower end of the spherical

bulb ends in a short closed tubular con-

nection, which contains the salt to be va-

porized. The volatilization is effected by
an external source of heat; for this pur-

pose the series resistance, to which the

lamp is connected, may be suitably used.

In a second patent Prof. Nernst de-

scribes a vapor lamp in which the main
conducting medium is mercury vapor ; a

suitable salt is added in order to give a

better color to the light. The principle of

the lamp consists in adding a line spec-

trum to that of the mercury vapor ; in this

way a white light is produced. Mercury
vapor, however, has the property of con-

tinually removing any foreign substances.

It is, therefore, possible to introduce the

coloring substance continuously, if such

A New Form of Vapor Lamp in Which a
Salt or Mercury Is Vaporized by Electrical

Heat.

substances are used as fuse at the tempera-
ture of the mercury vapor lamp. The sub-

stances thus continuously volatilize with

the mercury, subsequently condensing and
flowing back into the circuit in order to

begin a fresh cycle of operations. In Fig.

2 this lamp is shown, consisting of a glass

bulb containing the electrodes. The
anode is of mercury, and the cathode con-
sists of a small carbon, K, which is con-

nected to the core of a solenoid. It is

necessary to prevent the condensed drops
of mercury and salt from reaching the arc,

and therefore small conical pieces of glass

are fused into the vessel, and surround the

carbon. The falling drops then volatilize

on the surface of the mercury. Another
conical glass piece is placed above the mer-
cury in order to lead the vapor to the arc.

If a strong current passes, the mercury
vapor rises rapidly from the arc, and this

causes a sucking movement at the lower
ends, which takes a sufficient quantity of

the salt vapors with it. A specially suitable

salt mixture for these lamps is said to

consist of 70 per cent, zinc chlorid, 15

per cent, calcium chlorid, 5 per cent, thal-

lium chlorid, 5 per cent, lithium chlorid and
5 per cent, caesium chlorid. A lamp of

this kind without a series resistance gives

a light of 3,000 hefner c.p. on 120 volts ; it

takes 4 amperes, and therefore has an
efficiency of 0.16 watt per hefner candle-

power, which is a considerable improve-
ment on other electric lamps. The num-
bers of the German patents are 288,228

and 288,229.

MANY GENIUSES ARE NEVER
REWARDED.

By Dr. Leonard Keene Hirshberg, A.B.,

M.A., M.D. (Johns Hopkins Univ.)

CONSIDERING the relatively poor
salaries Uncle Sam pays in Wash-
ington, the Goverimient certainly has

made some splendid investments—not to

say obtained bargains—in many of its em-
ployees.

Almost from the beginning of the Gov-
ernment it has been the general rule that

a department employee who made an in-

vention need not turn it over to the de-

partment with which he was associated.

In the Department of Agriculture this is

one of the established rules, and the War
and the Na\'y Departments also have pro-

mulgated a similar regulation. But, de-

spite all this, it is the unwritten law

—

which is more powerful than that on the

statute books—^that a Government employee

shall not make money out of his inven-

tions. The Government and the people at

large, therefore, reap a valuable harvest of

inventions each year which cost them noth-

ing and add immeasurably to the public

wealth and comfort.

One of these inventors is Dr. Marion
Dorset, biochemist of the Bureau of Ani-
mal Industry. He is the man who first

isolated the germ that is responsible for

cholera in the hog. Then he invented a

serum to combat it Dr. Dorset protected

his processes by patents and then turned

them over to the public. But anyone who
chooses is at liberty to manufacture and
use this serum without paying a penny of

tribute. It is an absolute anti-toxin. It

is estimated that this discovery of Dr.

Dorset's is saving the nation about $15,-

000,000 a year in the one branch of its

food supply.

Dr. Dorset is also the inventor of a

secret ink used by the Government in

stamping meats that have been past upon

by the Federal inspectors in the packing

houses. Prior to Dr. Dorset's discovery

the Government was pa>'ing a private firm

$60,000 a year for metal tags for the same
purpose. The ink is far more effective,

for it puts the stamp into the meat itself.

It cannot be transferred. Dr. Dorset re-

ceives a salary of $3,500 a year.

The problem of grain standardization

used to be considered almost impossible

of solution. But a year ago J. W. T.

Duvel, one of the Government's experts,

discovered that there was a variation in

the weight of grain of from 5 to 25 per

cent., due to the amount of moisture it

contained. This was a very important

matter, because grain grown in a damp
country would have an advantage of about

20 per cent, over grain grown in a dry

climate. Dr. Duvel's researches resulted

in his inventing a moisture tester, by which

the percentage of humidity in grain can

be ascertained in a very few minutes.

This invention is now in use in every grain

elevator in America. Not a cent in royal-

ties is paid to anyone for it.

The Government sends out about 70,000,-

000 packets of seed a year. It used to

cost the Government $1.32 a thousand for
the mechanical work of filling these packets
with seed. J. E. W. Tracy, of the Bureau
of Plant Industr>', invented a device for
the filling of these packets. This has
reduced the cost of this work by about
one-fourth and saves the Government a
good many thousand dollars a year. It

also saves the seedsmen a lot of money,
for the machinery can be made and used
by anyone without paying a penny for

tribute.

Logan W. Page, director of the office

of good roads in the Department of Agri-
culture, gave to the world not long ago
an invention of a waterproof cement, which
is of great structural value in the build-

ing of locks and dams. It has played an
important part in the construction of the

Panama Canal. It is so valuable to many
large industries that its inventor could
have sold it easily for a great sum of

money. A cement is produced that will

make an otherwise porous structure water-
tight. Floors covered with this cement are
damp-proof.

"Dedicated to the Public" are the four
words printed at the head of the patents

issued three years ago to Major George
Owen Squier, Chief Signal Officer of the

Wrmy Signal Corps. His invention is revo-
lutionizing the existing system of telephone
communications. He might have sold it for

a vast sum, but he gave it to the world for

nothing.

The value of many of the great in-

ventions of the officers of the War and
Na\'y Departments can be actually proved
only when the nation comes in contact

with some other power. One of the most
important of these inventions that has been
given outright to the United States is the

disappearing gun carriage. This was in-

vented by Generals Buffington and Cro-
zier.

Major O. M. Lissak of the regular army
is the inventor of a machine for the manu-
facture of cartridge clips. This machine
has been in use in the Government arsenals

for many j-ears. It is estimated that it

has saved the Goverimient something like

$40,000 a year. Major Lissak derived no
benefit from his invention until about nine

years ago, when a bill was introduced in

Concress awarding him a lump sum of

$25,000.

In the General Land Office there is a

chief clerk named Frank Bond. He is

a geographer and takes a deep interest in

American exploration. Long ago he con-

ceived the idea that a map that would show
at a glance just what the early explorers

had done would be of great interest and
value. Nothing of the sort was in ex-

istence. Mr. Bond spent years in making
this map, which is of great historical

value. It became especially important

when some changes were made in the offi-

cial maps involving the boundaries of the

territory included in the Louisiana pur-

chase. Then it was found that Bond's

original researches were far more authori-

tative and exact than any that had been

made before. As an aid to the study of

the development and exploration of the

United States, Mr. Bond's map has been

of so much value that it has been asked

for by practically every school and library

in the United States.

The forecasting of the rise and fall of

the tides at thousands of different places

is a very complicated and intricate proc-

ess. It is one of the important parts of

the work done by the Coast and Geodetic

Survey. Nineteen different elements enter

into each calculation. Figuring this out
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with paper and pencil used to be a tre-

mendous task. It required an expense for

clerical labor that came to about $40,000 a

year.

Thirty years ago William Farrell, an em-
ployee of the Coast and Geodetic Survey,
devised a machine for this purpose. He
turned this invention over to the Govern-
ment, and it has been used ever since.

He never has received any revenue from
it. The machine automatically figures the

time and degree of maximum and mini-

mum tides at any moment of the day or

night and at any place along the coast

of the United States. It takes only one
man to operate it.

In the Treasury Department at Washing-
ton there is an ingenious apparatus which
mechanically enumerates paper money in

a fraction of time required for counting

by hand. It is the recent invention of a

mechanical expert of that department, and,

like all other devices, is free for public

use. It is being extensively adopted by
banks and business houses.

THE DETECTION OF
SUBMARINES.

At the present time it is of the highest

importance that those capable of assisting

in the problem of detecting enemy sub-

marines should know something of the diffi-

culties that must be overcome and the con-

ditions under which the submarines usually

operate. In this connection the following

memorandum, which has been publisht in

the "Mining and Scientific Press," of San
Francisco, by the American Committee of

Engineers in London should be useful.

The Engineering Committee of the Na-
tional Research Council issues the following

data to guide those desirous of helping to

circumvent the enemy's submarine cam-
paign by means of invention and suggestion.

Any communication on the subject should

be addrest to Mr. W. F. Durand, vice-

chairman of the Committee, at Washington,
D. C.

Submarines operate singly or in groups,

as may seem best suited to local or special

conditions.

They are supposed, where circumstances
favor, to lie on the bottom at rest and with
listening devices attempt to detect the ap-
proach of vessels. On receipt of evidence
that a vessel is approaching they rise to a
level permitting observation with periscope,

and then maneuver accordingly. When in

water too deep to permit lying on bottom
the submarine must maintain steerage way
in order to hold its level of submergence.
The minimum speed at which this can be
done will range with circumstances from 2
to 4 knots. The maximum depth of sub-
mergence is about 200 ft. The usual depth
of running is from 50 ft. to 100 ft.

They have been supposed to return to the

home base at intervals of 30 to 35 days.

The total radius of action will presumably
range from 5,000 to 8,000 miles at a mod-
erate cruising speed of 10 or 11 knots. The
high speed emerged will range from 14 to

18 knots, or possibly more in latest designs.

The maximum submerged speed is about 10
knots.

The time required from emergence to

submergence will range from one to three

or four minutes, according to circumstances.
When submerged near the surface, the time
requi^"ed to raise the periscope, take a quick
observation and lower it again, may range
from 15 to 30 seconds. If desired, the sub-
marine can follow an undulating path, ris-

ing and submerging alternately, at frequent

intervals, at will. Or otherwise it may run
fully submerged but near the surface, and
take frequent observations thru the peri-

scope. Modern submarines are provided
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with two or three periscopes. The loss or

destruction of one, therefore, will not nec-

essarily disable the boat.

Torpedoes fired from submarines are pre-

sumably aimed by changing the direction of

the boat. This, however, is not assured in

all cases. The torpedo, in order to run true,

must travel at an immersion of about 10 ft.

In smooth water it may be run at a shal-

lower depth than in rough water.

Submarines may operate at night with

less liability of detection, but with, of

course, greater difficult}' in picking up their

target.

Submarines use the gjroscopic compass.

Sounds produced by the movement of a

submarine thru the water, including those

traceable to the propeller, to movements of

the rudder, etc., should permit of detection

by the use of the modern refined sound
detecting devices. '

The distance at which a protecting net,

plate or shield or other means of exploding
the torpedo before reaching the side of the
ship must be located in order that such dis-

tance will render the effect of the torpedo
harmless, will depend primarily upon (1)
weight of explosive charge, (2) depth of
torpedo when exploded, (3) strength of the
ship's structure. With modern torpedoes
and a depth of 10 ft. or 12 ft, and with
the structure of modern merchant ships,

distances of 20 ft. or 30 ft. would perhaps
be required in order to give good assurance
against injury. With rough water and pos-
sibly much less submergence at the time of
explosion, reduced distances of 15 ft. or 20
ft. might prove sufficient. Experimental in-

vestigations on this subject show a very
wide divergence among the results, and no
precise rule can be given. It may be ad-
ded, however, that naval constructors gen-
erally are satisfied that the distance at

which protecting plates or shields would
have to be placed in order to secure im-
munit\' is so great as to render their use
of ven.' doubtful practicability*.

GOVERNMENT WANTS RADIO
MEN.

Orders were received at the Topeka.
Kansas, naval recruiting office recently au-

thorizing the recruiting officer to enlist men
and boys, who have completed the high

school course or its equivalent, in the radio

naval reserve corps.

There are 100 vacancies to be filled from
this district. The men accepted for this

service will be sent to one of the state

universities on the eastern coast, where they
will receive a four months" training in wire-
less telegraphy.

A number of the state universities in the
east have offered their equipment in this

department and have given the services of

their instructors to the government for this

purpose. Upon the completion of the four
months' course the applicants will be as-

signed to duty on board a man-of-war.
They will be honorably discharged from
further dut\' upon the termination of hos-
tilities.

RADIO PLANT FOR ANNAPOLIS
.•\nnapolis will soon have a wireless sta-

tion as powerful as that at Arlington.
\ high naval official admitted recently

that the money for the erection of this

monster radio station, approximating not
less than $1,000,000, has already been set

aside and that the work of installing the

tower and its equipment will commence at

once on the Xaval Academy grounds.

low benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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AN "INDUCTION" ELECTRIC
WATER HEATER.

The induction electric water heater liere

illustrated, is made in sizes from 750 watts

to 500 K. W. In previous heaters of this

type, the power factor has been so low
as to make them of no commercial value.

In this appliance, however, the power fac-

tor has been brought to between 75% and
80%.
The heater consists of a cast iron core

thru which the fluid to be heated passes,

laminated "U" shaped sections surround-
ing the ends of the core on two sides and
a circulating primary coil thru which the

exciting current passes, the whole being
enclosed by a suitable casing.

The induced energy has been found by
test to be wholly due to hysteresis and
eddy currents in the solid cast iron core,

which in turn heats the fluid of a cir-

culating .system into which the heater is

introduced. In the resistance type of
heater, there is always a chance that the
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This Induction Electric Water Heater Is In-
tended for Use on Radiators, etc. It Involves
the Use of a Coii Thru Which A. C. Passes,
Which Causes a Water Heating Member to
Become Heated by the Current Induced In It.

resistance will burn out. This generally
happens sooner or later, and when it does
the only thing to do is to get a new heater
cy heating element. The induction heater,

on the other hand, is practically indestruct-

ible, the primary coil being of such large

size wire that there is no danger of it

burning out. Pure asbestos insulation is

used thruout which cannot deteriorate with
age or heat. The properties of cast iron

are such that just before the metal be-

comes heated to the point of deformation,
it loses its magnetic qualities, thus being
automatically self-protecting. After cool-

ing, the iron again crystallizes and has

all of its former magnetic properties.

In recently investigated cases where the

induction heater has replaced gas, it was
found that at $4.00 per K.W. per month

(4 mills per watt;, it was about one-
third less than gas at $1.00 per thousand
feet.

The engineering principles involved in

the construction of this heater do not limit

its application to simply supplying hot
water for household use, but it can, with
very little change, be applied to hot water
and steam heating. Where hot water or
steam systems are already installed, it is

only necessary to connect the heater in

place of the boiler.

,*\fter a careful investigation, it is found
that each kilowatt of capacity in induction
electric heaters will supply 20 sq. ft. of
hot water radiation. For low pressure
steam heating one kilowatt will supply

12H sq. ft. of radiation.

Further, the induction principle here in-

volved applies itself efficiently to a melt-
ing pot for the Linotype and other type
casting machines.

SOME DISCOVERIES NOT MADE
BY TEUTONS.

During the last few months I have
heard the Germans arraigned as blatant,

boorish, barbaric, writes Townes R. Leigh
in the Cincinnati Enquirer, yet in nearly
every case the speakers suffixed to their
invectives such an expression as : "But
when it comes to brains you will have to

hand it to them; they have made science."

Why hand it to them? What epoch-
making invention or discovery is of Ger-
man origin, except a stamp on which is in-

scribed "Made in Germany?" The steam
engine has been called the greatest of all

inventions. It broke the shackles from
slaves; it mingled the marts of the world;
it made neighbors of the antipodes. New-
comen, a native of Devonshire, England,
obtained the patent for the first partially

successful steam engine ; Watt, a Scotch-
man, perfected it ; Cuynet, Murdock and
Trevithick brought forward the locomo-
tive, not on German soil ; Stephenson, an
Englishman, was the first to apply the lo-

comotive steam engines to railways for

passenger traffic; France, England and
America applied it to navigation.
The telegraph, which brings us the daily

history of the world, was invented by an
American, Professor Morse, who also sug-

gested the Atlantic cable, which was sub-
sequently laid by that American merchant-
scientist, Cyrus W. Field, assisted in

"mooring the new world alongside of the

old" by Lord Kelvin, the prince of
physicists, a British subject. Alexander
Graham Bell, the inventor of the really

practical telephone, was born in Scotland
and grew to fame in America. A young
Italian, Marconi, gave commercial wireless

telegraphy to the world.
Cyrus McCormick, a native of West Vir-

ginia, produced the reaping machine which
harvests the food of the world ; Meikle,

of England, brought forth the thrashing
machine ; thus was famine banished. Eli

Whitney of Massachusetts parentage, in-

vented the cotton gin ; Hargraves, an Eng-
lishman, made the spinning jenny; Ark-
wright, also English, supplied its deficiency

with his famous spinning frame; the Eng-
lishman Kay, introduced the fly shuttle in

weaving; Brunei, who devised the knitting

machine and Cartwright. inventor of the

power loom, were British subjects. Thus
was the world clothed.

Altho Germany is militaristic and wor-
ships at the shrine of Mars, what votive

offering has she made to the God of war?
It was not she who contributed gunpow-
der, smokeless powder, percussion cap,

nitro-glycerin, guncotton, dynamite, tor-

(Continucd on page 566)
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Box B363, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obilgatlna me, how \ cnn gualtfv fnr

the position, or In the subject, before wiiich 1 mark Jt.

n

ELECTRICAL EKOINEER
Electrician
Electric WirlnR
Electric Lichtinii
Elec-ric Car Kunnlns
Heavy Electric Traction
Electrical Draftsman
Elrrtrlr Harbin* Deilrn«r
TelcRraph Expert
Praciical Telephony
HEt lUMt AL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman

n Machine Shop Practice
~\ Gas EnKlneer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Survey ins and Mapping
MINE EOHEU'H UK ENt^'H

MflalhirKUt or Pri»ip*«tor

STATIONAKY ENtiI.>EEB
ARCHITECT
Archltpfiural UrafuaiaB
I'LI MHIXJ ANU HEATI.ia
Shvit Metal Worker

IfllEHiriL ENfllNEER
:S.\LE.SM.\NSHIH
1 ADVERTISING MAN
J
WindoA' Trimmer

J Show Card Writer
1 Outdoo' Sinn Fainter
R.MLROADER
ILLtS 1 R.\TOR

; DESIGNFR
1 BOOKKEEPER
1 S(»DOcrat>l>- r and TtpI.i

1 Cert. Pub. Accountuin
1 Railway Accountant
J Commercial Law
\ GOOD ENGLISH
j Comaion School Siil<i««t«

1 CIVIL SERVICE
J
Railway Mai) Clerk

cr«fiT or Siipt,

1 AfiRlCrLTl HE ^ !i|>anlik

1 Navigator ^ tirriaas

J
ronllrvRalflnc ^^ Kr»nflh

otDobUr . ItalUa

Prtseiit
Decupillion—

Street
and No

City-

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Exptrimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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TWO NOVEL ELECTRIC
INSPECTION LAMPS.

The small automatic inspection lamp

here shown in use has been brought out

by a Boston inventor, for use especially

by physicians and dentists. This lamp con-

sists of an extremely small battery case

and lamp holder to which is attached a

wooden tongue depressor. When in use

the pressure of the tongue on the de-

pressor actuates the switch element, light-

ing the lamp ; when removed from the

mouth the depressor automatically opens

the lamp circuit.

One of the Latest Electric Mouth Inspection
Lamps Intended for Dentists and Physicians.

It Carries a Tongue Depressor.

This lamp is equipt with 100 interchange-

able wooden tongue depressors, and takes

the regular pencil battery. By its use the

physician has the free use of one hand,

as it only requires one hand to hold the

lamp and tongue depressor combined, and
the construction allows it to be so held,

that the hand does not obstruct the view

of the throat.

The same inventor has perfected the

small lamp and magnet shown in the ac-

companying illustration, and which is in-

tended for use about automobiles and other

machinery to pick up small metal parts

that cannot be reached by the hand. The
magnet end of this device is provided with

a 110-volt, 4 candlepower bulb for illumi-

nating the part inspected or the location

where a piece of metal is to be picked up.

The outfit is 18 inches long and provided

with a suitable length of cord which can

be attached to any lighting socket. The
magnet part is detachable, so that the lamp
can be used alone when such use is desir-

able.

WHY SOME KISSES THRILL!
An eminent psychopath has likened a kiss

to the stroking of a cat, and says that the
longer you kiss the same woman the less
thrill you get in return.
Love is an electro-chemical action, and

he who says the same effect that is de-

rived from a kiss can be obtained from
the stroking of a cat is a theorist, and is

taking into consideration only the electro

part of the action. It is likely that the

learned psychopath is not a man from the

great school of experience, or that he has
never been fortunate enough to come in

contact with the human magnet that did

not repel him.
Compare two human beings, male and

female, with two large storage batteries

highly charged. The action to which the

batteries are subjected wears them out as

time goes on. They work harmoniously,
and so it is with a man and a woman.
So long as she is magnetic she draws the

man to her, and the same thrill is there

;

but once she begins to repel, then the mag-
net ceases to perform its functions and
the thrill is gone.
Who would be satisfied to stroke the

back of a pretty cat to bring about the

thrill they have experienced when brought
in contact with the magnet that attracted

them?
When the chemical elements in a man

and a woman blend properly that is when
they are mated ; the kiss never loses its

thrill.

Chicago Herald.

We showed the above clipping to our
office bo}', "Fips." and asked him for his

opinion, he being self-admittedly well

versed and experienced in all matters (and
manners) of osculation.

After "Fips" had digested the clipping

by means of two bottles of dyspepsia
tablets, he scratched his tousled red head
thoughtfully with his lower-most hind leg,

and after partaking a fresh slice of "Rare-
mint" chew-chew gum, he spake thusly

:

"Everything being electrical in this

world, why not the kiss? Does it not

tingle like a galvanic current? Is there,

as a rule, not a lot of juice behind it? Does
it not require a good deal of pressure

(voltage) ? Does it not often result in a

shock—when SHE "pastes" you one on
your "lamps," in other words, when the

fuse blows out?

!

But from an academic standpoint the

kiss really is a direct short-circuit of pas-

sion—neat definition that, what? I might
add that the kiss also very often acts as

a sort of electrical safety valve. Take two
highly charged human animals, man-f,
woman— ; if the potential was allowed to

rise indefinitely either individual might
blow up. Hence nature in its wisdom pro-

vided the kiss, which acting as a safetj'

valve, neutralizes the -}- and —• electricities,

by allowing both currents to surge back
and forward thru the valves, i.e., lips. If

one application does not bring down the

potential to the safety level, why, dog-gone
it, switch 'er on some more !

!

The Chicago Herald's critic, however,
picked out an unfortunate example when
he compared man and woman to "large"

storage batteries. Did not the poor simp
know that storage batteries contain ACID?
How can they—man and woman—be ex-

pected to "work harmoniously" when they

are full of sulfuric acid?! My, my! How
can a kiss survive a constant acid bath?
No wonder the thrill becomes less and less

!

No wonder that sooner or later a "galvanic

internal action" sets in, reducing the cur-

rent strength to almost zero I And what
about those internal short-circuits, present

in all storage cells, particularly in human
ones : selfishness, distrust, disloyalty, dis-

interestedness, dissatisfaction?

These not only completely discharge the

storage battery, but make it often impos-
sible to ever recharge the cells again, just

as in a real storage battery. The plates

have become thoroly sulfated by this time,

covered with a thick coating. Result : the

human animal by this time has become en-

tirely and hopelessly callous. Hence, if a

kiss is ever attempted in this state, no cur-

rent can flow—consequently no thrill.

Moral: If you tnust kiss,—Stroke a cat!

MIND READING BY WIRELESS.

While traveling in Ohio last year, writes

a commercial telegrapher, I attended a per-

formance in a small town, where a mind
reader was giving a wonderful exhibition

of his powers. The mind reader, apparently

an Oriental, for he wore a turban and spoke
broken English, was able to name every ob-
ject the audience chose to select for a test;

he also named dates on coins, words, and
read passages in books and newspapers ; it

was a marvelous exhibition.

The mind reader's assistant had a familiar

look; he reminded me of a telegraph opera-
tor I had worked with in the West. W'hen
he came to where I was sitting I noticed he
kept one hand in his side coat pocket. The
assistant asked me to give the mind reader

a test.

Pulling out my Union card, I asked him
to name the organization of which I was a

member. It was three minutes by my watch
before the mind reader answered, "Broth-
erhood of Railroad Signalmen."

The assistant turned away from me as he
held my card in such a way as to bring the

side where his hand was in the coat pocket

away from me.

Thirty years as a telegrapher has made
my hearing wonderfully acute and I de-

tected faint iMorse signals. Then I realized

in an instant why the mind reader's assis-

tant kept his hand in his coat pocket. He
had a wireless buzzer in there and was sig-

naling the mind reader. The buzzer was
muffled with cloth to kill the sound.

I also saw why the mind reader wore a

turban and stood rigid in one position on a
rug. The turban was to hide the receivers

clamped on his ears and the rug to hide the

antennae that ran under it and up behind
his back to the receivers.

I changed my seat several times so as to

be near the assistant; and every time I

heard the same faint Morse signals. How
the assistant glared at me every time I

changed my seat! Finally I winked at him,
and walked out of the theatre. He gave me
a grateful look as I past out of the door.

WIRELESS AT THE FRONT.
Altho very little has been permitted to

pass the censors, it is understood that wire-

less is being employed to an unprecedented
degree on the battle front in Italy. In the

front line trenches the aerial wires are

strung along a parapet just behind the bar-

ricade. In the support trenches the aerial

wires are elevated a few feet above the

ground, while far to the rear the aerial is

generally elevated to about twenty feet by
Tight bamboo poles. The sectional masts
familiar to our Army pack sets and wagon
sets are practically unknown in the war
zone, for the reason that a modest aerial

a few feet above the ground is sufficient

for the short ranges which must be covered.

Wireless telegraphy is a necessity in com-
munication work, because of the difficulty

of laying telephone and telegraph lines and
then maintaining them across shell-sprayed
terrain.

SOLDIERS AND SAILORS!!!

Write us now and then when the spirit

moves you. A few words from you telling

of life "in the service" may be the means of

attracting many valuable recruits.
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LEARN THE CODE
WITH THE OMNIGRAPH
The Omnigraph Automatic Transmitter will teach you the Continental and the Morse Codes, at home, in half the usual time
and at the least possible expense.
The Omnigraph, connected with Buzzer or Sounder, will send you unlimited Wireless or Morse Code messages, by the hour
and at any speed you desire. Invaluable also for practice with the Morse Light, allowing you to quickly master the Blinker
system.
We offer the Omnigraph as a positive success and with the strongest of endorsements. It has been adopted by the U. S.

Gov't, Dept. of Commerce, and is used to test all

operators applying for Radio licenses. Other De-
partments of the Government use it for instruc-
tion purposes and a large number of the leading
Universities, Colleges, Technical and Telegraph
Schools throughout the U. S. are satisfied pur-
chasers of the Omnigraph. Thousands of in-
dividuals have quickly learned with it.

If you are a beginner, it will make you an opera-
tor in the shortest possible time. If you are an
operator, it will rnake you a better one.' Especially

at this time, there is nothing to com-
pare with the Omnigraph for keeping
up your Code practice.

Send for free catalog describing 3 differ-
ent models—$8.n0 to $20.00—or order direct
through your Electrical Dealer. We sell
the Omnigraph under the strongest of guar-
antees—you must be satisfied or your money
back.

How did you learn to talk ? By listening.

THE OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
37-39 CORTLANDT ST. NEW YORK

JUST LISTEN,—THE OMNIGRAPH WILL DO THE TEACHING

LearnersCodePracticeSet
^ Key & Sounder Complete

.L^^^^ Just as Good for the Learner as the Most Expensive Outfits 50c Post
Paid

EVERYBODY CAN LEARN TELEGRAPHY wTth code chart

FASCINATING—PROFITABLE
THE TELE-SET B*l is a marvelous, loud soundlnc. handsome electric key and
sounder, ttioniughly rractical for the sending and reception of messages. Its click
is the same as that of a rei:uIation yaiiern telegraph instrumeut,. An ideal appa-
ratus for learning the telegraph code.

THE PRICE IS AMAZINGLY LOW
but don't judge the Tele-Set B-I by its prke. Appreciating the present great
demand for a good learner's set we determined to place an instrument on the
market at a price wilhiu the reacli of every boy, every girl, ererj" man and cTery
woman in the land.

Learn Telegraphy— It IsYour Patriotic Duty
The government at present is in urgent need of good tele-
graph operators. Telegiaphers are always in demand.

THE TELE-SET B-I is i.loiuieally the same instrument as we have supplied for
years in our famous Tflcset outflls of wlilcli thousands have been sold,

neat wooden base, black rubber finish, si/oThe Tele-Srr IM 1^ mounted on _ - _-. .

2»4 X 3\i; inches. The na-tal frame is biautlfully nickeled and polished. The magnet
winding Is made of cnaim-led wire and adds grcutly (o the atrraciiveiies.s. Two
binding posts are furnished nn tlu- instrumetit. The key strap is of nickeled and
polished brass. A nickeled atijusting screw with Imk nut retmlaus the hoiirht of

the sound lover. The finger button is of genuine moulded hard rubber composition.
The Tele-Set operates on one cell dry or wet cell battery. It is sturdy and will not
easily pet out of order.

JUST OFF THE PRESS—OUR WAR EDITION CATALOGUE

TWO BARGAINS
No. t Relay magnet coils, i iM-

•

comliiiuii. ^.Viii.pltte wuh f.re.

Wiiund with No. ot> copper wire.

Value of wire alone is 20 cents.
Worth 40c. Our special price
until sold 3 for 25 cents

Not less than 3 sold. Shiiiping
weight. 1 lb.

No. 2 FIBRE—at prices below cost

of manufacture.
New vulcanized black fibre, high-
est quality. Two sizes only, pol-
ished edges. Ever>' experimenter
will find countless uses for this
splendid fibre.

Size 1^^ in. Square, per
foot $0.16

Size 2—5/16 in. x 1 In., per
foot 17
Shipping weight 1 lb for 2 ft.

Not less than 1 ft. sold- Cut to
any length up tn 3 ft.

Never befofre has so fine an instnunent been sold at so lew a price. Order your
Tele-Set B-I today. It will conio to you by return mail.

TelC'Set B-I. packed in neat box. complete with code chart. Prepaid $0.50

Tele-Set, two station outfit, packed in attractive boi. with two Instruments,
code chart. 8 U. insulated wire and instructions. Prepaid (.00

Issuiii as a suiipleineni u- our htc Handy book durin« temponiry
governniunt supirfsslon of ainateur wireless teloRraiihy. Lists
new things to experiment with: motors, flashlUhts. spark colls,

wire, raw materials. Renerntors. bells, chemical sets, telegraph
nuints. Imoks. luminous paints, puzzles, manic, novelties, gen-
erously illustrated. Very interesting. For ever>- boy in .America.
_Free. Send no postage. Just send post card request Today.

SPORTING GOODS CATALOGUE
Send 4 cents (i stamps to cover maillno. for our big sporting
goorls cat.iloGUi' listing evervthlno to help your game. Also
listing finest lino of sweaters, sweater coats and Jerseys at

very lowest prices.

m̂
FREE

evmxvcvAv-2)ifenAv^
Formerly The Electro-Set Co.
1874 East 6th St, Dept. E 19, Cfeveland. Chio

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when iLriting to adicrttsers.
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AMERICA NEEDS

m\}R

r-

Submarines, torpedoes, flying machines, machine guns, immense
howitzers, the British "tanks," and an untold number of other
products of American brains, are dominant factors in the Great
War. We are just starting, our—YOUR—ingenuity must lead to Victory.
Uncle Sam—the whole civilized World—is seeking ideas that will aid in the
fi^ht. Can't you help with even ONE of thousands of simple things that will
win recognition—perhaps fortune for you?

The need is for inventions of peace, too. Never before was there such a
demand for new ideas of all kinds—never before have so many manufacturers,
and other patent buyers, written me for good things protected by OWEN
PATENTS. There is, to-day, a market tor thousands of ideas—including
YOURS. Write for my free booklet and see—read for yourself the hundreds
of requests recently received.

You incur no obligation by_ writing me. My advice costs nothing and I
make no charge for an opinion as to patentability of your idea. If my
opinion is favorable I will back it up by a Guarantee Contract which protects
you fully. If you want to sell your invention, I will help vou, and will
advertise it, free of charge, in "INVENTION AND MANUFACTURING."
A simple request will bring to you at once, my four free books:—"SUC-

CESSFUL PATENTS,'* a 72 page guide telling how to proceed, gives refer-
ences, etc.; "STEPPING STONES' tells the truth about prizes for inven-
tions, gives hundreds of hints of inventions wanted, etc.; "PATENT
BUYERS" publishes over 400 requests of manufacturers and others whc
want OWEN PATENTS, together with ideas they want; "PATENT PRO-MOTION," tells you how to sell, why some inventors fail, discusses the
value of your idea, etc.

Write for these books to-day. I will send you a signed agreement that
will protect you before you disclose your invention.

RICHARD B OWI)N Paieni Lamyer
164 Omen BldoVashuKjtonDC 2276-8 VooluiorthBldijNem York-

Patent Secured or Fee

Returned v "n t?o n s° sow
yearly. We help market yours
without cost. Our new book is

Free. Send model or sketch for
free opinion.

A. M. BUCK & CO.
205 2nd Nalioial Bank BM:-, Washinglon, D. C.

Electricians
Get ap-to-dateir House Wir-
ing ! Save Titofc, Hostv
Labor and Material by usm^
our 98 Genl'INE Bllie Print
Drawings, containing all the

.. houne wiring- --every diagram
d by first clasa electricians forlatest diagrainB ami cwnni-'ili-TiB l,ii...v. i

and connectiun up-to-the-minute as u _^ ,f^.^„ ., .„„„
wiring Bells. Burglar Alarms, Lights. Annunciators. Fihe ALabmp
and Electric Gas Lighting. These drawings are boundm tht form of

a flexible book '9x12) fur convenience in using on the job Send lor

them, and if they don't malte you m^re efficient as a wi.reman and :

nience in using on the job.
a m^re efficient as a wirema

you"many times their cos* as a contractor return them and mone>
will be refunded—you can't afford to be witlinut them, Onf Dollap

post paid. Send for circulars on other sets of drawings.

PATENT SPECIALTY COMPANY
462 Sanchex Street San Francisco, Cal*

BOOs

:,-^'£?^,.y^°ATENTS WD.
MM

LANCASTER ^#&ALLWINE

.^^mC.A-SrXAri

mmnuB
OaASHINOTON.

REGISTERED ATTORNEYS

Toy Inventions TV<\,nled
More Uian 525,000,000 worth of toys are used aimualiy In the United
States. Some of the most simple toys have netted fortunes to the
inveutors. We have re<iuest3 from many of the largest toy makers in

the United States for patents on toys and novelties obtained through
us. Work up some toy or game that is amusing, educational, that
promotes health by exercise or atimiUatea interest in engineering,
chemistry, electricity, and submit it to us for our free opinion and
report. If it Is new and patentable we will aid you in obtaining
prolectlon on It and In closing negotiations with manufacturers.
For instance, on June 10, 1916. we filed an application for patent on
a sand operated toy shown below, invented by our client. Mr. R. B.
Bliss, of Holt. Mich., and on June 21. I£il6, put him In touch with
the largest toy manufacturers in the U. S. On December 26, 1916,
the patent was allowed and before the patent issued we had closed
negotiations for Mr. Blisa, selling the invention to the largest sand
toy manufacturer in the U. S.

No matter what your Invention may be our cooperation is. First, to
help you establish your rights before sending a sketch, drawing or
model to any attorney; Second, to give a frank opinion whetlier it will
pay to patent your idea, based upon our extensive knowledge of the
patent laws, manufacturers* wants and facilities; Third, to obtain for
you on reasonable terms, a patent that absolutely protects; and
Fourth, advise and assist you in making the Invention a source of
profit by outright sale, territorial grants, obtaining royalty or
the independent manufacture of the Invention.

Send drawing or model for opinion. You can get our
book on patents, form "Evidence of Conception" and
imlletlns of inventions wanted, free of charge, by asking
for them on a pnst card, nr simnlv mail onupon below,

COUPON
LANCASTER i. ALLWINE. 283 Ouray Bldg., Washington. D. C.

Send me free book. "liiTentious-PatentlnK and Promoting."' spe-
cial bulletins of Inventions Wanted,
Conception,"

Name ,

.

Address

and blank form "Evidence of

Edited by

In this Department we publish such matter as
those who are in doubt as to certain Patent
Advice" cannot be answered by mail free of

benefit of all readers. If the idea is thought to

divulge details, in order to protect the inventor
Should advice be desired by mail a nominal

Sketches and descriptions must be clear and ex
ten on.

NECK-TIE.
(181.) Carleton A. Howiler, Akron, O.,

submits an illustration and description of a

four-in-hand tie which does not need to be
tied by hand. It contains a certain device
whereby it is possible to put it in place very
quickly thereby constituting a considerable
saving of time.

A. The idea is quite good and as original

as it is probal)ly new. The point however
is : how many men would wish to wear a

tie of this kind? Still we do not wish to

condemn the idea on account of this, as

there are certainly a great many men who
would gladly buy such a tie. We think

patent protection can be had on this device,

but as a precautionary measure, would ad-
vise our correspondent to get in touch with
a patent attorney first.

ELECTRIC WIND SHIELD.
(182.) Norman J. Shoffer, Norwich,

Conn., has devised a wind shield for auto-
mobiles which is heated in a certain man-
ner by electrical means, the idea being to

heat the wind shield in order to keep the

glass warm thus melting the snow ; it will

also turn the rain into steam.
A. This is a very good idea, and seems to

us rather practical if certain means could
be incorporated in the device, which we
shall be glad to give our correspondent if

he desires them.
.\s sent in to us in its original form the

device is not entirely "fool-proof."

ELECTRICAL MINE.
(183.) Paul Brooks, Milton, Pa., has

submitted to us an idea of a wirelessly

controlled land mine to be planted by troops
and which mine is to be used only when
the troops are forced to retreat. In that

case the mines will be exploded under the

enemy thereby impeding his progress. A
clever tuning device has been included in

this invention.

A. This is a good idea, and inasmuch as

our correspondent also took care to safe-

guard the mine so that it could not be
blown up accidently, we think that it might
possibly be adopted by some of the warring
nations. A device of this kind could be
used as a trap by ordering the troops to

make a feint retreat, thereby annihilating

the advancing enemy's troops, after which
the land could be occupied again by the

original forces. We advise to have patent

attorney look into the patent question, as

we are not quite certain that this particular

invention does not infringe with a similar

one that came to our notice not long ago.

MAIL TIME SAVER.
(184.) Rudolph Goldstone, Connellsville,

Pa., submits an idea of an electrical device

to be incorporated in a rural mail box, the

idea being that as soon as the letter is de-

posited, a bell will ring in the distant house
thereby announcing that mail is in the box.

A. While this is not a new idea, and
while a great many patents had been taken

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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H GERNSBACK.

is of interest to inventors and particularly to

Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent
charge. Such inquiries are publisht here for the

be of importance, we make it a rule not to

as far as it is possible to do so.

charge of $1.00 is made for each question,
plicit. Only one side of sheet should be writ-

out on similar devices, we think the one
submitted to us has some possibilities, but
before applying for a patent, we would ad-
vise our correspondent to have a search
made in the patent office for patentability.

HEAT CONTROLLED FAN.
(185.) Francis Ziesse, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

has submitted to us description and illus-

tration of a highly ingenious electric fan
attachment, the idea being that by means of
a certain adjustment the fan will start re-

volving as soon as the temperature reaches
a certain point. In other words, on a very
hot day when you are too busy to pay at-

tention to the heat, the fan will not forget
about it, but will start revolving on its own
accord when the room becomes hot enough.
A. This certainly is a capital idea and

while the device as submitted by our corre-
spondent is good, it is perhaps not quite as
practical as it might be. We think that if

some of the features are modified, a com-
mercial proposition can be readily obtained.
We think a device of this kind is patentable.

OSCILLATION TRANSFORMER.
(186.) M. Kent Steddum. Oklahoma

City, Okla., sulnnits to us what he calls a
"rotating oscillation transformer." The
idea is that combining a rotary spark gap
witli an oscillation transformer in a certain

manner.
A. This is certainly a very fine as well as

clever idea and we heartily approve of it

as it combines two instruments into one.

The disposition as well as the arrangement
is indeed very ingenious and we think there
is no doubt but that good patent protection
can be had upon a device of this kind. We
have never come across anything quite the

same, and our advice to our correspondent
is to get in touch with a patent attorney
at once.

SOCKET TRANSFORMER.
(187) J. B. Thompson of Paragould,

Ark., submits a lamp socket transformer
of minute design, which is supposed to be
screwed into an ordinary lamp socket and
can be used for running lamps, toys, etc.

A. There is nothing unusual in the idea.

As a matter of fact, a great many trans-

formers of this kind are on the market
at present, several types being made by the

General Electric Co.

CINEMATOGRAPHIC DEVICE.
(188) Henry Gruen, New York City,

claims to have invented a scduting camera
for the purpose of taking cinematographic
records of the entire surrounding country
or a battlefield, thus substituting an aero-
plane and eliminating dangers for aviators.

Use is made of a miniature balloon of the
Zeppelin type, the apparatus to work by
means of electricity from the ground. Our
correspondent asks if an invention of this

kind has any possibilities, and if it is

patentable, etc.

{Continued on next page)
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Before send-

ing your in-

vention to any
attorney or manu-
facturer or disclosing

your invention, write
for our free blank form
PROOF OF CONCEPTION iii order to protect your
invention and secure your rights. This should be signed
and witnessed and returned to us, together with a model
or sketch and description of your invention, and we will
give a FREE OPINION as to the patentability of the
invention. If we report the invention patentable we
will furnish a Certificate of Patentability.

This certificate of Patentability, together with our
blank form Proof of Conception, 'will protect the in-
ventor and serve as proof 'of the'invention until the
case can be filed in the U.' S. Patent Office.

OBTAINING ASSISTANCE FOR INVEN-
TORS—Our certificate is of great assistance to

inventors who require financial aid to obtain
patents.

OUR FIVE BOOKS MAILED FREE
(See Coupon Below)

to any address. Send for these books—the finest publications ever
issued for free distribution.

Victor J. Evans.

HOW ,TO [OBTAIN "^A PATENT
Our illustrated eighty-page Guide
Book is a Book of reference for in-

ventors and contains 1(X) mechanical-

movements, illustrated and de-

scribed. Tells how to invent for

profit.

WHAT TO INVENT
Contains a valuable list of inven-
tions wanted and suggestions con-
cerning profitable fields of inven-
tions: also information regarding
prizes offered for inventions
amounting to ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

LIST OF PATENT BUYERS
Contains requests from manufacturers, mail order houses and promoters
for patents secured by us and suggestions as to New Ideas they wish to
purchase. We place our clients in touch with capital free of charge. We
have recently received over 300 requests from manufacturers.

MILLIONS IN TRADE-MARKS
Shows the value of Trade-Marks and in-

formation regarding unfair competition.
We advertise Our Clients' Inventions Free in a
list of Sunday newspapers, in manufacturers'
journals and in World's Proeress. Sample Copy
Free. We save you time and money in securing
patents. After the patent is granted we assist you
to sell your patent.

WANTED NEW IDEAS

FREE COUPON !

I VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.
PATENT ATTORNEYS

New York Offices: Pittsburg Offices:
1001 to 1007 Woolworth Bldg. 514 Empire Bldg.

Philadelphia Offices:
1429 Chestnut St.

Mai Offices: 779 Ninth Street, N. W., Washington, JC. IV

Name. Address..

Yoii benefit by mentiouimj "The Electrical Experimenter" ivhcn U'riting to advertisers.
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LEARN TELEGRAPHY

=

A Key To Steady Employment in War or Peace

Afternoon or evening classes, fully established with excellent

equipment, in three spacious school rooms. Our Employment
Agency helps men to earn while they learn,

folder "E."

Write for

EASTERN DISTRICT Y. M. C. A.
Marcy Ave., near Broadway Brookljrn

1 3 minutes from New York City Hall.

MAGNETIC
RECTIFIER F-F BATTERY BOOSTER

CHARGE YOUR OWN BATTERIES
For Public or Private Use

A batterj undercharged is rapidly on the down
grade and you'll soon be in for heavy expense
in buying a new one. Our "Battery Booster"
occasionally attached to your alternating current
lamp socket in garage, will keep your battery io
tip-top shape. Charges at night while in your car.

Ask your dealer or write for Bulletin No. 12.

$18 Complete, and up
F. O. B. aeyeland.

THE FRANCE MANUFACTURING CO., Oeveland, Ohi*

400 Baths

600 Rooms

HOTEL MARTINIQUE
BROADWAY, 32D STREET, NEW YORK
One Block from Pennsylvania Station.

Equally Convenient for
Amusements, Shopping or Business.

157 Pleasant Rooms, with Private Bath,

$2.50 PER DAY.

257 Excellent Rooms, vrith Private Bath,
facing street, southern exposure,

$3.00 PER DAY.
Also Attractive Rooms from $1.50.

The Restaurant Prices Are Most Moderate.

PLUMBING AND HEATING L^^^^y^lEI
SAVE 1/3

YOU CAN INSTALL YOUR OWN PLUMBING AT LOW COST
Get our Handy Man Book. 'Every home-owner needs it. Shows new home ImproTemeot*
and everything in ipuaranteed plumbing and heating supplies exclusively at wholesale
prices. Any handy man can Install with oiir free easy installing plans and iDstructions
with the help of our service.

CUT TO FIT HEATING PLANTS
Our 40 years' eiperienc* enables us to furnish heating plants. CUT TO FIT, bathroom
outfits, etc, with new, original, easy Installing features, combining Quality, ecoaomy,
simplicity and ease of Installation.

Our $500,000 planU behind our guarantee. WRITE TODAY.
THEIHARDIN-LAVIN CO., 40 Years at 4541-51 Cottage Grove Ave.. CHICAGO

cCM^m, Ijewi^ Gkiedht/;'^ jt Ail, ^pwrumcuCtam/

WEBSTER S NEW <-'ontams a clear, accuratcfinal answer. This New Crcalioii_Jl

INTFRNATIONAI '^ an indispensable self-help to success. Hundreds

rvi/*-FiAKi > «v I—I °f iJiousands of people in allwalks ^^'

DICTIONARY H of life use,profil from.^^-r^:r^^
and enjoy ihis vast fund of informafion. /Kife.v ifi

REGULAR i:ii INDIA-PAPER EDITIONS. r-<>'"'
*

G.&C. MERRIAM CO., Springfield.Mass.

^'^""/'name....^..
PIcose s- _ _ _, _

men po^es and
FREE POCKET MAPslADDRESS.

A. Nothing new is contained in this

idea, schemes of this nature having been
in use by the Allies as well as by the

Central Powers, and sometimes quite good
pictures have been obtained. More times,

however, the balloons with the camera have
been shot down by enemy fire.

SAFETY COAT HANGER.
(189) John F. Bingham of West

Toronto, Can., has submitted an idea for

an automatic coat and umbrella hanger,

making it impossible for an unauthorized

person to take either coat or umbrella, the

idea of the device being that a coin, say

for instance, one-cent or five-cent piece is

dropt thru a slot which delivers a key to

the patron. Then the coat as well as the

umbrella is hung up on the device which
automatically closes, and the wearing ap-

parel can then not be taken from the

device unless a key opens the lock.

A. This is a really excellent idea, the

best part being that it is simple and should

be rather cheap to manufacture. This is

an important consideration, as for instance,

restaurant proprietors would not wish to

invest a heavy sum for a device of this

kind. To our mind the invention looks

original, and we think that little trouble

will be had in securing a patent. Our rec-

ords do not show that anything like it has

been patented in the past.

SOME DISCOVERIES NOT MADE BY
TEUTONS

(^Continued from page 563)

pedo, shrapnel, automatic cannon, maga-
zine rifie, breech-loading gun. Catling gun,
revolver, Maxim silencer, hammerless gun,

gunboat, ironclad batteries or ship armor
plate, revolving turret, submarine or air-

plane.

Germany did not produce the first ani-

line dye, vulcanized rubber, liquid gas, gas
engine, water gas, thermometer, barometer,
piano forte, barbed wire, cut nails, plate

glass, circular saw, cable car, electric car,

sleeping car, air brake, bicycle, automobile,

pneumatic tire, sewing machine, typewriter,

calculating machine, cash register, steel

writing pen, etc., ad infinitum.

The greatest thing that Germany has
done, however, is to falsely advertise her-

self as the light of the world. No son
of hers invented the electric light, the

gas light, the acetlyene light, the kerosene
light, the searchlight, the flashlight, the

safety lamp, the candle dip or the friction

match. America. France, England and
other "untutored" and "unkultured" (sic)

nations performed these tasks. The sun,

moon and stars are the only lights left for

Germany's contention, and according to the

Mosaic account, the Lord and not the

Kaiser, made and placed them in the firma-

ment.
Daguerre, a Frenchman, presented us

with photography. Our own Edison
brought forth the motion picture to de-

light and instruct the eye and the phono-
graph to please and teach the ear. Galileo,

who first saw the heavens with a tele-

scope, was an Italian. The men who first

saw the earth and its teeming life with a

microscope were not of German origin.

By use of the compound microscope, Pas-
teur, the French biologist, as early as 1857

demonstrated a connection between the

microscopic organisms and disease. This
was nine years before Dr. Kock, the Ger-
man bacteriologist had graduated. In this

connection the important antiseptic surgery
of Dr. Lister, of England, should be rec-

orded. Edward Jenner, the discoverer of

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when meriting to advertisers.
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vaccination, and Harvey, the discoverer of

the circulation of the blood, were English-

men. An American taught the world the

use of anesthetics. Our dentists excel all

others. They are employed by rnany

crowned heads—even the Kaiser has his.

The Teutons have not shown the engi-

neering skill of the French, who cut the

Suez Canal, or of the American who joined

the Atlantic and the Pacific at Panama.
The decimal or metric system by which
the Germans make their measurements is

a gift from France. The method by which
they make their steel is that of Sir Henry
Bessemer, of England. Many of the fruits

and vegetables of which they eat an enor-

mous quantity were brought forth by our
own peerless Burbank.

Lavoisier, the father of modern chem-
istry, was French. Linnaeus, the founder

of botany, was of Swedish origin. To
Hutton, of England, we are indebted for

geology ; to Mary, of Virginia, for the

physiography of the sea; to Descartes, of

French parentage, for analytical geometry;

to Comte, of France, for sociology ; to

Germany for sauerkraut and pretzels. Her
sons did not compose the crew of Magel-
lan's fleet, the first to circumnavigate the

globe. A German did not discover the

North Pole nor lead the w-ay toward the

South Pole,

ELECTRICITY
IN 4

MONTHS
America's oldest and larsrest practical institu-
tion. You are trained ihorouyhly iind quickly lu lntld
a lilK paying position la this wondt-rfnl Held of Klec-
trlolty. Ho bonks, no classes. All pructlral training
under expert Inntructnrs. We have made arruntrenients
f<ir Ptudent« to earn part of tlit-lr expent<es while
learniiiK'.

rC0YNETRADEAN3 ENGINEERING SCHOOLSi
18 Years of Success

Practical training In Mechanical Drafting and Machine
Desi^'n, AreliltePtural Drafilni;, striutiiral Uraftlnpr. etc.
I'reparcH y>u tlinrniiL:hly to step Into a Rood position.
I >pt'n all year.diw and everilntj. Enter any time. E^m
wtilleyou iearn. Write forfree booknow. Add. Dept. 1599

39-Cl E. lUlnois Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

DRAFTING J'nt'hs

Advice on Patentable Ideas

Confidential EJectrical and Mechanical
Information Furnished to Inventors at

Low Rates by Expert Engineers. We
Send on Receipt of Your Inquiry Our
Guarantee Giving Absolute Protection

of Your Ideas. Investigate Our Offer.

Sandborn & McICaig, Engineers

1 74 West 86th Street New York City

*'The Book
the Inventor

KEEPS"
Worth more than
all other patent
books combined.
FREE.

Write

R. S. & A. B. LACEY
131 Barrister Bldg.

Waihlngton, 0. C.
EltablJsheil 1869

PATENTS

PATENTS
THAT PROTECT AND PAY

Books and Advice Free
U vou wiint in si-M your pntcnt. tiikc II <>ul Ihroiiehmy
iimcc, uriiii;stukii;ki;ni'ios. hksi kiv-.Ui.i t^.

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer
624 F. Street. N. W. WashinKton. D. C.

Wiring for Light and Power. By Terrell

Croft. IHexible covers, 5 x 7ji inches,

Pocket size, 430 pages, 382 illustrations,

price $2.00. Publisht by the McGraw-
Hill Book Co., New York City,

N. Y., 1917.

The first edition of a most concise and valuable

treatise for electrical men, designers and electrical

contractors. The aim of the book has been to give

all explanations of rules and clauses of the Fire

Underwriter's schedule in a clear and up-to-date

manner; so that the layman as well as the more
advanced and practical man can grasp them quickly-

The work covers all branches or the electrical

art; plans are presented for the installation of

interior wiring and general lay-outs of the various

branch circuits, protecting devices and safe carry-

ing loads. There are a number of chapters on the

installation of high and low potential transformers,

generators, dynamos and motors with the various

best approved methods fully illustrated. Many
important hints are given regarding the care and
maintenance of equipments, covering storage battery

systems, street and interior work, as well as stage

equipment, showing the various approved methods
of installing switch-boards, border lights, arcs and
bunch lights—also the proper protection of these
various systems in regard to fire hazard.
A very good idea is incorporated in the work,

viz., a list of questions are provided at the end of

each chapter covering subject matter on the same,
that will act as a review, and thus enable one to

commit to memory quite a bit of the work. The
book is well edited, strongly bound—being pocket
size—convenient to carry around, and should fi"nd

a place in every student's, electrical contractor's

and engineer's library.

The Mechanical World. Electrical Pocket
Book for 1917. Cloth bound, 304 pages;

size 4% X 614 inches, illustrated, price 45

cents postpaid. Publisht by Emmott &
Co., 6.S King St., Manchester, England,

The Norman, Remington Co., Baltimore,

Md.

A really pocket size and very useful compendium
of electricity which should be in the hands of

everyone interested in the art whether student or

more advanced engineer. The authors have
endeavored in this popular work, to cover as much
ground as possible in a succinct, yet dear manner.
The various chapters cover every_ branch of the

art, starting with the electrical units, giving their

definitions and derivations, Laws of Resistance,

Arrangements of Batteries, Electrolysis, Magnetic
Circuits and Materials, Hysteresis, Eddy Currents,
Direct and Alternating Current Motors, Generators,
Dynamos, Converters, their installation and care,

troubles and how to locate and remedy same, etc.

Various methods of wiring are shown and ex-

plained, and the means and formulas for calcula-

tions, proper sizes of wires, etc.

Chapters are given showing and explaining the
latest and best methods for measuring and testing

various circuits and apparatus and the instruments
necessary for such operations. Some very important
new contributions are covered in lengthy sections

on Electrical Measurements and Testing. This
is a large subject but is thoroly covered by the

omission of all theoretical explanations, and the

adoption of very concise methods of description and
illustration. In another section much practical data

is presented in a compact form on Transmission Line
Calculation. In the section devoted to Electrical

Meters, a note on Mercury Meters has been intro-

duced, while the section on Lighting Circuits and
Switching has been greatly revised.

A goodly number of pages have been devoted to

useful tables and gages; also charts on square and
cubic roots, Logarithms and Anti-logarithms. A
novel idea is the diary and memorandum section,

enabling one to keep notes from day to day for the
entire vear.
The authors shall be very pleased to consider

practical contributions for future issues which will

De paid for at a liberal rate if accepted. Taken all

in all the work is thoroly up-to-date and the
contents of this issue have been thoroly revised.

Preliminary Mathematics. By Prof. F.

E. Austin, E.E. Cloth bound, size 4}i x

7fi inches, 169 pages, price $1.20. Pub-
lisht by Prof. F. E. Austin—Hanover.
N. H.. 1917.

A small book but chuck full of a series of

problems which will help everyone, be he student

or lay reader, to grasp the necessary mathematics
and algebra that will enable him to advance in any
chosen field of engineering.

While the book has evidently been prepared for

(Continued on page 573)

^^P^ S<n<i Skelth « Model of Tow Infenlion foe^^ Free Opinion as to Patentability

i^^^ W Our Certificate of Patentabil-

^^^ i ^^^^ ity is Evidence of Conception
^^B»^^^H of and may
^^^H^^^H prove valuable to
^^^^^^^^^ Credit System enables you to

file vour application for Patent

and proceed without delay. Everv
case receives personal attention of

one or both members of the firm r^]
Pst«ntii we secure advertised »t our ei-

Pense id Fopular Mtchanirt UaQazin^

Write loJay for Free copy of lOt-paje book

"HowloOblainaPalenl and What lo Inrenl''

Talbert & Parker. Patent Lawyers,

4287 Talberl Bldg., W.ihlnglon. D.C.

R. Morgan Elliott S Co.
PATENT ATTORNEYS

MBCM*N1C*L. ELECTRICAL fi CHEMICAL EXPERTS

716-724 WOODWARD BUILDING

WASHINGTON, D. C.

PATENTS
S«id me 7«tir Ideas. ManufacturerB w&nt i«t«Dtj I

proctir*. Prompt, confldentlai, personal garrlo* by
8acc«eaful pataot aUoraey with highest refflrenc«.

Hon«t advloe iJid '"The Truth About Pat«it*" Trm.JO VITI f V 740D Wood»»»rd BJdg.,

• IX. rwi:-l-.l-i I i WaihJDgtoD. D.C.

EVERY INVENTOR
ahouJd have thia book. '"i'AfK.^'i'fl ASTD
PATENT POSSIBILITIES." It U cbMk-
full of Ideaa aod practical advlM, taUtntf

what to Invent and where to saLL Wrtt«
for your copy today. IT IS FBJO.

I have reQueets for pat«ota opoo Kmmd
InveoUons of all kinds. Can you h«tp ror-
ply the demand?
Mr service is indlvidoAl, proinDt wid cffictent

'14 years experience). Every expedleot is em-
ployed to secure patents St least possible cost.

H. S. miU 804 McUcUea Blili.. Wulu|l>, DX.

MOTORCYCLES
and BICYCLES at cut prices.
Singles and twins $25 to $100.
New Motorcycle Ttres $3.
Automobile Tires $3 Beat
Motorcycle Belts $5- Carbur-
etors t6. Sparli coils S6. Secood-
New Bicycles at Factory Prices.

D«nlD|Eer. The Price Cotter. Rochester. New Torft
band Bicycles (5. Tandems $15.

BuiUi a Model of thia Curtiss JtffJft.

tar\i Tractor used in the I'.S. Armii

r^

r<

/-^

Build A
Model War Aeroplane!

wyl With "IDEAL" Accarats Scmle Drawlnca and
IriHtriK-tinns yuu can build aS-foot Uodel AereplaiM that looks
liki> a r>-al on« and that will rise frois the croood by Ita own
t>nw«'r and Hy 50 to 100 feet. It'sffreAtnuiuiMr sport, and roa
mn Ii-arn a lot about AeroplaneB and bow they fly . Send (or
th<' Drtiwinjia and InatrucUons fur the one yoa want to buUd.

Cartiss Militiry Tndor
Blenol Monophnt

Nieuporl Monopbne

Taube MonopUne
IDKAL- Aeroplane
rontnininir nil [u>rt.-i »]

build tht'so AiTorlnn.--
Tov, Spi.rLinii GiH-ds ar
Ask y.x.r d^ak-r for
Construi-tion Outfits.

25c
KACH

'^ f.r $1 7S>
ro;i»tr'.iction OatflU,
III truitcniiJ needed to

, nro RoUl by Leading
d Department Stores.
'lOtlAL" Aeroplane

WrichBiplue
Cvtbs HT^FsphM
Cvtiss FlyBf Baal

Cedl PmE Racer

Send 5c For This Catalogue
Tells about Modot Aeroplan.« and what yea
nei-d to build them with. 48 paves of useful
information—send S cents foi It rinht sway.

IDEAL AEROPLANE & SUPPLY CO..
76-82 West Broadway. New York

Kou benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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EXPERIMENTERS!
Student's Chromic Plunge Battery

HERE is a little battery that will be highly welcomed by every experimenter all

over the country. It is the first low priced, as well as fool-proof chromic acid

battery on the market. It is a little wonder, and for the small price we ask for it, it

stands unmatched.
Now, we do not wish to mislead you, so we'll tell you at the start what this battery

WILL NOT do. It will NOT charge storage cells, it will NOT run a large motor for

hours, it will NOT run a big spark coil. It is NOT a very big battery.

BUT it is an ideal battery for electrical experimental work where a very powerful
current Is not required. This battery will light a 2 volt lamp for several hours on one
charge; it will run a small toy motor surprisingly well; it will do small electroplating

work; it is ideal for testing work; it gives a fairly steady current, and as the zinc

electrode can be pulled clear of the electrolyte, no materials are used when battery

stands Idle.

Onl.v best materials go into the making of this battery. Best Amalgam Zinc only Is used, as well as a

highly porous carbon to ensure a steadier current. Handy binding posts are used. We furnish enough
chromic salts for 4 charges. Full direction for operation and care of battery are included. Each battery

tests 2 volts and 10 amperes when set up fresh. Not over 2 amperes should be drawn from battery continu-

ously. By using sii or eight of these batteries, a great many experiments can be performed. No solution

can run out of this battery If upset by accident. This makes it an ideal portable battery, such as for

operating a bicycle lamp, or as other portable lamp, where a powerful light is not required, for boy scouts'

field telegraph work, operating telegraph outfits, etc., etc. Size over all is 5"x2". Shipping weight, 1 lb.

No. 999 Student's Chromic Plunge Battery 4«0 ^O
The "Electro Telegraph"

$1.25

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

Is not a iu> , but a practical, honestly built telegraph outfit, which not only sounds
but works like the big commercial instruments. By studying the code for 30 days
you can become a flrst-class telegraph operator. Such operators are In big demand
now. Outfit consists of TWO complete telegraph Instruments each measuring 3% x
2% X 2^4. All metal parts are highly nickel plated. Including key lever. Note hard
rubber knob. Telegraph Code Chart, telegraph blanks and connecting wire comes
with set, but no batteries. Outfit works on 2 dry cells (one cell for each Instrument).
The "Electro" is the ONTLY Outfit that works both ways, each station can call ; no
switches, no extras. Nothing to get out of order. Guaranteed to please you or
money back. d?1 OC
Price Complete as illustrated .pi.^O
At all flood dealers and department stores. If your dealer cannot supply you send

us SI. 25 for outfit and add mailing charges for two pounds, otherwise we ship
express collect. IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

BOYS!
Here Are the Stars
and Stripes in All
Their Glory.

Be the first

n e In your
town to wear
this patriotic
emblem.Think
of 1 1 : An
electrically II-

1 u m 1 n a ted
b o u tonnl^re
worn in t h e
lapel hole of
,vour coat.
It Illuminates
our National
Flag in t h e
original col-
ors with a
brilliant
electric light.
,T u s t Insert

in buttonhole of your
put flashlight case In

vest or coat pocket and every
time you press the button, the
flag in your button-hole
flashes up with a beautiful
color effect.

Illuminated flag, cord and
plug (to be connected to anv
2 cell flash- CnJ.
light) OUC

(Postage 10 cents.)
Iluminated flag, flashlight

case and battery, cord and
plug, complete as per illustra-
tion. $1.10: postage 15c.
DEALERS; Write for our

proposition today.
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

"The Livest Catalog in America"
Our big. new electrical cyclopedia No. 19 is

waiting for you. Positively the most complete
Wireless and electrical catalog In print today.
228 Big Pages, 600 Illustrations, 500 instru-
ments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatise on
Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FREE coupons for
our leOpage FREE Wireless Course in 20 les-
sons. FREE Cyclopedia No. 19 measures 7x5 % ".

Weight % lb. Beautiful stiff covers.

"The Livest Catalog in America"
Non before you turn this page write your Dame and

address on margin below, cut or tear out, enclose 6 cts.
stamps to cover mall charges, and the Cyclopedia Is

yours b; return mall.

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.
231 Fulton Street New York City

Electro Importing Company
231 Fulton St., New York City

I enclose herewith 8 cents In stamps or coin for
which please send me your latest Cyclopedia Catalog
No. 19 containing 228 pages. 600 lllustratloni and
diagrams including Treatise on Wireless Telegraphy,
ooniplete list of all U. S. Wireless Call Letters, and 30
coupons for your 160 page Free Wireless Course in 20
lessons.

1

NAMB

STATE E.B.12.

.,_,xM

CHEMICAL
EXPERIMENTERS
Be sure to get the catalog illustrated

to the left. It contains the greatest
chemical experimental assortment of
any catalog in print. There are close
to 20 pages, containing several hundred
chemical apparatus such as Reagent
Bottles. Crucibles, Water Bath, Tri-

pods, Blow Pipes, Chemical Scales,
Glass Retorts, Chemical Thermo-
meters, Glass Rods, Beaker Glasses,
Test Tubes. Funnels, Thistle Tubes,
Disiccating Jars, Wash Bottles, etc.,

etc.

Also a complete line of Chemical Laboratories
from $2.00 up to $90.00.

Full line of popular chemicals as used by
students.

Be sure to get a copy of this catalog today
without fall.

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when zvriting to advertisers.
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RADIO ROLL OF HONOR.
(Continued from page 533)

Tennessee

Grcer W. Peck

Texas

Chas. A. Fielder
A. G. Stout
Lyie Jones
I. M. Laybowm
Archibold Wellborn

Utah

L. B. Rosa

Virginia

Leo E. Simonton
Robt. A. Harrison, Jr.
Bernard Green
F. W. & S. M. Craigie
C. D. Blair
A. G. Connell

Washington

J. Kornegay
J. Oliver Dawson

T. E. Krascr
V. F. Bender
Ray R. Ames
Walter Buege

West Virginia

E. K. Wills

Wisconsin

Edw. Matt
Pierce J. Van Alstyne
Wm. E. Erickson
Earl Fischer
George Koresh
O. A. Lamoreux
Melvin Becker
Lloyd Scholl
F. H. Cirves
J. Donald Vandercook
Herbert i^etterlund

Wyoming

Gilbert Hill
Dr. L. f.;. Van Slyke

Porto Rico
Joaquin M. Mayoral
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showing the vohime of each liquid.

Into a clean, small beaker draw off 10

cc. of NaOH solution. To this add a drop
of phenolphthalein solution or a few drops

of litmus solution. Now move the beaker

under the acid burette and slowly draw
into it enough acid to exactly neutralize

the alkali. The last portions must be let

in drop by drop, with constant stirring.

Neutralization is determined by the disap-

pearance of color of the indicator, or the

pink tinge in case litmus is used. At that

instant stop the f^ow of acid.

Read the volume of NaOH solution and
also of the HCl. Record as follows:—

Volume HCl (first)

Ratio of
NaOH Sol.

to HCl ...

.

Volume HCl (last)

Ratio 1 cc.
NaOH to
HCl....
Volume HCl (used)

Volume NaOH Sol.

(first) . . . .c.c.

Volume NaOH Sol.

(last) ....cc.

Volume NaOH Sol.
(used) . . . .cc.

RADIO ROLL OF HONOR

Application for Membership in the

Radio League of America

3 THE UNDERSIGNED, a Radio Amateur, am the owner of a Wireless

Station described in full in this application. My station has been in use

t since and I herewith desire to

apply for membership in the RADIO LEAGUE OF AMERICA. I will abide

by all the rules of the LEAGUE, and I particularly pledge my services as a

Radio operator, or for Signal Corps duty to the United States Government
when called upon.

I understand that this blank with my signature will be sent to the United

States (Government officials at Washington, who will make a record of my name.

Witnesses to signature: Name
City...

State.

Date. .191

Description of My Station and Apparatus

Sending

Receiving

I can send approximately words per minute.

1 can receive approximately words per minute.

My age is years.

(12-17)

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
{Continued from page 559)

in 100 cc. of water. Draw off a few drops
of liquid from each burette, to get rid of
the air at the end.
Take accurate readings of each burette,

(reading from the bottom of the meniscus,
see Fig. 95), and make records.

NaOH c.c.

HCl c.c.
•

The experiment might be extended by
evaporating the solution and weighing the

solid NaCl and computing the weight of

the NaCl per 1 cc. of HCl or NaOH solu-

tion used.

EXPERIMENT 110. (Quantitative.)

Do this experiment exactly in the same
way as the previous one, except first to

(Continued on page 577)
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ElECnaCAL ENGINEERS

HANDBOOK_ 50'
ELECTRICITY!
HERE'S just the book on

Electricity that you need
to answer your many ques-

tions—to solve your knotty
problems, to teach you new kinks, to

be your memory for tables, rules,

formulas and other Electrical and
Mechanical facts that some people try

to carry in their beads—and fail.

With this "Little Giant" I. C. S. Elec-

trical Engineer's Handbook in your
pocket, tool chest, on your work
bench, drawing table or desk, an hour
or a' day need not be lost "digging

up" some forgotten rule, some unfamiliar fact

;

you'll just turn to the very complete index and
get it "in a jiffy." Just a few of the subjects

treated are:

Electricity and Magnetism : Electrical Symbols:
Batteries; Circuits: Magnets: Direct and Al-

ternating Currents: Dynamos and Motors:
Belts: Shafting: Electroplating: Electrical

Measurements: Meters: Arc and incandes-

cent L.amps: Mercury Arc Rectifiers: Trans-

formers; Insulation; Electric Cars; Single and
Multiple-Unit Control; Transmission; Rail

Welding: Tables of Wires Sizes, Capacities,

etc.,—Mathematical Rules, Formulas, Sym-
bols; Tables of Constants. EquivalenU. Roots.

Powers, Reciprocals, Areas. Weights and
Measures; Chemistry; Properties of Metals;

Principles of M.;chanics: First Aid. etc.

The Electrical Engineer's Handbook is one of 22

I. C. S. Handbooks covering 22 Technical, Scien-

Ufic and Commercial subjects, all crowded with

value. They have the contents of a full-size book
condensed into pocket-size ready to go with you
anywhere and be at your instant command.
They are substantially bound in cloth, red edges,

coldleaf stamping, printed from new, clear, read-

able type on good quality book paper. There is

an illustration at every point where a picture

will help. Hundreds of thousands have been
sold on a money-back guarantee of satisfaction.

The regular price is $1 .25. but for a LIMITED
"TIME you can buy the ones you want, post-

paid, delivery guaranteed, for only 50 cents.

You Run No Riik! Money Bach if Desired .'

International Correspondence Schools

Box 5362, Scranton, Pa.

INTERNATIONAl CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 5362. SCRANTON. PA.
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^ GREAT DIAMOND SALE
The most astoundinR sale of per-
fect cut diamonds ever offered.

t TERMS LOW AS $1 .50 PER MOHTH
It is yonr opportunity to get that
long wanted diamond at a tiargaiu.

This Is an extraordinary saving.
SPECIAL S39.50

GENUINE DIAMOND RING
A wanderful value, S4,50 p^r month.

SENSATIONAL ELGIN WATCH SALE
C4 A Cn FAMOUS GENUINE

I / ELGIN WATCH
17 RUBY JEWELS

Guaisntted Facti:ry Tested and Adjusted

Easy Payments $2.00 Per Month

30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
Any watch yoa want on eosv pftyments. Be

Sure to 6cud iorour 112 page catalogue. Over 2000
ougge .tionB. Watches. Jewelry, Diamonda. Thia
book descrihes our b'l; banjams in all lines.
AH Bold ou liaoy Puymeiitfl end Free Trial.

Send for it this viinute. A postal irill bring ii.

ALFRED WARE COMPANY, Dept. 819 St. Louis. Mo.

Bi^ Free Catalog

EXPERIMENTS
for Every Student In One Year

We train you to con3truct, InstAll *nd op-

nrate actual electrical instruments and
apparatxis of every kind.

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
l^ day instruction in our com-
plcteij' equipped laboratories and
class-rooms and Vs day worli in

leading electrical concerns.
One-year Course In Practical Electricity

:

_
Two-year Course in Cammercaal Engineering;
Three - year Course in Electrical Engineering.

New Term Opens January 2
Write for free illustrated catalog. Menlioa age,

education and course interested in,

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE
354 Stroh Bldg., Milwaukee. Wis.

ELECTRICAL 1 with training are always in
demand. Having tr^ned over
2000 younp men in the past 23

years in the fundamentals of Applied Electricity, The Boss ELECTTRl-
CAi 'ntho"' . with i'a well-equipped shops and laboratories, ispecaliarly

well qaalified to give a eotuUnaed course in Electrical

ENGINEERING
inrludintT Mathematics, Steam and Ga-^ En.
K-ints. Mechanical Drawing', Shop Work and
Theuretical and I'ractical Eleetiicity, in all

branches. Students actually construct dyna-
mos, install wiring and test efficiency of
electrical machinery. Coorae, with diptoma,
complete

IN ONE YEAR
For practical yoon* men with limited tims-

C6Lh yvitr oi,eiia Sept. 26th. Catalogue on request.

260 Takoma Avenue, Washington. D. C.
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SMALL ENGINES
Perfected Gasoline Engines—^2• 1 S"d
l}-2 h.p.—for Farm and Shop use. Price

$19.50 and up. Also

WASHING MACHINES
We ship on trial. Send lor Booltiet and Special OHer

Sieverltropp Engine Co., 1401 19th Street

R.cine, Wis. StarUr for Ford Cars

Feldman's "Geyser"
Electric Water Heater

Instantaneous Hot Water

FELDMAN MFG. CO.
1514 Times Bldg. New York City

ELECTRIC EXPORTS ALMOST
DOUBLED.

American electric apparatus is gaining
rapidly in popularity the world over. A
compilation by the National City Bank of

New York shows that the value of elec-

tric machinery, appliances and instruments
exported in the fiscal year 1917 aggregated
more than $50,000,000 against $30,000,000

in 1916, $20,000,000 in 1914, and $10,000,000

in 1911.

Of the nearly $2,000,000 worth of tele-

phones exported, more than $100,000 worth
went to Asia and South America. Nearly
$100,000 worth went to Oceania; $300,000
to North America and practically $1,000,000

to Europe, the total telephones being ex-

ported in 1917 being twice as great in value
as in 1912. Of the nearly $500,000 worth
of electric fans exported in 1917, the largest

market was in India, Hong Kong, the

Straits Settlements, China, Japan and Siam
got big shipments.

LOCATING THE SUBMARINE BY
RADIO.

(Continued from page 510)

it will be heard in the telephone receivers

as a distinct sound.
In other words, the beat frequency note

giving an audible signal is the difference

Circuits Used in Radio Submarine Detector,
as Devised by Mr. Bishop.

between the changed radio frequency oscil-

lations in circuit (1) and those produced
in the free oscillator circuit No. 2, which
latter is non-radiative, as becomes evident.

In practise the different sets of apparatus

are mounted in their respective cabinets

and the cabinets moved about on the in-

strument table until the proper and most
desirable inductive relation between them
is obtained.

HOW I TELEGRAPH PICTURES.

(Continued from page 517)

24,000 revolutions per minute. This is the

mechanical difficulty of tele-vision. As to

the electrical difficulty, it will suffice to

say that a picture requires several thousand

variations of light and shade, and at the

present stage of electrical development five

hundred breaks per second cannot be ex-

ceeded over a long line. Animated car-

toons should offer no great obstacle, but

the problem of tele-vision is to render an

object visible at a distance. Several wires,

of course, make tele-vision possible, but a

practical, one-circuit apparatus would seem
to await a more complete knowledge of

electricity or of the ether. Tele-vision for

short distances may be accomplished with

lenses, mirrors and the prism, but the im-

pressions soon become indistinct.

The telegraphing of pictures is a more
fruitful field, and as yet it is a compara-
tively undeveloped art, affording great op-
portunity to the electrical experimenter.

THE MARVELS OF RADIO-
ACTIVITY.

(Continued from page 515)
latter from Colorado and Utah. Radium
must be regarded as a changing element,

its calculated period being several thousand
years. Hence, in order that any radium
exist in the geologically old minerals, the
supply must be kept up by the transforma-
tion of some other substance. Since radium
is always found in uranium minerals, it is

plausible that uranium is the parent element
for the derivation of radium. If this is the
case in old minerals which are unchanged
by the action of underground waters, the
ratio of radium to uranium must be con-
stant. This has been shown by several
investigators to be true, the quantity of
radium being determined by the emanation
method previously described and the ura-
nium by chemical analysis.

It is necessary to show, in proving the
relation of radium to uranium, that radium
appears after some time in a uranium
compound previously purified. The first at-

tempts at this were unsuccessful, using
periods of a year. It was then decided that

some intermediate product was formed be-
tween uranium and radium. This was
demonstrated by Soddy, who proved that

radium does appear in the uranium solution

after several years in such quantities as to

indicate another slow-period product as
intermediary.
Actinium preparations were also found to

give rise to a growth of radium, but later

researches showed that the radium was not
due to the actinium itself but to an as-

sociated substance, separated by Boltwood,
and called "Ionium." From its calculated

period the amount of ionium in uranium
minerals must not be less than ten times
that of radium, as the amount decaying
into radium is one-tenth of its amount to

supply the necessary radium. It has not yet

been shown that uranium produces ionium,
the parent element of radium, but there is

no doubt that it does do so.

The constant relation between uranium
and radium will hold only for minerals
where there has been no opportunity for

chemical alteration or removal of any part

thru the action of underground waters, or
other agencies.

End Products of Change
When the radio-active changes have come

to the end, each of the elements uranium,
thorium, and actinium should have a final

product with a very slow period of trans-

formation, either a known or unknown ele-

ment. Since an alpha particle's expulsion

lowers the atomic weight four units—the

atomic weight of helium—the atomic
weights of the end products now known can
be calculated. For example, uranium gives

off two alpha particles, so the atomic weight
of ionium is 238.5—8 or 230.5. Radium
comes out 226.5, in good accordance with
experimental values. Similarly polonium is

210.5, and the final product 206.5. This
value is very close to the atomic weight of

lead, and so indicates this is the final product
from uranium and radium.

Since in old minerals the transformations
have taken place for long periods of time,

the radio-active material should be accom-
panied by the end product, if a stable ele-

ment, in considerable quantities. Boltivood

has shown that lead invariably occurs in

radio-active minerals, and often in the

amount calculated from the uranium con-

tent and its age. This problem cannot be
definitely settled until it is shown ex-
perimentally that radium changes into lead,

or better that polonium breaks up into

helium and lead. An extremely large amount
of polonium would be necessary for this,

but several have shown that one of the

products of polonium is helium.
(Continued on page 578)
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DO VOU
own a wireless station, either for
SfiuiiiiR or receiving? If you do,
don't fail to join the Ereatcst Wire-
les'* Association in tlje country;
THE-: R^\DIO LEAGUE OF
AMERICA. If you believe in the
preparedness of your country, if you

wish to help Uncle Sam. if you wish to have your station

officially recognized, join the LEAGUE, a national,

non-money-makinR organization Beautiful engraved
and sealed certificate. FREE to all members. NO
DUES OR FEES WHATSOEVER.
Honorary Members: W. H. G. BUL-

LARD, U. S. N.; PROF. REGINALD A.
FESSENDEN; DR. LEE DE FOREST;
DR. NICOLA TESLA.

Send stamp lor larjie S-page information booklet.

UO IT NOW.
Address 233 Fulton St., New York City, N. Y.

BOOK REVIEW.
(Continued from page 569)

the use of those whose educational training has
been somewhat limited, it has been so modeled as

to adapt itself to the uses of pupils in the first

grades of high school and to those desiring to

enter ' college. The work contains a series of
examination forms and proper solutions as required
for entrance by a number of prominent universities.

Many of the examples and problems presented
in the book are original, having been evolved in

the process of many years of teaching, and this

small book should prove the connecting link be-

tween the study of arithmetic and the study of

algebra. The work is very thoro from the first

sta^e to the last so far as it goes, and besides
having a paragraph on how to study and concen-
trate, it also contains useful tables pertaining to

interest, weights and measures, etc.

TTie principal aim has been to show practical
applications of theory discust, and it should be in

every real student's library, whether as a study
or reference book. The treatment is such that
one does not lose interest in reading the various
chapters, as the author has happily combined the
charm of applied mathematics with theoretical
deductions.

tricity thru Gases, Radio-activity, and the theory
of Electrons. Calculations, Curve plotting, stand-
ard measurements and other similar topics arc only
a few of the advanced subjects treated.
The author has dealt in an interesting way with

a very dry subject from the layman's point of
view, and deserves considerable credit for the
excellent manner in which the whole work is

covered.
The chapters on "Radio-activity" and "Conduc-

tion of Electricity thru Gases" are aspecially in-
teresting, many important developments of Radium
being brought out. In summing up be it said that
it is a very worthy volume, well edited, and a book
that covers many difficult problems in a new way.

Electric and Magnetic Measurements.
By Charles M. Smith. Cloth Bound ; 373

pages ; 5 X 8 inches ; illustrated ;
price

$2.40. The Macmillan Co., New York,
N. Y., 1917.

A valuable book to all persons interested in,

electrical work; especially to students and engineers.
The various phases of electrical measurements are
treated on very thoroly and the author has suc-
ceeded in bringing out many technical points in
a popular way, which should appeal particularly to
students of the subject.

The book has been developed from a course of
lectures and laboratory notes which have been used
by students for a number of years. In presenting
the work, it is pre-supposed by the author that the
reader has a ceneral knowledge of physics and
calculus. Much of the material has been gleaned
from standard work, and the laboratory exercises
are described in such a way that particular types
of apparatus are not demanded, unless well-known
and generally available.

The various terms are simply defined and every-
thing is so arranged that the student is taken step
by step thru the various laboratory experiments,
in easy interesting stages.

The work is liberally illustrated with standard
diagrams of commercial measurements. The book
is unhesitatingly recommended to all students of
measuring problems and the general treatment of
the work is such that all will oe able to grasp the
explanations readily.

A Tre.\tise On Electricity. By F. B.
Pidduck; Cloth Bound; 640 pages; 6 x
9 inches ; Cambridge University Press,

England ; G. P, Putnam's Sons, New
York City, American Representatives.
Price $3.60.

The author in this rather advanced work has
covered a field highly above the average reader
and it is to students of universities, engineers,
etcetera, that this work will really appeal.

The general principle has been to cover in one
volume the theoretical and practical side of elec-

tricity; much space has been saved by omitting
detailed treatment of elementary topics. Starting
from the beginning, the reader attains the real

gist of things, but ne must be a good mathemati-
cian.

The follnwincr are some of the interesting
chapters : Mathematics, Permanent Magnetism.
Electrostatics, Electric currents and magnetic ef-

fects of the same, Ma^etism, Induction, Electro-
lysis, Electric Oscillations, Conduction of Elec-

CORRECTION.
The book entitled "Chemistry in the Ser-

vice of Man," reviewed in the November
issue should have been priced at $2.00 in-
stead of $1.60.

WIRELESS STATION AT WILLEM-
STAD COMPLETED.

A wireless receiving station has been
completed at Willemstad, Curacao, and be-
gan operations on October 4. Communica-
tion was establisht with various important
stations. The newspapers now publish
news from Nauen, Germany.
The station at Nauen is the principal dis-

tributing point for German wireless propa-
ganda. From this station is sent the service
of the Overseas News Agency, which was
received at Sayville, N. Y., until the United
States entered the war.

HOW TO BUILD A ONE-WATT
MOTOR.

(Continued from page 545)

Slip the coils over the poles and hold
them in place with two small strips of brass
bent U-shape and having short right-angle
bends at their ends, which press down in

between the coil and the pole-piece, but a
strip of paper must be put between this

brass holder and the coils for there is the
possibility of "shorting" the two coils, one
to the other. Connect the coils in series

and see that they are so hooked up that
the current in passing produces a North
and a South pole at the business (armature)
ends of the field-poles. This is best done
by starting with the end of one coil and see
which way the current turns, either clock-
wise or counter clock-wise and connect the
other end to the next coil so that the cur-
rent still rotates in the same direction.

The last step in construction is the second
bearing and this is made entirely of fiber,

cut from a piece one-eighth inch thick. This
is three-quarters inch long and one-half
inch wide and is cut as shown in the draw-
ing. It will be seen that the ends of the two
braces are filed a little to fit under the
frame-work and a small hole drilled thru
frame and fiber, which enables you to force
a large size pin thru and lock the bearing
to the iron frame. It should be noted that
the two braces are placed between the field

coils, thereby making the fiber bearing lie

at right angles to the brass bearings which
of course makes no difference in the final

result. For the brush support cut two
pieces from the same brass tube that was
used for the commutator, about one-quarter
inch long and bore holes in the braces just
large enough for them to pass thru, but
before forcing them into place solder two
thin copper strips three thirty-seconds inch
wide to them. This is done by cutting a
wider strip and boring holes in the ends
so that the tubes can pass thru. After
soldering cut strip to proper width and bend
it somewhat like the sketch, so that when
inserted into the fiber brace it rests on the
commutator with a light but even tension.
The ends of the field coils can be forced

WIRELESS
The Government and Merchant

Marine need thousands of trained
operators now, the demand far ex-
ceeding the supply. Men are needed
urgently for the Naval Reserve,
Aviation & Signal Corps, Marconi
Co., etc.

Pick your rating before you are
drafted.

Special short code courses, Day or Eve-
ning, for Government Service. Student*
from all over the country. Send in your
enrollment today. Classes now forming.

The Eastern Radio Institute is endorsed
by the U. S. Government & Marconi C:

EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE
899B Boylston St. Boston, Mass.

Don't Fail to Read the No-
tice on the Front Cover Ex"
plaining how to Re-mail this
Magazine to our Soldiers and
Sailors at the Front.

A Real Model Dirigible 'Airship
Five Foot Complete Airship, $1.00.

Every Outfit complete with large parachute.
Dropping Apparatus and equipped with Inflat-

ing arrangement. Everv outfit guaranteed to fly

ONE HALF MELE AND DROP PARACHUTE
FROM APPROXIMATE HEIGHT OF 500 FEET.
Airship made from Fabric Tissue, may be flown
numbers of times with a complete Exhibition at
each flight.

IT WILL AMAZE YOU!
Price, $1.00. Canada and Foreign, $1.25.

U. S. WAR KITE. CLOTH PLANES. ADJUST-
ABLE SIDE AILERONS. PARACHUTE

AND RELEASING DEVICE.
This Kite Is of the Biplane Type and wlU carry aloft

Parachute and Model Boml>9 at same flight, drop tbera
safely and with remarkable precision.

Satisfaction Warranted.
Price, $1.50. Canada and Foreign. $1.75.

TAUBE LOOP-THE-LOOP RACING AIRPLANE.
Complete Light Weight Racing Model—Looks and Film
lilce the Big Machines. Will Loop-the-Loop or fly

StraiBht 200 Fret.

EACH OUTFIT COMPLETE WITH LAUNCHING
DEVICE.

Price. 50c. Prepaid.
SUBMARINE—AN ACTUAL DIVING MODEL.

May be used In bathtub or at the teaihore. Will re-
turn to surface at completion of each cruise. Cannot
ho Lost Ahirnliium I'n^ixJler arni Rudders, Tht
Finest Thing for Christmas,

Price, Securely Packed. $1.25.

CATALOG FOR 7 RED STAMPS
All orders lilled in plenty ol tiise Isf Ibe Slackiaii

'M
THE AERO COMPANY, D.pl. 39 BINGHAMTON, N.T.
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DRAKE'S

New Books for
Mechanics

Written in Plain English—You Can
Understand Them.

BEST BOOKS for Electricians,

Marine and Stationary Engineers,

Railroad Men, Carpenters, Build-

ers, Plumbers, ^lachine Shop
Men. Sign and Scene Painters.

NEW AUTOMOBILE BOOKS
Brookes' Automobile Handbook (Leath-

er) $2.00.

Automobile Starting and Lighting
(Leather) $L50 (Cloth) $L00.

Ford Motor Car and Truck and Tractor
Attachments (Leather) $LS0 (Cloth)
$1.00.

Automobile Mechanician's Catechism and
Repair Manual (Leather) $L25.

Practical Gas and Oil Engine
Handbook. By L. E. Brookes

With Special Reference to the
Diesel and other new Oil En-
gines.

New Edition. 270 pages. 81
Illustrations. Pocket Size.

Leather, $1.50. Cloth, $1.00.

A complete instruction book on
the latest Gas and Oil Engines.
Special attention to care and
repairs.

FOR SALE AT ALL BOOKSTORES
or send for our FREE CATALOG. All Books

sent prepaid.

Frederick J. Drake & Co.
Dept. 6 1006 Michigan Ave. Chicago

SEND PICTURES

5JEIECTRICITY*
Latest sensation in

electrical advance-
ment, affords wonder-
f u 1 entertainment.

You can send pictures

of your friends by
electricity over tele-

graph wires or by
wireless. The picture

in this advertisement

is an exact reproduction of a picture

sent and received by this system. --V

marvel for experimental purposes, fur-

nishing instruction in the coming
science.

MARVEL OF TODAY
NECESSITY OF TOMORROW
Electrical experts and scientists have
declared the Leishman Electrical Pic-

ture Transmission System is the marvel

of the age. Excites
amazement wherever
used and has already
entertained thousands..-

of people. This company has arranged
for special model sizes of the Leish-

man System, which can be secured now.

Price Only $15

Manufacturers

L. J. LEISHMAN CO.
Dept. Af, Ogden, Utah

under the strip where it is soldered to the

tube and the tubes themselves act as very

good binding posts for the connecting wires

from the source of supply, which are merely
inserted into them. It may be found that

upon testing the motor runs backwards.
This can be remedied by reversing the field

connections, altho it don't make very much
difference if the motor does run in the

wrong direction.

The motor is of the shunt tj-pe, altho

it could be connected for a series type if

intended to run on a little higher voltage

than one or two volts. -\s a shunt con-

nected machine I find that it runs very well

on one dr>- cell and draws somewhere in the

neighborhood of one-half ampere, more or

less. This means that it delivers about
one-eight-hundredtli of a horse-power and a
small fan can be soldered to the end of the

shaft so that if the motor cannot be heard,

it can be seen running. This fan need not

be over five-eighths inch in diameter and
has four plates ; it is cut from thin sheet

brass. -^ small brass case can be made to

carry the motor in, for after making one,

the temptation to take it on a visit is verj'

strong and one does not want to smash it

after the time and labor has been put upon
the construction of the machine. I made it

in about eighteen hours which is fairly good
time for the first one, but of course the

second motor ought not to take as long.

Under running conditions I find that with
the proper voltage there is very little spark-
ing at the commutator ; in fact sparking is

not known unless excessive voltage is ap-
plied and this is due to the large brushes and
small current handled. Just a little drop of
vaseline on the bearings helps wonderfully
and the motor hums like a Jersey mosquito

;

it will run for fifteen minutes or more
without undue heating. The power devel-
oped can be measured by letting the motor
wind up a thin thread with pins stuck in it.

until just enough pins are used so that the
motor can pull them up easily. Then from
the exact weight of the thread and pins
and the distance they were pulled thru and
the time it took to do the work, the frac-

tional horse-power can be determined.

THE HOW AND WHY OF RADIO
APPARATUS.

{Continued from page 537)

out of one turn, about t\vo-thirds the way
down on any ordinary transmitting helix.

This results in two distinct windings being
formed, as becomes evident ; the shorter

winding being used as a primary and the
longer one as a secondary. The clips can
be moved along the coils to vary the coup-
ling as aforementioned.

Fig. 6 shows what is known as the trans-

mitting variometer. It is usual to build

these non-adjustable as to turns, and the in-

ductance of the instrument is varied by
simply moving the two spiral coils nearer
to each other or farther apart, as the case
may be. When the two coils are brought
parallel on the same axis, and when con-
nected as shown in the diagram Fig. 6, then
the minimum inductance is obtained for the

reason that one coil "bucks" the other or
the inductance of coil (2) neutralizes that

of coil (1). When the coils are drawn com-
pletely apart, their ma.ximum inductance is

obtained. The variation of inductance by
this means is quite precisional, and the
"Telefunken" radio sets utilize this tuning
principle to a very large e.xtent.

.^t Fig. 7 is shown the method of making
a continuouslj' variable contact with trans-
mitting inductances. This trolley wheel
contactor was first used on Fessenden radio
inductances. Some of these, in the larger
sizes a^e built of hollow copper tubing, thru

which water runs to carrj- aWay the heat,

and it is interesting to note in this respect

that a hollow tube is fully as efficient as a

solid rod, size for size, in radio transmitting

inductances. This is so for the reason that

the current at these high frequencies, vary-
ing from 50,000 to 300,000 cycles or possibly

more per second, only penetrate a very
slight distance from the surface, due to

what is known as the "skin effect." This is

the reason why radio transmitting sets are

best hooked up with either woven wire rib-

bon or with a substantial flat copper strip,

instead of with a small size round copper
wire.

The conical tuning inductance shown at

Fig. 8 has come much into favor, during
the past few- years, and provides one of the

most eflicient forms of radio frequency in-

ductance there is. The priman.- as well, as

the secondary coils are made in conical

form as shown, and the coupling is varied

by sliding one within the other in the usual
manner. The number of turns and the posi-

tion of the active turns in use in any case
is adjustable, as in the previous examples.
The principal advantage of this form of

inductance coil is when a small amount
of inductance is required only, the operator
has the privilege of selecting a number of
smaller diameter turns instead of using one
or two turns of large diameter, which is

less efficient owing to the low flux density
in this case. There are several other de-
sirable factors involved in the design of
conical inductances, such as the rise in po-
tential by auto-transformer action and
means for distributing this more effective-

ly, and the fact that a larger inductance
variation in a given space can be obtained,
all things considered.

Conical oscillation transformers have
been utilized with great success by the Na-
tional Electric Signaling Company. The
advantage of this t\'pe of oscillation trans-
former is that a finer and closer mutual in-

ductance can be obtained, since the movable
coil can be placed in closer proximity with
that of the stationarj' one.

One of the most efficient methods of
arranging an oscillation transformer, and
involving the use of three "pan-cake" in-

ductances is shown at Fig. 9. Usually the
center coil or "pan-cake" is connected as the
primary, while the two outer movable "pan-
cake" coils are connected in series and form
the secondary. As the dotted lines indicate
the flux distribution with this arrangement
is the most efficient in that both or the sec-

ondary coils are in active use in a strong
field in contradistinction to the usual oscil-

lation transformer of this type, utilizing but
two "pan-cake" coils, in which case the coil

acting as the secondan.- is cut by only one
half the flux that this one is.

NEW ELECTRIC BOMB DROPPER
FOR AEROPLANES.

{Continued from page Sll)

The other novel features of this inven-
tion consist of an electric clock that drops
the bombs automatically and a fixt schedule
or table arranged for the aviator so that he
can tell at a glance how to set the automatic
bomb dropper, after he has decided on the

altitude from which he will drop his bombs
and checked up the speed at which he is

flying.

Suppose for example, he decides to drop
his bombs at sixteen hundred feet elevation,

after checking up his speed by sighting some
object several miles before he reaches his

objective. In the right hand column of the
schedule index. Fig. 4, opposite 1500 feet

altitude, he will find the degree or angle
at which to fix his telescope, which is given
as 35°. As soon as he has located this

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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object over his sighting bars and then

picked up his object on the telescope cross-

hairs, he pushes the electric button directly

under the clock, the face of which is divided

into sixteen seconds and the space between
into tenths. This releases the "second" hand
and the clock ticks off the seconds ; when
he is directly over his object he reads the

time, and finds lie is flying say eighty miles

an hour. He then moves the indicator on
his schedule to 1,500 feet, 80 miles, and the

time is shown directly opposite—eight

seconds and nine hundred eighty-two

thousands, which should correspond to the

time he has just taken to pass over the

tangent of his triangle, see Fig. 1, which is

the line from C to B, at the 1,500 foot level.

At U, the aviator would release his bomb,
as a projectile dropt from a moving object

is carried along by the momentum for some
distance in an arc before its speed is dimin-
ished, is attracted by gravity, and starts

down on a vertical line. This would have
to be checked up by actual test and deducted
from the schedule provided.

The triangle. Fig. 1, is formed, first by
deciding on the altitude, then fixing the

telescope at the proper degree ; this second
line is variable, according to the altitude

determined on. The instant the object shows
on the cross-hairs of the telescope the other

vertical line B of the triangle is formed and
the aeroplane flying at the pre-determined
height estabhshes the third line or tangent,

C to B.

The clock mechanism is rim by a spring

but is controlled by electricity, (see Fig. 7).

The "second" hand and "set" hand are iii-

sulated and connected on a separate circuit

from the starting device ; the hands close

the circuit, operating the arm of the solenoid

and releasing the catch which holds the

bomb, when the second hand reaches the set

hand. The circuits to the bombs are changed
after each bomb is dropt by tlie switch, (see

Figs. 4 and 7), or all are dropt at once as

desired.

It is to be noted that with the Lewis
device for automatically dropping bombs
from air-craft it is only necessary for the

bombing officer to take his preliminary sight

before he reaches the scene of his activities.

Then when he "approaches" the object of

attack he turns the sighting telescope to the

predetermined angle. Having done this he
watches thru the telescope until he spots

the building, or other object to be bombed,
and as soon as it appears at the intersection

of the cross-hairs, he punches the clock

release button. The aviator has then noth-
ing further to do : flying at the given al-

titude, the machine is piloted over the target,

at the speed allow-ed for. As the aeroplane
passes over the target (theoretically) the

clock hands make contact, actuating the

bomb releasing magnet. As already ex-
plained the clock would be compensated so

as to drop the bomb a short time before
the object was reached.

To the extreme left of the instrument is

an emergency lever so that if the circuit for

any reason should not work, the manual
control lever will drop all the bombs to-

gether.

At the bottom of the board are arranged
four red lights that light automatically as

each bomb is dropt. The illustration also

shows the arrangement of the bomb shutes

in the cockpit of the fuselage. The red lamps
indicate the number of bombs that have
been dropt or those that remain, so that if

the aviator is interrupted in his work, he
can tell by looking at his instrument board
just how many bombs he has left. The
schedule index shown is computed for il-

lustration, the speeds being 60-80-100 miles
;

while an actual schedule would have to show
6O-6.=;-7O-75-80-85-90-95-100 and more miles

per hour.

Junior Deaf-Phone \:,J^l^I^ * 15 c,::^

THE MICROrilO JUNIOR DEAF-PIIONE Is a super-sensHlve inslrument which
has Iievn cleveitfped to meet the demands for a practical and efficient hearing
device at an extremely low price. It is equal to any $:i5.lHJ In.struinent made and
superior to most of tliem.

The outfit consists of One Super-Sensitive
Transmitter with cord connector ; One Super-
Sensitive Ear Piece with small black cord ; One
Ulack Single Headband ; lilack Case and Two
iSatterits. IMPROVED

Super-Sensitive Microphone Only $7.50
Tills Instrument Is offered at an extremely low
jtrit-e. It is excellent fur building your own radio
iMiipltflcr. 4"iin aNn be used hi many experiments
UiuTC il SL-Il.ilUV(? iLKTllIllllillO is FfljUin-U.

NEW DETECTAGRAPH $15
This detecting Instrument of marvelous sensitlrtty
can be uaud tor (ielecuiig secret t-onversatioua. Ouc-
flt consi-*t-i (if Si'iisime TraiisiniUci-, 2."i ft Blacli
Curd, IticeniT, lle;nll)anU, i.'iisu and lialtery.

Send for one Today and Convince Yourself

MICROPHO-DETECTOR COMPANY
26 Cortlandt St:. NEW YORK

DETECTAGRAPH $15

Gaston Boissonnault, President
Makers o( Super-Sensitive Microphone Apparatui

Electricity Heals Wounded Soldiers
In the niililary hospitals of Evirope. where the surest, safest and
most modern methods of healing are employed, wonderful results

have been obtained by the use of the

STERLING VIOLET RAY GENERATOR
The Instruments used are the same as those being sold for home
and hospital use all over the world. They can be used wherever
there is an electric lamp socket. Simple in operation—a child can
use one safely. Treatments from 5 to 15 minutes produce results

no medicine can obtain. Combines beneflts of High Frequency
Electricity, Vibration, and Oxidation.

DEALERS SHOULD WRITE PROMPTLY
Th« fame the STERUNO VIOLET RAT OENERATOBS have won Id the camps and hospitals of Europe haa
Increased the demand for them the world over. We are allotUng territory to dlBtrlbutors In order of application
Illustration shows Generator which retails at S17.50, complete as shown. Weight 20 ounces. Smallest efficient

Violet Ray Generator ever built. Other types and prices. Never equalled in scientific and practical comparison.
Largest line and manufacturers in the world.

Free Literature and Special Introductory Offer. Agents Wanted in all open territory.

THE STERLING ELECTRICAL CORPORATION church Aue..Car.we.i 28th si.

BRANCHES IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

RED DEVIE CombimtionPUer
7 Practical Tools in One

Screwdriver. Beamer, Wire Cutter, Side Cutter. Wrench, Flat-oose and Gas Pipe Pliers. Made
of forged steel, tempered and tested. ScIentiBc liandles, gxin metal finished. A highly Useful tool

for the experimenter, mechanic and householder. From dealers, or if not, send $1.30 for sample
7 In. pUer style No. 700. Tool literature on request.

SMITH & HEMENWAY CO., Inc., 107 Colt Street, Irvington, N. J.

^

BOYS, LOOK! eu^c,
Some hummer. Develops wonderful power. \Vill run
your Erectors, Meccanos, etc. Works on 1 to 6 dry
cells, storage battery or A. C. transformer. Mounted
on hardwood base. Has % in. grooved pulley. On
two cells you can hardly stop it with your flnger.

Runs all kinds of toys. Has nickeled steel frame and
copper armature. Put 50 cents in stamps in an
envelope.

REAL
MOTOR

pnpp A 3V2 volt tungsten flashlisht lamp
^^*-**-*

if you order at once.

Uae Coupon Below. Rtiurn mji7 will hrint: you Motor.

C. D. WOOD ELECTRIC CO., Dept. 24. 441 Broadway. New York City.

SIRS : Send mo a MONOCOIL Motor. Enclosed find 50 cents.
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T-

THIRD lO.OOO

<r^»

This masterpiece contains 160 pages, 400 illustrations.
Size of book 5"x9". Printed on extra thin paper, so book
can be slipped in pocket. Handsome stiff cloth cover.

FREE with a year's subscription.

The most comprehensive Wireless Course ever printed.

Contains 160 pages, 350 illustrations. Size of book

6J/2" X 9". Very fine flexible linen cover.
FREE with a year's subscription.

This is a very limited offer. It may be withdrawn at any time, due to the
tremendous cost of paper, which IS JUST DOUBLE WHAT IT WAS ONE
YEAR AGO. We only have about 2000 each of these fine books on hand;
after they are gone we cannot reprint the books until conditions become
normal again. THIS MAY BE TWO YEARS OR MORE. Now is

your chance.

The publishers of this journal have earned an enviable reputation of giving
more than 1 00 cents' worth for each dollar spent with them. Profit

bv this liberal opportunity NOW; it may never be made again.

HERE'S THE OFFER
Subscribe to THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER for one year,

at the regular subscription price of $1.50 per year (Canada,

^^ foreign and N. Y. C. $2.00) and we will send you FREE,
^.^^^^^ POSTPAID, either one of the above books. If you sub-

scribe for two years, BOTH BOOKS WILL BE GIVEN
FREE, POSTPAID.

If you are a subscriber at present, take advantage
of this wonderful opportunity anyway. If you

do, we will extend your present subscrip-
tion for one year.

This Offer Limited. Act Now.

<^>rm. EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO
_ .223 FULTON STREET

x^l^^^ NEW YORK CITY
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to THE ELKC- xV
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FREE prepaid your book....
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Experimenter

12 copies of THE ELECTRICAL EXPERI-
MENTER make a book 9" x 12" and 4" thick.
This book will weigh 7 lbs. It is the greatest
Electrical and Wireless reference tfl CA
work in the world. And all for «?*•'•••'"
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EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
(Continued from page 571)

draw into the beaker a different amount of

NaOH, say 15 cc, and neutralize that

amount. Make records of results as before.

Find the ratio of NaOH solution to HCl
used, and reduce it to 1 cc. of either the

NaOH solution or HCl. Compare this re-

sult with that of the previous experiment.

Is it approximately the same? If not, re-

peat it.

EXPERIMENT NO. 111. (Quantita-

tive.)

Make this experiment like the two pre-

vious, only start with 20 cc. of NaOH solu-

tion. Keep accurate notes. Compare your

final results to see whether a unit of NaOH
solution combines with approximately the

same amount of HCl, or vice versa. If it

does it must illustrate a general law, namely

the law of fixt weight.

SOME INTERESTING NEW RADIO
APPARATUS.

(Continued from page 534)

at Fig. 2, is an instrument of wide useful-

ness. It has a range of 150 to 10,000

meters wave length, the calibration curves

being mounted in the lid. It is equipt with

hy-tone buzzer, battery in special remov-

able pocket, crystal detector, vacuum tube,

'phones, thermo-couple and galvanometer.

The condenser is calibrated and the four

inductance coils are wound on Bakelite

spools. The exploring coils may be con-

nected by means of a special flexible duplex

connector as shown in figure, or may be

connected rigidly if desired. Special induc-

tances can be had, giving a higher wave
length range.

In the realm of radio transmitting keys,

we find the new combined manual and
radio relay type shown at Fig. 3, which has

a capacity of 5 kilowatts without over-

heating. This key has been approved for

use on Government wireless sets, and pos-

sesses among other excellent qualities a

very strong hammer action in tlie opening

and closing of the contacts, which are

of very substantial character.

One of the most interesting of these new-

instruments is the "flame-proof" key shown
at Fig. 4. This key is intended especially

for use on submarines, aeroplanes and di-

rigible airships, where there is the least

possibility of gases being present, and which
might be ignited with disastrous results by
opening the usual key. As will be seen,

this flame-proof key comprises a substantial

instrument of the usual pattern, with the

exception that the contacts are opened and
closed in an air-tight compartment. It is

of very substantial design, and will stand

a very heavy overload.

The universal wave meter shown at Fig.

5, while not possessing some of the fea-

tures of the one shown in Fig. 1, is well

adapted for all ordinarj- work, and
has the advantage of rather a wide
range of wave lengths—200 to 2,600

meters. In its standard form it includes

a variable air condenser mounted beneath

a Bakelite panel, with a scale engraved
with 100 divisions ; two inductances for

long and short waves—a simple crystal de-

tector mounted upon the panel and a sin-

gle high-resistance 'phone, with headband.

Binding posts are provided for connect-

ing in a sensitive hot wire meter or thermo-

couple and galvanometer. For all ordinar)-

purposes, however, the crystal detector and

'phone will be found to fill the requirements.

The binding posts are so arranged that the

detector may be connected either double or

unilateral. The two inductances and 'phone

are contained in compartments of the case,

which is of oak, while the graph of the

wave lengths is fastened in the lid of the

case, where it may be read easily. The
meter measures 9 by TA by 5!4 inches,

and weighs 7 pounds. It can be furnished

with a third inductance to read to 12,000

meters.

An interesting variable step inductor is

shown at Fig. 6, and is intended particu-

larly for use in Audion detector circuits,

such as those devised by Armstrong. Two
or more of these variable step inductor coils

may be coupled up in duplicate for use in

the Armstrong regenerative circuit.

The receiving variometer shown at Fig

7, is of interest as these instruments have

been accorded more and more recognition

in recent years, owing to their fine tuning

possibilities. The variometer here shown
comprises three coils, which are connected

to a special switch, enabling the operator

to instantly throw the coil circuits in series

or parallel; thus changing the inductance

value of the instrument decidedly.

The coils themselves are wound in a self-

supporting manner, and are so proportioned

in their geometrical and electrical dimen-

sions that the losses in the instrument are

extremely small. The apparatus is provided

with an accurately graduated dial and in-

dicator, the dial having one hundred di-

visions. The indicating handle is station-

ary, while the dial revolves, the latter being

rigidly attached to the rotating spindles and

knob.

ikJkBmrYou Can't Beat This forFun"
"Bill and I don't know what dull times are since we got our

Gilbert Electrical Sets. Talk about fun—especially on rainy days when
we can't go out ! Up into Bill's attic we go and get our

ELECTRICAL SETS
We rig up electric door bells and electric lights, turn on the switch that makes

the bells clang and the electric lights flash, make our own motor that generates

electricity, make magnets that pick up things, and do lots of other interesting

and mystifying experiments."
Boys, tell your parents to get you a Gilbert Electrical Set for Christmas.

You'll vote it the greatest toy you ever owned. And while you are having fun

with it, you will be learning lots about electricity. Who knows but that through

playing with this great electrical set you may make electricity your life work,

and develop into a world-famous electrician and scientist like Edison, Marconi

or Tesla.
, , • , „ £

With the Gilbert Electrical Sets you get a beautifully printed manual which tells you many ot

electricity's wonderful secrets and shows you how to do lots of electrical experiments.
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50c TELEGRAPH SET 50c

AN IDEAL X,MAS TRESENT
Comprises key sounder, and code chart.

Works with one dry cell. Two sets

telegraph two ways. Size lYz x ZYi
inches. All metal parts are of lacquered
brass mounted on varnished wooden
base. Order now as we have only
limited supply of these sets.

Price prepaid SOc.

ELECTRO SHOP
334-4th St. San Rafael, Cal.

Experimenter's Special Bench Latiie

_ , » ^ .,
A ReniUr Uibe.oot a toy _3'

K9t '-' -^

r

EXPERIMENTERS : This is the first practical
lathe especially designed for all kinds of ex-
perimental work. With this lathe you can
make almost anything described in this magazine,
whether It is in the "Constructor" Department
or "How-to-Make-It" Department. Pari;icular
attention is called to the fact that cardboard
tubes can be wound nicely with wire by means
of this lathe, and it can easily be driven by
means of a sewing machine or by a small electric
motor.

Kxcellent for small wood turning, fibre tumlng, etc-
Latiie 1b made from finest materials. Size sixteen

incbes ever all—swing 4 Inches. 11 Inches center to
center. Bed Is machined and centers accurately:
shipping weight la 13 lbs. ; price W.OO cash with order.

Sypher Manufacturing Co.
Department C, Toledo, Ohio

Automatic Repeating Ritie

EB^^ Fires

20 Shots in

One Loading
^^ _

This is a regular >i.:k \j_
automatic revolver,

jf
Shoots B. B. shots ob-
tainable anywhere,
same as other rifles and
guns. Repeats 2Q times

with one loading. Hand- Pqs*„h
somely finished in gun

"

metal. No caps or load necessary. :i< it w.rki
with a spring and shoots with rapidity and ac-
curacy. Simply load with 20 B. B. shot, then
press the trigger. Nothing to explode — abso-
lutely harmless and safe. Remember, it is not
a mere toy, but the same size and shape as a
REGULAR AUTOMATIC. Sent c.implete with a round of
shot for ONLY 25c postpaid

JOHNSOK SMfTH t CO.. Depl. 9?2. 54 W. Lake'SI.'Cbiciio

BEST GIFT
Nothing within ten
times the cost will
better please a reader

of this magazine or your scientific 5
friend in lihaki than these hand- B
some fully Illustrated books by S
Philip E. Edelnian,"Experiinents," S
$1.50 (Leather, $3.00). and "Ex- S
perimental Wireless Stations," S
$1.50. Both: $2.85 Ppd. 528 S
Pages, gold stamped covers, and fe
covering modern scientific won- g

ders, these Intensely Interesting Edel- ^
man books are sure to please. Order S
now for prompt delivery. P. EOELMAN, S
Pub., 1802 Hague Ave,, St. Paul, Minn.

"

Only

25c

THE MARVELS OF RADIO-
ACTIVITY.

(Continued from page 572)
And here we have the much-talked-of

modern alchemy.
The action of radium on human tissues

was unknown until 1901, when Becquerel
received his famous burn, fourteen days
after carrying a tube of active materia! in
his pocket for several hours. Since that
time very active investigation has taken
place. Many countries have establisht
special laboratories for radium research.
The U. S. Government has a large plant in

Denver for the extraction of raditun from
carnotite ore to supply the needs of hospitals
and medical laboratories.

The diseases which radium has been ap-
plied to, up to the treatments developed dur-
ing the present war and on which we have
no definite data, are papillomata, lupus
vulgaris, epithelial tumors, sj-philitic ulcers,
pigmentary naevi, angromata, and pruitis
and chronic itching of the skin. The dif-
ferent varieties of rays used are controlled
by the use of screens or filters of lead,
silver and aluminum. Radium is analgesic
and bactericidal.

Since a large amount of thorium is

separated annually from thorium minerals,
for use in Welsb'ach mantles, it would be
of great importance at the same time to
separate the radiothorium and mesothorium.
For many purposes active preparations of
these substances would be as valuable as
radium itself, and the supply of material
would be greatly increased.
Experiments have been carried on as to

the effect of radio-active matter on plants,
but no definite results have been compiled
from the mass of data obtained, and due
particularly to the scarcity of material with
which to work,

(The End.)

THE AUDION AND THE "EDISON
EFFECT."

{Continued from page 536)

direct line of the carbon, no effects were
recorded on the galvanometer.
At that time (1884) quite a lengthy dis-

cussion took place as to the whys and
wherefores of the phenomena thus evolved
by Mr. Edison, but be that as it may, we
can readily see that the foundation of all

present day valves was laid down by Mr.
Edison's early experiments with heated and
cold electrodes within an evacuated cham-
ber as here described.

Now, we "started something," but these
statements are backed up by proofs taken
from that time, and to make a long story
short, it does not tell us how we "Radio-
bugs" are going to profit by this discovery.
The single, one-step, two-step, waltz or
any other brand of Audion won't do us
much good, so let's simply hope that some
day we may again fish out our "B" bat-
teries and tune up for Nauen or the Eiflel
Tower.

THE UNCROWNING OF THE GIM-
CRACK KING.

{Continued from page 540)

piece to the tail of its predecessor on one
of several huge balls of the same. The
piece he was handling when I appeared was
about four inches long, so I gathered that
every little bit was expected to help, as the
song goes.
This sight was not what you'd call in-

flaming with encouragement to one about to
propound royalties of ten to fifty dollars per
week, Altho string at that time was more
expensive than now, it was quite evident
that $10,00 would cover Mr. Crowell's sav-

ings from this source for the rest of his

natural life ; and to suggest his parting
with it for a single delirious week of ad-
vertising seemed distinctly too forward, I

forgot the magnificence of his realm up-
stairs, his standing as a merchant prince,

and the large additional profits to accrue
to him thru my invention. With a sicken-

ing sag, like the breaking of a Ford rear

spring, my asking-price dropt to $5.00, and
my courage to one degree above zero ab-

solute. In the semi-falsetto of an assumed
breeziness, it was all I could do to sputter

forth. "M-Mister Crowell, may I show you
something interesting?'

Zebediah grudgingly allowed that I might,

altho he kept right on with his sorting and
tying of the strings. So with shaking
fingers I unpacked my big double board, my
boat in its separate box, and mj' two wet-
cells.

Oh. those wet-cells ! I knew they'd been
slopping, because- I'd been leaving a trail

of drops behind me for some distance; but

to my horror I found they'd spilled so much
that they would no longer work my motor.

I'd prepared to get along with a hypo-
thetical electric fan ; but when I had to

explain also, while poking the Mary Ann
on her course with my finger, that the

gallant craft would, it most surely would
go of its own accord with proper battery-

power, I felt that imagination was carry-

ing an overload. However, Zebediah
acknowledged that the thing was very
pretty, and when operating as planned must
be decidedly interesting. He thanked me
for taking so much trouble to amuse his

"idle hour," and seemed to expect that I

would now shove along to the next citizen

I designed to favor.

It was an awkward moment ; still, with
a lump in my throat so large that it seemed
a miracle the throat could- hold it, I man-
aged to pronounce a statement of its great

value for advertising purposes, as demon-
strated by Uncle George's experience in

New York ; how his store would be
thronged with watchers of the marvel, a

given percentage thereof buying his wares.
Zebediah was a perfect audience, in that he
listened without a word ; but there was a

quizzical smile on his face that disconcerted
me. Father was right, it didn't look in

the least like money : and when at last

I'd instructed Crowell how to run his busi-

ness at greater profit, and approached the

subject of my modest share thereof, what
w-as left of the prospective $79,920.00 sank
with all on board, leaving on the surface,

like a single bubble, the timid query.
"W-wouldn't you be willing to g-give me
something for the use of it?"

Instead of shattering my hopes, Zebediah
was kind enough to dismantle them gently,

being able to spare the time because he was
also occupied with his string-ends ; they
say he never gave away his time without
extracting the nutriment first in some such
way. Eye-catching devices might go in

New York, he said, where there were so
many strangers, but in our town the need
was rather for something to get rid of
people who didn't come to buy; and he
mentioned with some feeling the names of
a line of inveterate chair-warmers who
spent all day in his store but never spent
anything else.

Skilled by long practise in avoiding per-

sistent drummers. Zebediah, having relieved

his mind, proceeded to get rid of me with
bewildering dispatch. Unstinted in his

praise of the Sailing Boat, he predicted a
great future for it—in New York, of

course, where conditions were so favorable.

He pronounced my father a lucky man for

his opportunity to finance the undertaking.
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only I must be careful not to allow him too

large a share of profits for his aid—some-
thing adequate, of course, but strictly

limited in time, because frequently parties

let themselves in for very oppressive con-

ditions by neglecting that precaution. And
so, good day, and I must be sure not to

forget him when in the market for young
men's snappy furnishing-goods.
He talked me out of the store, and I dript

along home primed to impress father with
visions of living high at the Hoffman
House, or the Astor, or another of the then

smart hotels, while we treated haughtily

with suppliant tradesmen in figures that

made my $79,920.00 blush with humility.

The old adage says that it's darkest just

before the dawn. Turn it inside out (as

you can do with any gciuiine adage) and it's

equally true that it's brightest just before
a total eclipse; and my eclipse was ap-
proaching, strictly on schedule time. On
hearing my story, father was imprest all

right, but the pressure was on the wrong
spot. He was a deliberate man, and before
replying he seemed to struggle with an
emotion of some sort. Having conquered
it and rectified the frontiers, he spoke as

one intending to give an example of self-

restraint : he said he was glad to know
there was one thing that meddling old hypo-
crite Crowell would part with freely, even
if it was only hot air; that the home town
exclusively was to be favored with my des-
tinies for many years yet ; that my immedi-
ate future was concerned with splitting up
a few slags for the morning's fire ; and
finally, would I please learn something in

school conducing elsewhither than to such
nauseating nonsense?

From these neatly worded expressions I

gathered that the great merchant's guid-
ance of our family aflfairs had not met with
father's heartfelt gratitude. With an ex-
cellent running-start, my $79,920.00 was un-
questionably beating it; and nothing has
occurred since to make me doubt that it is

going yet.

THE SUBMARINE AND KINDRED
PROBLEMS.

(Continued from page 524)
In case the water is more than 200 feet in

depth a submarine must be kept in motion
to obtain steerage way in order to hold its

proper depth of submergence. This speed
may not exceed 4 or S miles per hour, but

to remain submerged, and at the same time
unobserved, the water must be at least 60
feet deep.
The latest type of submarine which is

being used abroad has a surface speed of at

least 17 knots per hour and a submerged
speed of probably less than 10 knots. The
superior gun fire from the merchantman
which has been properly equipt would
make it necessary for the submarine com-
mander to obtain his observations, such as

would permit accurate aiming of the tor-

pedo, during the very brief interval of time
required to come to the surface for observa-
tion thru the periscope and to again sub-

merge.
If running near the surface, the peri-

scope might be raised, a quick observation
taken, and lowered again within 30 seconds.

If, however, the submarine is on the surface

and hatches uncovered, from one to four

minutes will be required to completely sub-

merge, depending upon circumstances.

A submarine of recent type probably has

a total radius of action of as much as 8,-

000 miles when traveling at a moderate
cruising speed of from 10 to 11 knots,

and may remain away from its home-base
for as much as one month, without requir-

ing either fuel or other supplies during

this period.

This type of submarine may have as

many as three periscopes, two conning
towers and two rapid-fire guns attached to

the upper portion of its hull.

The vessel is steered by very efficient

gyroscopic compasses, which are unaffected

by extraneous magnetic or electrical influ-

ences.

(a) Means for Discovery

The Aeroplane. When the condition of

sea and air are favorable, a submarine is

readily discernible from an aeroplane flying

at a sufficient height even tho the sub-

marine be submerged to a considerable

depth.
While aeroplanes have thus been used

successfully in the English Channel, they
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are unable to fly far out to sea where
the submarines are now most active.

Mother ships for carrying and launching
aeroplanes might be used in this connec-
tion, but there are only a small number of
such ships in operation and the construc-
tion of others luider present conditions is

necessarily a slow process.

Various sound-recording devices, in-

tended to locate surface-vessels, sub-
marines, and even moving torpedoes, are
now being carefully tested. Water is an
excellent conductor of sound, and the de-
velopment and improvement of such ap-
paratus offers a promising field for in-

ventive endeavor to those who possess ade-
quate scientific training and laboratory
facilities.

!Many devices are suggested which de-

pend upon optical means of detection, such
as special forms of telescopes and field-

glasses to be mounted on ships, or on scout-

ing vessels. Many special forms of search-
lights and projectors have been suggested.
The fact that a moving topedo leaves in

its wake a stream of air-bubbles caused by
tlie exhaust-air from its propelling engines,
offers, under favorable conditions, one
means for discovering the approach of a

torpedo. This evidence is, however, diffi-

cult to detect in a rough sea or at night,

and, furthermore, the bubbles do not reach
the surface of the water until after the
torpedo has traveled onward a distance of
from SO to 200 feet towards its target

The dragging of trawls, or nets, by spe-
cial guard-boats, not only with the view
of locating submerged submarines but also

to sweep up floating and stationary mines,
is frequently suggested. Under certain
conditions this operation is practicable and
effective.

It will be seen that each of the above
methods, however useful, has its limitations,

and scientists and inventors should apply
themselves not only to the task of improv-
ing these, but also of finding supplemen-
tary methods and devices.

(b) Protection of Cargo-Carrying Ships by Nets
or Screens

Many designs of such devices are sug-
gested, and most of them are intended
to be attached to the hull of the vessel

to be protected. Many other suggestions
along these lines, and differing only in some
of their minor characteristics from the fore-

going, have been received by the Board.
Up to the present time not one of these
proposals involving screens of any kind
has received the approval of the Navy De-
partment or of the Merchant Marine. The
principal objections offered to these de-
vices are that they are heavy, difficult to

hold in position, unmanageable in a heavy
sea, and that they interfere with the speed
and with the ability of the vessel to ma-
neuver. The undeniable evidence which
has been accumulated during the past few
months of submarine activity has demon-
strated that the immunity of a vessel to

submarine attack is dependent very largely

on its speed and also its maneuvering
ability. The percentage of vessels havins
speeds of 15 knots or more which have
suffered from submarine attack is verj'

small, while the losses of slow vessels,

whose speed is less than that of a sub-
merged submarine, is practically one hun-
dred per cent of those attacked. Many of
the suggested devices would prevent the

launching of life-boats or rafts from the

vessel to be protected. It is barely pos-
sible, however, that there may be developed
some form of this general plan which will

be found practicable. In no other field

have so many suggestions or so many du-
plicate inventions been presented to the

Board.

(c) Protection Thru Invisibility

The point of lookout on a submarine be-

ing close to the water, tlie position of a

vessel at a distance can only be determined
by observing its smoke, which floats high
in the air. Improved smokeless combus-
tion is therefore desirable. Relative in-

visibility may also be afforded by methods
of painting.

(d) Destruction and Blinding of the Submarines

A rapid-fire gun is effective when the

submarine is seen within accurate range
of the gun ; but the target is so small that

it is difficult to hit.

The powerftd effect of any submarine
explosion on all neighboring bodies pro-

vides a simple means of destroying or
crippling an undersea boat. Once it has
been even approximately located, the set-

ting-off of a heavy charge of high ex-

plosive, well submerged in the vicinity of

the submarine, will bring about this re-

sult.

In certain areas, a quantity of heavy,
black petroleum or similar substance which
will float on the surface of the water has
proved an effective means of clouding the

optical glass in the periscope's exposed
end.

Under favorable conditions of wind and
position, many vessels have saved them-
selves from torpedo attack by the produc-
tion of a smoke screen. This may be

formed either by incomplete combustion
of the oil used for fuel by most naval

vessels, or it may be created by burning
chemicals, such as phosphorous and coal

tar, or mixtures in which both of these

and other materials are used.

After hiding itself from the submarine
in a cloud of dense smoke, the vessel, if

possest of sufficient speed, may be able

by a quick maneuver to change her posi-

tion and escape before the submarine is

able to discharge a torpedo.

MINES AND TORPEDOES FOR NAVAL
OPERATIONS

(a) Mines

Ever since the first use of gunpowder
in the prosecution of war, mines and tor-

pedoes have received great attention both

from the warrior and the inventor. Mines
are either fixt or floating. The ftxl

or stationary submarine mine is fired

by contact, electricity, timing device or

fuse. Such mines, which are extensively

used by all navies, are rugged in design

and may contain large charges of explo-

sives. They are placed in position by es-

pecially equipt mine-laying vessels. Such
a mine is provided with an anchoring
device.

Floating mines differ from fixt mine^
in that Uiey are unanchored, and, unless

guard boats are at hand to warn friendly

vessels of their proximity, may be as dan-
gerous to friend as to foe. Such mines
must be, according to laws of war, de-

signed to become inoperative within a few
hours after being set adrift.

(b) Torpedoes

The modern submarine torpedo is about
20 inches in diameter and 20 feet in length :

is self-propelled; is not steered by mag-
netic means; and keeps a fairly accurate

course for several thousand yards at an
average speed of more than 30 miles an
hour. Its weight is approximately a ton

and a quarter; and, when traveling at nor-

mal speed, possesses great momentum—in

fact, in one case, when the high explosive

charge in the "warhead" failed property
to detonate, the body of the torpedo pene-
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trated the steel hull of the ship attacked.

Torpedoes are also provided with means
to more or less effectively cut through
screens, nets, or guards placed in their

path.

A torpedo is projected from a submarine
or other vessel by means of a special form
of tube or gun. A small charge of gun-
powder or comprest air is employed
to start the torpedo, after which—if of
the usual self-propelling type— it is driven
through the water by its own comprest
air motor, the air being supplied from a
strongly built reservoir within the body
of the torpedo itself. The torpedo is kept
upon its course by a gyroscope steering

mechanism, which is immune to outside

maynctic disturbances.

The detonation of the torpedo is accom-
plished through a mechanism placed with-
xn its warhead; and if the torpedo is either

abruptly diverted from its course or is

checked in its forward motion, the firing

device, which is operated by arrested
moincnlum ratlier than by any form of a
projecting firing-pin, instantly ignites the

heavy charge of explosive contained with-
in the warhead. The explosion, if it takes
place ivithin twenty feet of the vessel, will

usually rupture the ship's plating, because
of the terrific blow transmitted through the

water from the point of the explosion to

the ship's side. The depth at which a tor-

pedo travels is usually between 12 and 15

feet below the surface.

Confining the Submarines

The question as to why submarines are

not destroyed before they reach the open
sea is a most natural one, and the best

answer which it is possible to give, ac-

cording to the officers of our Navy and
those of the foreign commissions who
have visited this country, is as follows

:

The submarine bases are very strongly

protected by land batteries, aeroplane ob-
servers and large areas of thickly mined
waters extending to such distances that

the largest naval gun cannot get within
range of the bases. In spite of these pro-

tections, there is now going on a contin-

uous attempt on the part of the Allied

navies to entrap or otherwise defeat the

submarines as they emerge from the pro-
tected areas. Nets are laid and as promptly
removed by the enemy, whose trawlers are
in turn attacked by our destroyers. The
design of these nets and the detailed ar-

rangement of their fastenings and attach-

ments offer a broad field for invention,

but it should be remembered that thej'

must be capable of being used in waters
in which there is a tidal current running
from two to five miles per hour. Many
suggestions for "bottling up" these bases

have been offered, but, as will be realized,

it is not desirable to publish information
which would indicate even in the smallest

degree this country's plans.

Ships and Shipbuilding

Many sug.yestions are made for ships

of unusual form to provide for safety in

case of a torpedo or mine exploding near

or against the hull. Most of these plans

are an elaboration of the usual watertight

bulkhead construction now required as

structural design for all modern ships.

The multiplicity of waterfront compart-
ments in any hull design tends to add to

the vessel's safety.

The modern tank steamer used to carry

fluid cargoes, such as petroleum products

or molasses, is a good example of this

design, which has been in general use for

many years.
The explosion of a nearby submarine

mine or torpedo frequently tears great

rents in the ship's plating, in some cases
opening a jagged hole ten feet or more
across, but the destructive effect on the
hull of a ship caused by the explosion of
a mine or torpedo may be greatly dimin-
ished by special hull construction.

General Instructions to Those Offering Sugges-
tions to the Naval Consulting Board

A very large proportion of the letters

and plans that are received describe de-
vices or schemes which are obviously im-
practicable or which show no novelty or
improvement as compared with existing
methods. After the elimination of these,

the more meritorious inventions are sub-
mitted to the various standing committees
of the Board for examination. If an in-

vention receives the approval of a stand-
ing committee, it is presented to the Board
with a favorable report and, if then again
approved, it is forwarded to the Navy De-
partment with the endorsement of the

Board.

The fact that inventions, plans and de-
vices must be forwarded to the various
departments of the Board for examina-
tion makes it essential that everything be
presented in writing.

Communications should be addrest

:

Thomas Robins, Secretary, Naval Con-
sulting Board, 13 Park Row, New York,
N. Y.

Presumably the Government intends to

pay for inventions which it adopts, but as
yet no specific provision has been made
by laiv for this purpose.
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mathecratical problem. This slid*
_ is made of wood and metal and It

IS adapted for abop work as well aa

Size 3 i-4 X 3 l-4in. Price, witii
Instructions. 75c. Yonr moncv back
if 70U are not aatiafi'-d. GlLSON
yLlDE RULE CO.. Nllea. Ulcb.

my mj
ule is

NEW BOOK ON

ROPE SPLICING
Useful Knots, Hitches, Splices, etc.

How Different Knots Ar« Made and WhatThey Are Used For

INDISPENSABLE TO EVERY MECHANIC AND RIGGER
A most practical handbook giv-

ing complete and simple direc-

tion for making all the most
useful knots, hitches, rig-

g-inft. splices, etc. Over"
liX'i illustrations. All
about wire rope
attachments. lash- '

inc. blocks, tackles,
etc. y7 Heraldic Knots

lu«tr«ted. Of Krent value to

_ ._anM*8. r i (E cp r^. c,Tmrer«.
boritm-'i P'Ico 20 cents oostpaid.

JOHWSOM SMITH « CO.. Oept. 9Z?. S4 W. UkB St.. Chicm

WANTED— Railway Mail Clerks

Commence $75 Month
Increase to $130 **

Common Educa-
tion Sufficient

Sure Pay.

Franklin Institute

Depl. J 104

Rochester, N. Y.
(-?» Sirs: Sciul mf. without rtitrite.

Life Job. ^ d' sampU Il;iilwa)- Mall Cl«rk

P..IIIInnor. r?^ E\aminiiiioii question! : (2)
y\x\\ Unnec- O

jrhetlule sliowlnn places of txamlna-
essary. .^ttons; (3) lisl uf many other trmern-

/ mcnt job^ now casUy obtainable and (4)
free book descrtbius them.

Nune
^^^^^ *' Address
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Priceat Slashed
Millions

of magazine subscriptions expire this month! With the
tremendous advance of paper prices and labor it is
certain that nearly all magazines will advance their
subscription prices at least from 25% to SOcj.

BY ORDERING NOW YOU WILL SAVE BIG MONEY.
In announcing these wonderful prices it is with the absolute

knowledge that our readers are offered the lowest prices for
standard Magazines that it is possible to obtain anywhere.
Only by special arrangement with the publishers are
these prices possible, but to take advantage of them.
you must act quickly. Don't delay, do it now. This of-

fer is so good that of necessity it must be limited in time.
Just think of buying standard Magazines at reduced prices
in time for Xmas Presents, and they certainly make ideal
gifts being a constant reminder for a wliole year of a con
siderate friend. Just glance over our wonderful prices, and see
how we enable one dollar to bring you two dollars' worth, and then
make up your list. When sending your order, don't forget to state
where magazines are to be sent. But be "ure you do it now. To-morrow means you may forget and lose this

Cmadian .ind Foreign subsciiptiuns re(|uire .idditional postage.uled are fur subsrribers in U. S. A. onl,\

,

Electrical ExperimenterSI.50
Popular Science 1.50

Illustrated World,
(Technical World) . . . 1.50

Regular Price S4.50

Our Price

$3.40

Electrical Experimenter $1.50
American Boy 1.50
Boys' Magazine l.iXi

Itegular Price $4.0(1

Our Price

$2.85

Electrical Experimenters 1.50

American Boy 1.50

St. Nicholas 4..jO

Youth's Companion 2.00

HegiHar Price. .$9.50

Our Price

$6.50

Electrical Experimenter$l.50
T'lday's Housewife "5

McCall's Magazine 75

Regular Price.

.

Our Price

$1.95

Electrical Experimenters).50
Every Week 1.00

Regular Price..

Our Price

$1.80

Electrical Experimenter$l.50
Boys' Magazine l.Oit

Regular Price.. >.50

Our Price

$.175

Electrical Experimenter$l.50
Everybody's -Magazine. 1.50
Delineator (all to one
address) 1.50

Regular Price $4.50

Our Price

$2.85

Electrical Experimenter; 1.30
Motion Picture Maga-

zine 1.50

Regular Price $3.00

Out Price

$2.20

Electrical Experimenter; 1.50L o^.
Ciller's Weekly 2.5ii O""""
E\-ery Week ^•"" C^ CC

Regular Price $5.00

1

Electrical Experimenter$l.50{
Delineator or Every- q„, p^-^

body's 1.50
American Magazine 1.50

Regular Price .?4.ofi

$3.50

Electrical Experimenter$l.5a
Pearson's or Sunset... 1.50

Regular Price $3.00

Our Price

$2.25

Electrical Experimenter$l.50io„ p^i^
World's Work 3.00 ^

$j.40
Regular Price $4,501

Electrical Experimenter$l.50|o„, p^^^
'"''"" --1^

$3.65
Regular Price $4.50|

^

Electrical Experimenters 1.50

Smart Set 3.00

Regular Price $4.50

Oui Price]

$2.90
1

The
Publishers

Will Mail the

Magazine
Direct From
Their Own

Office to You.

wonderful opportunity. All prices

Electrical Experinienter$l.50|nu,p,;,.
Parisienne or Musician 1.501 ., .

$2.25Regular Price., .$3.00|

Electrical Experimenter; 1.50
Delineator or Every-

body's ".
. 1.50

Etude 1.50

Regular Price $4.50

Our Price

$3.45

Electrical Experimenter$l.50
Youth's Companion... 2.00
Review of Reviews 3.00

Regular Price.. 6.50

Our Price

$5.15

Electrical Experimenter; 1 .50
Woman's Home Com-
panion 1.50

American Magazine... 1.50
(.\il to one addre.ss)

Regular Price. .$4..i0

Our Price

$3.30

Special Clubbing Prices of Electrical Experimenter WITH:

^

Our Rate
Per Year

$3.80
2.25
2.30
1.85

2.40
1.45

4.35
2.65
2.90
4.65
2.35
2.25
2.35
1.35
1.80
1.90

2.65
1.85

2.75

2.25
5.40
1.75

/T-

Regular
Price

Adventure $4.50
.American Boy 3.00
American .Magazine 3.00
Black Cat 2.50
Blue Book 3.00
Boys' World 2.00
Century 5.50
Christian Herald 3.50
Collier's 4.00
Country Life 6.50
Delineator 3.00
Etude 3.00
Everybody's 3.00
Farm & Fireside 1.75
Farm Journal (5 years) 2.50
Farmer 2.50
Field & Stream 3.50
Film Fun 2.50
Grit 3.50
Illustrated World (Tech-

nical World) 3.00
Judge Weekly 6.50
Ladies' World 2.50

Write for Special Prices on ANY Publication not listed here
We will save you money

SEND ALL ORDERS TO "CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT"

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc.
233 Fulton Street, New York City, N. Y.

Rt gular Our Rate
J ^rice Per Year

(Leslie's Weekly 6.50 5.40

Literary Digest 4.50 4.15

.MrCIure's Magazine .... 3.00 2.25
3.00 2.40

-Modern Priscilla 2.75 2.15

.National Magazine .... 4.50 3.15
Kulillg 4.50 3.65 i

Outlook 5.50 4.65
I'carson's Magazine .... 3.00 2.25

Pen))le's Popular Monthly 2.00 1.45

Popular Science Monthly 3.00 2.30
Red Book 3.50 2.85
Review of Reviews 4.50 3.15

Rural New Yorker 2.50 2.05
4.50
5.30

3.40
Scientific American 4.45
Scribner's Magazine . .

.

5.50 4.15
Smart Set 4.50 2.90
Wireless Age 3.50 2.65
Woman's Home Com
panion 3.00

4.50
3.50

2.30
World's Work 3.40
Youth's Companion . . .

.

3.15

*Sfe-^lSI»-v

You benefit by meutiotiitig "The Electrical Experimenter'' when zvritinq to advertisers.
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"^
Opportunity Exchange

VOU will probably find more opportunities and real bargains in these columns than anywhere else in the country. Most good things in
* life are hard to find and worth going after—these little ads illustrate that point; you alone will be the real loser if you don't take the
time to scan through these columns.

Advertisements in this section six cents a word for each insertion. Count 7 words per line.
Name and address must be included at the above rate. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited

advertising agency. •

Ten per cent, discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent, discount for 12 issues from above rate. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not
accepted.

Advertisements for the January issue should reach us not later than November 24.

OVER 80,000 PEOPLE READ THIS JOURNAL
KXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 233 Fulton Street, New York. .V.

J>7SSE.

.\ERONAUTIC.S

AERIAL AGE, America's leading illustrated

weekly, presents the latest developments in aeronau-
tics throughout the world. Up to the minute
technical information concerning aero-engjnes, aero-

planes, accessories and patents. Complete model
news and instruction. Trial subscription six

months, twenty-six issues, one dollar. Sample copy
10c. Aerial Age, 280 Madison Ave., New York
City. N. Y.

AUCTION.S

AUCTIONEERS make from $10 to $50 a day.
Free catalog. Missouri Auction School, Kansas
City.

BOOKS
TO GET BETTER PICTURES: Read the

Amateur Photographer's Weekly; illustrated; week-
ly prize competitions; print criticisms; many unique
features; $1.50 per year; three months* trial sub-

scription 25c. ; Abel Publishing Company, 401
Caxton Bldg., Cleveland. Ohio.

30 MAGAZINES—All different, late issues.

Value $3. Yours, only 25c prepaid. Eastern
Bureau, New Egypt, N. J.

A BINDER for THE ELECTRICAL EXPERI-
MENTER will preserve your copies for all time.
Price, 50c. Postage on 3 lbs. is extra. Send for
one today. Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 Ful-
ton St., New York City

.

FIRE SALE OF SLIGHTLY DAMAGED
BOOKS. Due to fire in our stock rooms, a great
many of our books were water stained, but not
otherwise damaged. Rather than dispose of them
to dealers we prefer to give our readers the bene-
fit. Look at this list! Our celebrated Wireless
Course, 160 pages, 400 illustrations; Experimental
Electricity Course, 160 pages, 350 illustrations; How
to Make Wireless Sending Instruments. These
three books for $1.00 prepaid. Regular selling
price of these three books is $2.50. We guarantee
you will be satisfied. Experimenter Publishing Co.,
Inc., 233 Fulton St.. New York City.

OLD E.E. BACK NUMBERS—We have some
valuable old E.E. back numbers on hand as per
list below:
1915. March . .price each $.20

Jan price each $.25 April ...
Feb " " '* May ....
March .... '* " " June ....
April ... . " " " July .. ..

May . . . . " " " August .,

June " " " Sept
July •• " " Oct
August ... " " *' Nov
Sept ** " " Dec
Oct " " " 1917.
Nov " " " Tan *' " .15
Dec Feb

March ...,

1916. April ...
Jan " " .20 May
Feb Tune ....

July ....
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov

>ye can fill orders at once upon receipt of your
remittance and if you have not these numbers al-

ready now is your chance to get them as they
probably will be snapped up very quickly. Ex-
perimenter Publishing Co., 233 Fulton St., New
York City.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
SPECIAL OFFER—Luminous Paint. 15c; Sil-

ver-plating Powder, 15c; Liquid Courtplaster, I5c;
Soap Bubble Liquid. 15c; Straw Hat Bleach, 15c;
Collapsible Tube Tooth Paste, 15c Resilvering Mir-
ror Liquid, 15c: Polish for Tan Shoes, 1 5c ; Dress-
iuR for Tan Shoes. 15c; Paint to Make Oil Cloth.
15c. Full Directions how to make and use. Full
set of 10 only 50c. Remarkable bargain. Stamps
accepted. Sidney Specialty Co., 233 S. Fulton St ,

New York City.

CHFMICAI-S

CHEMICAL LABORATORIES for the Experi-
menter. Prices low as $1.25, with 100 experiments.
Our genuine College Course in Chemistry free,
with diploma when completed, to anyone purchas-
ing our Laboratories listed at $5 and upward. Send
stamp for complete descriptive matter. North-
western Ohio Specialty Co., Box 493, Central Sta-
tion, Toledo, Ohio.

HELP WANTED

WANTED MEN AND WOMEN, 18 or over,
everywhere, for U. S. Government Life Jobs, War
necessitates hundreds appointments, $75 to $150
month. Short hours, Vacations with pay. Com-
mon education sufficient. Write immediately for
list positions open. Franklin Institute. Dept.

J 27, Rochester, N. Y.

ELECTRICAL SERVICE MEN
Young men to enter factory of well-known firm

for 3 months thorough training in manufacture of
electric motors. Will then be attached to branch
offices in large cities to do special service and
repair work. Splendid chance to work from this

to position as sales engineer. Technical training
desirable, but not necessary. Practical experience
in electrical work will count. Reply in full stat-

ing education, experience, habits, references,
whether married and your liability to military ser-

vice, also send photo. Replies strictly confidential
between you and the general manager. Address
Box 300, care Electrical Experimenter.

MISCELLANEOUS
.VMERICANS! Set of twenty-four cards each

SyiX-iVi, picturing America's Celebrities with a
short history of each, 20c a set; 3 for 50c. Henry
Ringer, 28 W. Liberty St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

SHEET MUSIC BARGAINS—6 for 25c.
Reubin Scholz, Scheboygan, Wisconsin.

WE HAVE a limited number of beautiful art

pictures of the following famous electrical men on
nand. Nikola Tesla, Dr. Lee De Forest, Gugliehno
Marconi, Charles P. Steinmetz and Reginald A.
Fessenden. These make a handsome aecoration
for any laboratory or workshop and should be
prominently displayed. Price for five, prepaid,
25c. Experimenter Pub. Co., 233 Fulton St., New
York City.

BIG BARGAIN IN TENNIS RACKETS—
We have a small supply of Tennis Rackets, made
by one of the largest firms in the country, on hand
which we will close out at the following prices:
No. 2375—Extra best Tennis Racket, $5 grade, air

dried ash, popular long oval form, concave walnut
wedge, superior quality of gut; each, $2.75.
No. 2377—First grade Tennis Racket, second
growth ash, walnut and maple throat, very good
grade of gut; handle of cedar with leather cap; a
$3.25 grade; each $1.85.
No. 2376—Medium g^rade Tennis Racket made of
the same stock as No. 2377 except the gut. A per-
fect $2.25 grade. Ideal for beginners. Each $1.35.
Shipping weight of each size two pounds. Send
for one today. Our stock is limited and policy ie:

"First Come, First Served." Don't forget to in-

clude money for postage, or we ship express collect.

The Electro Importing Co., 233 Fulton St., New
York City.

, SEND YOUR SOLDIER BOYS a little pas-
time amusement. My six baffling puzzles and
tricks are just the thing. Complete set for one
dime. H. J. Kunow, 2246 N. Tripp Ave., Chicago.

PATENT ATTORNEYS

IDEAS WANTED—Manufacturers are writing
for patents procured through me. Four books
with list hunareds of inventions wanted sent free.
I help you market your invention. Advice Free.
R. B. Owen, 130 Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS—R. Morgan Elliott & Co.. Patent
Attorneys, Mechanical, Electrical and Chemical
Experts. 716-724 Woodward Bldg., Washington, D.C.

PATENTS—Without advance attorney's fees.

Not due until patent allowed. Send sketch for
free report. Books free. Frank Fuller, Wash-
ington. D. C.

PATENTS ON EASY PAYMENTS—Send
mode! or sketch for Free Search and Certified
Registration of Your Invention for Your Protec-
tion. Free Book Tells What to Invent and How
to Obtain a Patent on Easy Payments. C. C.
Hines & Co., 593 Loan & Trust Bldg., Washing-
ton, D. C.

FETHERSTONAUGH & CO.^03 Victor
Bldg., Washington. D. C.—A 35 year old firm
composed of young men for energy and push,
and older men for counsel. All trained patent
lawyers. Free Booklet.

PHONOGRAPHS

BUILD YOUR OWN PHONOGRAPH or manu-
facture them for profit. Drawings, instructions,
etc.. Twenty-five Cents. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Circular free. Associated Phonograph Co., Dept.
E, Cincinnati.

BUILD your Phonograph. Highest quality mo-
tors, tone arms, reproducers, cabinets. Big sav-
ing. Handsome catalog free. Indiana Phonograph
Supply Co., Indianapolis, Indiana.

STAMPS

STAMPS—61, ail different, free. Postage, 3c.
Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co. , Toledo, Ohio.

FINE HIGH GRADE APPROVALS, state size
of collection. Sycamore Stamp Co.,, 3206 Syca-
more Rd., Cleveland, Ohio.

STAMPS—100 different U. S. 7c, or 100 dif-

ferent foreign, 12c. A. J. Janecek, 3608 Clark
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

TELEGRAPHY

TELEGRAPHY—both MORSE AND WIRE-
LESS, also STATION AGENCY, taught quickly.
TREMENDOUS DEMAND—much greater than
supply—PERMANENT POSITIONS SECURED.
BIG SALARIES — recently raised. IDEAL
WORKING CONDITIONS—short hours, vaca-
tions with pay, sick and death benefits, etc.—pre-
vailing. GREAT OPPORTUNITIES FOR AD-
VANCEMENT. WOMEN OPERATORS also
greatly desired by Railways and Western Union.
Tuition reasonable. Cheap living expenses—can
be earned. Oldest and largest school—established
43 years. Endorsed by railway. Western Union
and Marconi Telegraph Officials. Large illustrated
catalogues free. Correspondence courses also.
Write today. ENROLL IMMEDIATELY. Dodge's
Institute, Lone St., Valparaiso, Indiana.

100,000 MEN NEEDED IMMEDIATELY to
serve as radio operators in Signal Corps, subma-
rine chasers, battleplanes, and merchant marine.
GRACELAND, a fully standardized and officially
accredited junior college, offers TWO COURSES:
EIGHTEEN WEEKS INTENSIVE TRAINING,
and RADIO SUPPLEMENTARY COURSE
with which other work can be taken in the regular
college departments—collegiate, academy, ^ort-
hand, typewriting, stenotypy, conservatory, etc.
Both courses lead to commercial operators license,
first grade. Recognized by U. S. Government as
a RADIO OPERATORS* TRAINING SCHOOL.
GRADUATES GUARANTEED POSITIONS with
commercial companies or government, as desired.
Radio students participate in all college activities,

—

athletics, literary, glee club. MILITARY, etc. Ex-
traordinary LOW TUITION AND EXPENSES:
student self-help. Send to-day for free illustrated
catalog. WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY DEPART-
MENT, GRACELAND COLLEGE. Lamoni, Iowa.

TYPEWRITERS

TYPEWRITERS, all makes factory rebuilt by
famous "Young Process." As good as new, look
like new, wear like new. guaranteed like new.
Our big business permits lowest cash prices. $10
and up. Also, machines rented—or sold on time.
No matter what your needs are we can best serve
you. Write and see now. Young Typewriter Co.,
Dept. 364, Chicago.

WIRELESS

BEFORE BUILDING that receiving set get our
circular on perfectly designed switches and switch
points. Hard rubber knobs used exclusively.
Eureka Secondary Co., 6939 S. May Street,
Chicago, III.

GET THEM WHILE THEY LAST
100 H" SPARK COILS, complete. $1.40 each.

200 H" SPARK COILS, without vibrators. 80c
each. 50 1^" SPARK COILS, complete, each
$3.25. Guaranteed. All answered. C. O. D.
terms accepted. T. Eisgran, 1520 St. Marks Ave.,
Brooklyn, New York.

LOOKl! Bargains! I have a number of the
following for sale or exchange. Telephone Trans-
mitters, 50c. Five bar magnetos, 75c. Ford spark
coils, good. 75c; extra good, $1. Write for list.

Sidney Collisson, Keokuk, Iowa.

(Continued on next page)

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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ELEC. SUPPLIES & APPLIANCES

XMAS GIFTS FOR THE HOME AND THE
BOYS "AT THE FRONT". Irons, Toasters,

Flashlights, etc. Nice things for them all; high-

est quality, the lowest prices. Send stamp for

Special Xmas Gift List and prices. Baer Electric,

Van Wert, Ohio.

FOR SALE II 100 1J4" SPARK COILS, $3.25

each. 150 Va" SPARK COILS, $1.40 each. Mesco
12 volt Dynamo, $5. Complete Tesla Transformer
outfit, comprising Tesla Transformer, lyi" coil,

large condenser and gap, $9. All answered. J. C.

Swimmer, 1904 Park Place, Brooklyn, New York.

NEW Aeroplane and Cyclecar Motors, $55.

Send 10c. for blue print. T. A. Eberhardt, 1138
Wall St., Milwaukee, Wis.

FOR SALE—New yi and 1/3 Horse Power Al-
ternating 110 volt motor; can run from lamp
socket, shipped from Chicago branch for Eastern
trade. Fully Guaranteed. Prices $22.10 and
$23.50. Herbert Paine, Box 41-A, Hayward, Cal.

BOYS—A Splendid Christmas Gift Just what
you want to run your Electric Motors, Toys, and
for your experimental room. A 75 Watt Toy
Transformer that generates 6 different voltages,
ranging from 5 to 20 volts for $1.85. Also special
Christmas Tree Light Outfits consisting of 8 or 16
lights for $1.98 and $3.85, equipped with Tungsten
lamps. Act quick. This is a Holiday Specialty.
Willard Meyers, 950 Garfield Ave., Chicago, 111.

GENERATORS, 32 volt, for Farm Lighting
Plants. Also Switchboards complete. GOOD-
LITE COMPANY, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

FOR SALE—Electric Motors, 110 volts, 60
cycle A. C, single phase, speed 1750, % H.P., $22.
1/2 H. P., $42. Brand new, never unpacked, guar-
anteed perfect. Lincoln Supply Company,_ Lin-
coln. Pa.

FOR SALE—Build your own motor or generator.
Can furnish new high class 4"x3" armature with
set of brush holders and six (6) brushes for $2.

Can be used for 6 to 12 volts, shaft turned for
standard E 17 Norma ball bearings and threaded
^"—18 thread for pulley. A. D. Adams, 422
Park Road, Ambridge, Pa.

ELECTRICIANS and ARMATURE WIND-
ERS. Send $1.50 for 16 blueprints of motor
windings, 10 A. C. single, two and three phase
and 6 D. C. Or 20 A. C. 6 D. C. and 6 rotary
converter drawings for $2.25. Winding made easy.
Superior Electric Co., Lock Box 1372, Pittsburgh,
Pa.

F5 SSBJE^

Scientific Exchange Columns
UNDOUBTEDLY you have at the present time some things for which you have no further use. Do you wish to exchange thera for some-

thing for which you have inunediate use? There is no surer and quicker way to do this than by advertising your articles in these columns.
The Very people, the Only people, who could possibly have a use for your things read this journal. More than 75,000 interested people
will see your ad. It is furthermore the cheapest advertising medium for you in the country. Dealers' advertising accepted in Opportunity
Exchange columns only.

The rates are: Five cents per word (name and address to be counted), minimum space's lines. Count about 7 words to the line.

Remittance must accompany all orders. No advertisement for less than 50c. accepted.
We reserve to ourselves the right to refuse any advertisement which we consider misleading or objectionable. Advertisements for the

January issue should reach us not later than November 25th.
The Classified Columns of "The Electrical Experimenter" Bring Positive Results.

Subscribers experiencing trouble in dealing with any advertiser should notify the publisher very promptly.

OVER 80.000 PEOPLE READ THIS JOURNAL

)£
2Be:

s

/ F

WANTED—Aviation motor; price must be low.

Would consider a wrecked motor. H. A. Mar-
greiter, 120 E. Harrison, Kirksville, Mo.

\l FOR SALE—Storage battery, stamp collection,

i X-ray tube, wireless and high frequency apparatus.
Robert Eccles. 201 Genesee St., Auburn, N. Y.

SACRIFICE — Large magnificent commercial
type radio cabinet. Panel operated. 5,000 miles,

ji K. W. Cost $150, sell $80. Other things.

Write L. Hamilton, 378 Fairmont Ave., Oakland,
Cal.

MOTORCYCLE ENGINE, twin cylinder com-
plete with magneto, carburetor, muffler and clutch.

Good running condition. First $25 takes it. Edw.
J. French, Peekskill. N. Y.

NEW 32-inch $30 Bass Drum for $10. Also 17-

inch $14 Snare Drum for $5. Clarence Osborn,
97 Watkins Ave., Middletown, N. Y.

BARGAIN— I will swap my large loose coupler

for a storage battery. Robert Halverson, R-1,

Kasota, Minn.
BARGAIN—Two Meccano sets worth $7,50.

First $3.25 gets both sets. Want, bicycle motor
attachment; Smith motor-wheel preferred. Rus-sell^
WANTED—Bench lathe and accessories. State

size, make, condition and price. Also, what will

vou take in trade? W. Rex B. Sutch, Clayton,

New Jersey.

WILL SELL—Sturmeyarcher 3 speed coaster-

brake in wheel, $6. 54 size violin, $5. Diabolo, 50c;

Semi-automatic wireless key, $2; 14" coil, $2;
Punching bag, $1.50; 4 magnet Generator, $1.

R. O. Miles, Wyonet, 111.

WANTED—All back numbers Q S T to Janu-
ary 1917. Sale or Exchange—8,000 meter un-
damped coupler, 1600 Navy coupler all taped.

What do you offer? Louis Krieg, Jr., 134 No.
School, Gloversville, N. Y.

FOR SALE CHEAP— 1 6 volt K & D motor
No. 5. $5.50; 8 point Rheostat, for small motors,

SOc; Reversing Switch, 50c; 3 Telephone Trans-
mitters, each 75c; '/i lb. No. 36 Enamel covered

wire, $1; Electric Whistle, 40c; "Solar" 6 volt

70 amp. Storage Battery, $7.50; 3-way Trans-
former, 6, 8, 14, 80c; 10 ohm Magnet, SOc; 80 ft.

'/i" square rubber, $2.50; 3 54x5 ^^ Printing Frame,
20c; 1 stick of Selenium, SOc; }i coil spring, new,
30c; Two 20 ohm Standard Relays, ea. $1.25.

William J. Murdock, 322 South Main St., Clinton,

Ind.

WANTED—All kinds of photography goods.

Have some fine things to exchange. A. Hofman,
382 Cornelia St.. Brooklyn. N. Y.

SACRIFICE—Magnificent Cyclopedia Applied
Electricity, write enclosing stamp. Warnecke, Jr.,

23 E. 88th, New York.

EXCHANGE OR SALB>—Superior Phones, $4:

E. I. Vario Selective Coupler, $4; 300 ft. 4

strand Antenium Wire, $2.25; Two 10!^" Insula-

tors, 60c; Four 554" Insulators, 75c; Junior Fixed
Condenser, 30c. Above articles never used. Also

E. I. Commercial Detector, 75c. Have 25 Boy's
books. Want, 110 volt motor, must be good con-

dition, or cash. Write if interested. J. Raymond
Stafford, 103 Fisher St., Marquette, Mich.

CYCLECAR material 1 4 H.P. motorcycle engine,

magneto and carburetor; steering gear complete;

front and rear axles; 4 full eliptical springs; 2 foot

levers' 4 wire spoked solid rubber tired wheels.

Sacrifice, $30, R. R. Crowe, Box 126, Baraboo,

Wis.

WANT

—

'/i to 1 H.P. 500 volt motor or gen-
erator, Weston or Keystone portable ammeter 0-50
amperes, voltmeter 0-150 volts. Will buy for cash
or exchange for radio apparatus. Have an excel-
lent Keystone milliampere meter; fine for research
work. Samuel Cohen, 1936 Pitkin Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

I "WANT TO SWAP"? |
M Do you realize that these "Scientific Ex- ^
g change Columns" are the World's most re- ^M nowned "Swap" market? "THE ELEC- m
m TRICAL EXPERIMENTER" prints 80,000 p
^ copies of this issue; that means that at m
M least 1 60,000 readers see this page and m
g probably a great many more. Our readers m
M who advertise here seldom advertise the M
M same thing twice—usually within five days m
M after the issue is out the advertised article M
= has been sold, or swapped. The many testi- M
J monials which we print here from time to M
^ time are ample proof of the almost mirac- ^
m ulous pulling power of these columns. m
M Look around in your attic or workshop M
J and you will find dozens of long forgotten g
M articles, useless to you now, but very use- M
M ful to someone else. At a ridiculously low g
g cost you can either sell or swap such articles. ^
W And remember this fact: The U. S. Postal M
M Laws protect you. No one can "do" or M
g cheat you. Of 3,495 "ads" published in m
M these columns during the past five years, m= only twelve complaints were reported to us, M= and each and every one was adjusted to M= the full satisfaction of the complainant. m
J It matters not if you have old books or =
^ magazines, a kodak, electrical or chemical ^M apparatus, scientific instruments, bicycles, m
= typewriters, moving picture machines, air g
m rifles, watches, structural toys, etc., etc. M
m All these and countless others can be speed- M
M ily disposed of here. Try it and be con- ^
g vinced. g
iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim^

329 Elm St., Penn Yan, N. Y.

Gentlemen:—I wish to tell you of the successful

results I obtained from my ad in the "E. E."

Before the publication date I received an inquiry

and ever since they have been "pouring" in at

the rate of several each day.

To date, I have received sixty-three inquiries

and have disposed of most of articles advertised.

Inquiries have come from as far South as

Florida, West from Colorado and several from

Canada.

Thanking you for your promptness in insert-

ing my ad, and wishing a long and prosperous

"life" to the Electrical Experimenter, I remain

Yours truly,

Lester Chiskolm,

WANTED—Omnigraph in first-class condition,

2 inch spark coil, and guaranteed 2000 or 3000
mile receiving set complete with aerial. Ivar Wal-
lin, Chignik, Alaska.

TWIN cylinder motorcycle engine in good con-

dition, complete with magneto, carburetor, clutch

and muffler. $25 takes it. Edward J. French.
Peekskill, N. Y.

CHEMICALS—Set of fifteen with test tubes,

alcohol lamp, etc., for $1.00. Electrical apparatus.
Drafting instruments. 25 copies American Boy.
SOc. List for stamp. Lester Chishoim, Penn Yan.
N. Y.

SACRIFICE—HK. W. transmitting set com
plete. Packard transformer, glass plate condenser,
Murdock O.2., Klitzen rotary gap on marble base,
kev on marble base. Everything good condition,
$22.50. Alex. Schaff, R. R. 11, Franksville, Wise.

FOR SALE—4-blade ceiling Fan. 1 computing
scales. Write, Louis Elfers, 605 Grandview Ave.,
Muscatine, Iowa.

HUNTING BARGAINS? Then send sixteen
dollars for my new high-class receiving outfit or
eighteen dollars for my No. 6 Remington type-
writer. Particulars for stamp. Fay Williams,
Huron, Ind.

REGENATIVE SET, including Audion, Range
150-850 meters. $20. Want '/2 Kilowatt trans-
former, condenser. McMurdo Silver, 340 West
57th St., New York. Phone Columbus 1628.

BRAND NEW DeForest Round Amplifier Bulb
$4, Tubular Type $3. Peeriess Detector, $1.50.
Lots of bargains, write. R. Cuthbert, 385 E. 184th
St., New York.

SELL—Large . Size Presto-Lite Tank with
brackets, $9. Two cylinder, four horse-power au^
tomobile steam engine, $10. Clarence Vaughan,
Middletown, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Complete Wireless Outfit, 14 K.W
Transmitter, $20. Printing Press, 5x8, 10 fonts
type. $25. Typewriter,
Jensen, Boscobel, Wise.

$10. Particulars, stamp.

PRACTICALLY NEW I. C. S. Electrical En
gineering. Electric Railways Courses; two spark
coils 7x2'A, 7</2x2 for $18. E. Holmes, 12 Wal
nut Park, Roxbury, Mass.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Set of chemi
cals and aj)paratus for twin cylinder motorcycle
engine. Write for particulars. Robt. Shank, 521
So. Jefferson St., Dayton. Ohio.

FOR SALE—Chemical Laboratory—Complete
line of chemicals for analytical also Experimental
and Photographic purposes—Practical apparatus
and Reagent bottles—Value $40. For particulars
write to N. H. Parex, 247 Pearl St., N. Y.

EXCHANGE—My $40 Violetta complete. Want
Omnigraph in first-class condition, even exchange,
or what have you in wireless apparatus? Geo. A.
Chandler, 500 N. Clark St., Chicago, 111.

WANTED—Copy of book "Michael Faraday, His
Life and Work" by Sylvanus Thompson. Also an
ohmeter of the Roller-Smith type or a Wheatstone
bridge; must be in first-class condition, and include
galvanometer. H. W. Secor, c/o Electrical Ex-
perimenter, 233 Fulton St., New York City.

Ymi benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Just what you need to know to succeed in ELECTRICITY
EVERY electrician, every engineer, every mechanic should knovvr

about these wonderfully helpful instructive books, which give in

plain words a complete working knowledge of electrical engi-

neering in all its phases.

You run into some new electrical problem almost every day. The
information you nee<l tf> help vou in your every day work is in

HAW KINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDES
Those lioiiks place electrlclt.v at your fliicer ends. Thc.v rover every iinUKinalile

>ubject. iiilnclple, llieor.v, proljleni. trimhle, and »a.v of doing tilings electrically.
Every subject is indexed so that you can turn richt to it. They are a study course
and a reference guide in one, written in plain every day lanuuage—no wasted words
—only what you need to know—chock full of upto-the-minute electrical knowledge.
The guides are a complete course in electrical engineering. They will help vou in
every detail of the days electrical W(.rk. You can't ask an electrical iniestion that
Hawkins (Guides can*t answer.

Pocket-Size Flexible Covers
The biK»l(.i are small enoufh to lUp Into your coat

pocket- hamlsoiiiely IwiUiid oi flexibli- black rovers
loll ca[i carrj each vohime u1th you until you hava

iiia.slere_il lis contenls. 3. .100 pages of actual Inrormatlon
and 4., 00 Illustrations. Once you see these books and
put tlieni Into actual use you wilt never aRaln want to be
without them. Try It at our expense

SEND NO MONEY
It win coat you iiotliinii to recrire th«M books—U> look

iliem i>ver—ask them all the questions you can think of—U96 them in your wurk—study them—pick up some tn-
formation that wlH increase your earning ahllity. We
"'H ship you the entire set of 10 rolunie* enllrely FREE.

Ttits is A -iisn of our rnnfldence in the siiidea. Pure
Kold does not object to bolne testod. Keep them for
st'VPti days and if you do not decide that you can't get
alnriK vvlrhout them, return them to us and owe u^
nothing.
When you decide to keep them yoii only have to pav

Jl.ftO down and remit the balance of $9 00 on the easy
payment of JI.OO a month till paid for.

Vho thl« coupon to get tiio books. It will pay you
many times o\«r.

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
72 Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y.

What Electrical Men Say
Helped Him Make Good

"It Is onlv ritjht fur me to rcftmi-
niend highly the Ilnwkins Guides, for

they have been of llie grfattwt assist-
anoo Lo mu in jilucint: nie in my prt-t-

inl jiosilion ns Siipirintondeiit of Coii-
truction I>eiiartnu-nt of one of Ohio's
largest Elpctrlral Cnmpanies. I would
like to stte evfry man have a set of
Hawklna Ouid<?s."

Geo. Knecht, Columbus. Otilo.

In the Naval Electrical Dept.
"The Hawkins flutdes are crfat help

lo niB in tiie Naval Elecrriral |)*-i'arl-

mcnt, wtiich they cover verv tliomiKli-
ly.-' C. J. Poniell.
D. S. Receiving Ship. Brooklyn. N. Y,

Superintendent
"I am now superintendent of the

Duiinvllle Hydro - Electric Systems,
and Hawkins tiuides were a groat help
(o mo in holding dowTi a restxnillble
position "

W, E. Swartz. Dunnvllle, Ontario.

Wirelesi Operators
"I have worked wlrelpss for ten

ypiars- but I wish I liad these bonks
years rro. as they havf saved me a
great dt-al of trouble '* H. Marshall

Snanipr M & 11 No J,

WRlkervtlle. Ont. 5END NO MONEY- U5E THE COUPON

No
READ THIS PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS

It'oiitains 34S pages. 3S8 illustrations. Electrical
sinus and symbols—static and current electricity

-jiriinary cells—^-onductors and Insulators- rcsistajice and
conductivity—niagiietisin—induction coils—dynamo principles
-classes of dynamos—armatures—windxpss—cumiuutation

—

brushes, etc.

M— 9 t'ontains 348 paites, 394 illustrations. Motor
*'*'• •• principles—armature reaction—motor startuig

—

(;alculattons—brake horsepower—selection anil installation of
(lyrianio and motors—galvaiiumetcrs—standard cells—current
measurement — resistance measurement — voltmeters — watt-
meters—watt hour meters—operation of d>'natuo3—operaUoD
ot motors, etc.

No. 3 ''""'«'"» 'M ntites. 423 Illustrations. Distribution

i,* J systems- -wires and wire calculations—inside, out-
siae and uiiderground wtrinc—sign flashers—lishUilng pio-
lection—recliflers— storSBe battery systems, etc.

No. 4 ''"""t'"' 270 panes. ,179 illustrations. .\ItemaUnc
' current principles—altentatine current diagrams

-tlie power factor—alternator princlplea—alternator con-
struction— windhigs, etc.

No. 5 """"If 'S"
'-" I"""- "» llltlstratlons .^. P. Motors

r.inimiif atn.^j;J?'' "V"!.'""! '""''"'""" "'"""'"inciples—.t.r.
• sVrucM.m

""•""-Induction motors, transformers: b-se.,.oiistruclion connections, tests-converters—rectlfletN etc

No. 6 ^""'';"' ='" I""'"- <'2 Illustrations, .\ltemallng

or.-rol.r. Vi^l, I

">»'<"»—switching devices—circuit brealt

XiwhilL^H' "'S'
"'""'•<"' "Pnaratus-regulatlng devices

fiSor inH^^.
/""densers-lndlcatlne device—meterj-powerfactor ind.cators-wave form measurement—swlt.h h^ard' etc
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Illtrary. This Index lias been ^planned to render easily ac- ^r riease submit me for
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HEREYOULEflRNBfDOING
The Only Way to Learn

Electricity

The only way you can become an ex-

pert is by doing the very work under com-
petent instructors, which you will be called

upon to do later on. In other words, Icani

by doing. That is the method of the New
York Electrical School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly

directed is worth mere to a man than years

and years of book study. Indeed, Actual

Practice is the only training of value, and
graduates of New York Electrical School

have proved themselves to be the only men
that are fully qualified to satisfy EVERY
demand cf the Electrical Profession.

At this "Learn by Doing" School a man
acquires the art of Electrical Drafting

;

the best business method and experience in

Electrical Contracting, together with the

skill to install, operate and maintain all

systems for producing, transmitting and
using electricity. A school for Old and
Young. Individual instruction.

And Now
If you have nu ambition to make a name

for vourself in the electrical field vou will

want to join the New York Electrical

School. It will be an advantage to you to

start at once. Then you should hurry to

send for our 64-page book which tells you
all about the school, with pictures of our

equipment and students at work, and a

full description of the course. You need

not hesitate to send for this book. It is

FREE to everyone interested in electricity.

It will not obligate you to send for it.

Send the coupon or write us a letter. But
write us »o-i' wliile you are thinking about
the subject of electricity.

School open to clsilors 9 A.M. to 9 P. M.

OIRECT CU/?ffENT\
Pr./ICTIC£ 11

New York Electrical School

29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

Please send FREE and without obligation to

me your 64-page book.

Xamc
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eiecT/?o -nacffMNic/iL \

£N&/NE
NEW YORK i^ 29 w. Irts st

NEW YORK. N.Y.


